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Summary 

Engagement with the public offers a challenge for Parliament. Enabling people to visit is a 
particular challenge for a working institution in a busy tourist area in the current security 
climate. Parliament already finds it difficult to meet existing demands for access. Yet 
greater public understanding of the role of Parliament, and fostering a sense that 
Parliament welcomes visitors, must be desirable for a democratically representative body. 

In this Report, we describe previous work that has been undertaken in terms of improving 
visitors’ access to Parliament, their welcome when they arrive and the information 
provided to them on the work of Parliament (part two); we assess what the focus of 
Parliament’s visitor services should be and who should be the main target audience (part 
three); we describe options for varying scales of visitor facilities; consider what facilities 
should be provided; and finally, we set out our proposals for change (part four). 

The current wider strategy for public engagement includes upgrading of the Parliamentary 
website, the new visitor route through the Visitor Reception Building and Westminster 
Hall, and a better welcome for visitors, initiatives to explain select committee work better 
to the media, and the beginning of direct outreach to schools and the wider public. After 
examination of a Feasibility Report assessing different options, we are not convinced that a 
full-scale visitor centre would either represent value for money or necessarily achieve the 
engagement with the public sought by Parliament. Instead Parliament should continue to 
develop its existing strategies, and in particular now focus on the improvement of its 
education facilities, by finding space to provide dedicated flexible learning spaces and 
ancillary facilities. 

In our view, educational visitors are an obvious priority. Awareness and understanding of 
the parliamentary process should begin at school. Our aim is that as many school children 
and young adults as possible should have the opportunity to visit Parliament as part of the 
experience of learning about Parliament’s history and how it works. 

The existing Parliamentary Education Service, although highly appreciated and effective, is 
hampered by the constraints of its current inadequate facilities. We recommend that 
within a dedicated space, provided on or off the Estate, the Service would be able to provide 
a wider range of programmes for more schools and for more schoolchildren as well as 
teachers and adult learners. This could also act as a hub for Parliament’s strategy of 
engagement with the public. We invite the House to endorse our proposals, so that a 
detailed plan can be developed, which we and other relevant bodies will examine in due 
course. 
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1 Introduction 

Background to the inquiry 

Nobody knows about Parliament except the people in Parliament.1 

Building connections with young people is central to Parliament’s longer-term 
health and effectiveness.2 

1. This Report follows the Joint Report of the Accommodation and Works and 
Administration Committees, published in February 2004, on visitor facilities and access to 
Parliament, 3 and the Report of the Select Committee on Modernisation of the House of 
Commons, published in June 2004, on connecting Parliament with the Public.4 Due to the 
pressures on accommodation on the Parliamentary Estate, those Committees supported 
the concept of an off-site full-scale interpretative visitor centre for Parliament.5 Their 
Reports, which were endorsed by the House of Commons Commission and the House of 
Lords House Committee and agreed by both Houses,6 found that Parliament could: 

•  provide a better welcome, with more facilities for visitors to the Palace of Westminster; 

•  be more accessible and engaging; and  

• do more to improve public understanding of its work. 

2. In May 2005 the Report of the Hansard Society Commission on the Communication of 
Parliamentary Democracy (the “Puttnam Commission”), set up to examine how 
Parliament presents itself and is presented by others to the public, concluded that the 
public and Parliament had “stopped communicating”.7 The failure of Parliament to 
connect with the public had contributed towards:  

public disengagement and cynicism, declining electoral turnout and low knowledge 
of, and satisfaction with, Parliament.8  

3. A study by the Electoral Commission and the Hansard Society in March 2006 found that 
only 51% of the public said they would be “absolutely certain” to vote at an immediate UK 
parliamentary election but most did not feel they knew much about politics.9 Many young 

 
1 Report of the Hansard Society Commission on the Communication of Parliamentary Democracy, Members Only?: 

Parliament in the Public Eye (London, 2005), p 14 

2 Ibid, p 55 

3 Accommodation and Works and Administration Committees, First Joint Report of Session 2003-04, Visitor Facilities: 
Access to Parliament, HC 324 

4 Select Committee on Modernisation of the House of Commons, First Report of Session 2003-04, Connecting 
Parliament with the Public, HC 368 

5 Accommodation and Works and Administration Committees, Visitor Facilities: Access to Parliament, paras 35–36 and 
Select Committeeon Modernisation of the House of Commons, Connecting Parliament with the Public, paras 81–82  

6 See below, paragraphs 15 to 23. 

7 Members Only? Parliament in the Public Eye, p 12 

8 Members Only? Parliament in the Public Eye, p 2 

9 Electoral Commission and Hansard Society, An audit of political engagement 3 (London, March 2006), p 5 
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people had little understanding of how the political system worked or the dominant figures 
within it. The strong message for Parliament from the Puttnam Commission was that: 

The public have a right to expect a Parliament which communicates its work 
promptly, clearly and usefully, which reaches out to all citizens and invites 
participation and interaction.10 

4. Both Houses have accepted that there is a need to engage better with the public. Many 
changes have already been made to improve the way Parliament connects with the public 
as a direct response to the Modernisation Committee’s Report.11 Improving public access 
to Parliament, and knowledge and understanding of its work and role, is a primary 
objective for both Houses and is included in their strategic plans for 2006–2011.12 Whilst 
recognising that Members have primary responsibility for maintaining links between 
Parliament and the public, the Administrations of both Houses have prioritised the 
improvement of public information, visitor and education services. In particular, officials 
have started to work on the implementation of the strategic objectives of both Houses: to 
strengthen public understanding of, and engagement with, each House’s scrutiny function 
and to clarify the distinction between Government and Parliament.13 To ensure better co-
ordination of efforts, the Group on Information for the Public (GIP), consisting of officials, 
has produced a business plan which sets out a proactive approach to be taken by the 
Administrations to achieve their core aims. The progress made against the business plan is 
considered in part two of this Report. 

5. Any new project to develop visitor services will face the challenge of how to improve 
access to the Houses of Parliament whilst ensuring that it remains a secure and effective 
workplace. The first priority for the Administrations of both Houses must be to ensure that 
Parliament is able to conduct its business effectively and to function without interference, 
that the services required by Members to carry out their work are provided, and that the 
integrity of the fabric of the Palace of Westminster as a Grade I building, within a 
UNESCO World Heritage site, is maintained. As we found in our Report on House of 
Commons Accommodation,14 there is already severe pressure on accommodation within 
the Parliamentary Estate, particularly in the Palace of Westminster. Parliament is a 
working institution, and while we are committed to the development of facilities for 
visitors, the provision of facilities that enable the House and its Members to operate 
effectively must take precedence. 

6. Our predecessors in their 2004 report accepted the case in principle for an off-site 
parliamentary visitor centre,15 and this was the starting point for our inquiry, although our 
work and consultation have led us to a different conclusion. 

 
10 Members Only? Parliament in the Public Eye, p 2 

11 See part two of this Report. 

12 http://www.parliament.uk/about_commons/house_of_commons_commission_/strategicplan05.cfm 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200506/ldbrief/120/120.pdf 

13 Report of the House of Commons Commission for 2005–06, HC (2005–06) 1234, paras 140–142 

14 Administration Committee, Third Report of Session 2005–06,House of Commons Accommodation, HC 1279  

15 See below, para 17. 
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7. In part four of this Report we examine what facilities would best achieve the aims of 
Parliament to provide greater information for learners, how they might complement and 
develop existing facilities, and how those facilities could support Members of both Houses 
in their work and benefit the visiting constituents of Members of the House of Commons. 

Conduct of the inquiry 

8. On 28 February 2006 we agreed to carry out an inquiry into the viability of a 
parliamentary visitor centre, with particular reference to the site of College Green (also 
known as Abingdon Street Gardens). We set up a sub-committee for that purpose and 
agreed to work together with the House of Lords Information Committee. The 
Information Committee endorsed the terms of reference of the inquiry on 16 April 2006. It 
is unusual for select committees of both Houses to choose to work together in this way on 
an inquiry into internal matters and is a reflection of the scale of the original concept and 
its potential impact on both Houses of Parliament.16  At our first concurrent meeting on 16 
May 2006, we agreed to widen the terms of reference of the inquiry to include Victoria 
Tower Gardens as an option for the site of a centre. Subsequently an examination was 
made of existing buildings in the vicinity of Parliament to assess whether they might be 
redeveloped rather than construct a new building for the centre. At that point we also 
agreed that the working title of any centre should be the “Parliamentary Visitor and 
Information Centre” (PVIC), in order to reflect the aims of both Houses in providing more 
information to visitors on the role of Parliament. 

9. We received written evidence from Members of both Houses. In addition to that 
evidence, the Chairmen of the two Committees wrote to all Members of their respective 
Houses with a questionnaire asking what facilities they thought a visitor and information 
centre ought to provide. This survey received 157 responses from Commons Members and 
160 from Lords Members. We also received written evidence from: our neighbours in the 
Westminster area; London authorities; local and national tourism organisations; and 
schools which use the services provided by the Parliamentary Education Service. We took 
oral and written evidence from representatives from London museums and groups who 
had undertaken research for the House of Commons Administration. We wrote to several 
other Parliaments and received information on their facilities for visitors and subsidies 
provided to groups for travel costs. We are publishing the majority of the evidence 
received. We wish to thank all our witnesses, as well as Professor Victor Middleton OBE, 
an independent academic and consultant on tourism, Mr Phil Reed, Director of the 
Churchill Museum, and Alan Stanton and Paul Williams from Stanton Williams 
Architects for participating in informal discussions with us. We are particularly grateful to 
those London museums and attractions that hosted visits from Members of the 
Committees and provided us with invaluable information on visitor management: the 
Globe Theatre; the Churchill Museum and Cabinet War Rooms; the Science Museum; and 
the Natural History Museum. 

 
16 The power for House of Commons Select Committees to meet concurrently with any Committee of either House of 

Parliament is provided under House of Commons Standing Order No. 137A. The power for House of Lords Select 
Committees to confer and meet concurrently with any Committee or Sub-committee of the Commons appointed to 
consider a similar matter is provided under House of Lords Standing Order No. 68. 
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10. We are grateful to the Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre Development 
Project Stakeholder Group17 for co-ordinating the consultation work and producing the 
Feasibility Report which provided the detailed evidential context to our deliberations: it is 
appended to this Report. Various external professional practitioners were consulted by the 
PVIC Development Project Stakeholder Group in the fields of: 

• visitor services and research; 

• town planning and archaeology; 

• property solutions; 

• museum and heritage operations; 

• education provision; 

• exhibition design and content creation, and 

• programme management.18 

11. Research on education visitors was undertaken for the Houses of Parliament by 
Continental Research and research on general visitors by Ipsos MORI. 

12. In looking at where a PVIC might be located, previous studies concluded that a full-
scale visitor centre could not be accommodated within the Parliamentary Estate.19 Recent 
research, contained in the Feasibility Report, identified two potential sites for a new build 
centre (College Green and Victoria Tower Gardens) and also several existing buildings 
locally which could house various styles of visitor centre and /or just an education centre. 

13. We had serious concerns over the cost of the new-build options presented by the 
Feasibility Report, as well as the likely difficulties over planning, transport and heritage 
issues which would face any building project located in the area. These factors led us to 
reject the proposals for a full-scale visitor and information centre. We decided to wind up 
the Sub-Committee and to work further on these issues in full Committee, continuing to 
proceed in tandem with the Lords Information Committee, but no longer meeting together 
formally. 

14. At our meeting on 12 December 2006 we decided to re-examine the principles behind 
the provision of facilities for visitors and assess how facilities ought to be prioritised by 
Parliament, within the existing accommodation strategy: this return to first principles and 
its conclusions is contained in part three of this Report. On 16 January 2007 the 
Committee held a discussion with representatives of those parts of the House Service 
responsible for Members’ Tours and Educational visits (the Central Tours Office and the 
Parliamentary Education Service) and also with the Chairman of the Group on 

 
17 The PVIC Development Project Stakeholder Group, formerly the Visitor Facilities Support Group, is a group of 

officials from both Houses tasked by the Boards of Management with producing information on the proposals for a 
visitor and information centre for consideration by the domestic Committees of both Houses. It sits within a 
governance structure for the PVIC development project and it is overseen by a Programme Board. 

18 Ev 67 

19 Accommodation and Works and Administration Committees, Visitor Facilities: Access to Parliament, para 8 
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Information for the Public, on current developments in the services provided to visitors. 
Before setting out the results of our inquiry, we first need to provide some historical 
context to our work. We do so in the next part of this Report. 
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2 History 

Previous work within Parliament 

15. In July 2002 a feasibility study for a visitor centre on the Parliamentary Estate was 
commissioned and a report prepared on behalf of the House of Commons Commission, to 
be considered by the relevant Domestic Committees.20 It recommended that a security and 
reception building be created at Cromwell Green to provide a more welcoming entrance 
for visitors than the current arrangements at St Stephen’s Entrance. Whilst accepting this 
conclusion, the Committees were opposed to the recommendation that two floors of 
offices and meetings rooms off Westminster Hall could be displaced to provide a visitor 
centre and shop. The consultants were asked to develop the proposals for the security and 
reception building on Cromwell Green, look at options for a visitor centre outside the 
Parliamentary Estate and also to consider whether a scaled down visitor centre could be 
housed on one floor next to Westminster Hall. Those proposals, considered by the 
Domestic Committees in May 2003, found that an extension out onto Cromwell Green 
would provide only limited extra capacity and would have an impact on the view of the 
front of the Palace. Therefore, the Committees concluded that there was not enough space 
within the Palace to house a visitor centre. 

16. The House of Commons Commission and House of Lords House Committee agreed 
that the results of the two studies should be used by a senior group of officials of both 
Houses21 to assist the Commons Administration and Accommodation and Works 
Committees in an inquiry on the subject. 

17. On 10 February 2004 the Joint Report of the Commons Administration and 
Accommodation and Works Committees was published. It agreed that Parliament needed 
to improve the access, welcome and information for visitors. The Report recommended 
the construction of a visitor reception building on Cromwell Green, as an initial step 
towards improving facilities for the public, but recommended further study to seek a 
location outside the Palace of Westminster for a full-scale interpretative visitor centre to 
include: 

• An exhibition space explaining the work and role of Parliament; 

• Accommodation for school parties and their reception; 

• A bookshop/retail facility; 

•  A ticket office for tours of Parliament, and 

• A display area for pictures and artefacts from Parliament’s collection. 22  

 
20 The feasibility study and report were prepared by Haley Sharpe Consultants and Purcell Miller Tritton Conservation 

Architects. 

21 The Visitor Facilities Support Group which became the PVIC Development Project Stakeholder Group. 

22 Accommodation and Works and Administration Committees, Visitor Facilities: Access to Parliament, para 36 
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18. The Report concluded that it could not identify a space on the Parliamentary Estate for 
these facilities, without undue disruption of current users. 

19. The House of Commons approved the Committees’ Report on 11 May 2004 and 
endorsed their proposals for a new reception and security building at the north end of 
Cromwell Green. 

20. Shortly afterwards, on 16 June 2004, the Select Committee on Modernisation of the 
House of Commons Committee published a Report on Connecting Parliament with the 
Public which welcomed the Joint Report and recommended that “the House consider the 
provision of dedicated educational facilities for the use of the Education Service, including 
a teaching area”23 and envisaged “planning for a dedicated Visitor Centre” with the 
following objectives:  

a) it must provide a welcome to visitors; 

b) it must provide an interesting and friendly environment; 

c) it should make Parliament more accessible, allowing visitors to see at least something of 
what Parliament is and does without necessarily having to visit the galleries, 
committees or take a tour, and 

d) it must improve public understanding and knowledge of the work and role of 
Parliament.24 

21. On 16 July 2004 the House of Lords accepted the recommendation of the House of 
Lords House Committee to endorse the recommendations of the Joint Report of the House 
of Commons Administration and Accommodation and Works Committees. 

22. In response to the Modernisation Committee’s Report in November 2004, the House of 
Commons Commission said that the Committee’s recommendations would be addressed 
in the development of plans for a Visitor Centre; and given the pressures on space in the 
Estate, the best opportunity to provide dedicated educational facilities for the use of the 
Education Service, as recommended by the Modernisation Committee, would seem to lie 
in the proposed Visitor Centre.25 

23. On 26 January 2005 the House noted “with approval” the Modernisation Committee’s 
Report, welcomed “the steps taken or planned as set out in the Commission's response” 
and resolved “that the House should make itself more accessible”.26 The Administrations of 
both Houses agreed that work on the feasibility, consultation, design and approvals for an 
off-site visitor centre should be taken forward by a group of officials. The results of that 
work would be presented to the relevant Domestic Committees for approval, before being 
put to both Houses for agreement. 

 
23 Select Committee on Modernisation of the House of Commons, Connecting Parliament with the Public, para 21 

24 Select Committee on Modernisation of the House of Commons, Connecting Parliament with the Public, para 82 

25 Modernisation of the House of CommonsSelect Committee, First Special Report of Session 2004–05, Connecting 
Parliament with the Public: the House of Commons Commission's Response to the Committee's First Report of 
Session 2003-04, HC 69, p 3 

26 HC Deb, 26 January 2005, col 387 
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Previous work outside Parliament 

24. Proposals for a visitor centre have also been discussed by external project teams in the 
context of improving the Westminster area in general for visitors: 

a) The World Squares for All Parliament Square Regeneration Project aims to: 

redress the balance between traffic and pedestrians, to restore a sense of sanctuary to 
much of the open space between buildings and to enable people to stop, understand 
and enjoy the fine heritage of the structures at the very heart of the capital.27 

The project’s initial feasibility study examined how to upgrade and improve the areas 
around the Palace of Westminster and Westminster Abbey, including: Parliament 
Square, Cromwell Green, Canning Green, Dean’s Yard, New and Old Palace Yards, 
and College Green and Victoria Tower Gardens. Plans to enhance the visitor 
experience included a potential centre for visitors to the Westminster area on College 
Green and an orangery, café and toilet facilities in Victoria Tower Gardens.28 It is still 
examining ideas for a visitor information point in Parliament Square related to key 
visitor attractions in the area. The project team includes representatives from the 
Greater London Authority (GLA), English Heritage, Royal Parks Agency, Transport for 
London, Westminster Abbey, Westminster City Council and the Parliamentary Estates 
Directorate. 

b) A draft Management Plan has been prepared for the Westminster World Heritage Site 
which includes the Palace of Westminster and Westminster Abbey including St 
Margaret’s Church. The Steering Group for the Plan includes representatives from the 
Parliamentary Estates Directorate, Westminster Abbey, Westminster School, 
Westminster City Council, GLA, Transport for London, Royal Parks Agency and other 
interested parties. The draft plan envisages that in the future the site will be: 

A place where people can come to work, learn, worship and visit with comfort, safety 
and enjoyment. A place where people of all nationalities and abilities can be inspired 
by its unique character and beauty and its rich living history.29 

The plan aims to provide visitors with a high quality experience through good visitor 
management and modern facilities. It states that the whole area would benefit from 
better signage and orientation plans and identifies the challenge faced by pedestrian 
visitor flow and traffic around the area. Whilst not incompatible with the initial 
proposals for a Parliament-only visitor centre, the plan is in favour of a more holistic 
approach to visitors to the World Heritage site with, for example, information points 
explaining the historical relationship between the Abbey and Parliament.30 

 
27 World Squares for All Parliament Square Regeneration, A Framework for Action (London, 2006), p 6 

28 Ibid., pp 18–19 

29 http://www.london.gov.uk/mayor/westminsterwhs/docs/WWHS_section%204.pdf 

30 http://www.london.gov.uk/mayor/westminsterwhs/docs/WWHS_section%205.pdf 
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Results of this work 

Changes to existing Parliamentary visitor information activities 

25. In response to the Modernisation Committee’s Report on Connecting Parliament with 
the Public, the Group on Information for the Public was made responsible by the Board of 
Management of the House of Commons for co-ordinating action on the Committee 
recommendations agreed to by the House of Commons Commission. The GIP Business 
Plan, published in March 2006, recognised that work on connecting Parliament with the 
public needed several strands. 

26. As well as development of visitor facilities the plan set goals to be achieved by 2011 as 
set out in the following table : 

Table 1: GIP Business Plan Goals 

 

An intuitive website that explains what Parliament does, is easily searchable, well used and 
appreciated and integrates video, audio and text. 

The Parliamentary Education Service plays a full part in ensuring that all schoolchildren have a good 
understanding of Parliament, young people reaching voting age understand the importance of 
democracy and education about Parliament is embedded in the curriculum. 

To encourage the media to project Parliament as a working institution keeping them well informed, 
with an emphasis on TV, internet and local/regional media as well as national news media. 

Subject to political agreement and the necessary financial approvals to develop Westminster as the 
hub of a network for engagement focused on communities and their interests working closely with 
and supporting the work of individual Members of Parliament. 

A proactive welcome for visitors of all kinds. 

To work effectively with other institutions in the Westminster area to help meet Parliament’s 
objectives for engagement with visitors. 

A programme of exhibitions linked to Parliament’s communications objectives. 

To combine improvements to the experience visitors receive when they come to Westminster with 
improvements to the way Parliament connects with those not able to come here. 

Any visitor facilities at Westminster would need to complement and reinforce work on the website, 
education programmes with schools, relations with the media and broader outreach in 
constituencies across the country. 

Source: Business Plan of the Group on Information for the Public 

27. Current work programmes which aim to enhance the experience of visitors to 
Parliament are set out in the table below: 
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Table 2: Current GIP work programmes 

 

The redesign of the Parliamentary website. A major redevelopment of the website is underway 
which aims to make the website more accessible and user friendly and to use email alerts to promote 
the work of Parliament. 

The expansion of the work of the Parliamentary Education Service as follows: 
 
The total number of staff has increased from 5.5 to 9.5 full time equivalents 
 
An outreach programme is being developed where two outreach officers will visit schools and 
colleges across the country and aim to establish contacts with all LEAs by the end of 2007/08 
 
The visits programme is being extended to provide a year-round programme aimed at all ages 
between 7–18 years old.  By expanding the programme, the number of young people participating is 
expected to increase to 28,000 over the next two years 
 
All Education Service publications have been revised and are available on its website by the end of 
2006/07 and the Service has produced new education films to be distributed to schools free upon 
request.   

A business case is being prepared for outreach across the country with Westminster as the hub. The 
emphasis would be on local communities and their interests working closely with and supporting the 
work of individual Members. 

Feedback and enquiries from the public are being used by the Information Offices of both Houses to 
inform the content of publications such as fact sheets, guides and other publications. Reviews of 
information materials are made to ensure parliamentary publications are fit for purpose. 

Visitor Reception Building 

28. The main recommendation of the Joint Report of the Accommodation and Works and 
Administration Committees in 2004 was that Parliament must provide a better welcome to 
its visitors via a more convenient and secure access point than they currently experience via 
the St Stephen’s Entrance security check. At the time of writing, the Visitor Reception 
Building (VRB) project on Cromwell Green was nearing completion. 

29. When the VRB opens, visitors will be met by Visitor Assistants (VAs), who already 
provide information and guidance for the public, and will enter the Palace via the North 
Door of Westminster Hall where they will be able to wait in the Hall if necessary. The aim 
behind the introduction of VAs was to provide a friendlier, more professional welcome for 
the general public and to enable the identification and fast-tracking of Members’ guests 
and business visitors. Since the introduction of the assistants in Summer 2005, queues 
outside the Palace have been reduced and the flow of visitors to the viewing galleries has 
improved and increased. There are now 17 VAs in post and the service they provide will be 
reviewed against the business requirements of both Houses.  

30. We welcome the recent improvements to some of the services available to the 
public, and now consider the extent to which they should be developed further. 
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3 What should Parliament provide for its 
visitors? 

Existing facilities for Visitors 

31. Despite an apparent public perception of Parliament as an exclusive institution,31 
current visitors to Westminster have a number of different opportunities to see the work of 
Parliament first hand. The House of Commons Commission Annual Report estimates that 
there were approximately 800,000 visitors to Parliament in 2005/06.32 It should be taken 
into account that figures for that year were affected by the General Election and the July 
bombings and therefore were lower than expected. The latter event caused a drop in visitor 
numbers for all major visitor sites in London. 

Table 3: Number of visitors to Parliament 

 

Total number of visitors 800,000 

of which:  

Tours organised by the Central Tours Office 187,000 

Visitors to the House of Commons Chamber 
galleries33 

100,287 

Student visits organised by the Education Service 11,170 

Summer Opening 79,170 

Source: Twenty-eighth Report of the House of Commons Commission for  2006-06, HC (2005-06), para 169 

32. As records are not kept for other categories of visitors, it must be presumed that the 
majority of visitors attend committee meetings and business meetings with Members of 
either House or officials; or are guests at official functions and events taking place on the 
Parliamentary Estate. There is currently no facility also to calculate the proportion of UK 
visitors to overseas visitors. 

33. A full list of areas and events open to the public throughout the year can be found at 
Annex 1. 

34. In addition to services for general visitors attending meetings or booked on tours, the 
Parliamentary Education Service (which works of behalf of both Houses) provides the 
following programmes and training days for school groups and teachers: 

• Parliament Explained Visits—Year 3–13 students (age 7–18); 

 
31 Ev 27 

32 Twenty-eighth Report of the House of Commons Commission for2006-06, HC (2005-06), para 169 

33 An equivalent figure is not available for the number of visitors to the House of Lords galleries in 2005-06; however 
there were 56,585 visitors to the House of Lords public gallery in 2004-05. 
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• Student Parliaments—Year 7–13 (age 11–18); 

• Teacher Seminar Days, and 

• Outreach Programme. 

35. Approximately 15 schools visit a week at the moment, with space for a potential 
maximum of 20 schools. Groups of up to 32, including teachers, can be accommodated.34 

What is not available 

36. Evidence to us suggests that the current service for visitors, if it continued as it is, could 
not achieve the level of engagement and connection with the public that the Houses of 
Parliament have agreed is necessary, for the following reasons: 

a) Facilities available for the Education Service are limited: 

i. There is no dedicated teaching space but only the temporary use of two meeting 
rooms. As there are only two rooms available (the Macmillan Room in Portcullis 
House and Room A in 1 Parliament Street) and the Service only has the use of the 
rooms until 5pm, there is limited capacity. Consequently, there is a waiting list of 
two terms. As a result, considerably more school groups (five times as many) come 
on a tour organised by the Central Tours Office than on a programme tailored 
specifically for school children by the Education Service. 

ii. Whilst Visitor Assistants, who conduct two Members’ tours for school groups a 
day, are “curriculum trained”,35 the majority of tour guides are not.36 Members’ 
Tours are not tailored for young people: they tend to be half an hour longer than 
Education Service tours and concentrate on the history and development of 
Parliament and its art and architecture, rather than on what Parliament does. 

iii. The lack of space and dedicated facilities for the Education Service mean that it will 
be difficult for the Service to expand its current activities for visiting schools groups 
beyond 28,000 children a year despite strong demand. The Education Service is 
already competing with Members for space in meeting rooms to cope with the 
demand from schools for programmed visits. 

iv. In addition, the Education Service is unable to cater for students with special needs, 
informal learners, adult learners or community groups. We return to the 
limitations faced by the Education Service in its current facilities in part three. 

b) Efforts to provide visitors with information are uncoordinated and disparate. Andy 
Martin from MORI, who undertook visitor research for the Houses of Parliament, told 
us: 

 
34 Figures provided by the Parliamentary Education Service. 

35 “Curriculum trained” means they have received training in delivering tours geared towards the needs of young 
people and school groups as well as attending a Parliamentary Education Service workshop on how Parliament links 
to the National Curriculum. 

36 There are 15 Visitor Assistantsand approximately 59 guides conducting tours of the Palace. Figures provided by the 
Central Tours Office. 
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[The visitors] were interested in actually what goes on here, how laws are made, what 
actually goes on inside this building. […] At the moment there is not enough 
information; the guides are brilliant…[the visitors] like coming through the building, 
but they would like more information.37 

c) He said that nine out of ten current visitors were satisfied with their visit to 
Parliament but felt the welcome and levels of information available should be 
improved.38 Although some brief pamphlets are provided for visitors, not 
enough information, interpretation and interactivity is available about the 
work of Parliament, and what happens in the Chamber and in Committees. 
The bookstall in St Stephen’s Hall, which sells basic guide books and postcards 
amongst other items, is unable to carry a large amount of stock due to the lack 
of space; and the Parliamentary Bookshop on Parliament Street, which sells 
parliamentary and government documents, is not immediately obvious to 
visitors to Parliament due to its tucked-away location. 

d) Members Tours along the Visitor Route are almost at capacity. The increase in the 
overall number of visitors walking through the Houses of Parliament each year on 
tours in general has added to the wear and tear on the building. However, visitors who 
are not on an official tour have no alternative to queuing for seats in the viewing 
galleries if they want to learn more about Parliament. 

e) There are also limited facilities available on the Parliamentary Estate to provide public 
exhibition space or to display art from the Palace of Westminster collection. 

f) Whilst we understand from the MORI research that the public recognises that security 
is an issue for the building, the entry process remains unfriendly and the public feel in 
the way.39 The introduction of Visitor Assistants, to provide information and guidance 
to visitors as they queue up to enter the Palace of Westminster, has helped provide a 
more professional and pleasant welcome to the public. The reception of visitors to the 
building should be improved once the Visitor Reception Building has opened. 

37. The Palace of Westminster is not a museum; it is the home of a working Parliament. 
Visitor facilities should not compromise the efficiency and effectiveness of Parliament’s 
work. The United Kingdom public is entitled to see their Parliament in action and to 
expect an open welcome with guidance and information to make their visit productive 
and memorable. However, the severe pressure on accommodation within the 
Parliamentary Estate means that it is necessary for us to prioritise among our visitors. 

Proposals for a Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre 

38. As both Houses had approved the principle of a full-scale interpretative visitor centre to 
provide information for visitors to explain Parliament’s role and how it works,40 a 
Feasibility Report and options appraisal was prepared at our request showing options for a 

 
37 Qq 47–48  

38 Q 57 

39 Q 50 

40 See para 23 
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Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre (PVIC) outside the Parliamentary Estate, 
but within a 250m radius of the Palace of Westminster, on the same side of the river 
Thames and within a clear sightline to the Palace. 

39. In preparing the Feasibility Report the following assumptions were made: the centre 
would be a destination in its own right to complement existing services for visitors and 
Members; and its objectives and target audience were those identified by us, together with 
the House of Lords Information Committee. 

40. The four options assessed at our request were: 

• A full-scale “ideal” centre that would provide all facilities identified as desirable, 
including an exhibition space, shop, education centre and café; 

• A reduced-scale centre with more limited facilities; 

• An education centre only—which would provide for up to 100,000 learners a year, or 

• Do nothing. 

41. The four options were assessed based on outline illustrative concepts provided by 
architects and an environment and transport appraisal. A shortened version of the 
Feasibility Report is appended as evidence to this Report.41 

42. We judged the four options in terms of : 

a) how they would support the core strategic aims of both Houses; 

b) the recommendations in previous Committees’ reports; 

c) the limitations in possible growth of current provision of visitor services; 

d) the needs of the target audience we had identified, and 

e) value for money. 

43. We acknowledge that to “do nothing” is not an acceptable option. The Houses’ core 
objectives of promoting public knowledge and understanding of the work and role of 
Parliament could not be achieved in the context of current services provided to visitors, 
particularly those provided by the Parliamentary Education Service which are already 
at capacity. As Parliament promotes the limited facilities and resources it has to offer, 
the demand for visitor services provided by the website, Education Service and 
Information Offices is likely to increase beyond current capacity. The Education 
Service in particular will not be able to continue to expand its services without a 
dedicated teaching space. 

44. To do nothing would bring into question Parliament’s commitment, through its 
strategic plans, to improving the public’s knowledge of its work. In our judgment, such 
an approach would fail to respond both to the scale of the physical challenge we face at 

 
41 Ev 67 
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Westminster in handling the large number of school visitors, and to the political task of 
re-engaging with school groups and other young people for whom Parliament may be 
remote and difficult to understand. Some improvement in services is necessary in order 
to provide both a signal of commitment and an opportunity to deliver substantial 
change. It is important that Parliament is not seen as exclusive, unwilling to open up 
and welcome the citizens who pay for its upkeep. This could be damaging to the 
reputation of Parliament. 

45. We considered that the options presented to us for a new-build centre on either College 
Green or Victoria Tower Gardens were unacceptable due to the likely scale of the capital 
and revenue costs of each option (over £80 million for the “ideal” PVIC)42 and to the 
probable opposition from the planning authorities. Whilst most Members who responded 
to our survey thought that better facilities should be provided for visitors, we thought it 
unlikely that Members would support the creation of a centre at the cost estimated by the 
Feasibility Report. Several Members who responded had concerns over the potential 
disruption to services to Members and also the prioritisation of funding for a potential new 
visitor and information centre over facilities for Members.43 In addition, Professor Victor 
Middleton, an independent academic and consultant on tourism, suggested that a visitor 
centre might not be the most cost effective method to achieve the Houses’ core objectives, 
particularly if a large proportion of its visitors were overseas tourists.44 

46. Evidence we received from Westminster City Council and English Heritage expressed 
serious concerns over the use of parks and open spaces as sites for a major building project. 
Both College Green and Victoria Tower Gardens are on the ancient sites of Ludenwic and 
Thorney Island and are therefore archaeologically sensitive.45 

47. We consider that at the cost estimated by the Feasibility Report and Options 
Appraisal, published as an appendix to this Report, a new build visitor centre would 
not represent value for money. In reaching this conclusion, the Committee agreed to look 
again at the prioritisation of visitors to Parliament and to decide how best to improve 
visitor facilities without the construction of a new building. 

Who should be the focus of Parliament’s visitor services? 

48.  Both Houses have agreed that they must do more to improve the public understanding 
of the work and role of Parliament. In particular, all visitors should leave Parliament 
knowing more than when they came. 

49. Parliament attracts various groups of visitors to the viewing galleries, tours and 
programmes already available. Some are visiting the area already and want to see inside the 
building; others are interested in the business of Parliament. We do not want to discourage 
people from coming to Parliament. However, to attempt to improve services to all visitors 
would either require excessive resource, or would leave that resource so thinly spread as to 

 
42 Ev 77, 84 

43 Ev 126, 128 [Mr John Redwood MP, Mr Robert Goodwill MP: Mr Andrew Turner MP, Mr Ian Davidson MP] 

44 Ev 49 

45 Ev 32, 42 [Westminster City Council; English Heritage]  
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make no real difference. We are most likely to be successful in engaging with the public 
if we focus on those visitors we most want to reach and on what Parliament already 
does well. The Chairman of GIP described to us how this would combine with the three 
elements of a strategy for connecting with the public: reception of visitors at Westminster; 
explanation of Parliament across the country in schools and communities and provision of 
information in virtual form through Parliament’s website. 

Young people in school groups 

50. The Puttnam Commission found that there had been a recent drop in participation 
among specific sections of society in electoral turnout – in particular, younger adults were 
disengaged from the political process and not getting into the habit of voting as they grew 
older. This had led to a “creeping and more firmly entrenched disengagement moving up 
the generations.”46 The Puttnam Commission argued that the introduction of citizenship 
education in the national curriculum for secondary schools in England presented 
Parliament with a historic opportunity to communicate its value to young people and 
involve them in its activities.47 

51. The Parliamentary Education Service already provides specific links to the national 
curriculum in its programmes. It currently arranges programmes for children from the 
ages of 7 to 18. In Wales citizenship is part of the statutory provision for Personal and 
Social Education at Key Stages 1 to 4; in Northern Ireland “Local and Global citizenship’” 
will be a new statutory subject in 2008; and in Scotland “Values and Citizenship” is one of 
the five national priorities in education. Citizenship studies in England at Key Stages 3 and 
4 (ages 13–15) emphasise the importance of Parliament and cover events such as the 
Gunpowder Plot and the English Civil War.48 However, young people aged 16-24 are 
widely regarded as a particularly disengaged group (and as a result are one of the main 
targets of the Electoral Commission’s outreach strategy) and therefore likely to benefit 
from participation in Education Service programmes, whether or not they are in formal 
education.49 

52. We understand that, in future, the role of Parliament may well become a more 
important part of the citizenship curriculum. The Parliamentary Education Service needs 
to plug into this by providing schools with programmes that will encourage and develop 
students’ knowledge of Parliament inside and outside the classroom. Philip Ginnings, of 
Ounsdale High School, has suggested to us that Parliament should “provide an interactive 
set of tools that would engage young people with the political process.”50 The Association 
for Citizenship Teaching evidence thought that in developing its visitor services, 
Parliament could be: 

 
46 Members Only? Parliament in the Public Eye, p 13 

47 Ev 31 

48 Ev 47 

49 Ev 31 

50 Ev 47 
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an important part of improving knowledge and understanding about political 
institutions and in terms of education and Citizenship education in particular […] 
for improving political literacy amongst young people.51 

53. The Puttnam Commission found that many young people were interested in political 
issues, particularly broad social issues, but were unaware of the role that Parliament 
played.52 In its evidence to us, the Hansard Society said that in their Connecting 
Communities programme, young people had responded positively towards the visitor 
centre at the Scottish Parliament which they had felt was welcoming, informative and 
made them feel involved.53  

54. The Education Service told us that teachers can sometimes lack confidence teaching 
citizenship and politics to their pupils. An important strand of what the Service is trying to 
achieve is to work with teachers, particularly PGCE students and trainee teachers, during 
the Service’s Teacher Seminar Days to ensure they have a better understanding of 
Parliament that can be passed on to their students. The Association for Citizenship 
Teaching suggested that all Citizenship PGCE students should be taken around Parliament 
as a matter of course.54 

55. There is a growing sense within Parliament that education could provide the most 
effective means by which young people can be helped to understand the work of 
Parliament and become interested and engaged in the democratic process and continue to 
be so in later life. However with its current level of resources, the Education Service is not 
able to meet the current demand for its programmes or reach out to those schools which 
are either unaware of its services or unable to visit Parliament. It is important that we 
engage voters of the future in the work and role of Parliament in order to promote a 
lifetime’s interest and participation in the democratic process. The best way to reach 
most young people is within an organised learning environment, with direct relevance 
to what they are being taught every day in the classroom. 

56. The House of Commons Commission has stated that in terms of visitor services: 
“visits conducted under the auspices of the Education Service should in principle be 
prioritised”:55 we agree. We believe that the highest priority for an improvement in 
visitor services must be to provide dedicated facilities for educational groups. 

57. At our request, a paper was prepared illustrating how education facilities might be 
developed to provide a greater range of activities and programmes for learners of all ages. 
The paper is appended to this Report.56 We return to this in Part Four. 

 
51 Ev 45 

52 Members Only? Parliament in the Public Eye, p 56 

53 Ev 27 

54 Ev 46 

55 Select Committee on Modernisation of the House of Commons, First Special Report of Session 2004-05, Connecting 
Parliament with the Public: the House of Commons Commission’s Response to the Committee’s First Report of 
Session 2003-04, HC 69, p 3 

56 Ev 138 
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Young people individually, with their families or with youth groups 

58. The Feasibility Report prepared for us envisaged that, if there were improved visitor 
facilities at Parliament, young people would also visit outside of arranged school visits as 
part of family, community or youth groups.57 This reflects the experience of other London 
sites such as the Churchill Museum which some of us visited. Such activities should be 
both educational and enjoyable. New educational facilities should be designed 
principally for school groups. But providing facilities flexible enough to be used for 
activities involving young people visiting other than through schools could allow for a 
fuller use of the space outside of term time. 

People interested in the democratic process and how Parliament works 

59. MORI told us that, in demographic terms, people who are interested in Parliament are 
likely to be aged 45-59 of AB social class living in London.58 This group tends already to be 
engaged in the political process. Rather than trying to provide dedicated on-site facilities 
for this group, we believe that they are best catered for through the Parliamentary website 
and through the existing opportunities to visit, which they are well placed to take 
advantage of. Dedicated educational facilities may provide opportunities for some adult 
learners to learn more about Parliament through participation in seminars, discussions and 
workshops at times when the facilities are not being used by school groups. 

Tourists 

60. Tourists from both the UK and overseas visit Parliament either because they have 
serious cultural and historical interests in the Palace of Westminster or because they are in 
the Westminster area and want to visit the building. The latter’s needs are already met to 
some extent through areas already open to the public, the Jubilee café, the souvenir shop 
and the wide range of printed and online information available on Parliament. 

61. There is scope for Parliament to provide better facilities for all those interested in 
visiting. However, in the current climate of pressure on accommodation and in the 
interests of concentrating resources where they are most needed, we do not favour the 
allocation of a new dedicated space to any category of visitor other than educational 
groups.  

Virtual visitors 

62. Currently the Parliamentary website is being radically overhauled to improve the 
information provided online. Heather Mayfield, Deputy Head of the Science Museum, told 
us that everything that appeared on the floor of the Science Museum appears in the same 
form on the web—including games and activities.59 A redesign of the website will provide 

 
57 Ev 124 

58 A definition of social grades provided by MORI.A – Upper Middle Class (Higher managerial, administrative or 
professional 2.9 per cent of the population. B - Middle Class (Intermediate managerial, administrative or 
professional). C1 – Lower Middle Class (Supervisor, Clerical and junior managerial, administrative or professional). C2 
Skilled Working Class (Skilled manual workers). D – Working Class (Semi and unskilled manual workers). E – Those at 
the lowest levels of subsistence (state pensioners, etc, with no other earnings). 

59 Q 30 
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the opportunity for a review of the range of information about the role and work of 
Parliament, as well as the cultural and heritage aspects of the Palace of Westminster, which 
people can access remotely. It should be possible for example to enable the virtual visitor to 
see more of the Palace interiors and offer an opportunity for as the public to leave online 
comments. Select Committees have already begun to experiment with e-consultation. The 
Education Service has found that teachers prefer to access teaching materials online rather 
than be sent documents in hard copy. Therefore, guidance for teachers, classroom 
resources and the full range of educational publications are already all available in 
electronic downloadable form. If the Education Service is to expand its activities and 
programmes at Westminster it should also reproduce these new activities online. The 
redevelopment of the Parliamentary website provides an ideal opportunity to make 
information more accessible for people interested in the democratic process and how 
Parliament works, and in the cultural heritage of the Palace of Westminster, 
particularly for those who are unable, or disinclined, to visit Parliament. 

Visitor Services at other Parliaments 

63. We wrote to a selection of other Parliaments and discovered that there was a varied 
provision of facilities for visitors. Most Parliaments aim to provide the general public with 
useful information about the parliamentary process, but those with more substantial 
facilities have dedicated provision for school groups. We also asked these Parliaments 
whether they provided subsidised travel costs for their visitors. Information from each 
Parliament is contained in an Annex to this Report.60 It is clear from the information 
provided to us that provision for visitors at Westminster has fallen behind other 
Parliaments and Assemblies, both in the United Kingdom and abroad. 

64. We note with interest the subsidies provided by some Parliaments for transport costs of 
visitors – in particular for those countries aiming to encourage visits from schools in areas 
furthest away from the Parliament itself.  We make recommendations on this matter in the 
next part of this Report.61 

 
60 See Annex 2. 

61 See below, paras 95 to 99. 
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4 What should be provided in the 
dedicated Education facilities? 

What can the Parliamentary Education Service offer to schools now? 

65. As described in paragraph 34, the Parliamentary Education Service works for both 
Houses and has the temporary use of two meeting rooms on the Estate to hold teaching 
sessions. The Education Service is able to host up to three school visits a day during term 
time, with a maximum of 32 people per group—which includes two or three teachers. 

66. Activities during a school visit will normally include: 

• A tour of the Palace or a gallery visit. Tours are generally one hour long and involve 
question and answer sessions on the work of Parliament, rather than a lecture, offering 
a challenging opportunity for children to learn more about Parliament’s role. Tour 
content is adapted according to the age of the school children. 

• Interactive activities such as mock elections, making laws, writing mock bills, making a 
manifesto, dressing up and role play, looking at important parliamentary reforms in 
history using a timeline, and ‘have your say’ debates. Sessions are based on themes. 

• Talks with Members of both Houses. 

• Lesson plans and supporting resources are made available to teachers to use in their 
own classrooms. All these publications are available on the part of the website 
dedicated to young people and teachers—http://explore.parliament.uk/ 

67. In addition, Pupil Parliaments are held ten times a year, usually in Committee Room 
10. Each Parliament involves 64 students between the ages of 11 to 18, from four different 
schools. Resource packs are sent to schools in advance. 

Shortfalls of the current provision for schools 

68. There are approximately 3,300,000 children in secondary education. The Education 
Service is able to support between 10,000 and 18,000 school visitors a year in its current 
facilities, while the Central Tours Office provides a more limited service for a further 
40,000–50,000 school and other educational visitors.62 The fact that there is a waiting list of 
two terms illustrates that demand for the Education Service is already high. A survey 
conducted by Continental Research in 2005 found that 77% of schools who had visited 
wanted to do so again. 

69. It is difficult for the Education Service both to satisfy the demand of schools who want 
to visit again and to reach out to schools who have not visited before. The Service has 
calculated that by expanding the visits programme it would be possible to increase the 

 
62 Figures provided by the Parliamentary Education Service. 
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number of school visitors to 28,000 but no further.63 In order to increase capacity and 
enable more schools to visit, the Education Service needs more space. 

70. Should a dedicated education space be found on or off the existing Parliamentary 
Estate, the Education Service estimates that the number of learners visiting Parliament 
could increase from 11,000 in 2005-06 to 100,000 in future years.64 However, the 
accommodation would need to be flexible in order to achieve this. 

71. Apart from the obvious limits in terms of the number of children that can be 
accommodated at any one time, the Education Service told us that the quality and range of 
the programmes that can be provided for schools are also limited by the current facilities: 

• The rooms used are standard meetings rooms and are not tailored for children and 
creative activities. 

• The rooms have no computer facilities, and the room in 1 Parliament Street does not 
even have tables. 

• The rooms have to be left exactly as they are found as they are booked by others after 
5pm. This means that school work can not be fixed to the walls and Education Service 
staff have to set up the rooms before each lesson and clear up afterward. 

• The rooms are only available to provide learning sessions during the school year and 
are not available to groups other than schools. 

• There are no ancillary spaces for lunch or cloakrooms. 

• The noise from school groups often causes a disturbance to Members and others in 
neighbouring offices.  There is limited space for large numbers of children outside 
meeting rooms, and this can cause congestion in the corridors and around nearby toilet 
facilities. 

• In addition, the room in 1 Parliament St is awkwardly located in terms of safely 
shepherding children around the Estate on educational tours. 

What facilities should Parliament provide for its educational visitors? 

72. In this section we look at evidence from London Museums on their experience of 
providing facilities for school groups and we examine proposals from the Education 
Service on the facilities they consider necessary for the development of high quality 
educational programmes for school groups. 

Evidence to the Committee from London museums 

73. We took evidence from a number of museums and organisations on the facilities that 
ought to be provided for visitors, and in particular schools, by Parliament. We also visited 
the Science Museum, Natural History Museum and Churchill Museum to witness first 

 
63 See above, Table Two. 
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hand the impact facilities can have on the enjoyment of visitors and their flow through the 
building.65 The museums were refreshingly honest on the pitfalls they had encountered in 
their own visitor facilities: this approach has been invaluable to our deliberations. 

74. The British Museum, Science Museum, Churchill Museum and Natural History 
Museum all agreed that, in addition to flexible learning areas, the practical elements listed 
in the following table were essential for school groups: 

Table 4: Practical elements necessary for school groups 

 

A groups’ reception area – where groups could debrief and prepare for the main programme of the 
visit. The Churchill Museum and Science Museum have a separate entrance for schools and groups, 
but the Natural History Museum and British Museum do not. 

An area where school groups could eat lunch. 

Induction loops for hearing impaired participants in organised activities,66 and all areas, texts and 
displays should be accessible and comprehensible to wheelchair users, the visually impaired and 
people with learning difficulties.67 

Somewhere to store props and equipment. Unlike the other museums, the Churchill Museum did not 
have a cloakroom but had not found it to be an issue.68 

Toilets. 

Café (Parliament already provides the Jubilee Café off Westminster Hall.) 

 

75. We heard different views as to the need for a dedicated lunch area. Heather Mayfield of 
the Science Museum told us: 

If you do not provide a space where people can obviously sit and have their 
sandwiches they will just sit where they are, wherever that is,69 

But Phil Reed, Director of the Churchill Museum advised that: 

You don’t need a dedicated lunchroom space, just areas that can be used that way for 
30 minutes around lunchtime.70 

76. As regards elements that had not been judged a success by the Museums, Richard 
Woff, Head of Schools and Young Audiences at the British Museum, told us that: 

i. A large inflexible lecture auditorium was not used as much as expected; 

ii.  Heavy furniture in classrooms had proved difficult to rearrange, and 

 
65 Members of the House of Lords also visited the Globe Theatre and reported back to us on what they had seen. 

66 Ev 1 

67 Ev 23 

68 Ev 24 

69 Q 8 [Heather Mayfield] 
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iii. A dedicated ICT teaching space was not as useful as the flexible use of ICT across 
all the spaces would have been.71 

77. The Natural History and Science Museums agreed that Parliament needed to have a 
clear understanding of the purpose for which it would provide facilities and what it would 
focus on before it could begin to plan what facilities it would provide.72 

Suggestions from the Parliamentary Education Service 

78. The Education Service told us that, ideally, it would like to have the following facilities: 

• a dedicated soundproofed space in which children would be able to participate in 
creative activities without worrying about whether they were making a mess or 
disturbing those in neighbouring rooms. 

•  The Service would like to make use of objects from the archives or create mini-displays 
and exhibitions within the classrooms. 

• Equipment such as interactive white boards or audio-visual equipment would provide a 
more interesting teaching experience. (A Member has also suggested there should be 
mock polling booths to enable children to see what voting is like.73) 

• Easily accessible video-conferencing equipment compatible with that provided in 
schools and colleges would enable outreach to schools unable to visit Westminster. 

• Sensory activities could be provided for special needs groups which are currently not 
specifically catered for. 

79. Providing the Education Service with a flexible suite of rooms would enable groups to 
break up into smaller units, but also allow larger groups from schools to be accommodated. 
The Education Service said that some schools, in particular primary schools and sixth form 
classes, prefer to visit in year groups in order to avoid having to leave parts of classes 
behind or to arrange temporary teachers to cover classes. Schools’ preferences could be 
more effectively accommodated by providing a larger dedicated space. The Education 
Service would be able to offer a wider variety of activities, tailored to specific age groups 
and themes—and all with direct links back to the national curriculum being taught in the 
classroom. 

80. A dedicated space would provide the opportunity for the Education Service to offer a 
service to educational providers such as teacher training groups and university groups at 
times when the facilities are not being used by schools. By offering teachers face-to-face 
information on Parliament that is relevant to the citizenship curriculum, the Education 
Service is more likely to make schools aware of the facilities that are available both online 
and at Westminster. 

 
71 Ev 2 

72 Q 9, Ev 21 [Heather Mayfield; Honor Gay, Natural History Museum] 

73 Ev 130 [Mary Creagh MP] 
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81. The Education Service would also like to involve organisations outside of formal 
education in partnerships in order to reach as many young people as possible. For example, 
youth groups, the Princes Trust, the UK Youth Parliament, British Youth Council and 
Operation Black Vote are just a few organisations that the Education Service would like to 
invite to participate more in activities such as workshops and seminars, but at the moment 
it is difficult for the Service to arrange these kind of activities on a regular basis due to a 
lack of suitable learning accommodation. Focussing on educational or youth groups, with 
similar expectations and needs to that of schools, would enable the Education Service to 
make maximum use of its facilities without having to clear down displays or exhibits 
created by school children. 

82. Members and their staff currently spend a significant amount of time arranging tours 
for schools and other groups.74 Providing the Education Service with more resource could 
enable it to assist Members more in the organisation of activities for schools in and outside 
of Westminster. Greater access to dedicated educational facilities through the Service 
would provide Members and their visiting school groups, with a more professional and 
enjoyable experience. 

Options for the future of education provision at Parliament 

83. The Education Service has provided us with an options paper which illustrates the 
capacity of its current activities and how they could be increased should additional space be 
found for the Service. This options paper is appended to our report.75 

 
74 Ev 129 [Steve Webb MP] 

75 Ev 137 
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84. The five options are shown below in the following table: 

Table 5: Five options for education provision 

 

Option A To keep the status quo – the Education Service would retain the 
use of the Macmillan Room and Room A in 1 Parliament Street (a 
total space of about 150m²) and would only be able to increase its 
capacity to a maximum of 28,000 school children a year. 
 

 

Option B To find a dedicated space for the Education Service within the 
current scale of provision – the Education Service would be 
provided with space similar in proportion to the rooms currently 
used by it, but the space would be dedicated for Education use 
only. Good access to nearby toilets and storage would be provided. 
The Education Service would not be able to increase its capacity 
beyond 28,000. 
 

 

Option C More space for the Education Service – a dedicated space of 
approximately 1,000m² on or off the estate would be provided 
which would consist of a flexible suite of rooms to include 
classrooms and ancillary spaces for a lunch area, storage and 
cloakrooms. It would be possible to accommodate whole year 
groups and could also be used by others outside of school term 
times such as adult learners, families and teacher training. The 
Education Service estimates that they would be able to increase 
capacity to around 100,000 learners. 

 

Option D 
 

A new-build Education Centre – an option included in the 
feasibility report prepared for the Committee by the PVIC 
Stakeholder Group. A new centre containing 2,300m² of space 
would provide a reception area, multi-functional classrooms, a small 
exhibition area, staff areas, lunch areas, toilets, locker spaces and 
storage. The space would be used by other groups outside of school 
term time and would accommodate up to 100,000 learners a year. 

 

Option E A Full Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre — an option 
included in the feasibility report prepared for the Committee by the 
PVIC Stakeholder Group. A new centre containing 5,660m² of space 
would provide a dedicated space for all visitors to Parliament and 
would include a reception area, shop, café, exhibition areas, multi-
functional classrooms, staff areas, lunch areas, toilets, locker spaces 
and storage. The space would be used by other groups outside of 
school term time and would accommodate up to 100,000 learners a 
year. 

 

85. As previously discussed in paragraphs 43 and 44, and 45 to 47 respectively, we consider 
that Option A, the “do nothing option”, and options D and E for a new building to house 
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an Education centre are not the best options for Parliament. We consider that option B of 
providing the Education Service with dedicated accommodation similar to the space it 
currently occupies would be short-sighted and not allow for the Education Service to 
develop its activities and programmes to reach out beyond school groups from the areas 
closest to London. We do not consider that the request for more learning space is over 
ambitious in view of the current demand for the Education Service’s services and the 
planned programmes of outreach. We agree that the facilities as described in 
paragraphs 74 and 78 would provide an educational space that would go further to 
meet the needs of students, teachers and Members than the current allocation of space. 

86. Providing the Education Service with a dedicated space would also have the benefit of 
freeing up the space they currently use during the day to provide more meeting room space 
for other users, Members in particular. 

87. Based on the evidence to us from London Museums and on our discussions with the 
Education Service and the Central Tours Office, it is apparent that our current 
provision for educational visitors is impractical and uncomfortable for both staff and 
visitors. A real improvement in the experience of learners could be made by the 
provision of dedicated space. It would signal that Parliament has a real commitment 
towards engagement with the public. 

88. If a dedicated space is to be provided, advantage should also be taken of the 
opportunity to expand significantly Parliament’s capacity to welcome educational 
visitors. 

89. Accordingly we recommend that a dedicated space for school visitors of 
approximately 1,000m² (consisting of flexible accommodation of five classrooms with 
ancillary space for storage, toilet facilities, a lunch area and locker space) should be 
sought either on or off the existing Estate—the exact space depending on what becomes 
available and at what cost. We understand that the House of Lords Information 
Committee supports this recommendation.76 

90. As we noted in our Report on House of Commons Accommodation, it is a reality that 
space on the existing Estate is already under pressure.77 The previous Committees’ Report 
on visitor facilities found that there was not enough available space within the existing 
Parliamentary Estate to create a visitor centre. We accept that in order to provide a 
dedicated space for the Education Centre either certain offices on the existing Estate 
will need to be displaced into new accommodation and the space reconfigured, or new 
accommodation will have to be acquired. There will be costs associated with both 
options. 

91. We recommend that identifying a suitable space for the Education Service should be 
included within the 25 year Estates strategy, as part of the accommodation strategy. We 
recommended the development of this strategy in our Report on House of Commons 
Accommodation, to manage and identify accommodation priorities on the 
Parliamentary Estate. Providing dedicated facilities for school parties should be a high 

 
76 Ev 142 [Letter from Lord Renton of Mount Harry, Chairman of the House of Lords Information Committee] 

77 Administration Committee, House of Commons Accommodation, para 3 
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priority but must not impact adversely on the needs of Members for adequate office 
accommodation within the Parliamentary Estate. 

92. A dedicated space for education in Parliament would provide a facility for Members 
of the House of Commons to develop the link between Parliament and their 
constituents. It would need to develop as a resource available to Members and their 
staff to interact with school groups and other learners, to communicate the work and 
role of Parliament. 

Other changes that could be made to existing services 

Members’ Tours 

93. The Education Service have told us that only two Members’ tours a day are led by 
Visitor Assistants who have been curriculum trained. Both the Education Service and the 
Central Tours Office recognise that a change in style of tours for schools, together with the 
training of guides, is necessary if Members’ tours for school groups are to be more 
education-specific. We understand that in the case of approximately 30% of Members’ 
tours, the Tours Office is not warned in advance of the type of group that is visiting 
Parliament.78 This makes it difficult for the Tours Office to prepare an appropriate tour 
programme in advance. We recommend that the Parliamentary Education Service and 
the Central Tours Office should develop specifically tailored Members’ Tours for 
schools and that more guides should be curriculum trained to ensure school children 
gain the most benefit from their visit to Parliament. Five times as many children 
participate in tours as are able to participate in a Parliamentary Education Service 
programme. Tailored tours are an ideal opportunity for Parliament to engage with 
school children and increase their awareness of its work. These tours could be 
implemented quickly, in advance of any dedicated accommodation being found for the 
Education Service. 

94. Members are reminded that they should give advance warning that their tour group 
consists of school children in order to enable the Central Tours Office to provide a tour 
that has a specific link to the relevant curriculum and that is pitched at the right level. 

Subsidies for travel costs 

95. Evidence to us from the Education Service and schools tells us that the time and cost of 
travel to London are disincentives to schools visiting from further away. Schools booking 
the programmes run by the Education Service are predominantly from London and the 
South East of England. The Education Service last analysed its bookings in 2003/04 when 
61 per cent of 338 schools that visited as part of the educational programme were from 
London and the South East regions and 39 per cent were from the other regions combined. 
Philip Ginnings, Head of History and Politics at Ounsdale High School, Staffordshire, a 
customer of the Parliamentary Education Service, told us that: 

 
78 Information provided by the Central Tours Office. 
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travel by public transport to accommodate conventional opening hours is becoming 
prohibitively expensive and involves all sorts of added risk complications for party 
leaders […] in order to justify the journey and its cost any visit must be worth 
making.79 

96. Although some schools in the United Kingdom will always be put off from travelling to 
London by the distance and time involved in the journey, some are discouraged from 
visiting by the cost of the journey alone. Several Members have suggested to us that 
funding should be found to provide subsidies to encourage schools to visit Westminster: 

my constituents have as much need and right to visit Parliament as Londoners. 
Perhaps there should be a budget to enable every secondary school pupil to visit 
Parliament once.80 

I am aware that the National Assembly for Wales pays for school visits to the 
Assembly building in Cardiff […] I believe that a visit to the Palace of Westminster is 
a fundamental aspect of citizenship education and that there should be a means of 
guaranteeing funding for visits.81 

97. The Australian Parliament, European Parliament, the Norwegian Parliament, the 
German Bundestag and the National Assembly for Wales have schemes to subsidise the 
costs of travel for visits booked by their visitor services (see Annex 2). The Norwegian 
Parliament and Welsh Assembly subsidies are for visits from school children only. The 
subsidies are aimed particularly at encouraging visits from areas furthest away from the 
Parliament or Assembly where the cost of travel is a disincentive. We understand that in 
some cases, the subsidies are linked to the completion of certain educational activities to 
ensure that those visiting the Parliament get the most from their experience. 

98. Facilities that are offered at Westminster should be made as accessible as possible to 
schools from all over the United Kingdom. 

99. We recommend that the Finance and Services Committee and House of Commons 
Commission, working closely with the appropriate bodies in the House of Lords, 
should consider the case for subsidising school visits to Westminster from more remote 
constituencies alongside the proposals to provide dedicated facilities for the 
Parliamentary Education Service. We believe that subsidies should be linked to 
learning requirements to ensure that the Education Service is able to monitor the 
effectiveness of their teaching programmes. 

Contacts beyond Westminster 

100. The Education Service is in the process of developing links through its outreach 
officers with Local Education Authorities and schools.82 As noted in Table Two, two of the 
Service’s staff have already started the process of visiting schools and colleges across the 

 
79 Ev 48 [Philip Ginnings, Ounsdale High School] 

80 Ev 130 [Hugh Bayley MP] 

81 Ev 130 [Ian Lucas MP] 

82 Report of the House of Commons Commission for 2005–06, para 166 
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United Kingdom. A dedicated space for the Education Service could also be a physical base 
for the outreach team. The team would be able to follow up their visits with conferences 
and seminars held at Westminster for teachers and educational groups. In 2006, the Group 
on Information for the Public commissioned the Hansard Society to evaluate different 
options for outreach.83 The Report recommended that Parliament should invest in regional 
outreach officers— initially on a pilot basis — to deliver outreach programmes in existing 
local settings. We recommend that the Group on Information for the Public should 
develop concrete costed proposals for a pilot scheme of regional outreach officers for 
consideration by the relevant committees before the Summer Recess 2007.  

101. In addition, video conferencing is currently undertaken from a temporary location in 
Portcullis House. The equipment is intended specifically for Members’ use; it has recently 
been upgraded but is stored in a meeting room and is difficult to book for educational use. 
A dedicated space could enable more convenient access to video equipment for the 
Education Service and encourage a greater take up of video conferencing with schools 
unable to visit. 

102. As mentioned in Table 2, paragraph 26, a general review is being undertaken of 
information leaflets and publications provided by Parliament. As part of this review, the 
Education Service is in the process of assessing the literature that it provides schools online 
to make it more useful and more relevant to the national curriculum so that teachers are 
able to use it in the classroom. 

103. The Hansard Society told us that Parliament could do more to raise awareness 
amongst groups which have been identified as particularly disengaged from Parliament. 
The Society suggested Parliament tap “into the networks and associations that Parliament’s 
target groups are involved in—such as by contacting temples or mosques or youth groups”. 
The Society also suggested that creating a “young persons consultative group” on any 
planned changes to Parliament’s visitor facilities would help ensure those changes were 
geared towards the concerns and interests of young people.84 

104.  Members of the House of Commons are well placed to contact schools in their 
constituencies, and Members of both Houses are likely to have useful contacts with local 
interest groups outside of formal education that Parliament might otherwise be unable to 
reach. One Member of the House of Lords has suggested that improvements in 
Parliament’s visitor facilities “should be publicised in ethnic media. Some of us can 
contribute towards this.”85 

105. We recommend that improved education facilities at Westminster should be 
complemented by use of the website and development of links with groups that have 
been identified as particularly disengaged from Parliament. This will ensure that 
members of these groups as well as schools are able to benefit from the resources 
available at Westminster and engage with Parliament whether or not they are able to 
visit. 

 
83 Research Report of the Hansard Society, Reaching the Public, An examination of options for parliamentary outreach 

(London, July 2006) 

84 Ev 31 

85 Ev 135 [Lord Dholakia] 
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5 Conclusion 
106. There has been a growing recognition that much of the public has little awareness 
of what we as Parliamentarians do, how Parliament works and how to find out more. 

107. Current services for visitors are almost at capacity as visitor numbers slowly increase. 
The programmes currently run mainly reach those in the South East of England. Space on 
the Parliamentary Estate is limited. Access is problematic: it is often not available at times 
when the public wants, or is able, to visit. The organisers of educational activities have to 
compete with other users for meeting rooms. Parliament’s facilities cannot provide the 
levels of interactivity offered by museums and modern visitor centres. 

108. We have examined the feasibility of an off-site Parliamentary Visitor and 
Information Centre. We consider that a full-scale visitor centre would prove a costly 
venture which could run the risk of becoming an expensive tourist attraction for 
overseas visitors interested in the heritage aspects of the Westminster area rather than 
providing a resource for visitors wishing to learn more about the role and work of 
Parliament itself. We share the views of the Select Committee on Modernisation of the 
House of Commons and the House of Commons Commission that the focus of visitor 
services should be on educational visitors as the most productive way to improve 
Parliament’s engagement with the public. 

109. We believe that a dedicated space for educational visitors, on or off the existing 
Estate, would offer better value for money and would enable the Education Service to 
develop exciting programmes and workshops to engage learners and encourage them to 
discover more about the work of Parliament. A dedicated space for learning could be 
developed as a resource for Members to interact with students from their 
constituencies through the programmes run by the Education Service and provide 
support to Members’ staff organising tours for schools. A decision by the House to 
endorse our recommendations to proceed with a dedicated space for the Education 
Service would set in train more detailed design work and planning discussions so that a 
precise and costed proposal could be brought back to us and to the House of Commons 
Commission in due course in consultation with appropriate bodies in the House of 
Lords. 

110. If we are to develop our education and visitor facilities to enable Parliament to 
reach out to schools and provide greater support for all learners of all ages, we should 
invest in a dedicated space and provide the support to do so. The development of this 
space should be part of a wider programme, to include outreach and a redeveloped 
website, of making Parliament and its work more accessible and better understood. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

Introduction 

1. Parliament is a working institution, and while we are committed to the 
development of facilities for visitors, the provision of facilities that enable the 
House and its Members to operate effectively must take precedence. (Paragraph 5) 

2. We welcome the recent improvements to some of the services available to the 
public, and now consider the extent to which they should be developed further. 
(Paragraph 30) 

What should Parliament provide for its visitors? 

3. The Palace of Westminster is not a museum; it is the home of a working 
Parliament. Visitor facilities should not compromise the efficiency and 
effectiveness of Parliament’s work. The United Kingdom public is entitled to see 
their Parliament in action and to expect an open welcome with guidance and 
information to make their visit productive and memorable. However, the severe 
pressure on accommodation within the Parliamentary Estate means that it is 
necessary for us to prioritise among our visitors. (Paragraph 37) 

4. We acknowledge that to “do nothing” is not an acceptable option. The Houses’ 
core objectives of promoting public knowledge and understanding of the work and 
role of Parliament could not be achieved in the context of current services provided 
to visitors, particularly those provided by the Parliamentary Education Service 
which are already at capacity. As Parliament promotes the limited facilities and 
resources it has to offer, the demand for visitor services provided by the website, 
Education Service and Information Offices is likely to increase beyond current 
capacity. The Education Service in particular will not be able to continue to expand 
its services without a dedicated teaching space. (Paragraph 43) 

5. To do nothing would bring into question Parliament’s commitment, through its 
strategic plans, to improving the public’s knowledge of its work. In our judgment, 
such an approach would fail to respond both to the scale of the physical challenge 
we face at Westminster in handling the large number of school visitors, and to the 
political task of re-engaging with school groups and other young people for whom 
Parliament may be remote and difficult to understand. Some improvement in 
services is necessary in order to provide both a signal of commitment and an 
opportunity to deliver substantial change. It is important that Parliament is not 
seen as exclusive, unwilling to open up and welcome the citizens who pay for its 
upkeep. This could be damaging to the reputation of Parliament. (Paragraph 44) 

6. We consider that at the cost estimated by the Feasibility Report and Options 
Appraisal, published as an appendix to this Report, a new build visitor centre 
would not represent value for money. In reaching this conclusion, the Committee 
agreed to look again at the prioritisation of visitors to Parliament and to decide 
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how best to improve visitor facilities without the construction of a new building. 
(Paragraph 47) 

7. We are most likely to be successful in engaging with the public if we focus on those 
visitors we most want to reach and on what Parliament already does well 
(Paragraph 49) 

8. It is important that we engage voters of the future in the work and role of 
Parliament in order to promote a lifetime’s interest and participation in the 
democratic process. The best way to reach most young people is within an 
organised learning environment, with direct relevance to what they are being 
taught every day in the classroom. (Paragraph 55) 

9. The House of Commons Commission has stated that in terms of visitor services: 
“visits conducted under the auspices of the Education Service should in principle 
be prioritised”: we agree. We believe that the highest priority for an improvement 
in visitor services must be to provide dedicated facilities for educational groups. 
(Paragraph 56) 

10. New educational facilities should be designed principally for school groups. But 
providing facilities flexible enough to be used for activities involving young people 
visiting other than through schools could allow for a fuller use of the space outside 
of term time. (Paragraph 58) 

11. There is scope for Parliament to provide better facilities for all those interested in 
visiting. However, in the current climate of pressure on accommodation and in the 
interests of concentrating resources where they are most needed, we do not favour 
the allocation of a new dedicated space to any category of visitor other than 
educational groups.  (Paragraph 61) 

12.  The redevelopment of the Parliamentary website provides an ideal opportunity to 
make information more accessible for people interested in the democratic process 
and how Parliament works, and in the cultural heritage of the Palace of 
Westminster, particularly for those who are unable, or disinclined, to visit 
Parliament. (Paragraph 62) 

13.  It is clear from the information provided to us that provision for visitors at 
Westminster has fallen behind other Parliaments and Assemblies, both in the 
United Kingdom and abroad. (Paragraph 63) 

What should be provided in the dedicated educational facilities? 

14. We do not consider that the request for more learning space is over ambitious in 
view of the current demand for the Education Service’s services and the planned 
programmes of outreach. We agree that the facilities as described in paragraphs 74 
and 78 would provide an educational space that would go further to meet the needs 
of students, teachers and Members than the current allocation of space. (Paragraph 
85) 
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15. Based on the evidence to us from London Museums and on our discussions with 
the Education Service and the Central Tours Office, it is apparent that our current 
provision for educational visitors is impractical and uncomfortable for both staff 
and visitors. A real improvement in the experience of learners could be made by 
the provision of dedicated space. It would signal that Parliament has a real 
commitment towards engagement with the public. (Paragraph 87) 

16. If a dedicated space is to be provided, advantage should also be taken of the 
opportunity to expand significantly Parliament’s capacity to welcome educational 
visitors. (Paragraph 88) 

17. Accordingly we recommend that a dedicated space for school visitors of 
approximately 1,000m² (consisting of flexible accommodation of five classrooms 
with ancillary space for storage, toilet facilities, a lunch area and locker space) 
should be sought either on or off the existing Estate—the exact space depending on 
what becomes available and at what cost. We understand that the House of Lords 
Information Committee supports this recommendation. (Paragraph 89) 

18. We accept that in order to provide a dedicated space for the Education Centre 
either certain offices on the existing Estate will need to be displaced into new 
accommodation and the space reconfigured, or new accommodation will have to 
be acquired. There will be costs associated with both options. (Paragraph 90) 

19. We recommend that identifying a suitable space for the Education Service should 
be included within the 25 year Estates strategy, as part of the accommodation 
strategy. We recommended the development of this strategy in our Report on 
House of Commons Accommodation, to manage and identify accommodation 
priorities on the Parliamentary Estate. Providing dedicated facilities for school 
parties should be a high priority but must not impact adversely on the needs of 
Members for adequate office accommodation within the Parliamentary Estate. 
(Paragraph 91) 

20. A dedicated space for education in Parliament would provide a facility for 
Members of the House of Commons to develop the link between Parliament and 
their constituents. It would need to develop as a resource available to Members and 
their staff to interact with school groups and other learners, to communicate the 
work and role of Parliament. (Paragraph 92) 

21. We recommend that the Parliamentary Education Service and the Central Tours 
Office should develop specifically tailored Members’ Tours for schools and that 
more guides should be curriculum trained to ensure school children gain the most 
benefit from their visit to Parliament. Five times as many children participate in 
tours as are able to participate in a Parliamentary Education Service programme. 
Tailored tours are an ideal opportunity for Parliament to engage with school 
children and increase their awareness of its work. These tours could be 
implemented quickly, in advance of any dedicated accommodation being found 
for the Education Service. (Paragraph 93) 

22. Members are reminded that they should give advance warning that their tour 
group consists of school children in order to enable the Central Tours Office to 
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provide a tour that has a specific link to the relevant curriculum and that is pitched 
at the right level. (Paragraph 94) 

23. Facilities that are offered at Westminster should be made as accessible as possible 
to schools from all over the United Kingdom. (Paragraph 98) 

24. We recommend that the Finance and Services Committee and House of Commons 
Commission, working closely with the appropriate bodies in the House of Lords, 
should consider the case for subsidising school visits to Westminster from more 
remote constituencies alongside the proposals to provide dedicated facilities for the 
Parliamentary Education Service. We believe that subsidies should be linked to 
learning requirements to ensure that the Education Service is able to monitor the 
effectiveness of their teaching programmes. (Paragraph 99) 

25. We recommend that the Group on Information for the Public should develop 
concrete costed proposals for a pilot scheme of regional outreach officers for 
consideration by the relevant committees before the Summer Recess 2007. 
(Paragraph 100) 

26. We recommend that improved education facilities at Westminster should be 
complemented by use of the website and development of links with groups that 
have been identified as particularly disengaged from Parliament. This will ensure 
that members of these groups as well as schools are able to benefit from the 
resources available at Westminster and engage with Parliament whether or not 
they are able to visit. (Paragraph 105) 

Conclusion 

27. There has been a growing recognition that much of the public has little awareness 
of what we as Parliamentarians do, how Parliament works and how to find out 
more. (Paragraph 106) 

28. We have examined the feasibility of an off-site Parliamentary Visitor and 
Information Centre. We consider that a full-scale visitor centre would prove a 
costly venture which could run the risk of becoming an expensive tourist attraction 
for overseas visitors interested in the heritage aspects of the Westminster area 
rather than providing a resource for visitors wishing to learn more about the role 
and work of Parliament itself. We share the views of the Select Committee on 
Modernisation of the House of Commons and the House of Commons 
Commission that the focus of visitor services should be on educational visitors as 
the most productive way to improve Parliament’s engagement with the public. 
(Paragraph 108) 

29. We believe that a dedicated space for educational visitors, on or off the existing 
Estate, would offer better value for money and would enable the Education Service 
to develop exciting programmes and workshops to engage learners and encourage 
them to discover more about the work of Parliament. A dedicated space for 
learning could be developed as a resource for Members to interact with students 
from their constituencies through the programmes run by the Education Service 
and provide support to Members’ staff organising tours for schools. A decision by 
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the House to endorse our recommendations to proceed with a dedicated space for 
the Education Service would set in train more detailed design work and planning 
discussions so that a precise and costed proposal could be brought back to us and 
to the House of Commons Commission in due course in consultation with 
appropriate bodies in the House of Lords. (Paragraph 109) 

30. If we are to develop our education and visitor facilities to enable Parliament to 
reach out to schools and provide greater support for all learners of all ages, we 
should invest in a dedicated space and provide the support to do so. The 
development of this space should be part of a wider programme, to include 
outreach and a redeveloped website, of making Parliament and its work more 
accessible and better understood. (Paragraph 110) 
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Annex 1: Areas and events at Parliament 
which are open to the public 

The following areas and events at the Houses of Parliament are open to the public: 

a) When Parliament is in session: 

i. Visitors are able to sit in the viewing galleries of both Houses to watch the debates 
in progress. Basic leaflets on the work of Parliament are provided in various 
languages. As demand is high, a limited number of tickets can be obtained from 
Members of either House in order to secure a seat to watch Question Time and 
Prime Minister’s Question Time in the Commons. Other visitors are able to queue 
and gain entrance if there is space left after ticket-holders. 

ii. Visitors are able to attend Commons proceedings in Westminster Hall, and Lords 
proceedings in the Moses Room. 

iii. Visitors are able to attend public evidence sessions of Select Committees in both 
the Palace of Westminster and Portcullis House (and sometimes elsewhere in the 
UK) and are able to attend meetings of General Committees to listen to debates on 
bills, delegated legislation and European Community documents. Leaflets on 
evidence sessions are available in the meeting room. 

iv. Visitors are able to attend judicial hearings of the House of Lords, which take place 
in Committee Rooms 1 and 2 in the Palace of Westminster when not in the 
Chamber. 

v. During sitting weeks, but at times when the Houses are not sitting, Members of the 
Commons and Lords are able to arrange free tours through the Central Tours 
Office for visitors along the “Visitor Route”86 which last about 75 minutes and 
include key areas of the Palace, including the Commons and Lords debating 
chambers. Visitors are accompanied by a trained guide. Member-sponsored tours 
are almost at capacity.87 

vi. From time to time, temporary exhibitions are displayed in Westminster Hall, 
which is open to the public. Most recently an exhibition to mark the 400th 
anniversary of the Gunpowder Plot was held in Westminster Hall and was visited 
by approximately 70,000 people.88 

vii. Tours of the Clock Tower are available to visitors who can arrange a tour in 
advance through Members. Tours are free and groups are accompanied by a guide 
who explains the history of the Clock and Big Ben. 

 
86 Previously called “the Line of Route”. 

87 The Central Tours Office estimates that during the Parliamentary term, the Visitor Route is able to accommodate 
approximately 460 people at any one time. During the summer, when the more experienced Blue Badge Guides 
conduct tours, the maximum number of people that can be accommodated on the route rises to approximately 625. 
In addition to escorted tours, Members and staff are also able to escort up to six guests on the Visitor Route. 

88 Report of the House of Commons Commission for 2005–06, para 176  
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viii. Visits are possible to the Parliamentary Archives which hold millions of records 
from both Houses and other historical material relating to Parliament. Proof of 
identity is required to gain access, but there is no charge. In 2005-06 the Archives 
were visited by 1,124 people individually and also 39 groups of visitors (consisting 
of approximately 450 people). 

ix. Virtual visitors can access the Parliamentary website at any time and for many 
visitors this is the preferred medium for accessing information about the House.89 
In 2005/06 there were over 32 million page requests for information from the main 
Parliamentary website and 88 million page requests to the Parliamentary 
publications website.90 Information on Parliament, as well as webcasting of live 
proceedings from both Houses, including in Westminster Hall, House of Lords 
Grand Committees in the Moses Room, House of Commons general committees, 
and select committees of both Houses can be found on the website. 

x. Live and recorded proceedings of the House of Commons and House of Lords in 
session are made available to broadcasters. The most comprehensive coverage of 
parliamentary broadcast material is via BBC Parliament. This channel also shows 
debates in Westminster Hall and some Select Committee evidence sessions. 

b) When Parliament is not in session: 

i. During the Summer Adjournment, visitors can buy tickets to tour Parliament. The 
tour, which is identical to the Visitor Route tours sponsored by Members during 
sitting weeks, is available from Monday to Saturday. In summer 2006 tickets cost 
£7 for adults and £5 for concessions. Foreign language tours are offered at set times 
in French, Spanish, Italian and German. Tickets for foreign language tours cost £9 
for adults and £7 concessions in summer 2006. 

ii. Again, virtual visitors can access the website when the Houses are not sitting. 

 
89 The Parliamentary website is www.parliament.uk 

90 Report of the House of Commons Commission for 2005–06, para 146 
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Annex 2: Visitor facilities at other 
Parliaments 

Australia 

1. The Australian Parliament, built in 1988, does not have a dedicated visitor centre, but 
the public is able to access public areas of the building or join a free guided tour. The 
building has over one million visitors a year, of which 100,000 are school students.  

2. Facilities at the Australian Parliament include: interactive displays and exhibition areas; 
classrooms and lunch area for schools; a “theatrette” showing videos; an auditorium; a 
shop; post office; cash machines; café; toilets and baby changing room; information desk 
and disabled access. Surveys are held on a regular basis to monitor the public’s approval 
rating of the facilities. 

3. The Parliament and Civics Education Rebate (PACER) Programme is funded by the 
Department of Education, Science and Training and provides a travel subsidy for Year 4–
12 students across Australia to visit Parliament House, Old Parliament House, the 
Australian War Memorial and other national institutions as part of their civics and 
citizenship education. The programme is aimed at encouraging students’ on-site learning 
about national democratic, historical and cultural institutions.  

4. To be eligible for the rebate, students must be enrolled in a recognised education 
provider 150km or more from Canberra, and must be part of a school excursion trip whose 
principal purpose for travelling to Canberra is to enhance student learning in civics and 
citizenship education. Funds are allocated on a per student basis at rates varying according 
to distance travelled. The payment is a subsidy and is not meant to cover all costs. Teachers 
and other adults accompanying the school group are not eligible for a rebate. 

5. Students receiving the rebate are required to visit the Parliament House, Old Parliament 
House, the Australian War Memorial and other national civic institutions where possible. 
They are also required, where possible, to participate in guided educational tours of 
Parliament and a Parliamentary Education Office Programme. 

6. Teachers are required to report on the funding provided and activities undertaken in 
their school newsletters or equivalent and use civics and citizenship education resources in 
preparation for the visit. 

Austria 

7. The visitor centre of the Austrian Parliament aims to convey to the public an “idea of 
parliamentarianism that is alive and real”.91 It contains a multimedia library, interactive 
displays and a “time wheel” to explore the Parliament’s recent history. A quiz has been 
developed for younger children. The public areas of the centre are approximately 600m2, 
with the entrance ramp, storage and archives taking the total space to around 7,500m2. The 

 
91 Ev 57 
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facilities provided include: a press centre; an information counter; a small café; a 
cloakroom and a shop which sells souvenirs and publications. Tickets may be bought for a 
guided tour.92 

8. The Austrian Parliament does not operate a scheme to subsidise travel costs for its 
visitors, and has no immediate future plans to do so. 

Canada 

9. The Canadian Parliament consists of three buildings on Parliament Hill – the Centre, 
East and West Blocks. The Visitor Welcome Centre is located in the Centre Block and 
offers introductory information on Parliament and acts as an assembly point for visitors 
taking tours of the parliament building.93 The centre’s message is described as “Parliament: 
shaping Canada’s destiny”. 

10. Toilets, seating and cloakrooms are provided. A seasonal “Info Tent” and a walk-in 
Parliament of Canada Information Centre also provide information for visitors and tours. 
Exhibits and publications are also available. Programmes and services are monitored to 
ensure the needs of visitors are met. The Welcome Centre exhibition space and kiosk is 
only about 10m2 in size and yet in 2004-05 364,750 visitors passed through the centre as 
did 12,310 tours. 

11. The Parliament is currently considering a feasibility study for a new, larger “Parliament 
Hill Welcome Centre”, with an area of 3,460m2, as the current centre is unable to meet the 
demands of its visitors. The guiding principles for the development of the centre are: 

• Visitors should have a positive and pleasant experience; 

• Parliament must operate in a dignified and unimpeded manner; 

• Security of place, of occupants and of visitors will be assured; 

• The Heritage and symbolic value of Parliament Hill will be respected, and 

• The physical characteristics of Parliament Hill will be valued and enhanced.94 

12. The Canadian Parliament does not operate a scheme to subsidise travel costs for its 
visitors. 

European Parliament 

13. Over 230,000 European citizens from all 25 member states visit the European 
Parliament every year as part of its subsidised programme for visitors to take part in 
briefings on the political role and functions of the European Parliament, to take part in 
discussions with their MEPs and to see debates in the Chamber.95 MEPs are able to 

 
92 Ev 56–57 

93 Ev 57 

94 Ev 59 

95 Ev 64 
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nominate 100 persons a year to participate in the visitor programme and they are then 
invited by the Visitors and Seminars Unit of the European Parliament. The rate of subsidy 
is calculated according to the distance travelled. These programmes are run in Strasbourg, 
where there are 10 briefing rooms, and Brussels, where there are 12 rooms. The aim of the 
visitor programme is to raise awareness of the European Parliament’s role, to encourage 
participation in European Elections and to bring the EU closer to its citizens.96 

14. Individual visitors are able to take audio-guided tours and groups are also received 
from outside the EU. Conferences and seminars on topical issues and the work of the 
Parliament are also run by conference speakers.  

15. In addition to the visitors programme, 10 times a year approximately 500 students 
from across the member states are invited to Strasbourg to take part in the “Euroscola” 
programme. The programme is designed to enable young people from all over Europe to 
meet and discuss their problems and experiences in the forum of a “European Youth 
Parliament”.  The students, who are expected to prepare work in advance, spend a day at 
the European Parliament learning about the European Institutions and becoming aware of 
their own role in the future organisation of Europe. The programme is intended to convey 
to the students the need to invest in democracy and fundamental rights and offer a forum 
to express their opinions. Travel costs are subsidised according to the distance travelled, 
and only part of the travel costs will be covered. 

16. The European Parliament is planning to open a new Visitor Centre in Brussels which 
will host an interactive exhibition centre. It also intends to start a visitors’ loyalty 
programme where visitors can express their opinions online of the conference they 
attended and their visit in general. 

Germany 

17. Citizens aged 15 and above can visit the German Bundestag and receive information 
about the tasks, procedures and composition of the German Bundestag, together with 
information about the history, architecture and art of the Reichstag Building. The German 
Bundestag can be visited during weeks when Parliament sitting and weeks when it is not 
sitting. Participation in all the tours organised by the Visitors’ Service is free of charge. 

18. Members of the German Bundestag can invite groups of politically interested people 
from their constituencies and nearby to Berlin. Every Member of the Bundestag may invite 
up to 100 guests per year for a subsidised fact-finding visit and 100 guests for a subsidised 
visit to the plenary. The minimum size of a group of visitors is 10. The visitor programme 
includes a 45-minute information lecture on the visitors’ galleries in the plenary chamber 
or attendance at a plenary debate. This is followed by a discussion with the Member of the 
Bundestag who invited them. In addition, the group is treated to a light meal in the 
Visitors' Restaurant of the German Bundestag. Travel costs are subsidised, with each visitor 
paying a small proportion of the cost themselves. The costs of rail travel with the Deutsche 
Bahn are covered, although only up to the price of the cheapest ticket available. If visitors 
come to the Bundestag by coach or other means of transport, 4 cents are reimbursed per 

 
96 Ev 65 [Visits and Seminars Unit, European Parliament] 
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person per kilometre. A total of €3.6m (£2.4m approx.) were earmarked for such subsidies 
in the 2006 federal budget. 

19. In addition, twice a year, Members of the Bundestag can invite groups of up to 50 
citizens from their constituencies with an interest in politics to Berlin via the Press and 
Information Office of the Federal Government. Participants have an opportunity to get to 
know at first hand the political scene in Berlin, the work of the Members of the Bundestag, 
the Federal Government and the Ministries. A range of important sites of contemporary 
history are also visited. The length of stay in Berlin depends on the distance between the 
constituency in question and Berlin (from 1 to 3 nights). It is up to the Members in 
question to decide which of those citizens with an interest in politics they invite to Berlin. 

20. These trips can only take place providing the resources necessary are earmarked in the 
budget of the Press and Information Office. In the 2006 federal budget, a total of €16.4m 
(£11m approx.) were set aside for this purpose. In general, demand for these subsidised 
services is considerably greater than the maximum capacity available. Some Members have 
very long waiting lists in their constituency offices for these subsidised places.97 

Norway 

21. The Stortinget subsidises travel costs for secondary schools visiting the Parliament, 
specifically schoolchildren aged 16-18 who are those about to reach voting age. Educational 
programmes run by the Parliament include interactive role-play on politics and democracy 
in a ‘MiniTing’ (or ‘Mini-Parliament’). The subsidy system was adopted recently and the 
budget is NOK 500,000 per half year (approx. £42,000). Students have to pay NOK 400 
themselves (approx. £34). Norway is divided into two geographical zones for the purpose 
of providing the subsidy. Students in the northernmost four counties can get up to 
NOK1500 per student (approx. £125); while students living in southern Norway can 
receive up to NOK 750 each (approx. £60). The subsidy does not usually cover all travel 
costs. The cost of over-night accommodation is not subsidised. Schools receiving the 
subsidy are asked to send the Parliament a report of the visit, which may be published on 
the Parliament’s youth website. 

22. So far the Parliament has had applications from all the counties, except the most 
northerly (Finnmark). As the system is fairly new, applications are monitored to ensure 
that a variety of schools from all over the country are included. Should demand for the 
subsidy increase beyond the resource available, priority will be given to those school 
children in their final year. 

Scotland 

23. The visitor centre of the Scottish Parliament is contained within the Main Hall of the 
Parliament building, which is immediately after the public entrance. The target audience is 
the people of Scotland, but visitors of Members and young people and teachers are 
described as “key audiences”.98 Its main aims are to facilitate access to business, to 

 
97 Further details on the wide range of services offered by the Bundestag Visitors' Service can be found at: 

http://www.bundestag.de/visitors 

98 Ev 53 
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Members and to learning about the Parliament. It has developed a deliberately open and 
accessible approach and, whilst not claiming to be a tourist attraction, it uses tourist 
industry standards to ensure visitors leave satisfied.99 

24. The centre is open seven days a week and its facilities include a visitor information 
desk, plasma screens showing live coverage of the chamber and committees, a permanent 
exhibition display, a shop, an education centre, café, school packed lunch area, toilets, a 
crèche and meeting rooms. Surveys are held regularly to monitor satisfaction. 

25. Visitors are able to tour parts of the building on their own without booking. 

26. The Scottish Parliament does not at present operate a scheme to subsidise travel costs 
for its visitors. However, a subsidy for overnight and travel costs is provided for those 
participating in certain events run by the Scottish Parliament Visitor and Outreach 
Services, e.g. ‘Young People in Politics’, which was held in March and brought young 
people across Scotland to the Parliament for a day of activities.  A review of the 
Parliament’s outreach and education programme is currently underway and will look at 
the issue of subsidies.100 

Sweden 

27. The Swedish Parliament has a visitor centre which is staffed by one person at a time, 
providing information about the Riksdag and its procedures. Publications and souvenirs 
are on sale in the shop, and toilets and a coffee machine are provided. In order to 
encourage dialogue between voters and their elected representatives, the centre has weekly 
question and answer sessions for the public to attend. Less frequently, exhibitions, themed 
evenings and seminars are organised by the centre. The centre is approximately 80m2 and 
it receives between 5,000 and 7,000 visitors a year.101 

28. Although there is no subsidy for visitors’ travel costs at the moment, the issue of 
whether to subsidise travel has been discussed in the past and it is likely that the issue will 
be revisited in the future. 

United States of America 

29. The Capitol Visitor Centre project in Washington DC is due to be completed in July 
2007. It will be located underground, due to heritage considerations, and will be connected 
to the Capitol. It is an ambitious project with a budget of $522 million. When finished the 
centre will cover approximately 580,000 square feet over three levels.102 It is estimated that 
it will receive three million visitors a year. Approximately 230 staff will service the centre. 

30. Whilst the aim of the centre is to make the Capitol more informative, secure and 
accessible for the public, there is no specific target audience. The facilities it will contain 
include: a virtual House and Senate; two 250 seat orientation theatres and one 500 seat 

 
99 Ev 56 

100 Information provided by Visitor and Outreach Services, Scottish Parliament 

101 Ev 46 [Information Department, The Swedish Parliament] 
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auditorium; meeting rooms for Congressmen and their guests; and a 16,500 square foot 
exhibition gallery dedicated to the story of Congress and the Capitol.103 

31. There are no plans to provide subsidised travel costs for visitors. 

Wales 

32. The National Assembly for Wales Visitor and Education Centre is located in a listed 
building 50 yards from the Assembly building. It contains an exhibition hall, dedicated to 
an explanation of the Assembly’s role, and two rooms allocated to the education 
programme for schools. Toilets, interactive displays and a shop are the other facilities 
provided.104 

33. The main aim of the centre is to enhance the level of public knowledge of and 
involvement with the Welsh Assembly. This aim is measured through seeking feedback. 

34. Schools and Further Education and Higher Education colleges in Wales (but not 
universities or youth clubs) outside a 10-mile radius (20 mile return journey) of the 
National Assembly for Wales can claim a subsidy for their visit to the National Assembly’s 
Visitor and Education Centre in Cardiff Bay. Each school and college may claim one travel 
subsidy per academic year to the Visitor and Education Centre. Schools may either claim a 
mileage allowance or train travel can be subsidised. 

 
103 Ev 50–51 
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Formal minutes 

Tuesday 27 March 2007 

Members present: 

Mr Frank Doran, in the Chair 

 Bob Ainsworth Helen Jones
 Mr Simon Burns Mr Kevan Jones
 Mr Christopher Chope Mr Greg Knight
 Derek Conway David Lepper
 Mr Brian H Donohoe Mr Andrew Robathan 
 Mr Neil Gerrard John Thurso
 
 
 

Improving Facilities for Educational Visitors to Parliament 

The Committee considered this matter. 

Draft Report (Improving Facilities for Educational Visitors to Parliament), proposed by the 
Chairman, brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the Chairman’s draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 43 read and agreed to. 

Paragraph 44 read, amended and agreed to. 

Paragraphs 45 to 70 read and agreed to. 

Paragraph 71 read, amended and agreed to. 

Paragraphs 72 to 88 read and agreed to. 

Paragraph 89 read, amended and agreed to. 

Paragraphs 90 to 98 read and agreed to. 

Paragraph 99 read, amended and agreed to. 

Paragraph 100 read, amended and agreed to. 

Paragraphs 101 to 110 read and agreed to. 

Annexes (Summary, Areas and events at Parliament which are open to the public, and 
visitor facilities at other Parliaments) agreed to. 
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Resolved, That the Report, as amended, be the First Report of the Committee to the House. 

Several papers were ordered to be appended to the Minutes of Evidence. 

Ordered, That the Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Sub-committee 
be reported to the House. 

A paper was ordered to be reported to the House. 

Ordered, That the Chairman make the Report to the House. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday 24 April at 3.30 pm. 
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Oral and written evidence

Taken before the House of Lords Information Committee

and

House of Commons Administration Sub-Committee: Parliamentary Visitor Centre

on Tuesday 13 June 2006

Members present:

Baker ofDorking, L (Chairman) Janet Anderson
Brooke of Alverthorpe, L Brian H Donohoe
Brougham and Vaux, L Mr Frank Doran
Craig of Radley, L Mr Neil Gerrard
Jones of Cheltenham, L Mr Kevan Jones
Methuen, L Helen Jones
Prosser, B David Lepper

Mr Andrew Robathan
John Thurso

Evidence submitted by Richard WoV, Head of Schools and Young Audiences Education,
The British Museum

1. Based on Your Experience as Head of Schools and Young Audiences Education at the British
Museum:

1.1 Which aspects of the museum’s building layout are really successful with (a) children and (b) adults?

1.1.1 All audiences are impressed by the architecture of the Great Court. Its openness, grandeur and glass
roof make a huge impact on visitors. The Great Court has succeeded in creating a central hub space for
visitors to which they can return to take advantage of facilities such as toilets, shops and cafés and which
also oVers a point of orientation in a large and complex building.

1.1.2 The Great Court has been an unqualified success in making the galleries of the Museum more
accessible on the ground floor level as they open directly from the main space and has also provided
improvement in the provision of lifts to the upper floor.

1.1.3 The Clore Education Centre is used by both adults and children. Within the Centre, the provision of
teaching spaces has proved very successful with the two auditoria having particularly strong visual impact.

1.1.4 The Ford Centre for Young Visitors located within the footprint of the Clore Education Centre
provides essential facilities for school groups during term time and for families during school holidays.

1.2 Which aspects are really essential to that success?

1.2.1 The Ford Centre has been essential as it provides storage space for lunches and coats and
somewhere for teachers to marshal and brief and debrief their groups. It is an organisational space separate
from the spaces for teaching and interaction with objects.

1.2.2 Teachers appreciate a space that is dedicated to them and their children in which they do not have
to compete with the general public.

1.2.3 The Clore Education Centre teaching spaces have been vital in allowing the Museum to develop
direct teaching for school groups and teachers.

1.2.4 The education spaces are located immediately below the Great Court close to the main entrance to
the Museum. This means that school groups can reach them quickly and easily and can then move from
there fairly directly to the galleries.

1.2.5 The quality of appearance of the spaces and the audio-visual equipment, especially in the auditoria,
has been important in demonstrating the value the Museum attaches to this audience. Induction loops for
hearing-impaired participants in education activities have been very important.
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1.3 What doesn’t work and what would you change if you could re-design the facilities?

1.3.1 As regards the audiences for which I have responsibility, the sizes of teaching rooms in the Clore
Education Centre are not ideal. The basic room size is predicated on seminar-style teaching and we have
only one space (the result of opening a partition between two smaller rooms) which can accommodate a full
class of pupils being taught using interactive and group methods.

1.3.2 The large foyers (with catering space and cloakrooms) and the large lecture auditorium (seating
350) are not used anywhere near capacity, though when they are used are very eVective.

1.3.3 The Ford Centre for Young Visitors is constrained in overall layout by the space available, which
is long and narrow. However, the fittings of this space cause diYculties of access and circulation. Re-design
of the storage cupboards would help considerably. The installation of audio-visual facilities in the teaching
rooms could be improved.

1.3.4 There is a shortage of space for storage of educational resources for activities as well as for furniture
which needs to be moved out of teaching spaces for flexibility of use.

1.3.5 The furniture in the teaching rooms is not suitable for access requirements or for flexibility of use.
It is heavy, diYcult to move and its height is not adjustable.

1.3.6 Overall, in layout, design and logistics, there is a tension between the frequent and ongoing/
developmental use of the Clore Education Centre as an education space (for adults and children) and its
regular but isolated use as a conference space (for academic and corporate clients).

1.4 Which features had you thought would be important, but turned out to be unnecessary or not as important
as you thought—in particular, how necessary are toilet facilities and cafes?

1.4.1 The larger auditorium is not as important on a regular basis as anticipated. It would have been
better to have decreased the sizes of the auditoria incrementally or to have made a more flexible option.

1.4.2 Simultaneous translation booths in the main auditorium have not been used.

1.4.3 A reception point in the foyers has proved unnecessary.

1.4.4 A dedicated ICT teaching space has not proved as valuable as mobile, flexible use of ICT across all
spaces would have been.

1.4.5 Toilet facilities are vital.

1.4.6 Cafés are very important to the Museum as a whole and add to the profile of the Museum as
destination. The nature of the visits to the Museum, which are unstructured and open-ended, suits the use
of cafes. Availability of refreshments and of a shop is important for any visitor attraction, but there is a wide
range of options for these sorts of facilities depending on the nature of the venue or attraction.

1.5 Which activities have been particularly successful with (a) children and (b) adults?

1.5.1 (a) all direct teaching activities have proved very successful with children—they have appreciated
using varied sorts of experience for learning, coming into close contact with objects and replicas,
encountering adults other than teachers such as museum educators, curators, artists, re-enactors. Large-
scale shows in the auditoria using slides, video and multimedia have worked surprisingly well enabling us
to teach up to 120 children at a time. Participatory teaching methods have been very popular: mediation
through arts, role-play, dressing up, trying on; also the use of audio-visual and ICT embedded in sessions.

1.5.2 (b) small-group courses and handling sessions have been very successful with adults as have been
practical sessions working within artistic techniques. Especially popular are performances of poetry, music,
and drama with links to objects and their cultures.

1.5.3 (c) teachers have proved to be one of our most valuable audiences both at qualified and training
levels. They have found it inspirational to work with the objects in the galleries and to explore how they can
be used in their teaching both at school and on a museum visit. They have frequently commented on the
value of doing training outside the school itself.

1.6 Which activities have been a turn-oV?

1.6.1 I do not think we have had any activities which have proved completely unsuccessful in themselves.
We have had some programmes that have been less popular than others, but this ismore because it is proving
diYcult to draw the audiences into the museum than because of any failing in the activity.
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1.7 Are there any activities or aspects of the British Museum that you consider might translate particularly
well to a parliamentary setting?

1.7.1 Direct teaching is expected by most schools nowadays and makes a significant diVerence to
persuading schools to visit, especially for topics or themes that are not immediate draws.

1.7.2 Working through local education authorities and university training departments is an important
way of reaching teachers either to promote visits or for training in the use of resources in the classroom.

1.7.3 Making provision for schools that cannot visit the site is especially important for national
institutions. The British Museum has travelling exhibitions and online resources that bring the objects to
diVerent regions.

1.7.4 Providing resources for use by schools visiting to prepare for a visit and to follow up afterwards.
Online provision of these is now quite straightforward.

1.7.5 Using varied teaching techniques across diVerent approaches to learning; oVering resources and
experiences that would be more diYcult to oVer in the individual classroom—these might include access to
people and things, seeing and experiencing spaces.

2. On the Proposals for the Parliamentary Visitor Centre:

2.1 As the Head of Schools and Young Audiences Education at a London museum, do you have a view on
whether there is a need or a market for a Visitor Centre dedicated to Parliament alone?

2.1.1 I understand that there is a sizeable schools/young persons audience visiting Parliament already.
The experience of these young visitors can only be enhanced by a Centre. Good quality activities targeted
at the right issues and content should lead to an increase in numbers.

2.1.2 The increasing implementation of the citizenship curriculum in schools is likely to lead to growing
demands for visits and resources. Teachers are still keen to find appropriate resources and experiences for
teaching in this subject area.

2.1.3 While the citizenship curriculum is strongly issues-based, it is nevertheless the case that the way in
which these issues find expression or representation in our political institutions is very important for young
people to understand.

2.2 If there is, what should it be for and what should it not be for?

2.2.1 First priority would be to provide suitable facilities for improved access to Parliament for those
groups wishing to visit. This would involve physical facilities, but also promotion of the idea that groups
are welcome and a clear structure and process for making the site available.

2.2.2 As important is the need to help those visitors understand Parliament better and for this a range of
mediating approaches is available from displays and exhibitions to audio-visual presentations to tours and
talks to structured teaching sessions.

2.2.3 While the key focus should probably be on the workings of Parliament itself rather than on the
whole of the citizenship agenda, the issues that arise in that agenda are likely to oVer important material to
motivate young people’s engagement with the parliamentary process. The interpretative approach of the
Centre should also in my view help young people to understand the principles that underlie parliamentary
democratic institutions and procedures rather than just their function and operation.

2.3 Who should be its main target audience?

2.3.1 The main target audience should probably be secondary students both formally through schools,
but also informally through targeted projects with young people. I can see a strong case for targeting the
age group 16–18 years in the two years before they reach voting age, but work at Key Stages 3 and 4 would
oVer opportunities for very substantial growth.

2.3.2 Teachers should in my view also be a priority audience as they form the bridge between the student’s
experience of a visit or programme and his or her progression in learning.

2.3.3 The physical Centre will also need to be located within a larger entity that reaches audiences outside
London and the southeast through programmes involving web delivery, video-conferencing, regional and
oVsite events etc.
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2.4 How should it aim to attract that audience?

2.4.1 The Centre’s oVer must be tailored to, though not determined by, perceived curricular and
pedagogic needs.

2.4.2 There is a wide range of educational promotion and publicity through which the oVer can be
advertised—this includes press, education events, direct mailings to schools and LEAs, media such as
Teachers TV etc.

2.4.3 A core audience can be developed and retained through partnerships with individual schools, local
authorities and teacher training institutions.

2.5 What are the essential facilities should it provide?

2.5.1 Basic needs provision is essential: accessibility in general; toilets; lunch and coat spaces; an
appropriately staVed reception point; a transparent booking system staVed by well-informed staV.

2.5.2 Flexible, properly designed and equipped teaching spaces will allow programmes to be developed
and modified as time goes on. It might be tempting to create a dedicated mini-house, but in practice a space
which can be adapted easily to several purposes including the mini-house is likely to prove a wiser approach.

2.5.3 Furniture, ICT and AV provision should be state-of-the-art. There must also be adequate storage
for materials, props and equipment, especially if flexibility of usage is envisaged.

2.5.4 There must be a commitment to staYng the Centre appropriately both in terms of the number of
staV in diVerent roles, but also with the correct balance of roles and responsibilities such as security, visitor
services and education.

2.6 Do you have any comments on the use of Abingdon Green or Victoria Tower Gardens as the potential sites
for the centre?

2.6.1 I do not feel qualified to comment on these sites specifically and would only make some general
comments.

2.6.2 Since all visits should involve some experience of the real buildings, access from the Visitor Centre
to Parliament itself needs to be straightforward both physically and logistically. Any access requirements
specific to disabled people must be factored in here as well. When planning activities and other mediation,
account needs to be taken of the time likely to be spent in the Centre against the time in the buildings.

2.6.3 The choice of site needs to take account of the weather, especially if the students are leaving coats
in the Centre.

2.6.4 Many schools prefer to travel by coach, so drop-oV and pick-up points need to be close to the Centre
and should not cause traYc problems.

2 June 2006

Memorandum submitted by Heather Mayfield, Deputy Head of the Science Museum

Which aspects of the Museum’s building layout are really successful with (a) children and (b) adults?

(a) With over 2,000 school children visiting the Museum each school day it is important that we have a
dedicated entrance for pre-booked school groups. This gives the groups an opportunity to orientate
themselves, drop oV bags and lunches, use the lavatories and be briefed for their visits. It is important to
have friendly staV that can answer questions and get groups moving oV in the right direction.

(b) Adult visitors need to be broken down into groups: adults alone or in groups and adults with their
families. Both groups need clarity and space as they enter the building.

We have created a new entrance hall that gives visitors a breathing space before they hit the main part of
the Museum buildings. This gives an opportunity to take stock having made the journey to South
Kensington, visitors can see the oVer of the Museum clearly, they can purchase tickets easily and they can
move into their visit at their own space. Within this open space are the cloakrooms, lavatories and the café—
all essential if visitors are to have a positive visit geared to their needs.
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What aspects are essential to the success of a visit?

Clarity of the oVer, space to calm down after the journey, adequate lavatories and cloakroom facilities
are all essential aspects to ensure a successful visit.

What would we change if we re-designed the Museum?

We are changing a number of aspects of how we receive visitors in the next five years:

— larger schools entrance with the opportunity to separate diVerent age ranges of children;

— more “back of house” facilities for children;

— larger space to brief visitors at the start of their visit, plus de-brief space for use with older children
at the end of visits;

— dedicated space for teachers in support of professional development;

— better and more lavatories;

— larger area for eating;

— larger cloakroom; and

— dedicated coach drop oV point.

Which features had you thought would be important, but turned out to be unnecessary or not as important as
you thought in particular how necessary are toilets and cafes?

We have abandoned all “classroom” type spaces and activities. Schools come to us because we provide
that which cannot be achieved in the classroom. We do not want to re-create schools in the Museum, we
want the unique environment of the Museum to inspire children to learn.

Toilets and cafés are absolutely essential to the success of a visit. Everyone who travels to the
Parliamentary Visitor Centre is likely to have had quite a challenging journey, they may have travelled for
well over an hour, they may be accompanied by children who are excited and overwhelmed. There can be
few more dispiriting experiences than to have travelled far to arrive and find that the facilities do not meet
the needs of the group.

Which activities have been particularly successful with (a) children and (b) adults?

Both audiences respond well to immersive multi-media environments as well as encounters with the “real
thing”. First person interpretation through actors, guides and explainers is popular with all audiences.

Children respond well to meaningful interactivity and to all forms of “hands-on, minds-on” activity.

For both audiences it is important that the experience is something that they cannot get from
anywhere else.

Which activities have been a turn oV?

The popularity of all activities is completely dependent on the quality of the activity and the people who
are doing it. Good staV can animate diYcult subject matters and make it an enjoyable experience for a wide
range of audiences. Strong content, entertainingly presented resonates with audiences.

Our audiences are turned oV by the “book on the wall” approach. Sometimes the need to tell people
everything translates to large amounts of text that will not be read and which is a barrier to many peoples’
enjoyment of the experience.

Is there a need or a market for a Visitor Centre dedicated to Parliament alone?

I believe there is a market and a need for this Centre. It will provide a unique opportunity to interact with
Parliamentary democracy and to see a world-class historical environment. The subject matter will be
popular for UK visitors and tourists alike. It will provide great support for school children in terms of the
history and citizenship curricula.

Who should be the main target audience?

The target audience depends on the outcomes you would like to get from the Parliamentary Visitor
Centre. I have assumed that you would like to reach a small number of targeted audiences with a wide reach
of people. You may wish to refine down subject to the final decisions on the major roles for the Centre.

The target audiences should include families with children over the age of eight, lone adult visitors and
young people at key stage 3 and 4.
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How should it aim to attract that audience?

The Parliamentary Visitor Centre has to provide a high quality, unique environment that is educational,
memorable and entertaining. The content should link to relevant curricula but should not be driven by it.
Formative and summative evaluation will be required to ensure that the audience needs are met.

What are the essential facilities?

It is essential that the Centre has:

— a landmark building;

— unique and high quality content that is audience appropriate;

— lavatories;

— good facilities for pre-booked groups;

— a fast response booking system;

— a strong Web presence that takes the content outside London;

— opportunities to experience the “real thing”; and

— easy and safe access to public transport and coach drop oV points.

6 June 2006

Witnesses: Ms Heather Mayfield, Deputy Head, Science Museum, and Mr Richard WoV, Head of Schools
and Young Audiences Education, British Museum, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon, Ms Mayfield and bring younger siblings with them, and obviously if
Mr WoV. Would you like to introduce yourselves your children have a miserable day at an attraction
and describe your roles? or event, you have a miserable day.
Ms Mayfield: I am the Deputy Head of the Science
Museum in London, and I look after the department

Q5 Chairman: Are children likely to be interested inthat greets all the visitors, be they families or
parliamentary aVairs, do you think?children, adults or specialists, to the museum.
Ms Mayfield: No. They are likely to be interested inMr WoV: I am Head of Schools and Young
interactivity, actors, first person interpretation,Audiences Education at the British Museum, and
seeing or doing something that they will not haveI have responsibility for all the policies and
seen somewhere else.programmes for teachers, school children, family
Mr WoV: Yes.visitors and other young people visiting the museum.

Q6 Chairman: And the British Museum?Q2 Chairman: Ms Mayfield, how many children do
Mr WoV: We have babes in arms who come to theyou get through in the course of a year or week or

month? British Museum. We do not have galleries that are
Ms Mayfield: In pre-booked school parties we take particularly targeted at particular age groups, but by
about 240,000 school children a year, but and large the majority of our informal visitors, so
approximately half our audience are one million children coming in family groups, are aged
children a year to the Science Museum. somewhere between six and 11 probably, but we do
Mr WoV: Same for me. We have in the region of have some trails and some activities in the museum
200,000 students in from schools and pre-booked for younger children as well.
groups as well. There may be a few more that creep
in. In terms of families we are probably in the same

Q7 Chairman: I was struck when I went to theregion with somewhere like 0.8 million children in
Science Museum by two things. First, the enormousfamily groups, that is children who are not in
number of toilet facilities you have to provide forschool groups.
these children. It is quite extensive, is it not?
Ms Mayfield: Yes. Most children who come to

Q3 Chairman: Do you have a cut-oV of age? What London for a special event, like a trip to the Science
age do you not have them in? Museum or the British Museum, have travelled,
Ms Mayfield: Like most museums in the world there even if they are London children, for at least an
is a drop oV at age 14 to about 25, when people start hour. They are excited, they are outside school and
coming back with their own children. they need facilities when they get to the museum.

The reality is, if you do not provide them, then have
you a major problem because children will still needQ4 Chairman: I am sorry, I was not meaning that.
to go to the loo.How young are your youngest visitors, or old?
Mr WoV: And it is not just toilet facilities, either,Ms Mayfield: We have galleries that cater to children
because if they are going to do worthwhile activitiesover the age of five, so we start at about aged five, but

obviously when people come in a family group they in the museum they do not need to be encumbered
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with coats, bags and so on, they need space to leave about but, Ms Mayfield, you were asked about what
their lunches, coats, toilets and then spaces to go up might interest school children in a parliamentary
and do what they are going to do. visitor centre, and I understood some of the things

you said but you use the phrase “first person
interpretation”. Can you explain what you meant byQ8 Chairman: Because when I went to the Science
that? Also, are there ways in which you can see theMuseum there were rooms as big as this room in the
general sorts of pointers that you gave us beingbasement just for the children having lunch. Two or
applied to what we are talking about here?three, one after the other.
Ms Mayfield: When we talk about the first personMs Mayfield: Yes, and that is really important
interpretation, and I apologise for the jargon, it isbecause if you do not provide a space where people
just the opportunity for visitors to interact with acan obviously sit and have their sandwiches they will
person rather than a computer screen. So you can dojust sit where they are, wherever that is, and
it through actors, through walker guides, or throughtherefore the people trying to control the walking
individuals, but it is also a great way of marshallingexperience will spend most of their time moving
and monitoring a visit because you tend to deal withpeople along. One of the things that does happen,
larger groups and you can do timed experiences andparticularly with pre-booked school groups, is they
get them in and get them out. For us with that veryare not going to use the café facilities, they are going
young age group we do a lot of story telling andto bring their own lunches, and they are going to

need somewhere to sit and eat. What is particularly those kinds of activities which give people the feeling
important, if you are looking particularly at school of being part of it but you can move them on.
groups, is that they all arrive at 10 o’clock and they Mr WoV: Really I think this is the right way round,
have all gone home by two, and that is the reality of to think about what you want these young people,
getting on a coach or public transport and getting these children, to do on their visit. What the balance
back by the time it is the end of the school day. So is between seeing the Houses of Parliament
you have a piece in the middle which is largely about themselves and spending their time doing activities.
children in the middle of every term day. Schools can come to the British Museum and spend
Mr WoV: And that goes for managing the children all their time in workshops in our classrooms and the
through. At the British Museum we have a certain education centre and never go into the galleries and
number of sittings during the course of the day so we see the objects necessarily, so one has to think about
have a space which can accommodate about the activities that will take place, what sort of
200–250 children at any one time, and half hour outcomes you want, why are these students coming
sittings from 11.30 finishing at 2, so about five to the Houses of Parliament in general. You already
altogether, where the children come in and they have have an audience of 50,000 or 60,000 in the course of
an assigned half hour within which they get their the year. I guess it is the decision as to whether you
lunch. So you also have to have not just the spaces want to grow that audience substantially or whether
and the fixtures and fittings but the staV to manage you just want to grow it a little bit and then
that throughput of children during that three or four accommodate those students but provide them with
hours. Most of our school groups do not arrive an enhanced experience when they come. These are
before 10.30, so we have one and a half hours and all decisions from the education department and the
then they are gone by two, so it is three and a half visitor services department.
hours of very intensive, highly managed activity.

Q11 Helen Jones: We are looking here at veryQ9 Chairman: One of the decisions we are going to
diVerent audiences, as someone has just said. We dohave to come to is how much focus we give to these
have school parties, as anyone who has walkedschool groups, because you have given a huge focus
through the House this morning can see, but we alsoto them, and if we do the same here it would
have a lot of adults. Is it, in your view, possible toprobably swamp our visitor centre. Most of the
design a visitor centre that caters for all those verypeople coming through our centre will be much
diVerent audiences, children and adults from thisolder people, significantly older, which is probably
country, visitors from overseas, and, if it is, what arenot true of the Science Museum, is it?
the pitfalls we ought to be looking at?Ms Mayfield: We have made a conscious decision

that the schools audience is hugely important to us Ms Mayfield: I think it is possible but you would
and we want to reach those audiences, so we have have to be very clear within the visitor centre what
made provision and a decision to meet the needs of activities were for what age ranges, and it is a diYcult
those audiences. I think the most important thing is thing to do. It is like all of the things we do
know who you are doing what you are doing for, and professionally, when you are developing what is, in
to meet the needs of that audience. We know that eVect, a visitor centre and deciding what you are
thirty weeks of the year we are going to have between doing, it is as important to decide what you are not
three and four thousand school children there, so we going to do. I think you just have to be really sure
work hard to meet their needs. about what the centre is for and who that target

audience is and be explicit about it. If it is going to
be a not interesting day out if you come with yourQ10 David Lepper: Your description about school
children under the age of 11, then you need to maketrips took me back to many happy experiences as a
that very clear, because it obviously ruins everybodyteacher organising such trips to places that did not

provide the kinds of facilities you have been talking else’s visit.
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Mr WoV: Yes. The largest number of people who Mr WoV: We have always been free, so we did not
see any distinction when national museums becamecome to the British Museum do not take part in any
free. It depends on which audience you are lookingformally organised educational activities in the
at. With our schools audience visits are obviouslymuseum at all. Many of them are in and out in 45
free, resources that teachers need to help them runminutes in their group, and, as Heather says, one can
their visit are free, they download them from theimmediately think it might be the case that you
website. Direct teaching sessions that we run wewanted to enhance the adult experience, the tourist
have charges for, so if it is a class workshop for oneexperience of their visit, by providing them with
class of children we charge £60 for that. If it is asome kind of introductory video of some sort which
larger presentational show we charge one pound acontextualises what they are going to see when they
head for that.visit the House itself, and that is a separate channel

through which that audience would move, and a
channel that is separate from a class of school Q15 Chairman: You charge when you do a show, dostudents who are coming because they are studying

you? For giving a teaching lesson?some aspect of parliamentary process.
Mr WoV: Yes, because we are quite often using
freelance educators to run those sessions so we have
to try and oVset the cost of them by making a chargeQ12 Helen Jones: The Guy Fawkes experience!
to schools, and we try and keep that as low asMr WoV: Yes.
possible. That is fairly standard, that that kind of
work will be charged at a certain level. When you get

Q13 John Thurso: Can I ask specifically about the to other audiences it varies considerably so with
provision of food and beverage? If I have adults coming you can get the free gallery talk or
understood what you are saying, the majority of tour, but if they want to come to a study day or a
children certainly do not avail themselves of a cafe, special lecture then there will be a tariV of charges
they would tend to be eating in groups in the rooms depending on the nature of that provision.
you provide. Given certainly that the Commons has
the Jubilee Cafe, which hopefully will be back in

Q16 Mr Doran: We were very impressed by what weaction in due course, how necessary would it be for
saw at both of your museums—I did not go on anda cafe, or for food and beverage to be included in this
visit the British Museum but I have been there manybuilding, and how much would it be a distraction
times so I know the facilities reasonably well, andfrom the core activity?
obviously at the Science Museum. We are a slightlyMr WoV: It partly depends on what this building is
diVerent type of outfit because you areas an attraction, if you like. Taking the British
fundamentally museums providing researchMuseum, people come to have their coVee, a
facilities and all sorts as a backdrop. We are acappuccino or lunch or whatever in the restaurant
Parliament but this is a working building, and whatwithin that space of the Great Court. I do not know
we are looking at is an add-on to that which allowswhether you are seeing the visitor centre as an
us to be a little bit more accessible to the generalattraction in and of itself or whether you see it more
public and tourists who may be interested, obviouslyas a mediating role for the visitor of the Houses of
adding in educational facilities. Have you given anyParliament itself, in which case that kind of venue
thought to what that diVerence means? That ourcafe may not be as necessary. But at the same time it
main business will not be providing a visitor centre?is the case that you are going to have visitors who
Ms Mayfield: I think it has to be the main businesscome who will want something, who will want some
of the visitor centre, and that is the really importantform of refreshment, but there is a spectrum between
thing to hold on to. I think it is an add-on but unlessthe venue attraction cafe and the super provision of
it is of the highest quality then the whole experiencebasic refreshments for visitors who come, and there
of being here will really suVer, and obviously willare a quite a large number of gradations along that.
have quite a deleterious eVect for some people if theChairman: On the catering, it could be that we create
visitor centre does not meet what they expect. Thea facility which MPs and Peers, with their proper
thing about both of us, the British Museum muchcatering, could attract groups of visitors for
more than the Science Museum, is that we exist inentertaining in the evening for example. It might be
very large public space buildings, and we know thata nice little background to have a constituency
the parliamentary visitor centre will not be a veryevent—much more interesting than Dining Room A
large building, so it seems to me that it is a muchor B!
more targeted event space where you actually justJohn Thurso: What I am worried about is what they
have to be much clearer about who is coming where,call “mission creep”, creating a food and beverage
and one of the opportunities you have that we reallyconcept rather than a visitor centre.
do not have is that you could market separately at
separate times, because if you go for schools

Q14 Janet Anderson: Entrance to both your audience you know that for 30 weeks of the year you
museums is free. Are there any charges at all that are going to be busy between 10.30 and three
visitors incur in the course of visits to yourmuseums, o’clock, but you have the rest of the year where you
or is it totally free? And what has been the diVerence can market separately for separate audiences and do
to your visitor numbers pre free entry and post free diVerent things, and that is much more diYcult for

us to do really.entry?
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Q17 Mr Gerrard: You use quite a lot of interactive Ms Mayfield: I do not think that is thoroughly
true, no.displays. How do you get those designed? Who does

the work of the design, and how important do you
think it is, or might be in a visitor centre here, to stop

Q20 Lord Brooke of Alverthorpe: What are thethat becoming stale and changing it from time to
figures, then, between those who just go simply to gotime?
in there and others?Ms Mayfield: Yes, we do have a lot of interactivity
Ms Mayfield: Most of our visitors do not go on thein the Science Museum and we change it a lot and
tour or a pre-booked visit.update it a lot. The research that goes into the

interactives tends to be done in-house but the
attractions themselves are developed by external Q21 Lord Brooke of Alverthorpe: Sorry, I did not
companies, and basically the UK is a world leader in mean a pre-booked visit in the sense of necessarily
interactive experiences of those types. I am afraid it going right the way round the whole of the building
is a three-year turnaround if you want to keep but going to look at something. A trail rather than
everything up to standard and running on the latest a tour.
equipment and running well. You have to budget Ms Mayfield: That is true. Most visitors who come
that every three years you upgrade the equipment come because they want to see a specific thing or go
that you run everything on, and every three to five to a specific gallery rather than being booked to
years you upgrade all of the content. There is a come to an event or programme we are running.
terrible thing that happens in museums and galleries
where fifty years has gone by and they are still there.

Q22 Lord Brooke of Alverthorpe: Following that up,You cannot do that if you are going to use
then, if we could not give a trail because the Houseinteractive media.
was in session, is it not possible that a lot of children
would be very disappointed if they came and they

Q18 Chairman: We have been a bit warned oV were limited solely to going in the visitor centre?
interactive. The Churchill Museum had a lot of Ms Mayfield: I think they would unless you could
technology. It was not quite interactive, whereas you provide something in the visitor centre that they
are very interactive. were not able to get anywhere else.
Ms Mayfield: The Churchill Museum have got the
most stunning interactive exhibit in the country at

Q23 Lord Brooke of Alverthorpe: Would that notthe moment, with their table. They are all about
apply to adults as well?getting over information, and it is using the right
Ms Mayfield: I think it would, yes.media to get those things over, and interactivity is

not the answer to everything. It is the right answer
sometimes, but sometimes you do not put Q24 Lord Craig of Radley: Following the line of my
interactivity into a space because you do not want own thinking on this, you have identified, for
visitors to stay there for very long, and you have to example, for children the windows of opportunity.
think all those things through, and it is really This building, of course, is a very diVerent place
important not to get overwhelmed by the wonder of when it is in session from when it is not, and
the latest technology. It is what is going to give the therefore any visitor, depending on when they come,
best message in the best way, and quite often that is will either see a lot with a lot of people around or
about the people who work on the floor more than may see very little, or places will be shut oV because
about the interactivity. the workmen are busy using the recess period for
Mr WoV: It is very interesting to equate interactivity refurbishment. Do you have any advice about how
with computer terminals and buttons to press and one should handle that sort of problem?
handles, and it is not. We have actors in roles, for Mr WoV: You mentioned earlier on this notion of
example, or indeed challenges for the children coming somewhere, either to see something which
themselves, forms of teaching in pedagogy which you cannot see anywhere else because it is unique,
can be interactive, without large amounts of such as the building or the oYce and the museum, or
expensive equipment or computers, but I think it to get an experience which it is perhaps more diYcult
comes back again to this point as to what you want to replicate in the classroom, and I am thinking
happening in the visitor centre, whether the visitor particularly of school students, so there could be
centre in and of itself is where they come to, or things which happen here which are very fulfilling
whether the visitor centre is, if you like, the space and very worthwhile for the children which the
through which they move before going on to teachers would find it very diYcult to replicate in
something else, and these are the issues which need their own classroom, and that might be things like
to be determined in terms of what the outcome and personal contact either with members or with actors
the learning of the education dimension of this or interpreters of some sort, or engaging in sorts of
space is. activities which are not the sorts of activities that go

on normally in the classroom, so you could look at
a whole range of programmes which certainly couldQ19 Lord Brooke of Alverthorpe: My assumption is

that the overwhelming bulk of people go to the be very satisfying and very fulfilling and worthwhile
for the children coming, even though they did notScience Museum, including children, on a trail or on

a tour as well as visiting the visitor centre, following actually see the interior of the building or the
changes as such.our visit to you last week.
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Q25 Baroness Prosser: Going back to the issues. A school in Durham can get on-line material
from us so there are excellent websites with veryinteractivity point, we obviously have yet to decide

exactly who we are aiming this at and there is lots of good photographic and interpretative and
interactive material.discussion to take place before we reach those

conclusions, but would you say that interactivity is
less important (a) for older children and (b) for Q27 Chairman: Related to the curriculum at all?
adults? The Science Museum in particular attracts Mr WoV: Yes. We also have a programme of
quite young children where, unless they are doing, travelling exhibitions and so there are actual
then they are being a pest really, but with older exhibitions which take objects physically from here
young people and adults is interactivity quite so to somewhere else, and they usually are very
important for them? embedded within the educational context of the
Ms Mayfield: The most common request we get at region they are going to, so they have educational
the Science Museum is to provide an interactive programmes and interpretative programmes around
gallery for adults only, so I think it is a myth that them as well. Video-conferencing is another way
interactivity is not important. It really is genuinely certainly of doing it. Again, there is a wide suite of
that what you do is absolutely only do-able here, be video-conferencing. We thought of having video-
it interactive, be it through anything you do, and the conferencing with curators. Video-conferencing is as
kind of interactivity we talk about now is absolutely time-consuming as having a curator physically in
not about sitting and responding to a screen; it is front of a group of people because it is in real time,
about so much more than that and it gives you many and so you have to look at what the economics of
more opportunities. Obviously the way people are video-conferencing are, and there is a big diVerence
interactive on the screen now is at home and on the between having a member with thirty children in the
web, so it is important that whatever happens in the class in Durham and a member with 500 children in
Parliamentary visitor centre it is able to get UK-wide classes dotted all around the country for video-
through that extension. But ultimately what you will conferencing. Those are very diVerent experiences
create is an exhibition space of some type even if it for the children and you have to look at what the
is a visitor centre, and the thing to remember is that balance and resource and time is against what the
culturally they are very diVerent spaces so if you go outcome will be for the children.
to an exhibition in Germany or America you will see
a lot of text which you do not necessarily see in the Q28 Lord Methuen: Do you think we would benefit
UK, so it is also about being very sure about what is by having a mock-up of the Commons chamber in
right for this building and for people who will come which the children could role-play the various
here, and then delivering it to the highest quality activities that go on there?
you can. Mr WoV: I mentioned this, and I think having a
Mr WoV: The nature of the interactivity depends to space where the activities of the chamber could be
a large extent, too, on what the context is of the work replicated would be very good. I hesitate in saying
that students are doing. It is probably horribly that you should go to committing that space to being
untrue and Heather will tell me it is not true, but one entirely for that purpose because that locks you into
can see that if you are trying to get young people to a large amount of building and decoration, and it
explore science and scientific processes then the type means that that space can really only ever be used for
of interactivity they engage in is just right for the that, so I would be inclined to say that you could
kind of thing that is on in the Science Museum. If have a flexible space with quite easy, simple props
students are coming here, predominantly secondary which could be brought in when you wanted to have
students, perhaps, doing citizenship which is a it play that function, butwhen you did not you could
diVerent set of processes from scientific process and take them out and use that space for something else.
scientific investigation, then the nature of the
interactivity will therefore be diVerent and it may

Q29 Lord Methuen: I come from Derbyshire and inwell be that there are not the type of mechanical
Derby there are new Assembly Rooms that can beinteractives that can deliver the sort of thinking for
used either for a performance, a big dance orsomething like citizenship or exploring democracy
whatever, and then hydraulically you can removeor whatever it is that there are for scientific
the whole of the seats to give you the clear spaceprinciples.
which you need on a diVerent occasion.
Mr WoV: Yes.

Q26 Chairman: Could you give me some tips,
because far fewer children are going to come to our Q30 Lord Jones of Cheltenham: Can I ask you more
visitor centre than go to either of your institutions on about your online services and how you reach out to
how we should organise the information that we the rest of the world? What proportion of your staV
have in our visitor centre, which will be visual, to go are involved in that and what is the cost, if you
out to the rest of the schools? Would this be on line? know, of the on-line services compared with your
Or in video conferences? If I am running a school in total costs?
Durham, can I access the British Museum and get Ms Mayfield: For every new exhibition that we do
wonderful things from you or not? the on-line presence has to exactly replicate the
Mr WoV: I think what is very important is that there experience of the gallery, so if the gallery has games
is the national remit of the national institution really or activities they also appear on-line and everything

that we develop that appears on the floor of thephysically based in London and that is one of the
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Science Museum appears in the same form on the minimal experience of it. Then right the way through
to looking at education staV, people who wereweb, so as much as you can you are getting exactly

the same quality of experience. Everything we do for developing and delivering the face-to-face activities
with the people who are coming in, and alsoteachers and schools is downloadable from the web

only; we do not produce any paper resources at all developing back-of-house, I suppose, the
exhibitions you would happy to look at andany more. At the Science Museum we have three

members of staV who run, manage and develop the interpretation stuV. It is very, very diYcult to put a
figure on that in terms of numbers.website but we send everything outside that we have

developed and designed. I would have to come back Ms Mayfield: At the Science Museum we do take
one million children a year, and taking out securityto you on the classes because I do not have that at

my fingertips, but we have more real visitors on line and front-of-house staV who sell tickets and things,
we have 37 full-time explainers, staV that work onnow than we do coming through the doors.
the floor specifically in the children-only galleries,
and we have a learning department of just over 14Q31 Chairman: Could you give us an idea about
who service the schools audiences both inside andforeign visitors? We think half of our visitors are
outside. It is a fairly big undertaking.going to be foreign. Can you give us some tips on

how to cope with that, because in the British
Q33 Baroness Prosser: On top of that, LordMuseum for the Japanese, all the labels are in
Chairman, there are the people that do the cleaning,English, not in Japanese.
catering, and looking after the coats, and the generalMr WoV: They are. There are guides in diVerent
maintenance and repair.languages. I cannot remember the exact figures but
Ms Mayfield: We have very complicated buildingsI think certainly 60% of our visitors and maybe
and that adds to staYng and adds to the problem. Ifhigher are from overseas, although not necessarily
you are staYng from scratch you can makenon English speaking. There is a high proportion of
yourselves a much easier building than we have.Americans as well. But yes, we have audio tours

which are in diVerent languages, for example, and
technology is moving towards it being much easier Q34 Chairman: And do you envisage actors

describing the various things, dressed up in variousto provide palmtop or other forms of guidance for
visitors that are in other languages too, so there are clothes?

Mr WoV: Yes we do and we have a whole range ofways of doing that. The extent to which you rely on
actual physical labels is a problematic issue in terms people from Roman legionaries up to Hans Sloane

and others who are in our galleries at various stagesof space. One of the reasons why labels in art
galleries are only in English is because it would not of activity. Yes, and it is actually a fantastically

popular approach to the building.make any sense to try and label everything in
numerous languages because then there would not
be any room for the objects in the cases themselves, Q35 Chairman: We would have to have Disraeli and
so there is a limit to what you can do. So we see Gladstone.
providing for non English speaking visitors through Mr WoV: I think that is bang on and I think
tours, audio guides, guide books, and, increasingly, Cromwell might also be popular.
through the use of digital guides, I suppose, as well. Chairman: Is there any other advice you would like
Ms Mayfield: I think the reality is, looking at how to give us before we embark upon this great project?
the technology is going, that by the time you open Baroness Prosser: Do not do it!
people will be able to download in their own
language to their own mobile phone, so you need to Q36 David Lepper: Could I ask one final thing
look at forward briefing so you can pod cast the arising from what has just been asked about actors.
guide and people can pick it up before they come, The explainers and educators, the actors that you
and there is a whole series of technology now where talked about, we will use those terms; how many of
you stand in front of the exhibit and download those people are full-time members of your staV?
information about it and that sort of thing. So in Are they on short-term contracts for particular
three or four years’ time we need to look at this sort exhibits or is there a core of staV who are with you
of thing. all the time in those various categories?

Ms Mayfield: We buy the acting in from a group.
They are there every day but we do not employ thoseQ32 Chairman: If you both were asked to set up a

visitor centre catering for one million people a year, actors beyond their main contracted members of
staV and we have the equivalent of 37 full-timewhat sort of staYng would you have in mind? It will

not be held against you, just give us some sort of explainers. That equates to 72 staV, so we have more
people on at the weekend, we have more people onindication.

Mr WoV: You obviously have to have security staV in the holidays and we have a lot of staV who only
work when the schools are there.so I am thinking more about the categories of

staYng. You would have to have security staV. You Mr WoV: We tend to buy in people like actors and
interpreters and freelancers on an occasional basis.would have to have a substantial visitor operation

staV that interfaces with the public, those members Our core staV is much smaller. The schools team in
the British Museum is probably full-time equivalent,of the public who are doing perhaps no more than

coming into the visitor centre to book themselves including me, of about 3.5 people and we have a
budget which allows us to buy in a certain amountonto a tour around the House, that potential
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of freelance teaching on that basis as well. The other Lord Brougham and Vaux: Whatever age they still
thing is we are dependent on budgets which are leave by the same place they arrive. They have to
available for exhibitions or particular seasons which go back.
we buy in, so we operate on a much smaller unit than
at the Science Museum.

Q39 Chairman: Exactly, this is a whole new concept.
If we are going to get a lot of children we are goingQ37 Lord Brougham and Vaux: Where do you think
to have to think very hard about figures. What Ithe best place would be for this visitor centre?
learned at the Science Museum was that coachMs Mayfield: I really was not able to answer that
parties were very important.question because it is so important. It is about how
Ms Mayfield: Yes.people will arrive, where the coaches will park, how

they will get in and out, how easy it is going to be, so
I found it impossible to comment on that. I just do Q40 Lord Jones of Cheltenham: Is there anything
not know how people will arrive on the site. from your experience which you have done which
Mr WoV: The same. are mistakes that we can avoid?

Ms Mayfield: We have a very large schools audience
Q38 Lord Methuen: Do you think it should have and we have a very inadequate entrance for them.covered access to this main building? We do have a large schools audience and when weMr WoV: I think it probably has to. I am just looking redeveloped our schools entrance we did not make itmainly at schools. If those school children are going

big enough, so my only lesson from that is whoeverto take oV their coats and put them into their lockers
the audience is it must be appropriate for thatin the visitor centre, you do not want them then to
audience.have to come across the road or whatever in the
Mr WoV: I couple that with also making sure thatweather unless again you look at the logistics of
you have enough staV to run what you want to runwhat the visit is. You could look at it as going to the
eVectively and eYciently without stretching the staVvisitor centre, having the experience of the visitor
to the utmost. I think education staV are verycentre and then leaving the visitor centre via the site
important and you need to staV this facilityitself, so they do not come back to the visitor centre,
appropriately with education and with visitorbut then you have to accept that the children would
services and the staV need to be the right staV for thebe carrying everything with them once they had left
task you want as well. They need to be trained tothe visitor centre.
work eVectively with the visitors.Chairman: It is very oriented to children in coaches.
Chairman: Does anybody want to ask any moreThe coaches that seem to come to this place are
questions of these two witnesses? Thank you bothusually quite elderly people and they stop at the end
very much. We very much appreciate sharing in yourof Black Rod’s Garden and wander down into it. We

do not often get many children. experience.

Witnesses: Mr Andy Martin, MORI; Ms Jacqui Banerjee, Associate Director, and Ms Stephanie Carnachan,
Senior Research Executive, Continental Research; and Dr Elizabeth Hallam Smith, Director of Information
Services, House of Lords, examined.

Q41 Chairman: Would you like to introduce Mr Martin: I am Research Director at MORI and I
am also head of leisure research and have been thereyourselves, and as we might touch upon content this

time I think Elizabeth Hallam Smith, who is in 10 years this weekend. I managed the visitor research
which involved interviewing people who arecharge of content, might come and sit at the table as

well. Thank very much for coming. Would you like currently coming to the building, UK visitors who
might come to the building, and also overseasto just tell the Committee about yourselves. Jacqui

Banerjee first. visitors who might come to the building or to the
visitor centre.Ms Banerjee: I am Jacqui Banerjee, I am an

Associate Director at Continental Research, and I
am responsible for project managing research Q44 Chairman: I think it might be best to start with
around the visitor centre on schools on the you, Mr Martin, because your research delineates
quantitative side of research. some of the very important features. Would you like
Ms Carnachan: I am Stephanie Carnachan and I am to remind the Committee first of two or three major
a Senior Research Executive at Continental points which you found in the research?
Research. I manage the qualitative stage of the Mr Martin: Gosh, where do I start? We did both
research amongst teachers to obtain their views on qualitative and quantitative research. It is important
the new visitor centre. to point out there are some quite significant

diVerences, particularly when we started talking to
Q42 Chairman: So you two did the stuV on schools people in the focus groups about the idea of a visitor
and teachers? centre at the Houses of Parliament, there was an
Ms Carnachan: Yes. awful lot of cynicism. “Why do I want to go and do

that?” “What are you going to do to make me go?”
was one of the comments we had. “Is this somethingQ43 Chairman: Andy Martin?
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just to get Labour back in power?” We heard an a huge lack of knowledge about what actually
awful lot about the negative side of the politics, but happens here. No-one has ever bothered to tell
as we went on and described what might be involved, people so they are interested to find out quite a lot
the idea of engaging with the political process, they about it. For the overseas visitors, they are more
became far more enthused and more enthusiastic interested in the architecture, the building itself, the
about the idea of visiting. To a certain extent, this history, the big events that have happened here over
was followed through in quantitative research and time. It would be expected there would be less
the calculations we made on the back of those interest in the whole political process in the UK.
research findings of potential UK visitors and
potential overseas visitors gave a figure of roughly

Q48 Chairman: Do you think it would be sensible for1.3 million visitors per annum to within certain
us to have a separate track for foreigners? If they aredegrees of accuracy, so a significant growth in the
interested in the architecture they may want to gonumber of visitors coming to the building. The one
through the building, but do we really want tothing I guess it is worth pointing out is the sorts of
attract them into our visitor centre at all? If they arepeople who said they were most likely to come are
really interested in the magic of the place, could wethe sorts of people who tend to go out to other
not have another route for all of them, the presentattractions. They are aged 45 through to 59, they are
route in eVect? They are not going to be veryAB social class, they are active generally. So in terms
interested in the Bill of Rights, are they, or theof increasing engagement, the sorts of people who
Gunpowder Plot or what Simon de Montfort did?might come might not necessarily extend that
They want to see this building.engagement process. I could go on but maybe that is
Mr Martin: They want a bit of history. They wanta good place to stop at this point.
the Guy Fawkes/Oliver Cromwell, the top 10
attractions type of thing. The thing the visitors toldQ45 Chairman: One of the things that struck me
us is at the moment there is not enough information;about your findings, it did not surprise me very
the guides are brilliant, they like coming through themuch, was the relatively high age of the age group
building, but they would like more information.that were most interested, the 45s to 59s and even
That goes for UK and overseas visitors.retirees and old aged pensioners. They constitute
Baroness Prosser: Lord Chairman, if we think of ourquite a high proportion of our visitors. That was one
own experiences when visiting diVerent parts of theof your findings?
world, and I remember visiting places like China, IMr Martin: Certainly that was what came out of the
think you are completely fascinated by finding outquantitative research. When we asked people about
exactly who did what when. I think most people arewhy they would not visit, it was quite a significant
keen on the history.diVerence according to age, so younger people said,

“It is boring, there is nothing there that would
interest me,” whereas older people were more likely Q49 Helen Jones: Looking at some of the ideas that
to say, “I don’t like to come to London, it is too far,” people came up with in your research for a visitor
something along those lines. A lot needs to be done centre, there seemed to be a number of things about
to proactively engage people with the idea that they some chance to ask questions, opportunities to meet
might find something interesting here, particularly MPs, a typical day in the life of an MP. Can you
young people, and it needs a step change. enlighten us a bit more on how much of what people

were coming up with depended on the involvement
Q46 Chairman: Your findings did not surprise me of Members in one way or another, and what are the
because I have been instrumental in the last six diYculties in that, bearing in mind that this is a
months in setting up a small museum, the Cartoon working building and MPs are here to do a job,
Museum in London, about 150 yards away from the despite the fact that many people think we are
British Museum, and although we have lots of dossing about all day waiting for someone to drop in
students, the thing that strikes me whenever I go and visit us? Is that a problem?
there is the number of old age pensioners and older Mr Martin: It is a bit of a moot point. On balance,
visitors who are going around. There is a lot of most people, with all due respect, did not want to
leisure activity going on. They seem to go on tours meet the MPs that much, on the basis that they
of these diVerent facilities all over London. thought they would get a politically spun response to
Mr Martin: We have an aging population. We have any questions they asked. They would rather meet
a heck of a lot of people retiring early. They have someone who can give them a straight answer and
more money, more time, more access to facilities they do not at this point in time think that would be
than ever before. This is a huge group. an MP.

Helen Jones: What a surprise!
Q47 Chairman: Could you lead us into what they are
likely to be interested in because you also made some

Q50 Chairman: Oh dear!interesting findings there?
Mr Martin: On balance, I do not think that isMr Martin: Slight diVerences between the UK
something that will necessarily be a central feature ofresidents and the overseas visitors. For the UK
what they expect. What they would like to do is putresidents in particular, they were interested in
their views across and feel that their views are beingactually what goes on here, how laws are made, what

actually goes on inside this building, because there is listened to by somebody, whether that is by video
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booth or registering questions somehow success, bearing in the mind the Dome was the most
successful visitor attraction in British history but itinteractively, just to get a feeling that their

impressions are being heard. was judged a failure because the expectation was
pitched too high.
Mr Martin: Absolutely. The thing that is absolutelyQ51 Helen Jones: If they did that would they not
crucial to remind ourselves of is this point: we tookrequire answers? It is all very well having an opinion
a snapshot in the summer of last year and gavebooth, but if people feel that goes in the ether and
people as much information as we could about whatnothing happens, is that not going to feed the
might be included in this visitor centre. In the reportcynicism?
we say exactly what we told them but there was quiteMr Martin: It is possible. I suspect if people knew
a lot in there. Based on that information at thatthat it was at least being listened to then they would
particular point in time, X% of people said they werefeel more comfortable about it.
certain to visit this attraction. As you get closer toHelen Jones: What I am trying to tease out is there
building this attraction and knowing what is goingare some things which seem to require more work
to go inside, you need to revise those estimates. Thefrom Members. If we go down that route, it poses a
problem with the Dome was that until three monthslot of diYculties for us in perhaps raising
before it opened people still did not know what wasexpectations that we cannot fulfil.
going to be inside to be able to give an accurateChairman: That is a good point. Let us stay with
estimate of whether they thought they would go orcontent.
not. It is crucial to carry that on and do it with more
accurate information as time goes by rather thanQ52 Mr Gerrard: One of the things that you said in
constantly harking back to the 1.3 million. The otherhere is that you would expect that most people
thing to say is it is not an exact science puttingwould want to go to the visitor centre as well as the
forward visitor calculations. We have done this on amain building. You are also suggesting numbers that
number of occasions and the most reliable approachare very significantly in excess of the numbers now.
that we have come up with so far is eVectively takingHave you given any thought, or if not perhaps it is
anyone who says they are certain to do somethingsomething we need to think about, to the actual
and ignoring everybody else. If they say they aremanagement of people through this building,
“very likely” to go, that is just being polite, so webecause given how crowded it can become now
have tried to be as conservative as possible in thesometimes with the numbers going through and how
estimates.diYcult it can sometimes be for people to see

properly what is going on, how do we increase the
Q55 John Thurso: It would be quite wise for us tonumbers going through the building without making
have one number in mind for planning the buildingthe whole experience less comfortable?
which might be nearer the upper end of the range butMr Martin: There is one thing we should point out.
not publicly to necessarily talk about that andThe statistic about the people who would go to a
thereby not create an expectation of visitor numbersvisitor centre as well as coming to the House was
because we would just be putting up an Aunt Sallyfrom a survey of current visitors to the House,
to be knocked down as a “visitor number failure”.people who have come to meet an MP or to go to the
Mr Martin: Absolutely, that would make sense.Gallery, they said they would go to the visitor centre

as well. What we did not ask was the proportion of
people who would go to the visitor centre and then Q56 Chairman: Just sticking on numbers for a
come into the House. moment, one of the recommendations is that one

of the main interests should be the history of
Parliament. Let us just suppose the visitor centre hadQ53 Mr Gerrard: The other way round.
the most marvellous history of Parliament, with allMr Martin: There would be a significant increase, I
the liberties and freedoms, and it was very dramaticwould imagine. Once people get on site and so close
and very exciting, and it became necessary almostand suddenly realise they could go in, then they will
for every secondary school child to go through it, didwant to go in, and clearly that will have serious
you envisage anything like that at all or not?implications in terms of crowding, and how feasible
Mr Martin: You should talk to the guys who did theit is for people to book on a tour, for example.
education research rather than myself. There are
some wonderful attractions around the UK and theQ54 John Thurso: Can I just follow up on the
idea of every school child going is some way oV, soquestion of visitor numbers because I think it is
I would be very surprised.important we understand the context of the numbers
Chairman: With exams on citizenship they mightthat are being bandied about. The 1.3 million is the
have some answers if they came here. Frank?number in your own report, which you are quite

clear is a range figure from 950,000 to 1.6 million.
Forgive my slight scepticism, but having spent a lot Q57 Mr Doran: A question for Mr Martin. Looking

through your report I think there are a couple ofof my life in the tourism industry, I know how flaky
some of those figures can be. Can you give me some areas where I would be interested in your response.

Helen Jones made the point about politics andfeel for the robustness of those numbers? Part of the
reason for asking is because I think one of the biggest politicians and the public likes to keep them

separate, which is a strange concept to me, but youproblems is if we talk a set numbers that then turned
out to be lower, even when the lower number was a also make the point that people would like more
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information before they begin the tour. I am just Ms Carnachan: From the qualitative point of view,
the teachers said if they are going to take time out ofwondering how we pool all that together and how

can we deal with it. The other point is about the the classroom they really have to be able to justify
that from an educational perspective, although theycomment you make about people feeling as though

they were getting in the way or that security in some did say that they would travel to London. We did
some interviews with schools that were in the northways was intrusive, but part of the problem in this

area is the need for high security. I would be of England and so long as they feel that they can
justify it from an educational perspective and theyinterested to know if you have any thoughts on that

as well. can fit it into a one-day visit (because obviously
staying overnight you get into a whole otherMr Martin: They are both very complicated issues.
experience) then they did not see any reason whyIn terms of the security issue first, the visitors
they would not do it.recognise that this is a working building and that

they have to fit in around what is going on, but it is
probably a case of little things like the sort of Q60 Mr Doran: My schools in Aberdeen tend to
welcome they get, the sort of reception they get come for the week and Parliament is on the agenda.
which will make the diVerence between a satisfying Did you have any discussions with schools who
visit or not. At the end of the day, most people leave operated in the same way? Did you get an impression
here very satisfied with the visit so it is not a huge of what else attracts them to London?
issue there. The amount of information that people Ms Carnachan: I think for the schools that are
get—certainly one of the comments that the current coming from further afield, London is always going
visitors were giving us—was that it was all very well to be an attractive destination because if they do
going on the tour but they did not know very much have to come for a couple of days there are loads of
about what to expect beforehand or, for example, things that they can do while they are here. From the
they had not had the chance to buy a guide book qualitative interviews, the most mentioned things
which they could be leafing through while they are that came up were the Natural History Museum and
waiting to go and tour round the building. The focus the Science Museum, but there was lots of mention
groups were throwing up all sorts of exciting ideas of arts-related things, going to the Royal Opera
about videos and chambers that they can go into to House, the Tate or Tate Modern, that kind of thing
get a feel for what they are about to experience. You as well. They appeared to have quite tightly packed
could get that welcome at a visitor centre, setting itineraries if they do come down here.
them up so people then know what to expect when Mr Jones: Can I apologise for my late attendance, I
they go round and are unleashed on the building was speaking in the Chamber. How accurate is this
itself. In terms of the political process it needs to be figure of 1.3 million? Did we just pluck it out of thin
apolitical. So long as it is not perceived to be telling air? If you look at last year, for example, and what
some kind of party line, then I think people would it cost to put that monstrosity on Palace Green, I

think it finished up costing some £300,000.not mind what they hear.
Chairman: Is this the ticket oYce?

Q58 Mr Doran: If I could come to our other two
Q61 Mr Jones: The ticket oYce, and we over-witnesses who have been quiet for quite a long time
estimated the number of visitors. So I am a bitso here is your opportunity, the results of the survey
sceptical about this. Can I also ask a question aboutthat you have done are interesting but I get the
repeat visitors because from my knowledge of theimpression that you get diVerent responses in the
work of the North East Museum Service, they worksouth of the country to the north of the country. My
into their calculations a certain number of repeatconstituents are in Scotland and I would be
visitors. I wonder if that is reflected in this. I knowinterested to know what sort of response in
from speaking to them the only way that they getparticular you get from the north of the country
repeat visitors is if they put new attractions on, andwhere it is much more diYcult to access Parliament?
that involves a cost. So have we thought about if weMs Banerjee: In terms of regional diVerences, the are going to be getting repeat visitors the cost of re-south and London were slightly more likely to have doing or refreshing the experience every other year?organised trips to the House of Commons in the Mr Martin: In answer to the questions, no we have

past. It was 22% in London and the south that had not built repeat visiting into the calculations at this
organised trips in the past, 16% in the north, which point in time. We were simply asking: “Here is a
is the north of England and Scotland, and 14% in the potential visitor centre, this is what will be in it, how
Midlands. They are also more likely to organise trips likely are you to go?” We have taken a simple
in the future in the south. In London 38% were calculation based on that.
definitely likely to organise a trip in future and that
compares to 12% overall. In the north that was 9%.

Q62 Mr Jones: I am surprised at that because if youSo there is quite a big diVerence. I think it is possibly
talk to any museum service or any attraction, theyto do with the travelling time involved.
work on the basis of a certain percentage of repeat
visitors.

Q59 Mr Doran: You did not delve any deeper? Mr Martin: For on-going purposes then, yes, we
Obviously it was to do with travelling time but did need to think about that and, yes, you are absolutely
anyone come up with any ideas or incentives that correct that people do need to take into account a

certain amount of refreshment over time to makewould encourage them to come here more regularly?
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sure people do come back. At this point in time we Mr Martin: I do not know that that necessarily came
into it in the way people were thinking about thehave so little information we can give to people
potential visitor centre. Initially with some of theabout what is going to be inside. The 1.3 million, as
groups we had quite a lot of diYculty explainingI said before, is based on a snapshot, based on the
what a visitor centre was in the first place before wesorts of things that came through in the qualitative
got going, but the suggestions that came out of theresearch that people said they would be interested in
qualitative research were the result of “blue skies”and assumes that all of the things would be there in
thinking of “if I wanted to go to Parliament and findthe visitor centre. There is an awful lot of
out all about what goes on, these are the sorts ofinformation there about a lot of things that might be
things I would want to find out more about.” That isin the visitor centre and that was the information
what followed through to the quantitative research.people based their decisions on. If you want a more

accurate figure as you get further down the road of
deciding exactly what is going to be in the visitor Q66 Mr Robathan: A large number of people who
centre, you need to go back and ask people again come here are of course school children, and that is
rather than saying here and now you will get 1.3 understandable, mostly of course inevitably from
million visitors to your visitor centre every year. the south east. You get very few of my constituents

from Leicester coming down here because it is too
far. When you say people would like to have beenQ63 Mr Jones: What has been the purpose of informed beforehand, if we are trying to engage

employing you to do this? people in politics and perhaps teach them something
Mr Martin: We were employed to find out what of the history, as opposed to just coming to a tourist
people would like to go in there and if that was in attraction, I would have thought people might have
there how many people would visit, so that is what found out a little bit themselves, particularly in
we have done. Until you have a better idea about terms of teachers. I am rather shocked to hear that
exactly what is going to be in that visitor centre, then perhaps teachers have not been finding out anything
we cannot give a more accurate figure. about Parliament before they come.
Baroness Prosser: Maybe we need to consider more Mr Martin: Our respondents were not part of the
accurately what question we really want to ask. It is education sector.
no good thinking about it later really. Chairman: That is a question towards the ladies.

They did the research from the educational side and
did come up with some quite interesting findings.Q64 Mr Robathan: Mr Martin, I do not blame you
You said amongst other things that it is a touristfor the questions you have been asking. You said
attraction anyway and you could make the qualitythat the majority of people are “very satisfied” were
of the experience better, is what this is all reallyyour exact words and in the Executive Summary,
about, and what you were saying is that teachers feltwhich is always the thing that one reads first it says
probably you would not get a great increase inthat nine in 10 current visitors are satisfied. Did you
numbers but you would get a better quality offeel with the questions that you were asked to ask
experience for the children. Is that correct? I am notthat if nine out of 10 people are already satisfied
putting words into your mouth, am I?there was any burning need for a visitor centre?

Mr Martin: As we understood it, the purpose of
Q67 Mr Robathan: It sounds like it to me!building the visitor centre was to broaden
Ms Carnachan: We did not go specifically into theengagement and encourage more people to become
numbers and how many visits there would be and soinvolved. As it stands, you have a certain type of
on, but certainly from the teachers’ perspective theyaudience that comes to the Palace of Westminster,
felt that if there was some kind of dedicated visitoreither on the tours or who go into debates or meet
centre then that would certainly enhance thetheir MPs or Peers. Those are the people whom we
experience. Again the teachers that we spoke to thatinterviewed as current visitors and 67% were very
had already visited Parliament were extremelysatisfied, 20 something per cent were fairly satisfied,
positive about the experience, but they felt that ifand very few people were saying they were
there was an actual visitor centre they could reallydissatisfied with their visit, but that does not take
develop that and make that into something thatinto account the fact of broadening the agenda or
could be used by a lot more children and in a lotattracting more people into the building or
more diVerent ways than what is available at theattracting more people to engage with the political
moment.process.

Q68 Mr Robathan: Since we have moved on to
Q65 Mr Robathan: I am glad you raised that because Continental Research I might just pick something
this is really what I am trying to get at. Again, I am else up. Every MP or indeed somebody who has been
not blaming you for asking the questions. You are an MP probably spends as much time as I do
trying to engage people but it seems tome that we are walking myself round the schools in my
trying to set up an alternative tourist attraction with constituency. Again, it is not your fault, but I was
taxpayers’ money. Is that what we are trying to do? quite surprised you had to tell us that the services
What did you feel in your research? All the things identified by teachers that they would like to have
you are talking about seem to me to be marvellous if more of were visits to schools and “meet your MP”

sessions. I do that most weeks and I suspect I speakwe had the same as we have at some cost or other.
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for most of my colleagues past and present. What I exceed it, if we made it very sexy and very interesting,
but Elizabeth Hallam Smith is the Librarian of theam saying is this is what we do so I am not quite sure

whether this should be done here. House of Lords and she is chairing the working
group on content. How far have you got on decidingMs Carnachan: That was certainly part of the

qualitative research we did. We did cover some of the content?
the services oVered by the Education Unit which Dr Hallam Smith: We have already done some initial
would include those things. That is the perception. scoping work on the content. What we do have at the
We only spoke to 12 teachers so it was not a huge moment is very valuable research which has already
sample of people. There were a couple who had had been undertaken which gives us some working
visits from their MPs and who did have that kind of assumptions which we can then feed into content
relationship already in place, but there were others development. We are about to appoint a consultant
who did not and that is possibly a matter of location from the museums sector who will help us and who
or the specifics to that particular MP or the will work with the new project manager, Helen
relationship that the school has got with the MP. Wood, who I believe attended the last of these
Chairman: Would anybody like to ask on content? meetings. What we will be doing is undertaking a

fairly iterative process. We are defining the user
segments, as I outlined earlier, and a lot of these haveQ69 David Lepper: Not on content, but did you get
already been covered by the evidence given today;any sense from the teachers that you spoke to about
schools, families, tourists, people with an interest inhow long they saw a visit to the visitor centre lasting?
the history and traditions of Parliament, those withWas there a maximum time? Was there a shortest
a keen interest in the democratic process, also thosetime that each visit should last to make it
who wish to come and meet Members. We will thenworthwhile?
be looking at content which will appeal to each ofMs Banerjee: Yes, we covered that in the
those segments. There is a possibility, I think, ofquantitative research and we had some time bands
controlling numbers up to a point, and it will bethat we gave to respondents, and they answered
possible to market certain types of content to hardthose. What was most common was a three to four
to reach groups, for example. Also I think it will behour slot or half a day with 52% wanting that. Then
possible to have timed tickets if there is a very highthere were 31% who would want two hours. There
level of demand and interest in the historicalwas no real diVerence between primary and
content, for example. We need to look at all thosesecondary schools so, as the previous people who sat
issues very carefully. Our guiding principle has to behere said, it tends to be something where you can
of high quality, because I think that is absolutelyarrive at 10 and leave at two and be back in time for
key, and of real substance for this visitor centre. Itthe school bus home.
has got to have something that people will really
want to come and see and to experience. It is greatQ70 Janet Anderson: I do not know whether I am
news that Members are keen to be involved withunusual but my constituency is in Lancashire and I
visitors and with a visitor centre and I very muchhave people down from the constituency almost
hope that we will be able to involve Members onceweek. I have got people in tomorrow, a school in on
the centre is up and running in working directly withFriday afternoon, and more next week. So I think
school groups.people are keen to come. If I could just ask Andy, in
Mr Jones: My heart sinks when you mention theyour research you did actually say that there
word “consultants”.appeared to be a higher level of demand among
Mr Robathan: Hear hear.those social class D E and also older visitors, so in

fact was one of your conclusions that with a visitor
centre you would be reaching out to groups that we Q73 Mr Jones: I have two questions, firstly is how
do not reach out to now? much is it going to cost and, secondly, what type of
Mr Martin: To a certain extent yes, compared to consultants because my experience of consultants is
your current user profile a slightly higher proportion the expertise is in this room and possibly in these two
of DE’s said that they would be interested in visiting. buildings as to what the content of this thing should

be, and all a consultant will do is pick your brains
Q71 Janet Anderson: On page 8 you also mentioned and feed it back to you slightly warmed up and
older people, 45 to 59. possibly in a nice, glossy brochure with a nice cover
Mr Martin: Yes, indeed. 36% of those aged 45 to 59 on, with a hefty bill. So I am a bit wary of that. Also
said that they were either “certain” or “very likely” you say it has got to be high quality. I do not disagree
to visit whereas at the moment the age profile is with that but it must not be highbrow because,
about 28% of your visitors. I would rephrase that: frankly, if it has got to appeal to a lot of children, it
38% of those who said they were very likely to visit has got to be pitched at the right level in terms of not
were 45 to 59 compared to 28% of visitors, so it just looking at books in glass cabinets or stuVed
would clearly indicate that the age profile might go articles in glass cabinets but interactive things, which
up a little bit. are there already in many of our great museums

which involve children getting involved.
Dr Hallam Smith: I entirely agree with your latterQ72 Chairman: Unless you have a concept of what
point, it has to be up-to-date and interactive in thethe content of the visitor centre is going to be, it is
ways we have heard from our museum colleaguesvery diYcult to fix anything and if it was a positive

educational thing for children I think the figures may today, and there are all sorts of exciting, cutting edge
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possibilities. The Churchill Museum, for example, a tour, who you see on Friday will be on a tour, and
whether they need to go into a visitor centre and, ifgives us a very good model of high quality. It has to
so, for what purpose.be state of the art with some cerebral stuV as well,

but I think the key thing is that each segment of
content has to appeal to the audience at which it is Q75 Chairman: I think that is the fair point, quite
aimed. frankly. You wanted to say something, Ms
Chairman: We have to identify more clearly the Banerjee?
target audience. I think the target audience is a bit Ms Banerjee: I have got some findings that might
vague. help you understand the diVerences between
Mr Robathan: Hear hear. primary and secondary schools that I thought might
Chairman: I would exclude primary school children be interesting to you, and that is in terms of those
totally because it will be very diYcult to pitch definitely likely to visit in the future. It is 22% of
something to appeal to them whereas the Science secondary schools versus 10% of primary schools.
Museum is targeted at primary school children. We So that gives you some idea of the level of interest
visited the museum and we have seen what they are between secondary and primary schools so, yes, if it
doing. It is directed to attract children from five or was going to be pitched towards one or the other
six. It is very diYcult to explain parliamentary then be pitched towards secondary schools.

Baroness Prosser: I think we could decide to makeconcepts to five and six-year-olds.
this an exciting prospect either for primary schoolMr Jones: I would disagree with that. I had a group
children or secondary school children or adults,today of primary school kids from a primary
whoever we so decide, but what we do need to do isschool’s pupils’ council and the material which is
decide because I do not think we can have a visitorprovided by the Education Unit is aimed at primary
centre that is going to be suYciently large and withschool kids. I did it in terms of Parliament is a bit
suYciently diVerent spaces to take account of alllike your school council with elections and
those diVerent needs and demands, et cetera. So Irepresentation. There are ways of doing it and I
think we have got to make our minds up who it is wewould not exclude them.
are going to be aiming at and do that properly ratherChairman: I am sure there are, but if the main thrust
than fiddle about, shall we say, trying to make itis going to be the history of Parliament and the
good for this one, good for that one, and in the endliberties we have won over the years in this great
we just will not have the space to be able to do it forbuilding, school kids are not going to be interested
everyone.in the Bill of Rights. They might be interested in the

execution of Charles I but they are not going to be
Q76 Mr Gerrard: I would say my experience ofinterested in all those other things. They certainly do
primary schools is that it works okay provided thatnot want to know about the Act of Succession and
there has been enough preparation before theythe parliamentary reforms of 1832. I would
come. You talked in here about giving support tochallenge you to explain those to primary school
teachers before they come. I think that is reallychildren.
important. It just seems to me there ought to beMr Jones: I have a constituent who writes the
scope if we get a visitor centre, and I would beHorrible History series which makes history very
interested in your opinions, to be able to oVer someavailable to primary school kids and they love it.
variety and to be able to do diVerent things with
tours that are booked when a primary school group
is coming or a secondary school group is coming orQ74 Janet Anderson: I have got a primary school
even at certain times of the year, particularly at timescoming on Friday afternoon and my experience of
when Parliament is not sitting, to oVer perhapsprimary school visits is that they do enjoy it. I think
people to book on something specialised for oneit is possible to pitch it at their level. I do not know
evening. Come and look at the art and architectureif anybody else knows but in the Granada Studios
of the building if that is what you are interested in.tour in Manchester, which is closed now, they did Come on a specialised lecture about the history ofhave a replica of the House of Commons Chamber the building, not something you would necessarily

and I went there a couple of times with my children oVer every day but something that there will be
when they were quite young and they had somebody enough takers out there to make it work doing it on
dressed up as Black Rod who got them to reenact a an occasional basis. Do you get an impression that
debate. It may be worth looking at how popular it that is correct?
was then. Certainly whenever I went it seemed to be Ms Carnachan: That is a point that was addressed by
very popular and that was not even in the context of the teachers themselves. They did have some
being in Parliament itself, it was in the back street of concerns that it would be impossible to tailor the
a studio in Manchester. content and that what would be of interest to an 18-
Dr Hallam Smith: That is a great idea. It needs to be year-old A level politics student is clearly not going
a fun day out as well as something which people will to be appropriate for a nine year old. They did
take away and remember and learn from. wonder how it would work in terms of the balance
Lord Brooke of Alverthorpe: My reading of your of the item and who would get the most out of it.
findings is that it is a lot to do with the tour as There was a suggestion that could there not be some
distinct from going to a visitor centre. We have got kind of themed weeks or themed evenings or

something like that, and if the schools were toldto be clear in our heads who you saw today were on
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about it then they could book on to those things centre I think will be over 45. That is what the
research actually shows, apart from anything else. Itspecifically, rather than turning up and seeing

whatever happens to be there on a day-to-day basis. is supported by my own experience in the museum
world I am involved in. There is a high number ofThey certainly did wonder that it might try to be all

things to everybody and not quite hit the nail on the people who want to come to this sort of event and
are very happy to come to it. There will be childrenhead for specific groups.

Lord Craig of Radley: I would just like to pose a as well wanting to come to it and MPs and Peers
wanting to take groups through, but the bedrock, Iquestion: if a school has the opportunity of getting

their local MP to show them round, is that going to suspect, will be the people you see getting oV the
coaches at Black Rod’s Gate every day.be more attractive or less attractive than going to the

visitor centre or is it a duplication, and do we want Mr Martin: Based on the research we have done on
the information we gave people at the time, that isto set up such a duplication? I do not know, I am just

raising a question. clear, but it depends which audience you pitch it at.
It comes down to what you want the visitor centreChairman: Who would take them through the

visitor centre? to be.
Mr Jones: I do not disagree with the Lord Chairman
in his analysis, but that is not the way to do it becauseQ77 Lord Craig of Radley: That is one side. A totally
if we have a basic content (and I agree withdiVerent one is how important really are the
Margaret, we have got to decide what is going in)catering/eating arrangements? Your research talks
and then have targeted themes on, for example,about it having mixed views but in the totality of the
young people or even American tourists, forcost of the building, adding all the catering provision
example, coming to Britain, that is a better way thanfor that is going to be quite expensive and it seems to
trying to cater for everybody. Most museums I knowme we have got to be very clear whether we want to
of—and I have Beamish Open Air Museum in mygo down that track before we go into it.
constituency—okay, there is an oVer but then withinMs Banerjee: Can I take the point about the
that they have various days when certain schoolopportunity to meet MPs. Part of the quantitative
children come of certain ages. That is perhaps theresearch that we did with teachers was to have a list
best way of doing it rather than throwing everythingof about 10 or so features and asking them how
in. Can I just ask a question about refreshing theappealing each of them would be. The one that came
oVer because things can become very stale veryout top was the opportunity to meet MPs and Peers.
quickly. How important is it once one has got the77% of schools overall were interested on that.
content to ensure that it is updated with things that
happen but also the things they need to see?Q78 Mr Robathan: A museum with living exhibits!

Mr Martin: Just following on the catering, the range
of views was largely down to the fact that people did Q82 Chairman: I do not think any of those three
not know how long they would spend here. If they have addressed that particular problem. It is more
are going to spend more than a couple of hours then the issue that Dr Smith Hallam has to take into
they are going to want somewhere to eat and drink. account as she is the head of the working group that

does that. There is something in what you are saying,
Q79 Lord Craig of Radley: Not necessarily provided I think, certainly in the Cartoon Museum we have to
by us. do a new exhibition every three months to bring
Mr Martin: Generally nowadays there is an people back again. They have got to do that. Of
expectation that on site there will be a shop, there course, Parliament gets a steady flow coming in
will be— anyway because we are Parliament, but I think you

need a regeneration of interesting things from time
to time.Q80 Mr Robathan: In a museum?
Dr Hallam Smith: I think it is very important to keepMr Martin: Any museum or visitor attraction.
the content refreshed, as we were hearing fromChairman: I think we will come back to the general
colleagues earlier, to sustain people’s interest indiscussion. I think the most relevant museum for us
visiting the building and also to keep the technologyto be visiting is the Churchill Museum and the War
and interactives up-to-date. I think it would beCabinet.
possible to have galleries where expert content isLord Craig of Radley: They do not have much
produced.catering.

Q81 Chairman: They have very little catering and Q83 Mr Robathan: According to the research, earlier
they have a range of children in. They have very you said you only interviewed 12 teachers; was that
clever techniques so you are standing in front of a the total?
television screen and Churchill’s voice comes out. Ms Carnachan: That was the total of the qualitative
You do not have to press anything. I can see exactly research. Obviously on the quantitative side of
that sort of technique being used very dramatically things there were a lot more than that.
for creating some of the great debates of the past Ms Banerjee: We did 300 interviews.
which would be very attractive visually. That is
pitching it at the audience. The only other point I
would make, as Kevan Jones said who knows about Q84 Mr Robathan: Can you just explain the

qualitative sample?museums, is that most of the visitors to the visitor
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Ms Carnachan: There were 12 interviews with Q86 Mr Doran: Just one very quick point on the
question of numbers because it is quite important toteachers and they were 45 minutes to an hour, so
all the planning. I think we get about 700,000 plusmuch more in-depth conversations talking about
visitors at the moment and your prediction is 1.3their experiences of Parliament, those who had been
million. The visitors we get at the moment arealready, and what they would like to see from a
virtually without any marketing whatsoever. Havevisitor centre, what is important to them when they
any of you built into your figures what marketingare taking children on school visits, so going into
will be done? I think the plan is to have amuch more detail about their expectations.
marketing budget.Ms Banerjee: It is not an unusual sample for
Mr Martin: We have not. It is simply a case ofqualitative research. It sounds quite small but it is
making information available to them and saying “Ifafter a diVerent type of in-depth information.
this was open would you go?” It is as simple as that.
Ms Banerjee: Research questionnaires can act as a

Q85 Mr Robathan: The second thing I had was for market tool as well because we are engaging with
MORI. You said that people had the sense that they somebody and describing a service to them. That, in
are in the way. Any Member of Parliament who has eVect, is a piece of information that you are giving to
tried to walk through Central Lobby on a Monday respondents when they are answering questions, not
or Tuesday morning might agree, as I did today. The just asking somebody who is blind to the idea of a
meat of any visit here, never mind the information visitor centre at all.
centre, must be a visit to the Palace itself and the Chairman: We now occasionally have exhibitions in
Chamber. That is what people wish to see. I suggest the Westminster Hall and that regenerates to some
both Chambers actually. If we were to double the extent interest which could be linked somehow into
number of people here, did you investigate at all the visitor centre. Lord Brooke has asked for a short
whether they would find that rather overcrowded? discussion just amongst the Members of the
Mr Martin: We did not at this point in time, to be Committee, so unless anybody wants to ask any
honest. There has been comment already but, no, we more questions or raise any more points, thank you

very much indeed. We are very grateful to you.did not.

Evidence from Honor Gay, Head of Learning at the Natural History Museum

I am delighted to help the development of a Parliamentary Visitor Centre by providing evidence based
on our experience at the Natural History Museum.

Which Aspects of the Museum’s Building Layout are Really Successful With:

(a) Children

To summarise, spaces for use and enjoyment by school parties and families need to be planned for this use
from the outset. From practicalities like text layout and size to tone of voice, the design and interpretation of
spaces is key to their future use and success.

The Central Hall, with its sense of space and the cast of Diplodocus, is an arresting entry to the Museum
and we insist that school groups enter through the main entrance rather than through the basement.

Our Clore Science Centre, Investigate, was designed to enable groups of school children aged 7–14 and
family group with children of the same age to participate in observation and investigation of real scientific
specimens using the same techniques as scientists. Because it was designed for this use from the outset, it is
tremendously successful in engaging this audience.

The schools reception area is large, well-planned and popular.

Our gallery Creepy-crawlies is an interactive, popular and engaging gallery for younger (7–11) children
that illuminated the world of insects.

The Earth Galleries re-development (the former Geological Museum) was designed for children aged
11–14 in groups or with their families.

(b) Adults

Children and adults visit together as families/groups the needs of group leaders, parents and responsible
adults need to be planned into design.

The Museum’s key audience is family groups, and we do not have many adult spaces. A notable exception
is Darwin Centre Phase 1, where the studio is the focus for a programme of engagement between scientists
and visitors. Here a modern look and feel, with high tech equipment, have been successful.

Earth Lab is a learning space designed for amateur geologists, which has not been used as much as we
had hoped.
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Which aspects are really essential to that success?

The two critical factors are:

(a) Knowledge of good practice developing in galleries and spaces—there are many case studies of
what has worked and what has not. The Clore DuYeld Foundation and HLF have both published
excellent guides to developing learning spaces.

(b) Understanding the needs of the audience and making this central to the design and
interpretation—focusing on practical issues as well as those that facilitate engagement, investing
in front end and formative evaluation and snagging.

What doesn’t work and what would you change if you could re-design the museum?

The Museum is excellently endowed with public spaces but of course there are many aspects of the
galleries and spaces that could be changed:

Earth Lab does not attract the audience for which it was developed—amateur experts in geology and we
are now re-developing the space for school use.

Even in Investigate, a really successful space, we are refining it to provide an area for toddlers because
families often visit with some of their children too young to use the space. At the other end of the range, the
space can seem a bit “babyish” for 14 year old and we are investing in more sophisticated equipment to make
it seem more adult.

Similarly, the schools reception area is more attractive to primary school ages than secondary pupils.

Which features had you thought would be important, but turned out to be unnecessary or not as important as
you thought—in particular, how necessary are toilet facilities and cafés?

For school groups:

— Safe access from the coach to the schools receptions area.

— Toilet facilities are absolutely vital, we have purpose-built toilets/basins for children in the schools
reception area.

— A lunch area and secure cloakroom space.

— A shop is successful.

For families:

— Toilets—vital.

— Lunch area to eat packed lunches—very desirable.

— Café—very desirable.

— Shop—desirable.

Which activities have been particularly successful with a) children and b) adults?

One of the reasons for the success of our learning oVer is the wider variety of our programmes. Amination
of galleries and learning spaces with educators (we call them explainers) is a critical factor in delivering
learning. We have 15 face to face educators and over 60 learning volunteers. Both face to face staV and
volunteers deliver a wide variety of drop in activities for schools, families and adults. The explainers also
staV Investigate and deliver a variety of bookable workshops for schools and families. We employ
freelancers to deliver additional workshops and activities for schools and families.

Additionally, we have a number of self guided activities such as Explorer backpacks and gallery trails.

In the Darwin Centre Studio, a dedicated team of science communicators runs the programme.

Which activities have been a turn-oV?

None. We employ skilled educators and test out our activities.

Are there any activities or aspects of the Natural History Museum that you consider might translate
particularly well to a parliamentary setting?

This depends on the audience you target. Since the beginning of my involvement with the Parliamentary
Visitor Centre, I have thought that an adaptation of our Darwin Centre Live programme—based on
dialogue and facilitated conversations with experts could be translated with enormous benefit.
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As the Head of Learning at a London Museum, do you have a view on whether there is a need or a market for
a Visitor Centre dedicated to Parliament alone?

My view should not in any way be instead of rigorous audience testing, but in my professional experience,
not only is there a big demand, but you have a tremendous product and could deliver real social benefit.

If there is, what should it be for and what should it not be for?

This depends on what you want to achieve—narrow and deep engagement, or broad and shallow. You
will have to make diYcult choices with limited resources.

In my personal view, it should not be to raise income.

A key function should be to tackle the issue of declining participation in politics, targeting non voters and
making government and its processes relevant and inspiring to their lives. Thus it would be less valuable to
“preach to the converted” than to people/groups currently alienated from the system.

It may also need to satisfy the curiosity of domestic and foreign visitors—or else you could have a facility
that only engaged targeted groups.

Who should be its main target audience?

Schools for citizenship/history.

Community groups.

People from socially deprived areas.

Domestic and foreign tourists.

These are all, apart from the tourists, hard to reach groups and their needs would determine the product
you develop—eg there should be a high level of outreach to reach community groups.

How should it aim to attract that audience?

Targeted marketing.

Developing the product in consultation with the audience.

Evaluating the success of the product and modifying it if needed.

What are the essential facilities should it provide?

Physical comforts—toilets, space for eating, storage.

Tying in the experience with the authentic functioning building.

Opportunity to meet/debate with staV/MPs in a purpose built space.

History of governance—made appealing!

Do you have any comments on the use of Abingdon Green or Victoria Tower Gardens as the potential sites for
the centre?

Wherever it is, it needs to be clearly linked to the historic building.

5 June 2006

Memorandum submitted by Phil Reed, Director the Churchill Museum and Cabinet War Rooms

Preface

This paper takes into account that the “Churchill Project” comprised two phases: Phase 1, the creation
of a Learning and Conference Centre, reinstatement of previously hidden historic rooms, installation of air
conditioning and other plant and the refurbishment of the Churchill Museum area to shell and core; Phase
2: the creation of the Churchill Museum, ensuring it knitted with the historic site and served the Learning
and other aspects of the Cabinet War Rooms (CWR) work and mission. The whole project was funded from
earned income (to some degree “mortgaged”) and donations from individuals, trusts and firms.

The aim was to create a state of the art Learning (or “Education” a word now less used, denoting a change
of approach) Suite, a conference suite for the in-house use, but largely as an income generator for hire, and
to house the infrastructure required to service all these areas and the whole of the historic site.

The Museum itself faced a number of challenges:
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— The site is entirely underground (a serious consideration in respect fire oYcer imposed limits on
numbers and of emergency evacuation).

— Its form, content and style had to achieve certain agreed Learning Outcomes (researched before
design began).

— It had to engage and sustain interest despite being obliged (as THE Churchill Museum) to be
comprehensive about a complex subject whose presentation risked numbing the visitor.

Questions

1. Which aspects of the museum’s building layout are really successful with:

(a) children: the Learning Suite, is located near to the entrance to the site, but because it has only one
toilet, this isn’t used by the schools, as the queue would be too large. The suite boasts rooms which can used
for small group work, as well as a large presentation room with top of the range audio-visual presentational
and video-conferencing kit and can also be used for lunchrooms, which can be very important for school
groups. BUT you don’t need dedicated lunchroom space, just areas that can be used that way for 30 minutes
around lunchtime. The area is also very close to the Churchill Museum. The Shop is at the end of the visit
(and almost unavoidable!) The groups entrance reception area—extra multi-purpose space very useful, good
for dealing with large groups and moving them through the museum. Storage space in the teaching spaces
is really important so that rapid change over from one activity to the next can be done.

(b) adults: the location and ease of admission, without need to queue in the rain/cold; location of toilets
near of arrival and departure (the same point).

2. Which aspects are really essential to that success?

— the eYcient throughput of visitors, especially when busy and in groups; the separation out of
groups on arrival;

— the design of the Churchill Museum displays to be user (especially child)-friendly and able to
entertain, encourage exploration and, most importantly, to sustain interest;

— staYng levels among Visitor Services OYcers and in professional Learning StaV;

— good signage and navigation aids (a good practical map/free simple guide—but not one which
discourages sales of professional glossy souvenir guides);

— well researched, multi-lingual, multi-ability level audio guides;

— access: all areas, texts and displays are accessible and comprehensible to wheelchair users, to
people with learning diYculties, and those who do not speak English, as well as all ages and
both genders;

— loop system in reception and auditoria for those with hearing diYculties;

— training of staV in customer service, in interacting with visitors (to help inform and navigate) and
in background knowledge of the site, its content and history;

— professional on-site catering facilities, usable for both public café and corporate events;

— very strict procedures for operations and monitoring of financial controls (ideally CCTV wherever
cash is being handled); straightforward, but eVective security on reception; and

— well designed security systems (of prize exhibits, to react to abandoned objects, overnight site
monitoring) and emergency alarm systems and procedures.

3. What doesn’t work and what would you change if you could re-design the museum?

A small number of interactive displays do not work as well as we hoped, either in terms of their physical
robustness or their intuitiveness, leaving visitors confused and deprived of information.

The design (of the whole project, not merely the museum) was obliged to fit into an existing historic form
and not everything that we would have liked to achieve could be achieved. If we had been creating a new
building, we would have:

— Created more toilet facilities, for the Learning Suite, and for general and for corporate use, but,
in the latter cases, further into the site.

— Had greater separation of the Learning Suite from the public areas, with its own entrance.

— Planned the plant requirements for air conditioning better/further in advance.

— Found better siting for the plant (to make it more easily accessible and replaceable).

— Allowed more space for prams/buggies.
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4. Which features had you thought would be important, but turned out to be unnecessary or not as important
as you thought—in particular, how necessary are toilet facilities and cafes?

We were concerned that we are unable (for lack of space) to oVer a cloakroom facility, but it is rarely
an issue.

Otherwise all the aspects that taxed us proved to be crucial in varying degrees to the operation and success
of the project.

Toilet facilities are absolutely essential and need to be adequate for the demand (greater, in terms of
person hours usage, for females) and contain all current modern facilities (baby change—in both male and
female areas.

Café: Until the expansion of the CWR we did not have a café, as the average dwell time of a visit (45–60
minutes) made it unlikely that the café would be heavily used. Also, limits on the number of people allowed
in the site under fire regulations made it commercially unsound to have visitors spending lengthy periods
consuming low earning cups of tea, thus preventing higher paying visitors entering the site. Now the average
dwell time has risen (ca 90–120 minutes) a café is frequently a natural need and as the limit on visitor
numbers has risen, we can aVord to have them spending lengthy periods consuming larger earning
comestibles. I would deem a café only necessary if it could be judged to be financially viable. It should not
be seen as a necessary service to the public.

5. Which activities have been particularly successful with:

(a) children—very low tech works as well as high tech—drawing, handling objects, actors people in role.

(b) adults—reading other peoples reflections—very low tech pose a question ask people to responds, post
up responses people like reading these, people for them to talk to, people like to be able to tell people their
stories/opinions.

6. Which activities have been a turn-oV?

Things that take a lot of time or are complicated, people not prepared to commit more than about 10
minutes to an activity.

7. Are there any activities or aspects of the buildings that you consider might translate particularly well to a
parliamentary setting?

Investigations in the museum, people putting forward their opinions, voting on views.

In considering a lay-out for the Parliamentary Visitor Centre all the above should be taken into account
especially in respect of coping with large numbers/concentrations of people in groups, access (physical,
linguistic and intellectual).

9 June 2006

Memorandum from Mr G R S Broke, Director of the Association of Leading Visitor Attractions

In response to theClerk of the Administration Sub-Committee’s letter dated 19 May 2006, ALVA submits
the following comments:

1. ALVA supports the creation of a Visitor Centre that would explain the purpose and workings of
Parliament.

2. Such a Visitor Centre should provide Information on the Palace of Westminster and the associated
World Heritage site, and also the workings of Britain’s democratic process through Parliament.

3. The main target audience should be domestic visitors, especially those still in full-time education.

4. Such an audience should be attracted by a state-of-the-art interactive Visitor Centre which is
imaginatively constructed, the contents of which complement the National Curriculum.

5. Visitor numbers are notoriously hard to predict, but 1.3 million seems a reasonable guestimate;
however, the vital figure to establish is the number of visitors that can physically have a tour of the Palace
of Westminster. Once this figure is agreed, others will fall into place/can be calculated depending on the
overall aim for this project and the use of pre-booking/timed ticketing.

6. The scope of the project appears reasonable, but secure lock up facilities enabling the subsequent
secure transportation of visitors, without any possessions, into Parliament might pay dividends.

7. If revenue is an issue and space allows, catering should be considered in addition to retail. Without
some catering facilities there will be no opportunity to oVer Corporate Entertaining at a later date. Thus
the need for revenue in the future must be decided now, and from this will stem the decision on catering.
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8. ALVA foresees no impact on Westminster’s existing facilities as most visitors will already be in the
area to visit Westminster Abbey, the British Airways London Eye or watch the Changing of the Guard.

9. Existing facilities will suYce, although additional lavatories and litter bins may be needed.

10. Proximity is an issue. If suitable schemes can be devised for Abingdon Green or Victoria Tower
Gardens, these would be best from the visitors’ point of view.

12 June 2006

Memorandum from the Chief Executive of the Royal Parks

Thank you for your letter of 17 May, and the opportunity to provide views to the sub-committee.

General Position

It is clear that the current arrangements for visiting Parliament are haphazard at best and in some
circumstances unhelpful. I recently had to give evidence to the PublicAccounts Committee and found myself
queuing in the rain for over 20 minutes to gain entry. In the end, I was rescued from the queue by the Clerk
of the Committee otherwise I fear I would have been late for the start of the hearing. I was not on that
occasion visiting in the sense envisaged by the Committee, but there were large numbers of people in that
queue most of whom were seeking to get to the Strangers Gallery. I am not sure what they made of it.

In my previous role, I was responsible for helping to find the new home for the Law Lords (the Supreme
Court) in Middlesex Guildhall. One of the key requirements identified by the Law Lords at the start of that
process was a visitor facility, including an educational element and a shop. It would be virtually inconceivable
to design a new public building without giving thought to visitors and seeking to enhance the visitor
experience. As part of our Bushy Park enhancement project (co-funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund) we will
be building a new visitor centre, and I see that as a forerunner to visitor focussed centres in each of the Royal
Parks. I, therefore, support the concept of a Parliamentary Visitor Centre whole-heartedly.

To provide the greatest enhancement of the experience, the centre needs to be either within the confines
of the building (eg as all senior football clubs now have in their grounds) or as close as possible to the
entrance (eg the London Eye). Given the security implications and limited space within the Palace of
Westminster, the reasons for proposing Abingdon Gardens and Victoria Tower Gardens are immediately
apparent. Although choosing either would see a permanent end to a little of London’s green space and, as
you might expect, I would like to retain as much green space as possible. That said, and despite it being ruled
out three years ago I am happy for us to consider again the suitability of Victoria Tower Gardens.

Specific Questions

View on suitability:

The reasons for Victoria Tower Gardens being ruled out previously should be the starting point for
considering its suitability. At first blush Victoria Tower Gardens may appear to be well located. However,
the visitor centre does nothing for the children living in the Peabody Trust housing in the Millbank area.
Any developments in the open spaces in this area should make a clear commitment to inclusivity.

As I understand the previous concerns, a number could be overcome if the visitor centre were to be built
down the way (ie below ground) rather than up the way. This would also have the benefit of retaining the
gardens for other users. I believe part of the previous concern was blocking the view of the west facade of
the Palace.

Need for a Visitor Centre:

As set out above, there is a clear need for a visitor centre. In a time of falling voter participation it is crucial
that the importance of Parliament can be explained to visitors in a digestible and helpful form.

Scope of the project:

All of the facilities described in the project proposed by previous committees are required.

What other facilities:

This needs to be balanced against the concerns about reducing the amount of green space in central
London. In the 14 months that I have been in post I have been considering how the agency could best
develop the gardens, and my predecessors have drawn up ambitious schemes for them. However, lack of
funding has hampered getting those plans oV the drawing board. I have, therefore, considered how we could
generate an income from the Gardens, through for example, corporate events or a destination restaurant.
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The former was my favoured option, as it meant only temporary use of the space, and I believed that it would
be more likely to receive permission from Westminster City Council and support from the House
authorities. If there were to be a building, I would wish to consider whether there was an on-going income
that could be generated for the upkeep and enhancement of the gardens.

MORI estimates:

I have no reason to doubt the figures suggested by MORI. It may be of interest to note that the Diana,
Princess of Wales Memorial Fountain had 880,000 visitors in its first full year of opening. If the proposal
goes forward, I would be happy to share the lessons of that project on creating very popular attractions in
green spaces.

The obvious needs of any visitor facility are provision of basic amenities—particularly toilets and food
outlets. There should also be a consideration of the impact on public transport, and Transport for London
would be best able to advise on this.

Inn the Park:

The conversion of this building to provide quality catering and an enhanced experience has had a limited
impact on the number of visitors to St James’s Park: the capacity of the building is significantly less than
that of the park. However, the success of the restaurant has had a significant impact on the income of the
agency and has brought in users at times when previously very few people would have visited the park (eg
evening diners).

8 June 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Hansard Society

1. Introduction

The Hansard Society welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the sub-committee’s inquiry into
a Parliamentary Visitor Centre. We have tried to address as many points as possible from your letter of 16
May 2006 but you will see that we have not answered all your queries as some are beyond our scope, for
example, the location of any future Visitor Centre.

Our evidence draws on the Hansard Society’s report An Interpretative Visitor Centre at Parliament,
which was presented to the Group on the Information of the Public (GIP) in May 2005 as part of our
Enhancing Engagement project.1 It draws on qualitative and quantitative research conducted by the
Hansard Society on attitudes to politics and Parliament.2 We also refer to the conclusions and
recommendations of the report of the Hansard Society’s Commission on the Communication of
Parliamentary Democracy, chaired by Lord Puttnam.3 We address specific questions asked by the inquiry
in its call for evidence, and provide further evidence which we believe is relevant to the discussion on a
visitor centre.

2. About the Hansard Society

Established in 1944, the Hansard Society is an independent, non-partisan educational charity that
operates across the political spectrum to strengthen the democratic process and improve the relationship
between the public, elected representatives and political institutions. The Hansard Society works to promote
eVective parliamentary democracy, by carrying out an intensive programme of work aimed at strengthening
the political system and enhancing engagement in civic and political life.

Our work is divided into five main programmes:

— Citizenship Education—carries out practical, ground level work with citizens of all ages and
backgrounds (but especially young people) that aims to broaden understanding, knowledge and
participation in the political system.

— E-democracy—carries out pioneering research into how new technologies could enhance and
improve the democratic process, specifically: applying technology to improving participation
amongst people of all ages in the democratic process and to encouraging elected representatives
to experiment with new tools of consultation and engagement.

1 Hansard Society (2005) Interpretative Visitor Centre at Parliament.
2 See Hansard Society: Audit of Political Engagement 2006 (March 2006) and Enhancing Engagement, Public Attitudes to

Parliament and Politics (January 2005).
3 Hansard Society (2005) Members Only? Parliament in the Public Eye: Report of the Hansard Society Commission on the

Communication of Parliamentary Democracy, Chaired by David Puttnam.
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— Parliament and Government—undertakes high-level research to stimulate reform of political
institutions and the law-making process, and looks at new ways to enhance engagement between
the public and our political institutions.

— Study and Scholars—runs one of the most prestigious educational courses on British politics.
Primarily for overseas students, the course is accredited by the London School of Economics and
Political Science, and provides an ideal opportunity for those who wish to experience both
academic and hands-on experience in the political process.

— Hansard Society Scotland—based in Edinburgh, which looks at ways to inform and educate
citizens of all ages about the Scottish Parliament and wider political institutions (including EU and
Westminster) and provides an independent platform for debate regarding development of the new
Parliament.

In addition, during 2004–05 we ran a Hansard Society Commission:

— Hansard Society Commission on the Communication of Parliamentary Democracy—The
Hansard Society periodically establishes independent public policy commissions to examine in
depth key political issues and to make recommendations for change. Previous commissions have
radically improved the law making and modernisation processes in Parliament. Parliament in the
Public Eye chaired by Lord David Puttnam, investigated the relationship between Parliament, the
public and the media and made recommendations for change in May 2005.

3. Does Parliament Need a Visitor Centre? What Should it be For?

A visitor centre can be used to address barriers to public engagement with Parliament. Many such barriers
were identified by qualitative and quantitative research conducted for the Hansard Society in 2004 and
2005:4

— Public knowledge about governance in the UK, for example, the diVerence between Parliament
and Government and between the two Houses, is low. There is also very little knowledge about
what Parliament does, and in particular what Parliament does outside the main Chamber and
PMQs.

— People have little interest in the work of Parliament—seeing little connection between the work it
performs and their day to day life.

— Views of Parliament are formed “in the dark” and often based on superficial views of politicians
which tend to be negative, or on media coverage, that even the public frequently criticises as
cynical. People see Parliament almost solely on the basis of set adversarial events such as PMQs
which elicited criticisms that the chamber resembled a “kids playground”.

— People are resentful of the perceived lack of opportunities for members of the public to “have a
say” in the work of Parliament. There is also suspicion that public consultations are an attempt
to placate the public rather than a genuine opportunity to hear their views.

— Consequently many see the institution as exclusive and inward looking, and believe that there is
little point—or prospect—in getting actively involved in its work.

In our report on an interpretative visitor, we concluded:

“While Parliament can do little to change public perceptions of politicians, it can create a diVerent
lens through which people view the institution, by pro-actively and directly informing members of
the public about its work . . . A visitor centre at Parliament could be an important part of this lens.
Visitor centres can be an eVective way of building public awareness and understanding of issues,
persons and the work of political institutions. They can also be a good way of injecting a
welcoming atmosphere into institutions which, by their nature, require high levels of security.”

The demand for a visitor centre was also confirmed by a consultation we conducted with young people
in February 2005. The participants believed that having a visitor centre would make visiting Parliament a
more informative and welcoming experience, with some citing the example of the (former) visitor centre at
the Scottish Parliament, which they felt was “excellent and informative” and “immediately made you feel
involved.”

4. What Should a Visitor Centre Not be For?

It is important that a visitor centre only forms one component of Parliament’s strategy to engage with a
wider audience and is not seen as the only answer to public disengagement. Many of the most politically
disengaged sections of society are also the most socially excluded and may not be able or willing to travel
to Parliament. In addition as a survey of citizenship teachers confirmed, while a visitor centre would make
it more likely that they take their students on a visit to Parliament, there were many pressures—particularly

4 For further information see Ram, V Enhancing Engagement, Hansard Society, March 2004; and Hansard Society/Electoral
Commission An Audit of Political Engagement 1 and 2, 2004 and 2005. The six indicators of engagement used are: knowledge
and interest; action and participation; eYcacy and satisfaction.
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time and cost related—that would prevent schools located far away from London from bringing their
students to the visitor centre. Any plans to design a visitor centre should therefore be accompanied by a
comprehensive outreach strategy designed to provide access to Parliament at a local level where people live.

In addition, a visitor centre should complement and not replace existing opportunities to visit Parliament,
including the main chamber and select committees. In particular, Parliament in Action tours of Parliament,
based on the model developed in the Hansard Society’s Connecting Communities project, should be oVered
to members of the public.5 There is a perception that the Capitol Visitor Centre, being developed in
Washington DC is being developed to replace public access to the Congress. While there are understandable
security concerns which should be a consideration for any legislature, it is important that it continues to
provide a welcoming, interesting and informative environment for members of the public who wish to visit.

5. Designing a Visitor Centre

The aim of a visitor centre should be to promote knowledge, understanding and engagement with
Parliament as an institution. However it should be not designed in a way that makes people feel they are
being force fed information or told how to think. This is demonstrated by the case of the visitor centre at
Sellafield Nuclear Power Station, which was originally criticised as propagandist and was subsequently
redesigned as an exhibition to provoke a debate on alternative sources of energy rather than merely making
a case for the nuclear industry. A similar approach was used in developing the successful Churchill Museum,
which opened in the Cabinet War Rooms in 2005.

A successful exhibition should be built with the following objectives in mind:6

Educate and effect 
perspectives of the 
institution

Provoke 
Interest

Relate to 
personal 
experience

Entertain 

Widen 
Horizons

Reveal 
Information

A. Provoke interest

It is crucially important to spark visitors’ interest at the start of the exhibition. This can be done in a
number of ways:

— At the entrance to the Churchill Museum visitors are instantly intrigued when greeted by a little
known quote from Churchill (“We are all worms, but I believe I am a glow worm”). Similarly at the
entrance to the main exhibition at Sellafield, thought-stimulating words about energy and nuclear
power are projected on to the floor.

— Displays at the Churchill Museum tell you about the more controversial aspects of Churchill
(including his controversial role in bringing in the army to quell a strike), as well as other lesser
known sides to Churchill (eg his support for a state pension), which, once again make you want
to know more.

5 The Connecting Communities model was highlighted in the Modernisation Committee’s 2004 report on Connecting
Parliament with the Public. Over 12 months, the Connecting Communities project took groups of people, from across the
country on tours of Parliament which included a meeting with their local MP in Parliament, a visit to the main Commons
chamber and a select committee meeting. Participants in the project were also presented with a booklet on Parliament and
how to get involved in its work before the meeting.

6 We are grateful to Heritage Management Consultant, Michael Glen, for this template.
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— Particularly at the start of an exhibition or centre it is crucial to avoid bombarding visitors with
large amounts of textual information. Instead, appeal to diVerent senses: with interactive displays,
visual material, sound and so on.

— Several English Heritage visitor centres (such as at Whitby Abbey) have interactive terminals
chronicling a day in the life of a historical figure. Interest in the display at Parliament could be
provoked via an interactive terminal chronicling the life of an MP in the past, present and future.

— In addition participants in Connecting Young People with Parliament thought that a visitor centre
should include large screens with live feeds from the main chambers and select committees, as this
would contribute to a sense of being involved.

A visitor centre in Parliament should aim to provoke the visitor’s interest in the work of Parliament, and
to leave wanting to know more.

B. Relate to personal experience

Our research suggests that one of the reasons for a lack of public interest in Parliament is the fact that
people do not see how it aVects their lives. For example, for many people the work of Parliament is
represented by Prime Minister’s Question Time, which they see as “bickering between parties” or a “kids’
playground” and which has little eVect on or relevance to their lives.7

The display at the visitor centre should make the connection between the work of Parliament and people’s
day-to-day lives by highlighting the varied work of Parliament, which has a direct impact on people’s lives.

For example displays and a short documentary highlighting the work of select committees (and interviews
with current members or chairs) could be included to demonstrate the relevance of their work to people’s
lives. Showing the relevance of Parliament is one of the core objectives of the Visitor Welcome Centre at
the Canadian Parliament, and the main exhibition presents a picture of the diVerent work carried out by
parliamentarians: including in the chamber, the committee, the constituency, and cabinet.

C. Reveal information

As highlighted in our interim report there is a low level of public knowledge about the work of Parliament,
and the material in a visitor centre should take account of this.

The visitor centre at the Welsh Assembly provides a good example of how this can be done. The displays
include basic information about the Parliament, its history and how it works, as well as information on how
it fits into the overall structure of governance. The information is kept simple: interactive displays, computer
terminals with access to the website and pamphlets provide more details.

In addition to this, the participants in Connecting Parliament with Young People felt that the centre
should advertise the fact that you can receive e-mail updates from Parliament, allowing you to develop your
knowledge even further. They also suggested that the display contain an archive of key parliamentary
speeches for people to browse through (similar to the speech archive at the Churchill Museum).

While allowing for low levels of knowledge about Parliament the target should be the Highest Common
Factor rather than the Lowest Common Denominator.8 It should not make any assumptions about what
people know, nor should it treat people as stupid or spoon feed them.

This is the aim of the interactive timeline at the Churchill Museum, and the quizzes at the Sellafield centre.

Message 
they wantReceiver

Sender

Interpretation: “Let the public buy the message, don’t try to sell it”

As noted earlier it is crucial to provide a balanced account in an exhibition—evidence suggests that people
react negatively (and view as propagandist) displays that merely highlight the virtues of a person or
institution and skirt over its more controversial aspects. Participants in Connecting Parliament with Young
People suggest including a screen with clips from events outside Parliament, such as diVerent protests that

7 Ram, V (Hansard Society), Enhancing Engagement Interim Report, January 2005, p 15.
8 Our thanks to Michael Glen again for this analogy.
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have taken place over the history of Parliament. For example, the Sellafield Visitor Centre includes displays
from anti-nuclear campaigners and a discussion of the major accident which took place at the plant in 1957,
and the Churchill Museum addresses his controversial actions as Home Secretary, and includes the views
of critics of his policies.

D. Entertain

The displays at the visitor centre should not rely on large tracts of text about Parliament, but should use
a variety of media to engage and entertain the audience:

— Interactive terminals: for example the interactive quizzes at the Sellafield visitor centre are both
informative and entertaining (similarly the Timeline at the Churchill Museum).

— Audio-visual displays: short documentaries on the history of Parliament (highlighting crucial
moments in the history), and interviews with Parliamentarians and parliamentary commentators
(similar to the documentary in the Welsh Assembly, and those at the Churchill Museum).

— Using touch: Dinah Casson argues that to engage (and inform) the visitor it is crucial to appeal
to this often neglected sense: she points to new displays at the British Museum which have been
particularly popular.9 Within Parliament this could include a replica of the Speaker’s Pavel, or
replicas of the Speaker’s gown for visitors to try on (at the visitor centre in Sellafield people have
the opportunity to try on diVerent uniforms, which has proved to be a very popular attraction).

— Michael Glen is emphatic that humour is a vital ingredient for an exhibition, and repudiates the
suggestion that it trivialises or belittles. For example, at the Churchill Museum cartoons by David
Lowe are used to bring visitors’ attention to diVerent aspects of Churchill’s life.

E. Involve:

“Tell me and I forget, remind me and I remember, but involve me and I understand.”

This old Chinese proverb is a favourite of the former Speaker, Lord Wetherill, and highlights the
importance of involving people in order to build knowledge and understanding (and in the long term their
perception).

For example, an interactive display at the Churchill Museum presents diVerent points of view on
Churchill and Chamberlain and asks people to vote on whether a statement (suggesting that Chamberlain
was an “appeaser” and Churchill a “strong leader”) is true. Similarly at the Sellafield exhibition, an
interactive display allows people to consider diVerent energy options (and hear the cases for and against),
and vote on their choice. The “Home” section of the Hansard Society’s House to Home exhibition likewise
encouraged people to hear a range of views about smoking in pubic places, and then vote on it.10 In the case
of the latter feedback from visitors about the exhibition suggest that the interactive nature of the event was
particularly popular among visitors. In all three cases visitors build their knowledge and understanding of
issues by being involved in a deliberative exercise.

In the interim report we highlighted research which suggests that people are often put oV politics by the
perceived partisanship of politicians. An interactive display at the visitor centre in Parliament could include
a similar display asking people to select the best way of building a democratic system after hearing the case
for alternative ones (and thus highlighting the crucial role that parties play).

Dinah Casson notes that involving people is particularly eVective when visitors are invited to “make your
mark”, and leave a lasting impression on the exhibition.11 This was confirmed by the success of the
brainstorming tents at the Hansard Society’s House to Home exhibition in Parliament, where members of
the public, and politicians, posted thousands of post-it notes with ideas about how Parliament could engage
with them, encouraging them to think about issues, and engage in a dialogue with one another.

F. Widen Horizons

This is perhaps the most important objective of an exhibition, as the core aim of the centre is to stimulate
public engagement with the institution.

Hansard Society research suggests that a major obstacle to further public involvement in the work of
Parliament is the perception that there are few genuine opportunities to get involved, and that politicians
do not listen to the public. The visitor centre in Parliament should strive to combat this perception by
highlighting the diVerent ways that people can get involved in Parliament’s work—through elections and
other means such as online consultations, petitions and so on. In addition sections highlighting, for example,
the suVragette movement, could demonstrate how getting involved does make a diVerence, while at the same
time chronicling an important part of Parliament’s history.

9 D Casson, The Need to Touch, Lecture at Kings’ College, 2002.
10 In the course of six weeks a total of 67,544 votes were logged at the House to Home exhibition.
11 D Casson, ibid.
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The young people involved in Connecting Parliament with Young People were particularly keen that the
displays include sections on how individuals can get involved in the work of Parliament, how to contact your
MP, and opportunities to email them.

6. Who Should be the Main Target Audience for a Visitor Centre? How Should Parliament
Attract that Audience?

The parliamentary visitor centre should provide a welcoming atmosphere for all visitors with an emphasis
on members of British public rather than oversees tourists. In addition, in designing the centre, there should
an awareness that disengagement from the political process is particularly strong amongst the following
groups:

Young people: The Puttnam Commission argued that the introduction of citizenship education as a
statutory subject in secondary schools in England presents Parliament with a “historic opportunity” to
communicate its value to young people and involve them in its activities. It recommended that:

Parliament should consider its role in consistently developing citizenship education resources and
the diVerent curriculum approaches across the United Kingdom . . . We recommend that the
Parliamentary Education Unit should have a well resourced and dedicated teaching space with
multi-media facilities.12

At the same time Parliament must take steps to actively involve young people not within the education
system. Young people aged 16–24 are widely regarded as a particularly disengaged group and one of the
main target groups of the Electoral Commission’s outreach strategy. Electoral Commission research, for
example, following the 2005 general election suggests a “cohort eVect” with “younger age groups losing (or
never gaining) the habit of voting and carrying forward their lack of interest in voting into older age.”13

BME groups: While Britain’s Indian community is more likely to vote than UK’s white population, the
people least likely to vote (and with the lowest levels of electoral registration) are of black Caribbean and
black African heritage. 47% of people from BME voted while 62% of those classed as white turned out.
There is also evidence that there has been a decline in participation among formerly active groups such as
the Muslim community.14

More broadly there is a clear link between political disengagement and social exclusion. Key drivers of
social exclusion include: unemployment, low income, education skills and training deprivation, health
deprivation and disability, access to transport, crime levels, neighbourhood and housing.

Designing a visitor centre along the lines suggested in the previous section would help Parliament engage
with these target audiences and with the wider British public. Overall the emphasis should be on
demonstrating that Parliament is a working political institution, rather than just a historic building. It must
also demonstrate the relevance of Parliament to people’s lives, particularly by emphasising work outside the
main Commons chamber. In addition consideration should be given to the following:

— Creating a young person consultative group. There is increasing emphasis in government on the
importance in involving young people not only on the design of services for them but on wider issues
that relate to them. Creating a young person’s consultative group on a visitor centre would help
ensure that the facilities provided are mindful of the needs, concerns and interests of young people.

— Providing materials in diVerent languages. Materials, including leaflets, publications and audio
tours, at the centre should be available in the languages of the UK’s main ethnic minority groups.

— Tapping into civic networks. Awareness of the visitor centre should be raised by tapping into the
networks and associations that Parliament’s target groups are involved in—such as by contacting
temples or mosques or through youth groups.

— Maximising accessibility. The centre and its facilities should have full disabled access and should
provide a free créche for visitors.

Memorandum from the Press Gallery (Parliamentary Lobby)

We welcome any measures that increase the understanding of, and access to, Parliament and would
therefore be supportive of the idea of a visitor centre.

As far as purpose is concerned, it seems to us that there is something of a dilemma. There is a diVerence
between the parliament building itself and politics, politicians and the political system. In the experience of
those of us who have shown visitors around the Palace, the buildings themselves and their associations
inspire fascination and awe, whilst their history and the history of the development of parliament seems to
generate less interest. Knowledge of the parliamentary process is virtually nonexistent. It also has to be said
that recent opinion polls indicate that currently politicians and the political system are not held in

12 Members Only? Parliament in the Public Eye (ibid) p 60.
13 Electoral Commission, Election 2005: Turnout, 2005, pp 35–36.
14 The Guardian, 21 March 2005.
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particularly high esteem. Therefore, would the proposed centre be primarily a showcase for the building and
its history or would it be primarily to inform and engage visitors about the political system—or would it
attempt to do both?

This obviously has a bearing on the target audience and we are perhaps not the best placed to comment
on how to attract them. The target audience probably should be those whom we wish to educate and engage
about the importance of parliamentary democracy and to whom we wish to demonstrate its relevance to
their daily lives. The easiest to attract will probably be those who want to see the building itself.

Bearing in mind our remarks above, the facilities described in your letter all seem to us to be appropriate.
Presumably they would include the sort of inter-active provision that attracts school children’s attention?
On a more basic level, the provision of adequate catering and toilet facilities seems key to the operation of
any successful visitor centre.

Such a facility could potentially provide a valuable resource for those working in the Palace as well as
visitors. Presumably it would be open to all pass holders?

You ask what it should not be for. We assume you do not see it simply as a tourist “trap” facility although
obviously there is considerable retail potential.

You ask for comments about the use of Abingdon Green or the Victoria Tower Gardens as possible sites.
From the Press Gallery’s point of view the problem with Abingdon Green is its current extensive use as a
broadcasting point, which presumably would be lost if the centre were to be constructed here.

8 June 2006

Memorandum from the Head of City Planning Group (Strategic Schemes),
Westminster City Council

Thank you for your letter dated 17 May seeking the City of Westminster’s views on your aim to provide
a Parliamentary Visitor Centre (PVC). I welcome the opportunity to comment.

Any proposal for a PVC would be considered within the framework of the Council’s adopted UDP policy
framework. Policies relating to land use including education and tourism; to development including listed
buildings, conservation and the World Heritage Site, urban design; and to transportation and security.

The Feasibility Study led by the World Squares for All Steering Group reviews the existing facilities for
visitors in and around Parliament Square. It concludes that overwhelmingly visitors feel confused upon
arrival for the first time, and that for example they have diYculty interpreting the World Heritage Site status,
and diYculty appreciating the highly modelled and crafted exteriors of many of the historic buildings. They
also encounter problems in orientating themselves and moving around the Parliament Square area.

You should also be aware of the existence of a draft World Heritage Site Management Plan which is
directly concerned with and comments upon the need for a visitor centre and the general and specific
pressures of this unique site.

A PVC could assist in the management of the significant tourist pressure, providing a focus for visitors
and a way to relate to the Palace, the Abbey, St Margaret’s Church and that part of Westminster generally.
The dissemination of the historical and cultural relevance of the Palace of Westminster is an equally
important task. The need for some public facilities and the broad function of the proposed PVC outlined
in your letter is therefore clear and may in principle be supported by the City Council, although we might
add that toilets, visitor drop oV including coaches, and servicing by vehicles will be likely to also need to be
incorporated, as might a broader remit to include the other main building within the World Heritage Site.
A detailed study would be required to identify the extent of additional facilities that would be needed to
accommodate the existing and any increase in visitor numbers.

The scope of the proposed facilities appears appropriate if the centre is limited to only Parliamentary
matters. Even so, it would require significant floorspace and therefore is subject to the ability of the selected
site to sensitively accommodate it and its impact, including pressure on public transport (coaches will need
particular thought), and pressure on pedestrian flows and safety. The existing facilities and infrastructure
including the pedestrian realm are already stretched to capacity. To increase the number of visitors could
mitigate against the eVective conservation of the Palace and the wider World Heritage Site.

There is also an unquestionable need to ensure that any new use or building does not adversely impact
upon the historic layout and fabric (including archaeology), setting or townscape character of the area. In
that regard it is diYcult to envisage the functions, and therefore scale of the building outlined in your letter
being able to respect the site and setting on either Abingdon Street/College Green and/or Victoria Tower
Gardens. That scale of use, and the existing use of the spaces for pedestrian movement, quiet relaxation, and
by the media to provide the ubiquitous television backdrop to unfurling political events add to the Councils
concern on impacts. Therefore the City Council is unlikely to be able to support the potential PVC locations
you mention. These points have already been made at the earlier seminars.

I understand that the Palace authorities have appointed architects and consultants to review these issues
and we will be pleased to discuss the findings of their various studies and proposals.
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Given the above the City Council suggests that there needs to be some discussion and analysis of the PVC
proposals through the mechanism of the World Squares for All Steering Group. This would allow proper
consideration of a wide range of issues including all of those above, and appropriate assessments of the
relevant security issues which would undoubtedly have a significant bearing on the detailed siting, design
and operation of any facility, the Steering Group can also take on board similar requests for such facilities
(eg from the Abbey) and the emerging proposals for the area.

To assist in the consideration of the PVC concept, the evaluation of the options for any location (including
those you have raised) should include a wider assessment of the scale of the proposed facility and potential
locations. As a contribution to the debate it is clear, from discussions at the Steering Group and given the
Council’s long established planning policies, and how national advice and guidance suggests proposals for
sensitive sites in conservation areas should be assessed, that a review of both scale and options are properly
considered before any preference for a site is chosen.

We consider that any decision on possible locations for providing improved Visitor facilities should be
taken only in the light of a rigorous analysis of visitor activity and pedestrian and vehicular movement in
and around the entire World Heritage Site and in conjunction with an audit of all possible locations and
buildings in the vicinity of the site where new visitor facilities might be accommodated. We suggest that this
audit might include Parliament Square, the buildings or the site bounded by Parliament Street, Derby Gate,
Canon Row and Bridge Street and those at the junction of Victoria and Tothill Streets.

The area of search should include the surrounding buildings of the World Heritage Site. The existence of
government occupied, frankly mediocre, commercial oYce buildings at the eastern end of Victoria Street
oVer potential that should be explored. These buildings could perhaps, through the concurrent Lyons and
Gershon reviews, potentially become available and could more easily provide a full range of public facilities,
interpretation, ticket sales etc. than the smaller and more physically constrained sites identified in your letter.

This process of considering options for the scale, location and impact of any PVC will be essential to
justify any eventual planning application, which will be complex and as currently envisaged is likely to be
contentious in some quarters. The procedure set out for a proper analysis of options and issues in the
framework of an Environmental Impact Assessment would be a very suitable screening process to ensure
proper consideration and discussion of the options.

The City Council is very keen to be involved with the further development of the project, both directly
with the Palace authorities and through the steering group.

9 June 2006

Memorandum from the Chair of the World Squares for All Steering Group

Thank you for your letter of 16 May 2006 in relation to the Committees work. I am pleased to be able to
reply to you in my capacity as Chair of the World Squares for All (WSfA) Steering Group. I know that
individual members of the Steering Group may also be writing to you to provide information for your study.

The World Squares for All Steering Group was set up in 1996. The terms of reference of the Group
include:

— Promoting schemes within the World Squares for All Masterplan and act as ambassadors for the
World Squares for All initiative.

— To agree strategies for taking forward WSfAprojects, including ensuring heritage aspects ofWSfA
schemes are appropriately recognised.

— To identify and assist with the procurement of funds for WSfA schemes.

— To act as an interface for other interested organisations not represented on the Steering Group.

— To assist with consultation plans, consent processes and the development of management plans
for particular schemes.

— To share best practice and experience from progressing WSfA schemes.

Current membership includes representatives of the Greater London Authority, English Heritage, the
Metropolitan Police Service, the Parliamentary Estates Directorate, the Royal Parks Agency, Transport for
London, Westminster Abbey and Westminster City Council. We have been joined in recent months by
representatives from the Cabinet OYce and the National Security Advice Centre.

I should also explain that under the terms of the Greater London Authority Act 1999 the Mayor of
London has responsibility for the management, care and control of Parliament Square Garden⁄that is the
central portion of the grassed and terraced area of the square but not the surrounding roads or pavements.

In recent months the World Squares for All Steering group commissioned a study to review the options
for the regeneration of a study area that includes Parliament Square Garden and the surrounding area as
shown in the attached overview report (not printed). The study was carried out for us by a consortium of
architects and designers, led by Atkins. The other partners in the study were DSDHA, Foster and Partners,
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Intelligent Space, Speirs and Major and Victoria Walsh. This brought together a team of colleagues who
had both recent experience from the successful transformation of Trafalgar Square with some fresh
perspectives on the challenges presented by this important World Heritage Site.

The study set out to meet a number of challenges:

— To put Parliament Square on the map and to relate it to its surroundings and make it an integral
part of the city.

— To create a high quality urban space that is sensitive to the World Heritage Site and the square’s
national and international significance.

— To rediscover the identity of the area by acknowledging the historical reverberations and realising
the contemporary possibilities of the area and its relation to the river and the city.

— To improve the visitor experience of the study area as a whole.

— To develop an integrated approach to address the key issues of traYc, pedestrian access, security
and heritage.

— To design a traYc management system that continues to cater for safe and eYcient movement,
while taking account of other objectives and impacts elsewhere in London.

The feasibility study is now complete and I am pleased to enclose a short overview of the work. As a result
of this study the World Squares for All Steering Group has indicated that subject to the outcomes of
consultation, planning and listing consents and appropriate traYc management and funding arrangements
that the preference, in the medium term, is for a core scheme that closes the south side of Parliament Squaw
and finds ways to improve the public space at the central part of Parliament Square Garden. Over the coming
months the next stages of this work will include a programme of consultation, further traYc analysis and
the development of more detailed design ideas.

As part of the work for the feasibility study our architect and design team reviewed the existing visitor
experience of the study area as a whole. They concluded that visitors do feel confused upon arrival in the
area and there is diYculty in interpreting and understanding the number of important and historic buildings
and other landmarks in the area. Specific issues that detract from the existing visitor experience include:

— The existing finger post signs are considered to have low visibility.

— The current number of traYc signs and security measures create a poor impression.

— Interpretation of the World Heritage Site status is absent as is an appreciation of the historic
buildings.

— Statues are poorly presented.

— The three public toilets in the area are underground and not easily identified by visitors.

— Public seating is inaccessible.

— Refreshment facilities are limited.

— Public litter bins have been withdrawn as a consequence of security issues.

There is no doubt there is a lack of information about the World Heritage Site as a whole and the many
institutions that are part of it. Them is also a lack of publicly available refreshment and toilet facilities in
the area. If there were an additional visitor centre there is no doubt that additional visitor facilities would
be needed to cope with the increase in visitor numbers and these should be built into the specification for
any building.

In terms of location for a Parliamentary Visitor Centre the Feasibility Study report did include the idea
that a location on Abingdon Green might be feasible but did not review a Victoria Tower Gardens location.
While very early thinking was of a media centre, following discussions among the WSfA Group this was
developed to the notion of a possible Visitor Centre. However, the Feasibility Study did not look in any
detail at issues in terms of requirements for the potential scale, visitor numbers, access, traYc impacts and
the impacts on the wider World Heritage Site area. All of these issues would need to be considered very
carefully within the context of the World Heritage Site to ensure that the pressure from any additional
visitors was balanced against the need for the area to be maintained as a dignified and symbolic setting.

The ideas in the Feasibility Study relating to Victoria Tower Gardens focused on improvements as a
public open space and as the area is managed by the Royal Parks further detailed discussions would need
to take place to assess the feasibility and viability of such potential locations.

Given the pressure on the immediate area, it is very unlikely that there is space for both a new build
Parliamentary Visitor Centre and a separate World Heritage Centre. However, there may be scope for using
an existing nearby location but someway oV the immediate square to house such facilities. These issues
would benefit from consideration as part of any idea for a visitor centre as there is a need to assess in detail
the benefits and dis-benefits of any single or multiple uses for a visitor centre for the benefit of the area as
whole.
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Given the existence of the now well-established World Square for All Steering Group and the wide-
ranging membership of the Group we would be pleased to oVer whatever assistance we can in the future
development and shaping of any proposals.

13 June 2006

Memorandum from the Public AVairs Manager of Visit London

Introduction

Visit London is grateful for the opportunity to submit our views to the House of Commons
Administration Sub-Committee and House of Lords Information Committee inquiry into the
Parliamentary Visitor Centre.

Visit London

Visit London is the oYcial visitor organisation for London, a company that promotes the capital
overseas, domestically within the UK and to Londoners themselves. Visit London’s mission is therefore
focused on using marketing campaigns and PR activity in leisure and business tourism to generate economic
benefit for London.

In London, policy areas around the “tourism product” such as quality, infrastructure, skills development
and visitor information are the responsibility of the London Development Agency (LDA). The LDA is also
the primary funder for Visit London, alongside 1,400 partner organisations, the Department for Culture
Media and Sport (DCMS), the Association of London Government and match-funding from businesses for
campaigns.

Visit London also works closely with VisitBritain, the national tourism authority and DCMS-sponsored
Non-Departmental Public Body that promotes Britain overseas, and England to the British.

Visit London’s input into this inquiry is focused on its area of expertise—the marketing and promotion
of London.

Promoting Parliament?

Improving the visitor experience to Parliament is paramount.

Consumer research consistently shows that heritage and sightseeing are the most important “drivers” to
encourage visitors to Britain. Parliament’s crucial and historic role in British history and global recognition
of its importance means that Parliament is a major draw for potential visitors to Britain and to London in
itself—not least in part due to the ubiquitous brand image of “Big Ben”.

Chart 1

LEADING WORLD ATTRACTION BRANDS 2005

Rank City Attraction Awareness

1 Paris EiVel Tower 78.96%
2 San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge 74.47%
3 Washington White House 66.47%
4 Sydney Opera House 62.95%
5 Cairo Pyramids 61.46%
6 New York Statue of Liberty 54.23%
7 Edinburgh Edinburgh Castle 53.30%
8 Berlin Berlin Wall 51.83%
9 Moscow Red Square 51.73%
10 Rio de Janeiro Cristo Redentor 50.59%
11 London Big Ben 46.08%
12 Rome Colosseum 44.49%
13 Toronto CN Tower 35.53%
14 Moscow Kremlin 35.02%
15 Los Angeles Hollywood 31.69%

Source: Anholt-GMI Brands Index

Poor facilities for visitors denigrate the inspiration that motivated them to the destination or attraction in
the first place. An attraction must get this right, even though it is diYcult when an attraction is not originally
designed with visitors in mind, or has other functions—or indeed in this case where Parliament is, first and
foremost, a functioning legislature and is only an attraction as a result of its functions, history and
architecture.
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VisitBritain has supplied figures to the inquiry on the Leading London Visitor Attractions, including
Westminster Abbey, so they are not repeated here. At Appendix 1 are figures to many London attractions
over the last few years for information.

Best Practice

It is worthwhile looking at how other parliaments and legislatures manage visitors to see if lessons can
be learned.

For example, the Visitor Centres in Edinburgh for the Scottish Parliament were much smaller in scope—
in their first two years they received around 70,000 visitors through their doors. In 2001, one centre was
awarded a three star (“very good”) grading in VisitScotland’s quality assurance scheme for attractions, while
the other secured four stars (“excellent”).

The two centres divided up the responsibility of information provision—one charted design and
construction progress of the new Parliament building, while the second focused on how the Scottish
Parliament works and the history of its pre-union predecessor.

Learning about the past, present and future of the Scottish Parliament was presented through interactive
hands on displays using new technology and multi-media presentations—and by asking questions of
friendly and welcoming front of house teams. An opening period throughout the year, and radical ideas such
as a public crèche15 (the only facility of its kind in Europe) helps promote an image of an open and accessible
Parliament.

Does Visit London have a view on whether there is a need in the Westminster area for a Visitor Centre dedicated
to Parliament whose function would be to provide information for visitors to explain how Parliament works and
its purpose? If there is, what should it be for and what should it not be for?

Considering the number of visitors to Parliament (and the number of indirect visitors that do not show
up in oYcial figures), a fully-functioning Visitor Centre could help fulfil two needs:

(1) To manage the number of people.

(2) To help ensure that visitors’ experiences match or exceed their expectations.

A fully-functioning visitor centre can:

— provide information and spark interest through exhibitions;

— ensure a helpful face-to-face contact to explain what to do and where to go;

— make Parliament more accessible to people (who are more likely to approach a visitor centre than,
say, armed security); and

— improve the number and make-up of visitors through a motivating profile on the internet twinned
with an attractive physical presence that will convert “lookers” to “bookers”.

Who should be its main target audience?

Consumer research shows that heritage and sightseeing are key drivers for all target audiences, old and
young, overseas and domestic.

15 The Crèche provides free supervision for children of visitors to Parliament. Children must be aged 0–5 years, and it can take
up to 10 children at any one time. Opening hours are from 8 am and 6 pm on weekdays. Visits are limited to four hours per
day, which covers the normal length of committee sittings or plenary debates. Admission is either by pre-booking, for parents
attending Parliamentary business, or on a drop in basis for visitors.
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Chart 2

MAIN MOTIVATORS FOR OVERSEAS VISITS TO LONDON 2004–05
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Source: London Overseas Visitors Survey 2004–05.

So the challenge for Parliament must be to attract people to come to Parliament for a contemporary
reason (see below on how it should aim to attract that audience). Students and schoolchildren will be major
targets if the priority for Parliament is to educate about its role.

As most potential visitors already know that Parliament is there, any new visitor centre’s priority should
be on improving the experience of the visitor when they arrive, and motivating those who come to look at
and photograph Big Ben to learn more about Parliament’s history, importance and power and what goes
on inside the building.

Parliament and the Visitor Centres should develop a marketing/education strategy and as part of that
consider undertake qualitative research with potential visitors from overseas, around the UK and London.
Best practice should be sought from (and experience shared with) other successful new parliamentary visitor
centres, such as that that was established in the Scottish Parliament.

How should it aim to attract that audience?

There is a clear risk that, as an “historic venue”, potential visitors will believe they can visit at any time.
Parliament will be there in future years, so there is no time motivation to ensure that they visit now. Potential
trips then get postponed from year to year and many end up not being made at all. Competing destinations
reinvent themselves and if a visitor enjoys themselves at that destination then there is a good chance they
will become a repeat visitor—delivering much larger economic benefit to the destination.

Parliament should therefore consider developing a themed plan with exhibitions and events that can
attract visitors to come now rather than at some indefinite date in the future.

Marketing-wise, the centres should ensure that it develops strong working relationships with Visit
London, VisitBritain and the flagship visitor centre at 1 Regent Street—the Britain and London Visitor
Centre.

Does Visit London think that [MORI’s estimates of 1.3 million UK and Overseas visitors] is a realistic
estimate? Based on this estimate, is the scope for the project proposed by the previous Committees appropriate:
ie an exhibition space explaining the work and role of Parliament; accommodation for school parties and their
reception; a bookshop or retail facility; a ticket oYce for tours of parliament and a display area for pictures
and artefacts from Parliament’s collection?

Visit London cannot predict the increase of numbers that will result from this initiative. When other
attractions have improved their visitor centre alongside improving their marketing, they have seen
significant increases in visitors and this increase is not outside of that broad range. Further market research
could be undertaken if the Committees are unsure of the MORI research findings. It may be worthwhile
seeking some specialist attraction advice.
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Are there other essential facilities that a visitor centre of this type should provide?

Physical facilities and the environment are important considerations not often considered for visitors but
more important for them then residents. Good quality toilet provision, visitor rubbish disposal, some free
information (essential for budget travellers). Disabled access is an obvious key consideration, but not just
for mobility requirements—but also those with sensory disabilities. Both chambers of Parliament produce
information in diVerent languages, which is excellent—but this should be reviewed—what information is
currently translated and is this suYcient?; is the information up-to-date and user-friendly?; what languages
are covered and should others be considered?

What might be the impact of the estimated increase in the number of visitors on this part of Westminster—on
existing facilities and the transport infrastructure?

Visit London does not hold this kind of data. London’s public transport system copes very well with
visitors, not least as they generally travel at non-peak times.

What additional facilities might be needed to cope with the increase in numbers?

As noted above, good quality toilet provision and visitor rubbish disposal must be considered both by
the local authority, and transport providers. With new markets opening up such as India and China,
information and signs should be provided in additional languages to just English or Western European
Languages. Facilities for the disabled and other access considerations must be reviewed in the light of
increased disabled visitor numbers.

Does Visit London have any comments on the use of Abingdon Green or Victoria Park Gardens as the potential
sites for the centre? How important is it that the centre be in close proximity to the “main attraction” of the
Palace of Westminster?

No.

21 June 2006

APPENDIX 1

VISITS TO LONDON ATTRACTIONS (A–Z) 2000–04

Attraction Borough 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 Estimate

Alexander Fleming Laboratory Museum Westminster 5,000 4,500 6,000 6,500 Estimate
Apsley House (Wellington Museum) Westminster 58,617 662,92 51,023 50,000 Estimate
Barbican Art Gallery City of London 202,668 213,796 52,825 89,709
Barnet Museum Barnet 1,000 2,500 2,500 3,000 3,000 Estimate
BBC Television Centre Tours Hammersmith And Fulham 35,000 37,000
Bethlem Royal Hospital Archives & Museum Bromley 744 1,063 1,106
Bethnal Green National Museum of
Childhood Tower Hamlets 147,117 172,251 194,789 198,127 234,768
Boston Manor House Hounslow 2,253 1,747 1,150
Bramah Tea & CoVee Museum Southwark 10,000 14,300 28,953 Estimate
British Airways London Eye Lambeth 3,300,000 3,850,000 4,100,000 3,700,000 3,700,000
British Museum Camden 5,466,246 4,800,938 4,607,311 4,584,000 4,868,127
Bromley Museum Bromley 15,502 11,562 17,557 12,000 14,835
Brunel Engine House Rotherhithe London Southwark 1,883 2,000 2,000 4,000 5,400
Buckingham Palace Westminster 299,604 310,815 334,654 315,470 295,058
Buddhapadipa Temple Merton 4,000 5,000 8,000 7,000 10,000 Estimate
Burgh House Camden 16,731 15,759 15,116 15,186 14,788
Cabinet War Rooms Westminster 304,197 274,376 281,416 291,287 306,059
Carlyle’s House Kensington And Chelsea 5,776 5,793 4,970 5,060 4,746
Chislehurst Caves Bromley 31,998 39,997 37,228 39,486 44,425
Chiswick House Hounslow 19,476 19,482 15,526 10,921 11,653
Church Farmhouse Museum Barnet 11,460 14,448 10,870 12,036 9,148
Church of St Mary Aldermary City of London 20,000 15,000 Estimate
Clowns Gallery Hackney 700 500 350 260 360 Estimate
College of Arms City of London 12,669 9,198 2,788
Courtauld Gallery Westminster 210,000 230,489 143,889 105,500 101,200
Crofton Roman Villa Bromley 5,082 4,823 6,043 6,054
Crossness Engines Bexley 1,529 2,073 1,747 2,582
Cuming Museum Southwark 7,130 9,421
Cutty Sark Clipper Ship Greenwich 166,597 159,646 128,461 164,332 174,193
Deen City Farm Merton 50,000 40,000 42,000 Estimate
Design Museum Southwark 119,165 134,503 154,098 169,929
Dickens House Museum Camden 23,917 22,700 21,208 22,899
Down House Home of Charles Darwin Bromley 24,932 20,897 23,619 23,925 24,271
Dulwich Picture Gallery Southwark 83,729 102,532 108,678 107,320
Eltham Palace Greenwich 87,827 81,786 63,163 65,543 64,251
Faraday’s Laboratory & Museum Westminster 3,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Fenton House Camden 7,256 7,899 7,500 12,989 13,500 Estimate
Florence Nightingale Museum Lambeth 24,587 27,443 24,986 27,408
Forty Hall Museum Enfield 8,080 19,213 28,067
Freud Museum Camden 14,000 11,000 13,625 12,037
Fuller’s GriYn Brewery Tours Hounslow 2,200 6,000 6,000 Estimate
GeVrye Museum Hackney 90,966 83,582 80,944 85,517 82,955 Estimate
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Attraction Borough 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 Estimate

Gilbert Collection Westminster 134,000 116,000 84,000 55,500 46,900
Golden Hinde Educational Museum Southwark 30,000 40,000 Estimate
Golders Green Crematorium Barnet 1,000 1,500 1,500 1,500 Estimate
Greenwich Borough Museum Greenwich 10,538 38,309
Guildhall Art Gallery City of London 17,901 28,450 30,472
Hainault Forest Country Park Redbridge 600,000 400,000 600,000 700,000 700,000 Estimate
Ham House Richmond Upon Thames 48,475 60,725 61,234 64,383 67,905
Hampton Court Palace Kingston Upon Thames 618,710 571,605 526,686 503,627 498,377
Harrow Museum & Heritage Centre Harrow 130,000 16,306 19,673
Heathrow Airport Visitor Centre Hounslow 92,000 90,000 89,982 113,529 97,972
Hermitage Rooms Westminster 27,000 188,000 79,000 50,500 42,600
HMS Belfast Southwark 221,000 248,325 248,697 275,606
Hogarth’s House Hounslow 4,778 5,102 4,927 5,035 4,989
Horniman Museum Lewisham 110,000 113,339 217,045 263,665 302,941
Houses of Parliament Summer Opening Westminster 86,806 93,314
Imperial War Museum Southwark 575,651 637,544 683,839 623,930 754,597
Jewel Tower Westminster 28,052 29,864 25,404 20,303 20,830
Keimscott House (William Morris Society) Hammersmith and Fulham 1,200 1,810 1,900 2,200 2,600
Kensington Palace Kensington and Chelsea 266,132 228,676 307,672 226,661 216,927
Kentish Town City Farm Camden 18,000 8,000 12,000 15,000 18,000 Estimate
Kenwood House Camden 191,679 200,273 133,795 114,244 109,268
Kew Bridge Steam Museum Hounslow 17,026 19,346 18,713 16,534 16,745
Kew Gardens Richmond Upon Thames 860,340 989,352 987,266 1,061,691 1,063,384
Livesey Museum Southwark 15,129 11,832 12,272 12,352 10,662
London Canal Museum Islington 6,000 5,000 6,096 7,863 9,000 Estimate
London Fire Brigade Museum Southwark 2,500 3,000 3,000 3,700 2,000
London Glassblowing Workshop Southwark 2,000 500 Estimate
London Motorcycle Museum Ealing 12,000 1,400 2,500 Estimate
London Theatre Museum Westminster 205,773 145,031 192,481 197,184 227,258
London Transport Museum Westminster 222,000 200,796 204,269 201,346 249,759
London Zoo Westminster 930,000 906,923 891,028 839,865 868,958
Mansion House City of London 4,570 4,172 4,277 4,000 Estimate
Marble Hill House Richmond Upon Thames 11,237 10,128 10,281 7,960 5,163
Marylebone Cricket Club Westminster 23,598 25,458 25,964 29,654
Millennium Centre Havering 20,000 18,000 23,000 23,500
Museum of Domestic Design & Architecture Barnet 10,416 12,089 11,873 Estimate
Museum of Fulham Palace Hammersmith And Fulham 9,705 11,590 10,875 10,398 Estimate
Museum of London City of London 356,557 314,679 384,371 323,511 477,196
Museum of the Order of Saint John Islington 14,000 12,064 Estimate
Musical Museum Hounslow 2,180 3,260 2,646
National Gallery Westminster 4,897,690 4,918,985 4,130,973 4,360,461 4,959,946
National Maritime Museum Greenwich 335,164 409,757 454,900 525,600 561,181
National Portrait Gallery Westminster 1,178,400 1,269,819 1,484,331 1,315,402 1,516,402
Natural History Museum Kensington And Chelsea 1,576,048 1,696,176 2,957,501 2,857,153 3,240,344
Old Operating Theatre Southwark 21,589 21,030 22,000 24,000 25,000 Estimate
Old Palace Croydon 1,142 1,236 1,000 1,000 Estimate
Old Royal Naval College Greenwich 329,027 391,444 551,362
Osterley Park House Hounslow 20,555 18,275 21,184 23,126 23,046
Pollocks Toy Museum Camden 10,994 12,000 12,000 Estimate
Pump House Gallery Wandsworth 20,000 22,000 18,000 21,000 Estimate
Pumphouse Educational Museum Southwark 4,300 4,500 4,800 4,000 4,000 Estimate
Queen’s Chapel of the Savoy Westminster 2,000 2,000 Estimate
Queen’s House Greenwich 40,049 41,185 73,296 60,472 78,399
Ragged School Museum Tower Hamlets 20,500 22,000 24,500 24,945 25,287
Rainham Hall Havering 257 122 237 198 134
Royal Academy of Music York Gate Westminster
Collections 5,000 6,000 8,000 Estimate
Royal Air Force Museum Barnet 141,645 142,340 205,872 201,932 278,544
Royal British Legion Poppy Factory Richmond Upon Thames 6,171 5,906 5,037 4,796 6,858 Estimate
Royal Fusiliers Museum Tower Hamlets 105,000 50,000 48,000 60,000 75,000 Estimate
Royal Hospital Chelsea Kensington And Chelsea 16,000 314,666 260,000 Estimate
Royal Military School of Music Richmond Upon Thames 500 250 250 230 220 Estimate
Royal Observatory Greenwich 419,528 476,113 716,193 868,390
Science Museum Kensington And Chelsea 1,337,432 1,352,649 2,722,154 2,886,850 2,154,366
Shakespeare’s Globe Exhibition Southwark 302,320 269,447 256,154 311,067
Sir John Scone’s Museum Camden 83,827 86,194 85,407 86,987 88,394
Somerset House Westminster 450,000 700,000 900,000 1,003,000 1,013,000 Estimate
Southwark Cathedral Southwark 100,000 100,000 180,000 150,000 170,000 Estimate
Spitalflelds Farm Tower Hamlets 18,000 20,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 Estimate
St Martin-within-Ludgate City of London 13,000 13,000 Estimate
St Paul’s Cathedral City of London 937,025 837,894 781,364 710,975 713,875
Sutton Ecology Centre Sutton 16,000 16,000 16,000 19,000 18,000 Estimate
Sutton House Hackney 5,885 5,000 7,580 20,000 22,000 Estimate
Syon House Hounslow 13,850 35,000 31,636 30,473 27,237
Tate Modern Southwark 3,873,887 3,551,885 4,661,449 3,895,746 4,441,225
The Fleming Collection Westminster 100,000 100,000 100,000 Estimate
Tower Bridge Tower Hamlets 367,703 274,411 353,250 35,584 350,000
Tower of London Tower Hamlets 2,303,167 2,019,183 1,940,856 1,972,263 2,139,366
Upminster Tithe Barn Havering 1,150 2,200 2,200 2,700 2,240
Upminster Windmill Havering 600 1,110 1,527 Estimate
Valence House Museum Barking And Dagenham 26,500 23,319 27,842
Vauxhall City Farm Lambeth 30,000 20,000 20,000 Estimate
Vestry House Museum Waltham Forest 15,220 11,858 13,471 16,182 15,264
Victoria & Albert Museum Kensington And Chelsea 1,344,113 1,446,344 2,210,302 2,257,325 2,010,825
Wallace Collection Westminster 237,938 228,187 245,722 223,196 301,782
Wellington Arch Westminster 25,563 28,385 22,802 27,201
Wernher Collection at Ranger’s House Greenwich 6,684 11,104 10,844 4,842
Wesley’s Chapel Islington 8,479 10,243 8,484 Estimate
Westminster Abbey Westminster 1,241,876 986,354 1,058,854 1,002,718 1,032,273
Westminster Cathedral Westminster 350,000 280,000 270,000 300,000 320,000 Estimate
Westminster City Archives Westminster 14,642
Wetland Centre Richmond Upon Thames 80,199 147,008 156,098 141,729 154,512
William Morris Gallery Waltham Forest 31,159 29,686 29,231 24,054 20,395
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Attraction Borough 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 Estimate

Willow Road, 2 Camden 3,546 3,541 3,853 3,805 4,700 Estimate
Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Museum Merton 44,913 47,795 46,024 46,926 51,285
Wimbledon Museum Merton 1,210 1,486 1,306 1,413
Winston Churchill’s Britain at War Southwark
Experience 112,000 50,000 60,000 60,000 50,337

Source: Visitor Attraction Trends England

Memorandum from the Government AVairs OYcer, VisitBritain

“For too long, the House has cold-shouldered visitors rather than giving them the warmest
welcome. Voters have a right to visit their Parliament and to be treated properly”

(Rt Hon GeoV Hoon MP, when Leader of the House)

VisitBritain, the British Tourist Authority, promotes Britain internationally to 36 markets and England
domestically to the British. England is also marketed in four European countries (Germany, France, the
Netherlands and Eire) where England is a particularly strong brand.

We welcome the inquiry into a Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre by the House of Lords
Information Committee and House of Commons Administration Sub-Committee and thank those
committees for seeking our views. We wish to endorse the submission of Visit London to this inquiry and
make the following further comments:

Does VisitBritain have a view on whether there is a need in the Westminster area for a Visitor Centre dedicated
to Parliament whose function would be to provide information for visitors to explain how Parliament works and
its purpose? If there is, what should it be for and what should it not be for?

Any PVIC must not be used as an alternative to the provision of Parliamentary tours. VisitBritain notes
the following recent Parliamentary Answer on tour numbers as an indication of their attraction and
importance. And this figure relates to visits organised at the request of Members alone:

Andrew Dismore (Lab, Hendon) asked the hon. Member for North Devon, representing the
House of Commons Commission how many tours requested by hon. Members the House provided
in the last 12 months; and if he will make a statement. (76006)

Nick Harvey: Between June 2005 and May 2006, 7,374 tours were organised for hon. Members of
both Houses by the Central Tours OYce, covering around 119,000 guests. Some tours contained
the guests of more than one hon Member.

That said, VisitBritain would certainly welcome any extra marketing opportunity that a PVIC-as-
addition-to-tours would provide. According to our market research, Culture and Heritage is the single
biggest attraction to visitors from overseas and “the mother of parliaments” is a crucial part of that appeal.
The Westminster Clock Tower—which has, the world over, usurped the name “Big Ben” from its largest
bell—is the single greatest icon, the most familiar image, of Britain that we market. The success of tourism
to Buckingham Palace shows that it is possible to match security with “visitability”.

Who should be its main target audience? How should it aim to attract that audience?

The obvious audience for a PVIC is the culture and heritage market. However, we believe that Parliament
will wish to reach out to other markets too. We would need more guidance from the committees on what
they believe the aim of a PVIC should be before advising on the markets that might be attracted to it and
how they could be attracted.

For example, if the aim is simply to attract the maximum number of visitors full stop, it should aim for
the international culture and heritage market and should attract that audience with easy and as-close-to-
guaranteed-as-possible opportunities to see parts of the Palace at the “extremes” (ie away from the
Chambers) such as Westminster Hall, the Throne Room, even the chance to climb Victoria Tower.

If the aim is to maximise the number of UK visitors for educational purposes, interactive displays will be
important where people can register their views, learn about how laws are made, experience a mock-up of
the Chamber with “MPs” rising to catch the eye of “the Speaker”, questions being asked from the Order
Paper, with a supplementary to follow, and “in order” questions from others after that etc etc. These are
the aspects of Parliament that Parliamentarians know like the backs of their hands, but which leave many
outside of the Westminster Village confused, but curious to understand. To simplify the aim here, it would
be for visitors to leave with a sense of “I’d always wondered why that happened, now I know”.

The Committees may be thinking of charging entry fees (ie an aim of maximising revenue) and this would
obviously have an impact on the markets it could attract. VisitBritain favours free entry.
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VisitBritain.com and enjoyEngland.com would certainly wish actively to market any visiting opportunity
the Palace provided—both at home and abroad. It has the potential to be classed by us as a “must-see”
attraction.

A recent survey undertaken by MORI estimated that a new Parliamentary Visitor Centre could attract 1.3
million UK and overseas visitors a year (currently 650,000 visit Parliament each year). Does VisitBritain think
that this is a realistic estimate?

The basis on which MORI estimated this figure is part of a range from under one million to over one and
a half million. We understand that this wide range was the result of MORI being unable to inform
respondents with any accuracy as to the nature or contents of any PVIC.

It is worth noting the 2004 visitor figures of the most popular London attractions in the immediate area
around the Palace:

The National Gallery 4,959,946
Tate Britain 4,441,225
The British Airways London Eye 3,700,000
The National Portrait Gallery 1,516,402
Westminster Abbey 1,032,273
Westminster Cathedral 320,000
Cabinet War Rooms 306,059

Clearly, the number of people already visiting the area is very large indeed and a market is there to be
tapped. VisitBritain notes that in the recent committee hearing with the Science Museum and the British
Museum, Lord Baker speculated that a PVIC would be most-likely modelled on the Cabinet War Rooms
experience. We certainly believe there is merit in a PVIC that complements a day out in south Westminster
to such other attractions as are listed above. But the PVIC must also have a remit of “the now”—what is
going on in 2006. The Cabinet War Rooms is very much a museum experience, very much (necessarily) an
experience of and about the past. Of course, Parliament will want to make much of its own extensive history,
but in this it is much closer-aligned to Westminster Abbey than the limited, though truly momentous, history
of the Cabinet War Rooms.

More research will be needed when the Committees are clear on their aim. VisitBritain wishes to stress
the point that MORI regard their current estimates as conservative. Given the ability of the NationalGallery
to attract five million visits a year, the committee will need to be sure that 1.3 million is not actually a
dangerous under-estimate for a centre that could give access to, or unrivalled views of, one of the world’s
most famous and important buildings. It will all depend on the visitor experience that Members and Peers
are minded to grant.

Finally, the Committees may be interested to learn that one in every thirty enquiries to the Britain and
London Visitor Centre (telephone, email, in-person enquiries) relates to how it is possible to gain access to
Parliament.

Based on this estimate, is the scope of the project proposed by previous Committees appropriate: ie an exhibition
space explaining the work and role of Parliament; accommodation for school parties and their reception; a
bookshop or retail facility; a ticket oYce for tours of Parliament and a display area for pictures and artefacts
from Parliament’s collection.

Are there other essential facilities that a visitor centre of this type should provide?

Again, this will depend on the Committees being clearer of their aim. We have made points on this above.
Clear signposting to information points would be important. We would suggest that the Committees might
like to ask the Parliamentary Police how many visitor enquiries they deal with on a daily basis. We suspect
that the Police would be the best source of anecdotal evidence on visitor requests.

VisitBritain fully endorses the points made by Visit London on toilets and rubbish disposal. We would
add that while toilets do exist in the area (Westminster tube underpasses, and opposite the Methodist
Central Hall), these carry a charge of 50p. Such local Public Houses as the Red Lion, St Stephen’s Tavern
and the Westminster Arms would normally be expected to ask that only customers use their facilities.

It might be easiest for the Committees to bear in the mind the “three oos” for visitors—something to view,
something to do, somewhere to go to the loo. If the Committees are so-minded, they might also look into
something to chew—ie catering.
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What might be the impact of the estimated increase in the number of visitors on this part of Westminster—on
existing facilities and the transport infrastructure?
What additional facilities might be needed to cope with the increase in numbers?

Clearly, this will depend on the number of truly new visitors (ie those who would not otherwise be in
Westminster for the Abbey, Cabinet War Rooms, or photographs of “Big Ben”). Consideration will need
to be given to the provision of parking facilities, not least to coach parties.

Motorised traYc within, or coming into, the Southern wards of the City of Westminster can move into
the northern section of the borough only by way of Park Lane (via Hyde Park Corner) or Whitehall (via
Parliament Square). The reality of the motorised transport situation is therefore pretty stark, particularly
with the current—understandable—narrowing of the roads around the Palace due to steel and concrete
security barriers. Increasing congestion in the Parliament Square area could have detrimental eVects much
further beyond the immediate area if northbound traYc were to divert to already congested roads in the
retail tourism location of Knightsbridge. Similarly, there might be displacement of traYc to the Albert
Embankment, Lambeth Palace Road and York Road (to Waterloo Bridge). This will be a matter on which
the Committee may wish to seek the input of Transport for London, Westminster City Council, the Royal
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea and Lambeth Council. Other variables to consider include the future
level and geographic scope of the Congestion Charge, and the future non-resident parking charges and
restrictions set by Westminster City Council and others.

Westminster is easily accessible on the Jubilee line and the District and Circle lines. A number of buses
serve the area, most notably the No 11 which, as a route, takes in many tourist attractions from the City
(especially St Paul’s Cathedral) to Kings Road. There is also plenty of pedestrian visitor traYc in the area
from Westminster Cathedral, Westminster Abbey, Victoria Tower Gardens, Tate Britain, The South Bank,
St James’s Park and Whitehall/Trafalgar Square. Accessibility for wheelchairs and pushchairs via the
pavements in the area is as important a consideration as the accessibility—or “visitability”—of any PVIC
itself. There are also cyclists to consider, and clear traYc signals for all forms of transports. The issue of
cyclists and pedestrians has recently been highlighted by one of Parliament’s Members, Boris Johnson MP.
In April Mr Johnson needed hospital treatment after an accident on his bike. At the time Mr Johnson was
quoted as saying:

“I would like to say it was all my fault but it was not. There was a bunch of tourists crossing the
road when there was a red man. It was on the crossing and I had a green light and they were still
crossing and I shouted at them to get out of the way.

“One poor chap was transfixed and stood on the spot so I started going around him and he leapt
in my path. He completely went in the wrong direction and I came oV.”

VisitBritain welcomes any focus on such issues that this PVIC inquiry might bring.

Does VisitBritain have any comments on the use of Abingdon Green or Victoria Tower Gardens as the potential
sites for the centre? How important is it that the centre be in close proximity to the “main attraction” of the
Palace of Westminster?

Proximity would help the success of any PVIC. However, any new building in the area will be
controversial to say the least and must not diminish the charm and attraction of the glorious Barry building.

22 June 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Regional Urban Designer, English Heritage

English Heritage (EH) is an active member of the World Squares for All Steering Group and with others
has helped to guide the Parliament Square Feasibility Study. This is a wide ranging study a key aspect of
which has been to consider the visitor experience and interpretation of this internationally important historic
place. We are also responsible for the operation and maintenance of the Jewel Tower, a key visitor attraction
within the World Heritage Site.

The following comments are provided with the Parliament Square Study in mind and in recognition that
the area is of outstanding national and international importance. It is a World Heritage Site and, contains
a large number of highly graded Listed Buildings of national importance including Westminster Abbey, the
Palace of Westminster, Jewel Tower, Church of St Margaret’s, Abbey Precinct Wall and Victoria Tower
Lodge (all grade 1). It also embraces two Registered Historic Parks and Gardens (Parliament Square &
Victoria Tower Gardens), lies within theWestminster Abbey and Parliament Square Conservation Area and
forms part of an Area of Special Archaeological Priority (Lundenwic & Thorney Island).
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Does EH have a view on the suitability of either Abingdon Green or Victoria Tower Gardens as potential sites
for a Parliamentary Visitor Centre?

Victoria Tower Gardens is a grade II Registered Historic Park and Garden. It is a vitally important
riverside green space, with a tranquil character unimpaired by any large obtrusive structures. The Gardens
were formed from the embankment of the river and provide an important visual and historic relationship
with Black Rod’s side of the House of Lords. There is significant archaeological evidence within this stretch
of the embankment which will require careful analysis and consideration.

In contrast Abingdon Green has existed as an open space only since the 1950’s when the remaining
buildings were removed, following bomb damage in the Second World War. This left exposed the southern
flank of the Jewel Tower (grade I) and the precinct wall of Westminster Abbey. The insertion of an
underground car park in the 1960’s disturbed much of the archaeology, but some is thought to be preserved
in situ.

Victoria Tower Gardens is located at the southern point of the World Heritage Site, whilst Abingdon
Green is sited at its heart, between the Houses of Parliament and Westminster Abbey. Introducing a visitor
centre on Abingdon Green, and the anticipated pedestrian movement it would generate would provide an
opportunity to introduce an improved pedestrian environment throughout St Margaret’s Street/Old Palace
Yard/Abingdon Street and confer significant wider benefits.

We would have major concerns about any proposals to build on or under Victoria Tower Gardens as this
is a major historic riverside space of immense townscape significance which warrants careful conservation
and enhancement. Abingdon Green is the most appropriate of the two locations being considered. Wewould
strongly recommend that a conservation plan is undertaken as the basis on which to consider sightline/
setting/context issues in relation to the surrounding listed buildings including the Jewel Tower. An architect
well-versed in providing new buildings in a historic context, who would engage in a creative, iterative
dialogue with English Heritage, Westminster and other interested stakeholders is essential. It is vital that
any new building is of the highest quality, and that it enhances the character of this internationally important
complex of buildings and spaces.

Does EH have a view on whether there is a need for a Visitor Centre dedicated to Parliament alone whose
function alone would be to provide information for visitors to explain how Parliament works and its purpose?

The World Heritage Site was partly designated because of its complex social, political and environmental
history and the manifestation of this legacy in the architectural quality of its buildings and spaces. Whilst
there is a clear need for a high quality facility to explain how Parliament works and its functions and
purpose, any new facility should be expanded to tell the whole story of how the Palace relates to the Abbey
and its development and also to the wider World Heritage Site. There is a great opportunity here to take a
strategic approach to help visitors understand the entire context. There is the potential to link the
requirements of Parliament, Westminster Abbey, English Heritage (via the Jewel Tower) and ICOMOS (via
the World Heritage Site) into one visitor centre.

Does EH consider that the scope of the project proposed by previous Committees is appropriate to either site:
ie an exhibition space explaining the work and role of Parliament; accommodation for school parties and their
reception; a bookshop or retail facility; a ticket oYce for tours of Parliament and a display area for pictures
and artefacts from Parliament’s collection?

The principle of a new oV-site Visitor Centre should help reduce the need for further disruption to the
physical fabric of Palace of Westminster. However the constraints of the site should be carefully considered
and, as discussed, above, we believe Abingdon Green provides the most appropriate location.

Within the Palace of Westminster (close to, but not actually in, Westminster Hall) we believe that it is
essential that there should be an opportunity to provide exhibition space, relating directly to the buildings
history. This could include pictures and artefacts as well as information on recent archaeological work
undertaken on the site. This would help visitors understand the fundamental role the WHS had in forming
England’s history. This is also a key objective of the draft WHS Management Plan.

Are there any other facilities that the Visitor Centre should contain?

As part of the World Heritage Site, we strongly suggest that the Visitor Centre should explore the
development of the area from prehistory and also Parliament’s role in helping to define its current character
and appearance. This might include an introduction to the significance of key buildings such as the Palace
of Westminster, Westminster Abbey, the Jewel Tower, and the range of statues and monuments found
within the area. Any visitor centre should take account of the site management plan, as submitted in the
World Heritage Site nomination process, and the interpretation/visitor management proposed.
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Should it also contain information or facilities which are heritage based but non-Parliamentary?

The Visitor Centre provides an ideal opportunity to provide information on the archaeological and built
heritage of Parliament on the Palace site and other key institutions/buildings in the area such as Westminster
Abbey. It also provides an opportunity to describe the social history of Parliament and its relation both to
the Church and the Monarchy.

Does EH think that the Parliamentary Visitor Centre could attract 1.3 million visitors a year (from 650,000
current visitors)?

It is diYcult to comment on the estimated increase in visitors to 1.3 million without seeing the details
which generated this figure. In comparison, our Kenwood Estate receives 1.2 million visitors a year, whilst
Kenwood House (which is free) receives 120,000 per year. However Kenwood is very diVerent from the
Palace of Westminster in terms of its location, scale and form of attraction.

From an operational perspective we always consider the needs of the visitor and why they seek to visit an
attraction. With this in mind, we would envisage that visitors to the Palace of Westminster would also wish
to experience and understand the whole of the World Heritage Site and its component parts including the
Abbey and the Jewel Tower, and not just Parliament. This should be explored by market research which
examines on motivations for a visit awareness, origin, language needs etc. The decline in domestic tourism
suggests the need to achieve broad appeal for overseas visitors.

If so, what would be the impact of the doubling of the numbers of visitors on this part of Westminster on existing
facilities in the area such as the Jewel Tower; and the transport infrastructure around the Palace of
Westminster?

Unless carefully anticipated and planned, the doubling of numbers of visitors to this part of Westminster
could have a significant adverse impact upon the character of the area. Pedestrian movements and their
relationship with traYc movement through the area needs to be carefully considered and managed. In
addition the majority of visitors currently access the area via Westminster underground station, by public
bus or coach. Managing movement from the underground, bus stops, and coach drop-oVs would also need
to be fully assessed and considered as part of the overall scheme.

Given the sensitivity of the site and the wider area, would you please ensure that English Heritage is
involved at every stage as the project progresses.

27 June 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Head of Urban Environment (TfL Design Champion), Transport for London

Firstly I would like to state Transport for London’s support for a Parliamentary Visitors Centre. As a
steering group member of the World Squares for All (WSfA) project we are pleased that steps are being
taken to enhance this world heritage site and the visitor experience.

In answer to the questions from your letter dated 7 June 2006.

1. Does TfL have a view on the suitability of either Abingdon Green or Victoria Tower Gardens as potential
sites for a Parliamentary Visitor Centre?

TfL consider that the suitability of Abingdon Green or Victoria Tower Gardens as sites for a
Parliamentary Visitor Centre may be questionable depending on the size and positioning of the visitor
facility. These spaces are currently two of only a few open spaces in the area and in our view they should
remain so. If the centre is to attract 1.3 million visitors a year one would suspect that it would be a
comprehensive visitor experience and would require a large building, this may not be suitable for these sites.

We would also ask for further consideration to be given to the use of other existing buildings on potential
sites adjacent to Parliament Square. There is also currently a requirement for a Heritage and Abbey visitors
centre, and it may be possible to combine these.

2. Does TfL have a view on whether there is a need for a Visitor Centre dedicated to Parliament whose function
would be to provide information for visitors to explain how Parliament works and its purpose?

TfL agrees that there is a need for a visitor centre dedicated to Parliament, though we do not agree that
this has to be accommodated in a new building in Abingdon Street or Victoria Tower Gardens.
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3. Does TfL consider that the scope of the project proposed by previous Committees is appropriate: ie an
exhibition space explaining the work and role of Parliament; accommodation for school parties and their
reception; a bookshop or retail facility; a ticket oYce for tours of Parliament and a display area for pictures
and artefacts from Parliament’s collection?

TfL agrees that the scope is appropriate. However we would also suggest that the scope could be widened
slightly to allow a consistent visitor experience from a Parliamentary, Abbey and Historic view point. This
could be by co-location or a single ticket oVer etc.

A recent survey undertaken by MORI estimated that a new Parliamentary Visitor Centre could attract
1.3 million UK and overseas visitors a year (currently 650,000 visit Parliament each year).

4. Does TFL think that this is a reasonable estimate?

From your web site it appears that the 650,000 visitors to Parliament each year come for a very diVerent
range of reasons. Whether all the visitors would use the centre is not entirely clear and to expect more than
double the visitor numbers might seem optimistic. However the area currently receives 1.4 million visitors
(one million visit the Abbey), and with increased tourism resulting from WSfA improvements to the area,
the figures do not seem so unreasonable. There may also be an increase in the numbers from the Abbey and
Heritage visitor centres which we would need to understand.

5. If so, what would be the impact of the likely increase in the number of visitors (and potentially the number
of coach parties) on this part of Westminster—on existing facilities and the transport infrastructure?

If there are more visitors to the site there may be delays caused by taxi, coach, and car drop oV and pick
up as Abingdon Street is to become one lane in each direction with the implementation of phase 3 of the
Corus vehicle resistant barriers. This may be a problem with the increased number of users at the Victoria
Tower Gardens site.

We do not currently have figures for the number of visitors arriving at the area by coach so it would be
useful to know what percentage of visitors you expect to arrive by coach. Due to the reasons described
previously a large increase in coaches will cause delays if they use the current drop oV point in Abingdon
Street. Alternative drop oV points would have to be found but new parking would be diYcult to provide.

Currently most the visitors arrive by tube or bus, and as tourists arrive at oV peak hours these modes are
very well equipped to accommodate a general increase in visitor numbers. Other changes to accommodate
increased visitor numbers such as widened footways, more pedestrian space and better signage would be
essential. These are all features of that would be part of or in-line with WSfA improvements.

6. What additional facilities or infrastructure changes might be needed to cope with the increase in numbers?

There are currently very limited facilities for visitors so refreshment and toilet facilities may have to be
provided to for an increase in numbers.

The visitor centre would create high levels of pedestrian activity and may cause congestion in some areas
where the footway is restrictive. The site’s current most popular attraction Westminster Abbey attracts
around one million visits a year and in the busiest period of the summer months has very large queues taking
up a large proportion of the area in front of the Abbey and St Margaret’s Church. With predicted visitor
numbers of 1.3 million it would be useful to have some thought as to how the queuing visitors and increased
pedestrian activity would be accommodated.

In addition if separate visitor centres are still envisaged then the pattern of future pedestrian movement
between them would need to be understood for the work of WSfA to be as appropriate as possible. Victoria
Tower Gardens would be able to accommodate these queues more easily than Abingdon Green though it
would use up a lot of the recreation space. Wider footways and improved crossings would also be needed
all around the site especially near Westminster Station and in front of the Palace of Westminster.

26 June 2006

Memorandum from Chris Waller, Professional OYcer Association for Citizenship Teaching

ACT would contend that the Parliamentary Visitor and Info Centre is an important part of improving
knowledge and understanding about political institutions and in terms of education and Citizenship
education in particular it should be a centre for improving political literacy amongst young people.

ACT would see this as an opportunity to revise such work for the 21st century by ensuring that the centre
contains the latest interactive resources. We would hope that you would be in a position to run workshops
on Parliament for Citizenship Co-ordinators from schools and Citizenship PGCE students, Teach First
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students etc. Indeed, all Citizenship PGCE students should be taken round Parliament as a matter of course.
From September 2006 the DfES has announced a new CPD programme for 600 teachers this academic year.
They should perhaps also be invited to the Centre in order to improve their understanding of Parliament.

We would suggest that the visitor centre should be a venue for Citizenship events and that NGOs involved
in Citizenship might be asked to run events there thus enabling the Centre to come in to contact with others
involved in improving political literacy and Citizenship knowledge and understanding. Such bodies might
include the Citizenship Foundation, CSV, the LGA, the Post 16 Citizenship project at Learning Skills
Network etc.

4 July 2006

Memorandum from Sofia Ljungman, Information Department, The Swedish Parliament, on the Riksdag
Information Centre

The Riksdag (Parliament) Information Centre was established in 1995. The Centre is located in the same
building as the Riksdag library. The Centre is located in the heart of Stockholm, in the Old Town, just a
few meters from the busiest street. The centre is an estimated 80 square meters and is one big room which
is divided by book shelves.

The main target audience is the general public, but special evenings are sometimes arranged for special
groups, eg teachers or students. The main aim of the Centre is to provide prompt, impartial and non-party
political information about the Riksdag. The goal for the Centre, as well as the whole Information
Department, is to increase the knowledge about the Riksdag and the democratic process.

The Centre is staVed by one person at the time, but no one works exclusively within the Centre. Three to
four people work at the Centre every week; they are employed by the Information Department and have
other duties as well. One person works 60% of their time in the Centre. The Centre is open Monday to
Thursday between 10.00 am to 5.00 pm, on Fridays until 3.00 pm. The cost for establishing the Centre is
unavailable, but the annual cost is an estimated ƒ27,000 plus salary for one staV.

The Information Department has undertaken some surveys of the Centre’s visitors, especially during
thematic seminars and special activities, but most of that material is a few years old and probably not
relevant today.

StaV are available in the centre to answer questions about the Riksdag and its procedures. Visitors can
watch live television broadcasts from debates in the Chamber or search for information on the Riksdag
website and the Internet. Parliamentary documents, oYcial government reports and books about the
Riksdag are on sale at the Centre, as well as a small selection of souvenirs. Information from the parties
represented in the Riksdag is available, as are printed matter and study material from the Riksdag and
written information about the EU. There is a small shop, as well as toilets and a coVee machine.

Meetings with politicians are arranged, focusing on matters of interest, in order to encourage dialogue
between voters and their elected representatives. Almost every week there is a parliamentarian in the
Information Centre to discuss issues with voters and to answer questions. The Centre also arranges
exhibitions about diVerent aspects of the Riksdag’s activities. During the summer of 2006 there will be an
exhibition about the coming election in September. Other exhibitions that have taken place in the
Information Centre have been about the EU and the history of the Riksdag. The political parties sometimes
arrange thematic evenings or seminars in the Centre, and at those occasions they also help out with
marketing and advertising.

The Centre advertises in the biggest newspapers when it has special meetings or arrangements, or when
parliamentarians are scheduled to visit the Centre, and sometimes the Centre has advertised at the
University to reach students.

The Centre is quite successful, but it would like to attract more visitors. From 1995 to 2004 the centre was
located in another building which more people passed through, and that was used more. A change in
opening hours has been discussed, to keep the Centre open longer so people can visit it after work. The
Centre has good experience of cooperation with the political parties, but it is important to be active and try
to think of new themes and new activities to attract visitors. It is vital to market the Centre to the public,
and teachers and students are also very important target groups.

It is hard to estimate the number of visitors, it varies a lot depending on the diVerent activities and
exhibitions. On average, it has 20–30 people a day coming to ask questions, read newspapers, and to buy
oYcial documents and souvenirs. The Centre also has a service for Members of Parliament and their
employees, and some of them also come everyday, or call the Centre and ask for help, and to buy souvenirs
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and presents. The Centre’s diVerent thematic evenings and seminars attract between 10–100 people. A fair
estimate would be a total of 5,000–7,000 visitors to the Centre every year. We do not charge for entry to
the Centre.

11 July 2006

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from Mr Philip Ginnings, Head of History & Politics, Gifted &
Talented Co-ordinator, Ounsdale High School

I believe that a Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre would be a valuable addition to
Parliament’s already useful set of educational facilities. Its principal purpose should be to provide an
interactive set of tools that would engage young people with the political process. Whilst the history of
Parliament is important, the key role of such a centre must be to illustrate the relevance and importance of
Parliament in people’s everyday lives. The Centre could therefore be a focal point for promoting Citizenship
and increasing political participation.

Consequently, the main target audience should be the 13–18 age group. The younger pupils will be
covering events like the Gunpowder Plot and the English Civil War as part of their Key Stage 3 History
entitlement, and Citizenship at both KS3 and KS4 emphasises the importance of Parliament. However,
there should also be a clear emphasis on supporting students from the older age range. In particular, more
support should be provided for students of A Level Government & Politics as this is currently limited
generally.

The exhibition/display space, whilst explaining Parliament’s history, work and role, must also present that
information in ways that would appeal to the 21st century learner. Interactivity, the use of ICT and visual
aids will all be vital. Personal contact with Members of Parliament and people actively involved with
Parliament’s processes could also be important. However, being able to meet an MP is a good idea but only
if that MP has the ability to engage with young people.

The Centre could obviously support schools by providing a focal point for the organisation and conduct
of educational visits to Parliament. In addition, facilitators should be on hand to explain Parliament’s work
through a variety of hands-on workshops eg the art of debating, managing an MP’s workload, the progress
of a bill, the work of select committees, etc. Workshops that address a variety of learning styles, are
stimulating and, of course, fun will succeed in ways colourful displays don’t always do. The best modern
museums encourage the young to engage with the material through preparation and interactivity. For
example, the Imperial War Museum’s Holocaust Exhibition has pre- and post-visit seminars and the In
Flanders Fields Museum in Ieper, Belgium has pupils follow the story of an individual’s progres through the
First World War. These approaches help to provide focus and interest.

Another approach that could be considered is one that is multi-disciplinary. Workshops that combine
history, citizenship, media studies, numeracy and literacy will naturally attract more visitors. Such an
approach could be used to provide workshops for Gifted and Talented pupils, for instance. There would,
nonetheless, still need to be the focus on specific areas for older students for them to benefit enough to inform
their studies.

The educational remit would be further fulfilled if it promoted links with the UK Youth Parliament so
that work that pupils do could be extended in an environment that replicates that of the Palace of
Westminster. This would be mutually beneficial to both the Visitor Centre and the Youth Parliament.

A website that is user-friendly for school-aged visitors will also be essential for preparatory and follow-
up work. On such a site should be things like What’s Going On in Parliament, Have Your Say, Contact your
MP, Register to Vote, Debating Forum, Competitions, Free Online Resources, Online Gift/Bookshop and
similar sections. In the fast-moving world of politics, keeping the site up-to-date will be crucial. http://
www.parliament.uk/—Parliament’s current website—already covers some of these areas and its counterpart
aimed at younger users—http://www.explore.parliament.uk/—has made a good attempt at addressing the
dissemination of factual information for teachers and students. But their lack of direct interactivity means
that they remain of limited use in terms of their ability to persuade young people to engage with the process.
For instance the interactive games can be filtered by school webpage filtering systems that get triggered by
the word “game”. Many young people are switched oV politics because they feel no one listens to them. The
Centre could help combat this by providing opportunities for youth voice to be heard and also by keeping
youth aware of key developments. A monthly newsletter, written to appeal to target age groups, could be
posted/emailed to schools for dissemination, possibly? Or maybe an online forum?

In order to address the needs of older students it would be useful if the Centre promoted lectures, resources
and seminars aimed at the 16–18 age group. These could be presented by leading politicians as well as
academics. It would also be helpful if the Centre gave some thought to illustrating the place of Parliament
not only within our unitary system but also by comparing it with other systems. Furthermore, older students
could be stretched by examining the philosophical principles that underpin our parliamentary democracy,
the impact of the EU on our sovereignty and the future of parliamentary/constitutional reform, for example.
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The Centre could also consider the possibility of extending its in-service training for teachers so that they
can keep up-to-date with the hanging nature of not only the Houses of Parliament but also our political
process as a whole. Even with the best will in the world, teachers cannot always keep apace of developments
and changes and text-books, in a subject like Politics, are out of date before they are even published!
Inexpensive (preferably Free!) update seminars on, say, Saturdays when teachers needn’t worry about
burdening their schools with extra supply cover might be an innovative experiment the Centre could try. At
present, only one of these takes place so if a teacher cannot attend on that day, opportunities like this are
of limited use.

For school parties that have to travel long distances flexibility of opening hours beyond the conventional
“nine to five” window could be considered. Obviously, proximity to amenities like toilets and food/drink is
needed. A point that should be borne in mind, however, is what it now costs to bring school parties to
London in this day and age. Travel by public transport to accommodate conventional opening hours is
becoming prohibitively expensive and involves all sorts of added risk assessment complications for party
leaders; travel using coach operators can result in an average group being asked to pay over £20–25 a head
to get to London from schools that are beyond the south-eastern corner of England. In order to justify the
journey and its cost, any visit must be worth making.

I suppose the key thing that any Centre of this kind should consider is what it could provide that cannot
be obtained in a classroom, ie:

— Direct access to the Palace of Westminster and those that work within it;

— Learning opportunities that are well-resourced, creative and fun;

— An informal but productive learning environment staVed by welcoming facilitators who will
inspire and motivate young people to engage with our political processes;

— Information that is up-to-date and accessible;

— Opportunities for student/youth voice to be aired and, importantly, listened to;

— And an organisational hub to assist teachers in the increasingly arduous business of organising
educational visits.

I would also like to emphasise the fact that the work of the Parliamentary Education Unit continues to
improve year on year. I would sincerely hope that the Visitor’s Centre would complement that work, not
replace it.

10 July 2006

Submission by Professor Victor Middleton, OBE

My statement is based on information provided by the Administration Committee. I have acted on a
voluntary basis in assessing the implications of documents I have read and my views draw on my wide
experience of visitor attractions but do not reflect original research for Parliament in the UK or other
countries.

First, the basic objectives to which both Houses of Parliament are committed—connecting better with the
public by providing improved access, information and understanding of Parliament and its workings in an
interesting and friendly environment—are fully understood. My comments below are intended to facilitate
achievement of those objectives in what is likely to be the most cost eVective way.

Secondly, it seems appropriate to note that, while the proposed Visitor Information and Interpretation
Centre (VIC) is intended to meet the requirements of connecting Parliament with the public, there is already
a strong commitment to the same core objectives in the extensive communications programme set out in the
Group on Information for the Public (GIP) Business Plan (6th Draft). Covering plans for the years 2006–11,
the most relevant aspects of this programme include:

— Greatly expanded educational provision for schools with an ambitious target to reach 90% of
schools by 2011 and a new Voters’ Guide from 2006.

— Extensive Website developments to communicate with the public, including dedicated pages for
education needs.

— New regional developments in outreach across the country targeted at the public as well as schools.

— The improved welcome, information and security checking provision at the Cromwell Green
building, due to open in October 2006.
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Drawing on the data provided in the GIP Business Plan, planned expenditure on the developments noted
above amounts to £3.7 million revenue spending for the year 2006–07, plus £3 million investment to develop
the new website.

Thirdly, It is in the context of the access and information provision noted in point 2 above that it seems
wise to question whether a new PVIC outside the Palace of Westminster could be cost eVective.

Essentially, cost eVectiveness for a new PVIC will reflect how many people of what kind are likely to be
reached by a necessarily expensive new building—in comparison with other ways of connecting with
Parliament. There are estimated to be some 700–800,000 visitors each year to Parliament at present who are
not pass-holders. There are many reasons for visiting Parliament and there is no clear breakdown of these
figures indicating how many are guests of members or from UK and overseas, although there are estimates
of those who visit the public galleries, take a summer tour, or take part in members tours and school tours.

Using judgment, one may estimate that out of the total visits, not more than around 400–500,000 are
general interest visitors of the sort that might be attracted to visit a newly built PVIC and about half of these
(200,000–250,000) are likely to be from the UK with the rest from overseas. The other visitors over the year
will have specific reasons for a visit to the Palace of Westminster unrelated to the rationale of a new PVIC,
such as business with Members, Committee related visits and so on.

MORI research commissioned for Parliament (not printed) indicates that, assuming a payment of £5.00
per adult, a best estimate of 520,000 UK adult residents might be expected to visit a newly built PVIC if
the building, its contents and marketing meets their expectations. Because the MORI estimate is a national
projection, however, the 520,000 must include most of the 200,000—250,000 UK visitors who already visit
and gain access to Parliament (see above). So the number of new UK visitors to be attracted to a new
interpretation centre each year may not be more than around 300,000. According to the MORI research
these additional visitors are likely to be mostly in the AB/C1 social groups and mostly aged over 45. It is,
of course, for Parliament to decide if these are the users that it wishes to make new provision for.

My conclusions, from the review of the papers sent to me and having regard to the alternative means of
engaging with the public covered in point 2 above are that:

1. The capital and revenue cost of attracting an additional 300,000 more UK visits a year would not be
cost eVective and would not attract the audience profile most likely to be the target for a new centre.
The MORI evidence suggests the estimated UK visits would be halved if the cost of entry were to rise
to £10.00.

2. In order to achieve the educational targets already agreed it appears to be essential to provide space that
is close (easy walking distance for children) or adjacent to Parliament and capable of handling at least 250
school children at any one time. If some additional space next to that which has to be provided for
education, could also be used for ticketing tours and providing at least some information to general interest
visitors unwilling or unable to book tours or queue for the galleries, the benefit of the allocated space would
be greatly increased. Space in the Old Palace Yard building, for example, if it could be released from
existing requirements, would appear by observation to be highly suitable for that purpose. Alternative
accommodation for existing users might be provided at a fraction of the cost of a new visitor centre.

3. When the new reception arrangements on Cromwell Green are operational, it should be possible to
introduce a monitoring system that establishes the type of visitors more accurately and their reasons
for visit. The process should also identify times of the day/week/year when more visitors could be
accommodated and given at least a partial exposure to the Palace of Westminster building and
ambience without over crowding the working areas. At present existing visitor numbers are achieved
in circumstances in which marketing is minimal and the access and welcome are acknowledged to be
poor. Even so, all of those who do visit now are all exposed to the unique, world class architectural
splendour and authentic ambience of the Barry building, which cannot be replicated, and the evidence
indicates they are very well satisfied with the experience they get. This option, if agreed, could be
marketed through the space noted above for educational visits. Of course architects can design an
attractive new building and designers can provide information and interpretation within it. In common
with many major visitor centres, however, the proposed PVIC may involve capital and revenue cost
overshoot with whichMembers of both Houses of Parliament will be familiar. Alternatively, with basic
improvements in marketing, welcome and information for visitors, it may be possible to attract
additional UK visitor numbers that may not be so diVerent from the MORI projections for new
visitors to a costly newly built and priced attraction.

13 July 2006
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Information on the Capitol Visitor Centre from the Director of Visitor Services, United States Capitol
Guide Service & Congressional Special Services OYce (in response to a letter from the Clerk of the

Administration Sub-Committee)

1. When was your visitor centre established or due to be established?

Preparatory construction activities began in the fall of 2001. Major construction began in July 2002 and
the project is presently on track for completion in July of 2007.

2. Was the visitor centre a new or separate building or was existing accommodation used?

The Capitol Visitor Centre is a new structure located underground, adjacent to and connected with the
US Capitol, for several key reasons:

(a) Most of the US Capitol dates back more than 140 years. It needs upgrading and modernization
that would be impossible to perform in the structure itself without substantially altering its
appearance and historic architectural integrity.

(b) Building underground allows the visitor centre to be largely invisible from an exterior perspective,
thereby complimenting and enhancing, but not competing with the existing Capitol building.

(c) Building adjacent to the US Capitol allows the aesthetics, as well as the functioning, of the US
Capitol to be improved in the most appropriate manner.

3. What is the scale of your Centre in m2?

The CVC will contain 580,000 square feet on three levels (approx 177,000m2).

4. What are its main target audiences?

While approximately 50% of our visitors are students, we are not targeting any specific audience.

5. What are the main aims of your visitor centre and how do you measure how well you meet these aims?

The Capitol Visitor Centre will make the US Capitol more accessible, convenient, secure, and informative
for an estimated three million visitors each year.

6. What facilities does it contain?

The project will include space for exhibits, visitor comfort, food service, two orientation theatres, an
auditorium, gift shops, security, a service tunnel for truck loading and deliveries, mechanical facilities,
storage, and much needed space for the House and Senate.

A 16,500 square foot exhibition gallery is dedicated to the story of Congress and the Capitol. The
exhibition is organized into sections, including a thematic look at our nation’s ideals through the display of
original documents from the National Archives and the Library of Congress. Original artefacts, video, and
architectural models illustrate the history of Congress and of the Capitol building. More specifically:

(a) between 50 and 60 historic documents highlighting the aspirations of Exploration, Unity,
Freedom, Common Defence, General Welfare and Knowledge, all housed in a long curving
marble wall with historic inscriptions from the Preamble of the Constitution;

(b) 20 interactive stations oVering information about Congress, and will provide a virtual tour of
the Capitol;

(c) 20 plasma screens with images of Capitol interiors;

(d) a Virtual House and Senate Theatre, each accommodating 25–30 people, featuring an
informational film about each body, as well as a direct feed into the House and Senate Chambers
when Congress is in session;

(e) a 10-foot high touchable model of the Capitol Dome including interior and exterior views;

(f) several touchable historic objects like a Minton tile, the snake door handles on the House
Chamber, a part of a Brumidi-design stair rail, etc;

(g) six historic alcoves featuring a model of the Capitol campus as it evolved since 1793. The alcoves
also feature video screens that will highlight events and activities that were driving the workings
of Congress during that particular period in history. Ten key moments in both the House and
Senate will be featured on either side of each alcove;

(h) images showing the Capitol as the Nation’s stage: inaugurations, ceremonies, protests,
demonstrations, celebrations, etc;

(i) images showing the Capitol “behind the scenes”: the staVers, Capitol Guides, Cap Police,
landscapers, maintenance crews, etc;
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(j) and the Catafalque, the platform on which sits the coYns when presidents or other oYcials lie in
state in the Rotunda.

Two 250 seat orientation theatres showing a fifteen minute film about Congress to visitors immediately
prior to their guided tour of the Capitol. Additionally, there is a 500 seat auditorium for special events.

In addition to expansion space for the House and Senate there are two constituent meeting rooms for
Members of Congress to meet with large groups.

Several gift shops and numerous large restrooms.

7. Is there a link to the main Parliamentary building? Does the public have to go through the Centre to reach
the Parliament?

Yes. The Visitor Centre will serve as the primary point of entry for those visiting the Capitol.

8. How many staV does the Centre have?

During periods of peak visitation we may have as many as 200 employees on staV to welcome, inform and
guide visitors. We will also have approximately 30 employees for administrative, curatorial, technical and
retail sales responsibilities. Food services for the cafeteria and special events will be contract out to an
outside vendor.

9. How much did the Centre cost to establish?

The overall project budget is $522 million. That includes a base budget of $265 million for the core visitor
centre facility, which includes a new truck tunnel and other functional improvements inside the Capitol;
$38.5 million for security enhancements (added after 9/11); $70 million added in November 2001 to complete
the build-out and finishes in House and Senate expansion space, and $33 million added in April 2003 for
other security improvements. In September 2003, Congress appropriated $48 million to accommodate all
of the ancillary costs associated with executing the more than $140 million in new construction work added
after 9/11, including additional management costs, increases in security requirements and additional
contingencies. These funds also covered additional costs incurred during the pre-construction phase of the
project and delays related to unforeseen conditions and utility relocation eVorts. Congress appropriated
additional funds in FY05 and FY06 to cover AOC administration and construction management fees,
design and construction administration, CVC exhibits, additional contingency, technical security,
equipment purchases, and anticipated delay costs for the Sequence 2 contract as a result of the 10-month
delay in the Sequence 1 contract.

10. What is its annual running cost?

Unknown.

11. Have you undertaken any research or surveys of visitors to get their views of the visitor centre?

We have surveyed visitors currently visiting the Capitol to determine their expectations.

12. Do you advertise your visitor centre, for example on the Internet, through the media or by leaflets or
posters?

Yes. In fact, much of the information that I am providing is published on http://www.aoc.gov/cvc/
index.cfm. We will also be posting a web site featuring educational opportunities and advanced reservations
for guided tours of the Capitol.
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13. What do you think are the key things that make your visitor centre successful?

In addition to providing much needed amenities, our intention is to create an educational venue focusing
on the Capitol and Congress.

14. What could we learn from your experience?

It is never too early to begin thinking about even the smallest details.

14 July 2006

Memorandum from the Receiver General, Westminster Abbey

Thank you for the opportunity to provide some views on the long term aim of a Parliamentary Visitor
Centre to improve reception of visitors to the Palace of Westminster and give visitors a better understanding
of Parliament. Since your letter of 6 June there have been meetings of both the Westminster World Heritage
Site (WWHS) Steering Group and the WSfA Parliament Square Group under the GLA. This has helped
refine our views. Can I take each of your points in turn:

— We do not have a particular view on whether there is a need for a visitor centre dedicated to
Parliament alone but clearly it must be a very good idea. As a visitor attraction ourselves, with
over one million visitors a year, in addition to being a working church for both statutory and
special services, we register the fairly obvious point that the overstretch on already scarce facilities
in the Heritage Site area will be that much greater. In that respect trying to hang on to coherence
between your initiative, the WWHS Management Plan and the Parliament Square initiative will be
a challenge that we are not quite sure is grasped. However, if each pursues its own course, visitors
residents, council tax payers and the thousands of staV travelling to and working in the area, will
certainly grasp the incoherence.

— In the process of Recovering the Calm in 1996–97 a programme to restore a sense of order and calm
to the Abbey, we investigated the possibility of a visitor centre. At the time we were told that planning
permission would be impossible and so the alternative became unattractive use of ancient fabric inside
the North Door, the original ceremonial and Royal entrance to the Abbey, notably rather inelegant
cash desks at the north end of the transept. We would of course have preferred an exterior solution
and this has accounted for us hanging on to the aspiration of a centre for the whole Heritage Site. If
the Dean and Chapter was able to raise funds or its own visitor centre and obtain planning permission,
then we are sure the two could work together without detracting from their prime purposes.

— The scope of the project seems appropriate to the Abbey.

— You asked about other facilities. We would very much like the interpretation to explain the
historical context of the whole area, the role the Abbey and the Chapter House in the early days
of Parliament and for some indication of Abbey visiting hours to be given.

— The importance of both Abingdon Green and Victoria Tower Gardens within the context of the
WWHS has been well documented by others. The closest site to the Abbey is Abingdon Green and
we would be concerned to protect views of the Abbey’s south side and west towers. You will know
of our right of way into our property currently rented to the BBC as studios on the west side of
the Green underneath and behind the College Garden wall.

— We suspect your estimate of visitors to be an acceptable one, possibly even a modest one, and
therefore;

— the impact on the overall passage of visitors through an already congested location could be very
significant. The movement of traYc, including visitor coaches and pedestrians through the site and
to and from buses and the underground, is already at breaking point at certain times of the year.

We would wish to be involved at every stage and to help the Administration Sub-Committee and
Information Committee with this project, which should ultimately be of mutual benefit. We realise that it
may be many years before a form of heritage centre, encompassing the whole area’s interpretation is realised
but this remains our long-term aspiration.

19 July 2006
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Memorandum from the Head of Visitor and Outreach Services at the Scottish Parliament (in response to a
letter from the Clerk of the Administration Sub-Committee)

When was your visitor centre established or due to be established?

The new Parliament building opened to the public on 7 September 2004. Before this, we had a visitor
centre in our temporary accommodation (which opened in May 1999).

Was the visitor centre a new or separate building or was existing accommodation used?

The centre is an integral part of the new Parliament building. It is immediately after the Public Entrance.

You can access a plan showing the layout of this level of the building on our web site at
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/images/holyrood/thumbs—des/images/aba-Floor%20plan%201—
jpg.jpg

The centre is located in the area shaded in mid-blue, marked as the Public Foyer on the plan—it is known
now as the Main Hall.

More information about the Main Hall is on the web site at
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/vli/holyrood/building/MainHall.htm

What is the scale of your Centre in m2?

The total area of the Main Hall is 665m2

What are its main target audiences?

The main target audience is the people of Scotland, especially people who wish to engage with the business
of the Parliament.

People visiting through their Members and young people and teachers are key audiences.

Our primary purpose is as a Parliament, although the building itself is an attraction for visitors, including
from the UK and from overseas.

Our prioritised visitor types have just been looked at as part of our Review of Visitor Services. You can see
the report on this that we made to the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body (SPCB) on our website at
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/nmCentre/news/news-06/pa06-056.htm—there is a link to the SPCB
paper in the news release

What are the main aims of your visitor centre and how do you measure how well you meet these aims?

The centre exists to support the business of the Parliament. Its main aim is to facilitate access to business,
to Members and to learning about the Scottish Parliament.

We measure how well we are doing through

— our Visitor Survey;

— monitoring of our Corporate Management Plan, Directorate Plan and OYce Plans; and

— specific pieces of work such as the Review of Visitor Services mentioned above.

Developing KPIs is one of our corporate goals for 2006–07 and beyond.

What facilities does it contain?

— The lobby area inside the main entrance doors contains the security scanning machines, Ladies,
Gents and adapted toilets plus a first aid room and a search room.
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— On entering the Main Hall, the Visitor Information Desk is to the left. The Visitor Services team
are based here and it is equipped for them to sign in visitors for Members and staV, administer
bookings, take payments for tour tickets, answer enquiries etc. It has five workstations for Visitor
Services staV and one for Security (equipped with CCTV monitor and public address system).

— Next to the desk is a leaflet rack for visitor information leaflets and public information
publications—you can see examples of these on our website at
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/vli/publicInfo/publications.htm

— There are two plasma screens, used to show the forthcoming agenda of Parliamentary business,
live coverage of committees and the Debating Chamber, a highlights package of recent business
and events (on days when there is no business) and a “ticker tape” display of current news and
visitor information.

— A public pay phone.

— The Design Brief allocated an area of 60m2 in the Main Hall for an exhibition. The form of
exhibition chosen is laid out across the Hall, rather than in one contained area. This is a permanent
exhibition with text, artefacts, audio visual and computer-based displays which explain the
workings of the Scottish Parliament. The exhibition is based on the founding principles of the
Parliament. It explains the ways in which you can engage with Parliament and looks at the history
of the Scottish Parliament. Information is also provided about the building and its construction
history. I have attached the Brief for the exhibition and the text for the displays to illustrate the
main themes in more detail.

— Shop 76m2.

— Education Centre 66m2.

— Public café.

— School packed lunch area.

— The crèche is available for the public, either attending business or on a visit/tour. There is a nursing
parent/baby changing facility adjacent to the crèche.

— There are a number of meeting rooms of various sizes (known as the Garden Meeting Rooms) oV
the Main Hall. There is one large room (20 people), two medium sized rooms (10 people) and five
small rooms (four to six people).

— The six committee rooms are in the Committee Towers which are accessible from the Main Hall;
these are used for meetings and events when not required for Parliamentary business.

— There are further public toilets at the Committee Towers.

— There is a public lift (to the Committee Rooms and the Chamber public gallery) and a public
staircase to the Chamber public gallery.

The Design Brief can be accessed from our web site at
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/vli/holyrood/projHistory/docs/index.htm<Brief

This contains more information on the facilities and services specified for each area.

Is there a link to the main Parliamentary building?

The centre is integral to the building as described above. There are access routes (security pass controlled)
to the private areas from various parts of the Main Hall and adjacent public areas.

Does the public have to go through the Centre to reach the Parliament?

Yes.

How many staV does the Centre have?

The Visitor Services team has 16 posts;

The Retail team has 4.5 posts;

The Education Service has two posts.

Here is a staV chart for this part of the Visitor and Outreach Services team:
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Head of Visitor and Outreach Services  
Rosemary Everett  

Visitor Services Manager  
Gordon Stewart  

Education Officers  
Mary Hershaw  

Caroline Schofield  

Retail Manager  
Alison Begg  

Visitor Services 
Supervisors  
Sherry Wilson 

Irene Armstrong 
Colin Baird 

 

Retail Officers  
Annie Burgess  
Shelagh Demir  

Gwen Masterton 
(temp.)  

 

Visitor Services Officers  
Catriona Wylie 

Rebecca Bartlett 
Lynn Stewart 

Graham Gollan 
Lesley Buchanan 

Brendan McClusky 
Natalya Gunn 

Sara Collier (temp.) 
Cara McLean (temp.)  

Lorna Henderson (temp.)  

Retail Supervisor  
Dorothy Houston  

 
 

We have contracted out the guided tours service—there are currently around 80 guides who are trained
to work at the Parliament.

Technical staV and facilities management staV are shared resources across the Parliament, rather than
dedicated to Visitor Services. The catering and crèche services are contracted out and managed through our
Facilities Management Team.

How many of the staV are exclusive to the Centre, or do some have duties elsewhere?

The posts specified above are exclusive to the centre.

How much did the Centre cost to establish?

Separate costs for the construction of the Main Hall are not available.

The Visitor Information Desk budget was £88,000.

The exhibition budget was £90,000.

What is its annual running cost?

2006–07 Budgets for staV and running costs are as follows:

Visitor Services £447,364;

Shop £260,250;

Tours £287,500.

NB for the Shop and Tours these costs are set against income generated.

Have you undertaken any research or surveys of visitors to get their views of the visitor centre?

A Visitor Survey was introduced in September 2005. This was one of the recommendations from our
Visitor Management Strategy, prepared by RGA Ltd in 2002 and updated in 2004.

Its main purpose is to monitor satisfaction and to capture data about visitors. This is a continuous on-
site survey, using a self-completion questionnaire. The form can be completed by all visitors, whether they
are here for parliamentary business; to meet MSPs or staV; to go on a tour; to attend an event; for a self-
guided visit; use the cafe[acute] or crèche or visit the Shop.

It is designed to be complementary to other processes, especially our Complaints process. It replaced
feedback postcards which were used to capture visitor comments from September 2004 to August 2005.
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Copies are available in the Main Hall for visitors to pick up and they can be completed on site and left
in the post boxes available across the Main Hall and in the Shop.

In November 2005, a separate visitor survey was used as part of our Visitor Services Review. This was
distributed on site and through a web version (which is still running on the web site). This has been analysed
by RGA Ltd and the results are included in the Review report.

A revised visitor survey is being drafted by Visitor Services that combines some of the questions from the
RGA survey with the current survey. This will enable us to continue to evaluate the “motivational” factors
of visitor satisfaction that were included in the RGA survey, alongside the “product” factors that our survey
focused on. It is intended to introduce this survey at the start of September 2006.

Do you advertise your visitor centre, for example on the Internet, through the media or by leaflets or posters?

We have a section on our web site about visiting the Parliament—http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/vli/
index.htm

Our Media Relations OYce issues news releases to promote our work, special events, specific services etc,
including posting “slugs” on the front page of our web site.

We produce a leaflet about visiting the Parliament which is distributed to over 5,000 community and
tourist information outlets across Scotland. We will be distributing c1,500,000 copies of this leaflet (or a
revised version) over a two year period. We use an external distribution company for this.

This is the leaflet called “Welcome to the Scottish Parliament” which you can see of the web site at: http://
www.scottish.parliament.uk/vli/publicInfo/publications.htm

We have just introduced a marketing leaflet for the crèche which you can look at here: http://
www.scottish.parliament.uk/vli/visitingHolyrood/creche.htm

We place adverts, for example in key information/tourist publications such as VisitScotland guides. I have
attached an example of this year’s core advert style.

We are members of organisations such as the Association of Scottish Visitor Attractions and publicise on
their websites.

We have information boards outside the building to illustrate what is available.

What do you think are the key things that make your visitor centre successful?

Our recent Review has shown we are at the cutting edge in terms of parliamentary visitor services. This
is because we aim to tie our role to SPCB’s strategic objectives so that we can measure how we contribute
to the overall performance of the Parliament. I think that this gives us a great context for the work we do
through visitor services.

I think that the staV team is the foremost key to making our services work for visitors and for Members
and colleagues based in the building. It is important to have the right people “front of house” to ensure
visitors feel welcomed to the building and are able to access our services quickly and easily.

I believe that visitors appreciate the fact that they can come into the building and explore (parts of) it on
a self-guided basis or by asking questions of staV. They are able to do this without pre-booking and without
having to contact a Member, which often takes people by surprise.

I am certain that being open seven days a week is a key success factor as it enables us to manage visitor
demand across the week and to focus our product oVer, depending on whether it is a business or non-
business day.

Of the range of services that we currently have, I think that the exhibition gives me most satisfaction as
a key tool in successfully getting our interpretive and educational messages about the Parliament over to
the people of Scotland. It is successful in terms of its content and also its layout, which enables large numbers
of people to access it at one time.

I think that the range of publications available for visitors to pick up free of charge enhances this
educational role. They are available in a range of community and tourist languages to ensure that a wide
range of visitors feel welcomed and can access our key messages. This is backed up by the “information
channel” plasma screens, which enable people to see the Parliament in action and find out what is going on
each day.

Overall, the staV and facilities in the Main Hall create an impression that this is a lively, modern, open
and accessible working Parliament, that is for the people of Scotland and that they can be proud of.

What could we learn from your experience?

In a nutshell, I think that the main learning point is that taking an open and accessible approach brings
benefits for the reputation of the Parliament with its key target audience. Making it easy for people to come
in and to gain access to business, to Members, to information and to services is very important. Although
we are not a tourist attraction, it is important to use tourist industry standards for what we do in order to
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top customer expectations. This helps our customers to feel familiar with what they find in our building and
contributes to the overall levels of satisfaction with what we provide. Providing all this successfully whilst
never losing sight of the fact that we are a Parliament first and foremost is the key to our success.

4 August 2006

Memorandum from the Parliamentary Administration of the Austrian Parliament on facilities for its visitors
(in response to a letter from the Clerk of the Administration Sub-Committee)

When was your visitor centre established or due to be established?

The opening ceremony took place on the 26 October 2005.

Was the visitor centre a new or separate building or was existing accommodation used?

In the course of the reconstruction of the ramp of the Austrian Parliament, underneath the ramp new
space was allocated for a visitor centre. Thus our new visitor centre is situated within the Parliament
building.

What is the scale of your centre in m2?

The part of the visitor centre which is open for the public has approximately 600 m2.

What are its main target audiences?

Our main target audiences are the general public of our country as well as foreign tourists and school
children. Due to the fact that we have media stations and IT equipment everybody can get information and
make academic research.

What are the main aims of your visitor centre and how do you measure how well you meet these aims?

The visitor centre has an extensive multimedia information library where visitors are able to find out more
about the way the Austrian Parliament works. They can also use a Time Wheel to explore parliament’s
recent history, or embark on a virtual voyage of discovery through the Houses of Parliament.

Video clips, news tickers and interactive media terminals also enable members of the public to find out
more about the members of the National Council and theFederal Council, learn about theEuropean Union,
and familiarise themselves with the terminology of parliamentary democracy. In a quiz conceived especially
for younger visitors, amusing comic figures help children to absorb the knowledge they have gained on a
guided tour of parliament.

The visitor centre also has an information counter, a small café, a cloakroom and a shop. The latter sells
a variety of publications about the Austrian Parliament as well as souvenirs with parliamentary themes, such
as coVee mugs, tea caddies and chocolate. Visitors can get information about guided tours of the Austrian
Parliament and details of the next sessions of the National Council and the Federal Council.

We will have an evaluation by “mystery shoppers”. That means people visit the Austrian Parliament, join
guided tours, try all the media stations of the visitor centre, stroll around and ask various questions.
Afterwards they will fill in a form we have created to measure if we have met all our aims.

What facilities does it contain?

The following facilities are located in the centre: a press centre; many interactive displays; the time wheel;
video walls; an information counter, where you can buy the tickets for a guided tour; a shop; a coVee lounge
and a cloakroom.

Is there a link to the main Parliamentary building? Does the public have to go through the Centre to reach the
Parliament?

Yes; the public has to go through the visitor centre to reach the Parliament.

How many staV does the Centre have?

— two people for the shop and information (all together four part-time employees);

— security staV (on plenary sittings up to six employees, on normal days up to three employees);

— one person for the coVee bar;
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— one person for the cloakroom (all together two employees); and

— one cleaning person (all together two employees).

How many of the staV are exclusive to the Centre, or do some have duties elsewhere?

Each person also has—corresponding to their schedules—duties elsewhere.

How much did the Centre cost to establish?

The Parliament spent an amount of approximately ƒ30 million. This, however, included the design and
the construction of the visitor centre, the reconstruction of the ramp as well as its storage areas and archives
(all together approximately 7,500 m2).

What is its annual running cost?

I’m sorry, we are not allowed to publish that kind of information.

Have you undertaken any research or surveys of visitors to get their views of the visitor centre?

As I have already mentioned periodically we have “mystery shoppers” who help us to evaluate the
proceedings in the visitor centre.

Do you advertise your visitor centre, for example on the Internet, through the media or by leaflets or posters?

We have links on our homepage showing and explaining the visitor centre, the shop, the information
about guided tours and so on.
www.parlament.gv.at

The link to the English version of our homepage:
www.parlament.gv.at/portal/page?—pageid%1033,1&—dad%portal&—schema%PORTAL

The products sold in the shop are only listed on the German site:
www.parlament.gv.at/portal/page?—pageid%894,1015282&—dad%portal&—schema%PORTAL

On our homepage you can also find a photo album. This site contains photos of events which recently
took place in the Austrian Parliament:
www.parlament.gv.at/portal/page?—pageid%895,80819&—dad%portal&—schema%PORTAL

We have several diVerent leaflets, most of them in German language. The guests can take this leaflets—
free of charge—from a dispenser. Right now we are working on a new leaflet about the shop.

What do you think are the key things that make your visitor centre successful?

It is the mixture of information and the shop. The visitor can get an idea of parliamentarism which is alive
and real. The visitor can also get information about the legislative process as well as political education and
information about the role of the Austrian Parliament and its members in the democratic process and the
European Union.

What could we learn from your experience?

What we would need, is a professional advertising and a system that guides the guests from the metro-
stations or bus-stops to the entrance of the Austrian Parliament.

7 August 2006

Information on the facilities for visitors to the Parliament of Canada from the Director of Parliamentary
Public Programmes (in response to a letter from the Clerk of the Administration Sub-Committee)

Note on our Centre:

Currently, our visitor centre is located in the Centre Block of Parliament Hill. It is known as the Visitor
Welcome Centre (VWC) and oVers a space where tours gather prior to embarking on a tour. This space
oVers some introductory information on Parliament and the work that takes place on Parliament Hill.
Currently, this centre is unable to meet the demands of our volume of visitors. We are planning for a new,
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larger Parliament Hill Welcome Centre (PHWC) that will be able to accommodate the needs of our visitors.
In our answers below, we will make every eVort to answer based on our current centre as well as our
projected centre.

When was your visitor centre established or due to be established?

VWC:

In June 1996, Canada’s national legislature opened a small Visitor Welcome Centre (VWC) in the Centre
Block of the Parliament Buildings. The VWC is located below the rotunda, in the space on the first floor
which formerly housed the Senate and House of Commons post oYces. It is a place where tour groups and
individuals can gather after completing security scans, before embarking on their guided tour of Parliament.
The Visitor Welcome Centre and its exhibit have been implemented as part of a continuing eVort to improve
the visitor experience on Parliament Hill. As visitors wait for their tour to begin, the Centre responds to their
need for information about Parliament and oVers basic visitor amenities such as shelter and seating, public
washrooms, and a coat check. These are amenities which were not previously available to visitors in Centre
Block. The VWC provides a better reception area inside Centre Block, as well as an enhanced orientation
to the building. It is also a space Parliamentarians can use to meet their guests or constituents.

Since 1984 a seasonal InfoTent has been set up to welcome visitors. Located near West Block, the InfoTent
is only open for four months each year from the May long weekend to Labour Day. It oVers general
information, limited shelter, free tour tickets. During our summer months, when tour volume is at its peak,
the InfoTent is a general meeting area for tours. Tour guides marshal groups to centre block from the
InfoTent to begin security screening prior to tour departure.

PHWC:

The information and orientation services currently provided in the seasonal InfoTent, the entrance area
of Centre Block and at the Parliament of Canada Information Centre (which is a walk-in information centre
across the street from Parliament Hill) are inadequate to accommodate the current demand. The Library
of Parliament and the National Capital Commission are responsible for managing these services and are in
the planning stages of a permanent and adequate space to accommodate the many required facilities and
functions.

Was the visitor centre a new or separate building or was existing accommodation used?

VWC:

The exhibitry and visual elements of the Visitor Welcome centre were new, however it is located in the
existing Centre Block of Parliament Hill.

PHWC:

The new PHWC building will be built, likely underground and adjacent to the Centre block, in order to
accommodate the current demands.

What is the scale of your Centre in m2?

VWC:

The Visitor Welcome Centre is approximately 10 square meters in size. It is divided into an exhibit
accounting for 8 square meters and a kiosk which is 2 square meters. Our services do not remain solely in
this centre. We oVer guided tours, publications and exhibitry which can be found around Parliament Hill.

PHWC:

In order to update our services to ensure that we are able to accommodate the volume, a feasibility study
has indicated that our program oVerings grow to approximately 3,460m2. The table listed below indicates
how our space will be divided:

Functional Group Recommended Program Areas Capacity

1. Information/Orientation 1,415 m2 400
2. Screening/Marshalling 1,385 m2 620
3. Education/Programs 660 m2 450
Total Program Area 3,460 m2 1,470
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What are its main target audiences?

We oVer tours and information to foreign visitors, school groups, local visitors, as well as business
visitors. Statistically, in 2004–05 there were:

3,100 visitors to the Parliament of Canada’s Information Centre.

12,310 tours in Centre Block.

364,750 visitors in Centre Block.

1,179 tours in our East Block (Note: the East Block tour is a summer tour option) 12,666 visitors
in East Block.

263,475 visits to the Peace Tower.

43% of all tours (1,746) and 18% of all visitors (65,661) were students.

What are the main aims of your visitor centre and how do you measure how well you meet these aims?

PHWC:

Five guiding principles create a common vision for the development of a Welcome Centre on Parliament
Hill. They are:

1. Visitors to Parliament should have a positive and pleasant experience.

2. Parliament must operate in a dignified and unimpeded manner.

3. Security of place, of occupants and of visitors will be assured.

4. The Heritage and symbolic value of Parliament Hill will be respected.

5. The physical characteristics of Parliament Hill will be valued and enhanced.

Through various surveys (internally and externally) our many programs and services are continually
monitored to ensure that we are meeting the needs of visitors. We also aim to manage visitors expectations
prior to visiting (through website messaging, www.parl.gc.ca/vis and through print promotions in weekly
papers) to ensure that visitors have an understanding of what to expect.

What facilities does it contain:

—exhibition area. If so, how large? What are its main themes?

VWC:

The central unifying message of the Visitor Welcome Centre is Parliament: Shaping Canada’s Destiny.
Large photos of the Senate Chamber and the House of Commons Chamber are displayed in a prominent
location. All elements of the exhibit—text, photos, video and artifacts—have been developed and carefully
selected so as to provide a balanced presentation of the Senate and the House of Commons. The Visitor
Welcome Centre multi-media exhibit illustrates the varied work of parliamentarians and includes a digitized
slide presentation focusing on the work of parliamentarians in their senatorial district or constituency as
well as a DVD video.

—shop

VWC:

The Library of Parliament oVers a boutique for visitors to Parliament Hill. The Boutique is located in
the Centre Block of Parliament Hill (approximately 6002 feet). For those that are unable to visit the boutique
on location, the souvenir program has developed an E-Boutique, www.parl.gc.ca/boutique where a
sampling of the boutiques many products are oVered.

—Toilets

VWC:

Amenities such as toilets and water fountains are available in the Visitor Welcome Centre and outdoors,
north of the West block.
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—Areas specifically for school visits, areas for Members of Parliament to receive their constituents

VWC:

The Visitor Welcome Centre is a general meeting area where school groups may meet their tour guide
prior to embarking on a tour. This area may also be used as a space where school groups may meet with
their MP.

Is there a link to the main Parliamentary building?

VWC:

The main Visitor Welcome Centre is located within the Centre Block of Parliament Hill. There are also
additional services oVered within the East Block—Seasonal (summer) tours including four historically
recreated rooms.

PHWC:

Based on analysis, our new centre will be most eVective if it remains in close proximity to the buildings.
The location would support the eYcient provision of visitor services and limit the impact of visible building
infrastructure in the landscape. This approach would also support the security objective of consolidating
the screening outside of the buildings.

Does the public have to go through the Centre to reach the Parliament?

VWC:

The visitor centre is within the Parliament buildings. Visitors going on a tour must pass through the
Visitor Centre security in order to enter the Centre block, where they are to wait for their tour to depart.

PHWC:

The future welcome centre will require the public go through the centre to reach the Parliament.

How many staV does the Centre have?

VWC:

Public Programs StaYng

Public Programs: Management Full Time Part time (seasonal)

Publications Program 1 1 1–2 temps hired, on occasion, when
required.

Education Outreach Program 1 3 1–2 temps hired on occasion, when
required.

Tour Program 1 11 Summer Guides: 39 Centre Block
Guides, 8 East Block Guides. Fall
Guides:

Retail Program 1 2 Up to 18 part time staV, depending on
the time of year.

Interpretation and Evaluation 1 1 0
(exhibitry)

Public Engagement 1 2 0

Additional staV (including 2 6 1–2 temps hired, on occasion, when
director, associate director, and required.
admin staV)
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How many of the staV are exclusive to the Centre, or do some have duties elsewhere?

VWC:

The majority of staV are located across the street from the Parliament Buildings and the Visitor Welcome
Centre. Although none of our staV work exclusively in the centre, our staV does support the centre and a
portion of job duties are within the centre. The Tour program staYng includes “Interpretation OYcers”
who rotate in the Kiosk in the visitor welcome centre. There is also an interpretation oYcer station within
the Library. Both of these roles is to help orient visitors and answer questions. On a given day, there will
be approximately two Interpretation OYcers in the Kiosk, one within the Library of Parliament, two guides
assisting at the Peace Tower, as well as a variety of tour guides oVering tours to visitors.

Within the Visitor Welcome Centre there are also several security staV at the Kiosk as well as at the
security scanners.

How much did the Centre cost to establish?
What is its annual running cost?

Our tours programs has an annual budget of: $1,053,800.00 (cdn), which includes all expenses related tour
the tour program.

To maintain the centre, our annual budget for exhibitry is: $39,200.00 (cdn) which include the centres
exhibitry and signage (indoors and outdoors).

Have you undertaken any research or surveys of visitors to get their views of the visitor centre?

VWC:

Not specifically. On a regular bases we have performed Visitor Intercept Survey’s—these studies assessed
whether or not the current programming is eVective in relaying the messages of the Library of Parliament
(indoor programming) and the National Capital Commission (outdoor programming) and in meeting the
expectations of the independent visitors to the site. The study contained a wealth of information on the
visitors’ experience of Parliament Hill and particularly on the eVectiveness of the messaging, as well as a
detailed visitor profile.

We also oVer daily comment cards and program specific surveys (ie: Elementary Tour survey) which allow
visitors to oVer specific comments (whether positive or negative).

Three or four years ago we did perform an analysis of visitor use.

PHWC:

This year, a feasibility study was completed. This study documents the functional program requirements
for a new Parliament Hill Welcome Centre. It investigates the physical requirements to accommodate the
security screening of visitors to the building and, if required, to the grounds. In addition it explores the
potential locations for the PHWC through a detailed location analysis.

Do you advertise your visitor centre, for example on the Internet, through the media or by leaflets or posters?

We do not advertise our visitor centre specifically. Our programs have user friendly URLs that oVer
additional information pertaining to the services/products that we oVer.

Visitor Information: www.parl.gc.ca/vis

Boutique: www.parl.gc.ca/boutique

Publications: www.parl.gc.ca/publications

We also promote our services through various weekly publications/newspapers in the city of Ottawa. The
goal of these weekly promotions is to manage expectations of visitors.

What do you think are the key things that make your visitor centre successful?

We are able to oVer some introduction to Members work, our facility is more welcoming than what was
previously available, our centre is eVective in marshalling a tour group waiting to leave.
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What could we learn from your experience?

1—Space: Be sure to establish a centre that is spacious enough to oVer all amenities you require as well
as meet demands of your visitors.

2—Security: When planning your visitor centre, ensure that you take into careful consideration the
security requirements and logistics. The “flow” of the security screening area will be a key element to the
success of your visitor centre.

10 August 2006

Information on the facilities for visitors to the Parliament of Australia from the Department of
Parliamentary Services (in response to a letter from the Clerk of the Administration Sub-Committee)

1. Although the Australian Parliament House does have a visitor service function, which provides a guide
service and shop for the public, building occupants and visiting schools, it does not have a dedicated visitor
centre of the type you are researching. The House is contained to one building only, and visitors are welcome
to either wander around the public areas by themselves or join a free guided tour once they have passed
through security screening.

2. The guide service is staVed by a manager, 36 part-time guides, three supervisors, and one
administrative assistant, and the shop is staVed by a manager, four permanent staV and a number of casuals.

3. Although the aim of our service is primarily to provide visitors to Parliament House with an
educational experience and information on the Parliamentary process, tourist information is available
through brochures distributed through local and regional tourism information centres, hotels and tourist
attractions. It is also available on the Internet at www.aph.gov.au.

4. Each year, the Australian Parliament House accommodates approximately one million visitors. Just
over 100,000 are school students and the rest are a mix of national and international tourists.

5. Our school program provides a one hour guided tour of the building, including time in the chambers,
a classroom activity with the Parliamentary Education OYce and hospitality in the form of a light snack in
an area specifically designed to cope with large numbers of school children.

6. Other services and facilities provided for our visitors include:

(a) displays and exhibition material related to the history, role and procedures of the Parliament,
which is distributed throughout the public areas of the building;

(b) a theatrette in which videos of the design, construction and maintenance of the building are
continually played;

(c) an auditorium for the televising of interesting parliamentary processes or events of national
importance;

(d) public tours of the building which leave the main foyer every 30 minutes. The length of these tours
varies in accordance to the sitting patterns of the Parliament. For example, tours during sitting
days will take 20 minutes due to the increased number of visitors, and extend to 45 minutes on non-
sitting days;

(e) a “Parliament Shop”, which sells Australian made items to the public and occupants;

(f) post oYce;

(g) automatic teller machines;

(h) limited interactive displays on the structure of the Parliament;

(i) public cafeteria, oVering internal and external seating;

(j) toilets, mothers room and baby change room;

(k) an information desk in the main foyer;

(l) first aid services; and

(m) wheelchair access to all public areas. Wheelchairs can be provided.

7. Twice a year, the visitor service areas conduct a survey of our visitors to ensure that we are providing
an interesting service. Results of the surveys consistently show an approval rating of around 98%.

8. As well as being the entrance and exist point for all our visitors, the main foyer is often used by the
Members as a place to greet their constituents. Members of the Press Gallery are able to interview Members
either in courtyards or in specifically designed studios within the building.

28 August 2006
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Memorandum from the Visitor Services Manager, Welsh Assembly
(in response to a letter from the Clerk of the Administration Sub-Committee)

When was your visitor centre established or due to be established?

The Visitor Centre was established in May 2001.

Was the visitor centre a new or separate building or was existing accommodation used?

The Visitor Centre is based in a listed building approximately 200 yards from the original Assembly,
50 yards from the new Senedd.

What is the scale of your Centre in m2?

The exhibition hall is approximately 270m2. There are also two rooms allocated to the Education team
on a diVerent level.

What are its main target audiences:

— general public of your country;

— foreign tourists;

— school children; and

— other (please specify)?

All of the above, we provide an education programme for schools and guided tours for anyone that wishes
to book. We also have “drop in “visitors to the Exhibition.

What are the main aims of your visitor centre and how do you measure how well you meet these aims?

The main aim is to engage the people of Wales, and the wider world, by enhancing the level of public
knowledge of, and involvement with, the National Assembly for Wales, and ensuring that they have a
positive experience in their dealings with the Assembly Parliamentary Service.

We measure this objective through seeking feedback.

What facilities does it contain:

— exhibition area. If so, how large? What are its main themes? The theme is mainly a detailed
explanation of the Assembly’s role and responsibilities.

— auditorium? No

— meeting rooms. If so, how many? One

— interactive displays? Yes but in desperate need of updating. The display consists of touch screens
and Internet access PCs.

— shop: Yes

— toilets: Yes including a disabled toilet.

— areas specifically for school visits Yes

— areas for Members of Parliament to receive their constituents No

— other (eg for the media)? OYces for Public Information and Education Branch staV.

Is there a link to the main Parliamentary building?

No

Does the public have to go through the Centre to reach the Parliament?

No

How many staV does the Centre have?

— information/welcome staV and guides; approximately five but these staV have duties elsewhere.
The guides start the tours in the Exhibition and then go on to the Senedd.

— technical (eg IT) staV; None based at the Centre.

— support staV (eg cleaners). None based at the Centre.
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How many of the staV are exclusive to the Centre, or do some have duties elsewhere?

Most of the staV have duties in the other Assembly buildings.

How much did the Centre cost to establish?

The cost of the building is not available, but the exhibition alone cost approximately £100,000.

What is its annual running cost?

It is diYcult to establish a true running cost as the costs are met from diVerent budgets.

Have you undertaken any research or surveys of visitors to get their views of the visitor centre?

Feedback sheets are issued to each visitor and also to pre booked group leaders.

Do you advertise your visitor centre, for example on the Internet, through the media or by leaflets or posters?

We publish details of the Visitor Centre on the internet and leaflets but we don’t advertise in the press
or media.

The details can be found on the Public Information section of the website. www.walesgov.uk.

What do you think are the key things that make your visitor centre successful?

It is located in CardiV Bay in a 100 year old listed building. This building is used as a backdrop for the
Welsh news and is a well known landmark. This arouses the interest of people passing by as well as visitors
to the Bay who have seen the building on TV or on publications.

12 October 2006

Memorandum from the Visits and Seminars Unit, European Parliament
(in response to a letter from the Clerk of the Sub-Committee)

Introduction

The Visits and Seminars Unit of the Directorate General (DG) Information is responsible for organising
visits to theEuropean Parliament (EP); in this way, it gives the institution the opportunity to connect directly
with over 230 000 European citizens each year. The Unit is responsible for briefing visitors on the political
role and functioning of Parliament and for engaging citizens in discussion.

These briefings organised by the Unit, also serve as a forum in which Members of the European
Parliament (MEPs) and their electorate can meet and exchange ideas16.

A typical visit consists of a conference of one hour, after which visitors are accompanied to see the
parliamentary Chamber.

Furthermore the Unit organises audio-guided tours, which are intended for individual visitors, and
welcomes groups from beyond the European Union’s borders. Several special seminars are arranged each
year focusing the visitors’ attention on current major European themes.

1. When was the visitors centre established?

The present visitors service exists since the early 80s.

2. Is the visitors centre a new or separate building or were existing premises used?

It is established in the European Parliament buildings in Strasbourg and Brussels.

The EP is going to set up a Visitor’s Centre (VC) in a newly constructed building in Brussels, which will
be open to the public seven days a week and will host an interactive exhibition centre.

16 Each MEP has the right to invite up to 100 people per year and to get a travel subsidy which is calculated on the basis of the
travel distance between the group’s place of origin and the place of visit.
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3. What is the scale of your centre in m2?

There are 12 briefing rooms in Brussels and 10 in Strasbourg.

4. What are its main target audiences?

All EU citizens as well as visitors from non EU states.

5. What are the main aims of your visitors’ centre and how do you measure how well you meet these aims?

Our main purpose is to organise information visits to the EP for groups of citizens, whether invited by
MEPs or at their own request. The aim is to raise awareness of the EP’s role, functioning, activities and
decisions among the general public and opinion formers, to encourage participation in the European
elections and in general to bring the EU closer to its citizens. For this purpose, there are three major
communication tools conferences for visitor groups, audio-guided visits for individual visitors, and targeted
seminars on topical issues.

To assess to what extent these aims have been achieved, a visitors’ loyalty programme will be implemented
as from in autumn 2006. This programme is based on an Internet application.

The programme will make it possible for visitors to mention specific subjects which are of interest to them.
After the visit, visitors will be able to express on line their opinion on the conferences and the visit in general.

6. What facilities does it contain?

— Exhibition area—NO

— Auditorium—NO

— Meeting rooms—NO

— Interactive displays—YES: PowerPoint presentations and an informatonal DVD are displayed
during conferences; furthermore, in Strasbourg there is the possibility of connecting to the
EuropebySatellite to show live sessions of the plenary.

— Shop—YES

— Toilets—YES

— Areas specifically for school visits—NO

— Areas for MEPs to receive their constituents—Meetings between MEPs and their constituents take
place in the conference rooms.

7. Is there a link to the main Parliamentary building? Does the public have to go through the Centre to reach
the Parliament?

The Visitors’ Centre is physically linked to the rest of the EP, however, only EU oYcials have internal
access to other areas.

8. How many staV does the Centre have?

— 25 conference speakers, who give information briefings on the work and role of the European
Parliament;

— 25 administrative assistants, who prepare the groups’ visits; and

— 10 external guides, who meet the groups at the entrance and accompanying them to the
conference rooms.

9. Have you undertaken any research or surveys of visitors to get their views of the Visitors’ Centre?

From 1997 to 2002 two studies were undertaken by external companies to assess visitors satisfaction
levels.

At present however, it has been decided to establish a more constant and, therefore, reliable process of
evaluation and feed-back through a specific visitors loyalty programme (see question No 5).
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10. Do you advertise your Visitors’ Centre for example on the Internet, through the media or by leaflets or
posters? Are there examples we could look at?

The public is informed via the EP web site www.europarl.europa.eu, which contains details about how
to visit parliament as well as how to book a visit.

Information about visits is also provided through the external Information OYces of the EP, which exist
in all Member States.

11. What do you think are the key aspects that make Visitors’ Centre a success?

— The possibility to show the parliamentary Chamber, which is the centre of the EU decision is
making process.

— Direct contact with MEPs.

— The conferences, given by professional oYcials and tailored to the specific needs of groups; this
allows the development of active debate on issues of interest.

— Careful planning (at least two months in advance).

12. What can we learn from your experience?

The EP Visitors’ Service deals with visitors coming from 25 diVerent Member States as well as countries
outside the EU, with their diVerent languages, outlooks, expectations and approaches to the EU; its
characteristic consists, therefore, in its ability to deal with the various interests of visiting groups as well as
for the needs of MEPs.

16 October 2006

Feasibility Report and Options Appraisal

Executive Summary

This report considers options for a proposed Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre (PVIC)17

outside the Parliamentary Estate but within a 250m radius, and ideally within a clear vision of the Palace.
The PVIC should be a destination in its own right to complement existing services for visitors, with
objectives and target audience already identified by the Committees. Four options are assessed, based where
appropriate on outline concepts provided by architects and an environment and transport appraisal. In
various appendices, fuller details are provided of planning issues and other matters including charging,
statistics from other Parliaments, how a PVIC could be used and operational costs.

Option 1a

A full ideal PVIC on Victoria Tower Gardens (VTG), which is judged a well-located site big enough to
provide all the space, with the potential to link up with the Royal Parks Agency to oVer some joint services.
Westminster City Council (WCC) and English Heritage (EH) are likely to show planning concerns, eg an
exception to WCC planning policy on use of parks would be likely to be needed. There are also
archaeological and traYc issues.

Option 1b

A full ideal PVIC on College Green (CG) would meet the location objectives and could similarly
accommodate the full range of facilities using a refurbished version of the two floors of the existing car park.
Acquisition of the lease and permission for change of land use would be required. Loss of car parking, both
Lords and public, would result. As with the VTG site, there are potentially serious planning challenges, both
in respect of loss of green space and the visual sensitivity of the site to listed buildings. There are also
archaeological and traYc issues.

17 Abbreviations: CG—College Green, Abingdon Street;EH—English Heritage;PVIC—Parliamentary Visitor and Information
Centre;RPA—Royal Parks Agency;sq m—squared metres;sq ft—squared feet;VRB—Visitor Reception Building;VTG—
Victoria Tower Gardens, Millbank;WCC—Westminster City Council.
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Options 2a and 2b

Reduced PVIC on VTG or CG. Such a scheme on either potential site would reduce the cost only slightly,
and would limit the facilities available and raise the same planning issues despite the building being smaller.

Option 3a and 3b

Education Centre only—on VTG or CG. This could provide for the first time a high quality dedicated
space for learning for up to 100,000 people per annum. However a centre on its own would not provide the
benefit of interacting with an exhibition area, making it likely that each young person would have to go on
a tour of the Palace as alternative activities were not available. This would increase pressure on existing
tours. Nor would it provide Members with the opportunity to host functions near an exhibition area. A
smaller footprint would reduce cost, but there would be the same planning issues.

Option 4

Do Nothing. This option would not meet any of the agreed objectives. Tours are already at capacity. Lack
of accommodation in the Palace means there is little room for growth. Ticketing for tours and the location
of the shop will still need solutions regardless of the creation of a PVIC.

Use of existing buildings

A search by property consultants has identified some nearby buildings which could accommodate some
or all of the elements of a PVIC. Planning issues would be less, as WCC and EH are known to be more
favourable to the separating out of learning facilities and the use of existing buildings. However, the present
configuration of these buildings and their locations do not match with the ideal needs of the PVIC.

1. Introduction

1.1 Objectives of this report

This report informs the inquiry being conducted by the House of Lords Information Committee and the
House of Commons Administration Sub-Committee into a proposed Parliamentary Visitor and
Information Centre (PVIC).

The oYcials of both Houses who have produced this report invite members of the Committees:

— to consider the options put before them;

— to seek any additional information; and, if agreed,

— to proceed to outline recommendations as a basis for heads of report.

1.2 Assumptions and key principles

See Appendix A for more detailed background information on the idea of a PVIC.

While gathering information for this report oYcials have made the following assumptions:

— A proposed PVIC will be oV-site from the Palace of Westminster.18

— A proposed PVIC will be on the same side of the river as the Palace of Westminster.

— It should not be beyond a 250m radius and should ideally be within vision of the Palace.

— The centre will not include other Westminster attractions, it will focus on Parliament.19

— The PVIC should be a destination in its own right20 requiring quality services one would expect to
find in a medium sized museum.

— A PVIC could have some level of charging related to the temporary exhibitions (see Appendix B
for notes relevant to charging for entry into a PVIC).

18 In February 2004 the CommonsAccommodation and Works and Administration Committees published a joint report of their
inquiry called “Visitor Facilities: Access to Parliament”. It stated “we recognise the demands for a large-scale interpretative
visitor centre. We support this concept but believe that this is not feasible within the Palace of Westminster, and therefore
recommend that suitable accommodation outside the building be sought.”

19 Ref 2005-06/INF01 Notes of the concurrent meeting of the House of Commons Administration Sub-Committee with the
House of Lords Information Committee, Tuesday 16 May 2006 at 3.30 pm.

20 At a meeting on 7 September 2006 Fiona Reynolds, Director of the National Trust, advised that using the term “Visitor
Centre” might be misleading for visitors because they would expect it to be a gateway to the Palace followed by a tour. The
PVIC is meant to reduce the need for all visitors to go on a tour of the building. It therefore needs to be a quality destination
in its own right which visitors are satisfied to visit without necessarily going on a tour of the building. Perhaps a title such as
“The Parliament Centre” could be used.
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— A PVIC is outside the estate and as such does not require as high a level of security as the Palace.21

— The services oVered by the PVIC would be in addition to, and complement, existing services for
visitors, such as the summer tours, sponsored tours and talks to school groups. It would create a
new space for Members to provide receptions.

— A PVIC will not just involve a one oV building cost but will require significant revenue investment
for every year that it is running to staV and maintain the building and displays.

— The key target audience for a PVIC is young people and families from the British electorate and
those who are disengaged with the political process.22

— There will be an online copy of all content which is displayed in the exhibition area.23

1.3 Options considered

At a meeting on 4 July 200624 the Committees asked oYcials to focus on four options in this report:

(a) A full PVIC of approximately 5,500 square metres with education facilities, displays and all the
elements required for an ideal visitor centre. (See Appendix C for a list of comparative spaces in
the both Houses and their sizes).

(b) A reduced sized PVIC at approximately 4,800 squared metres which would provide less
accommodation.

(c) No PVIC but a Parliamentary Education Centre.

(d) Do nothing and use existing services to provide education, tours and visitors with information
about Parliament.

It became clear during research for this report that the sizes stated in these options (in square metres)
would need to be flexible, within reason, in order to best reflect the needs of those using the spaces.

1.4 Use of existing buildings

Evidence from WCC and EH stressed the need to examine existing buildings in the area to identify any
possible sites that could be used for a PVIC.25 Property solutions advisors, Lambert Smith Hampton,
investigated nearby properties and identified four buildings which might have the potential to house some
or all elements of a PVIC.

1.5 Benefits of providing a PVIC

— A projected annual figure of 1.3 millions visitors will have access to information about the
processes, history and architecture of Parliament which they do not have now.26

— A PVIC provides a signal that Parliament wishes to open facilities to the public.

— As well as informing many who currently visit, the PVIC will also attract some completely new
people who have not previously engaged with Parliament.

— Visitors will have significantly improved facilities which will ensure their visit is comfortable and
memorable in a positive way.

— An oV site building which will not disrupt the daily business of Parliament.

— The Palace of Westminster is a working building which instantly limits the capacity for people to
visit. Providing exhibitions and space for activities all year round oV site relieves the pressure on
the building. It also means Parliament can provide knowledge and information more successfully
and to more people at guaranteed opening times.

21 PVIC Development Project Programme Board minutes, 5 September 2006. The Programme Board recommended this
approach to security subject to review by the Security Review Implementation Board.

22 Ref 2005-06/INF01 Notes of the concurrent meeting of the House of Commons Administration Sub-Committee with the
House of Lords Information Committee, Tuesday 16 May 2006 at 3.30 pm.

23 Ref 2005-06/INF02 Notes of the concurrent meeting of the House of Commons Administration Sub-Committee with the
House of Lords Information Committee, Tuesday 13 June 2006 at 3.30 pm. A PVIC should be fully integrated with the
redevelopment of the Parliamentary website.

24 Ref 2005-06/INF03 Notes of the concurrent meeting of the House of Commons Administration Sub-Committee with the
House of Lords Information Committee, Tuesday 4 July 2006 at 3.30 pm.

25 Memorandum from the Head of City Planning Group, Westminster City Council, 9 June 2006—“We consider that any
decision on possible locations for providing improved visitor facilities should be taken only in the light of rigorous analysis
of visitor activity . . . in conjunction with an audit of all possible locations and buildings in the vicinity of the site where new
facilities might be accommodated.”

26 Parliamentary Visitor Centre Research, Mori, September 2005. The PVIC aims to cater for 1.3 million visitors. It is thought
that this figure would allow for some growth in visitor numbers because it compares to projections for some Millennium
projects, such as the Tate, which is obviously a much larger operation.
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— A PVIC could provide for 100,000 educational visits (formal and informal learners) rather than
the 11,000 it currently provides for27 and the 28,000 it hopes to provide for in coming years
regardless of a PVIC building.

— The Education Unit will be able to provide learning sessions for other target groups, such as
families and adult learners outside of school times.

— There can be a strong interaction between all learners and the exhibition areas, ensuring that
people are in direct contact with source material presented by Parliament.

— School children will be able to eat their lunch on site in the same location as the facilities they are
using. This makes a visit far more attractive for those school groups who might otherwise not have
come due to long distances and the requirement for refreshment breaks.

— A flexible space where Members can receive their constituents and interested groups and hold
receptions.

— A climatically controlled exhibitions environment which meets the requirements of other national
and international institutions which could loan high quality material.

— A permanent space to display a selection of works of art from the Parliamentary collection in an
environmentally controlled space.28

— A permanent space to display a selection of materials from the Parliamentary Archives in an
environmentally controlled space.29

— A permanent space to hold a variety of temporary exhibitions, freeing up space in Westminster
Hall.

1.6 Costs

Capital costs have been identified under each individual option.

1.7 Timetable issues

— The nature of the property and development market is fluid and can move quickly. If a specific site
is preferred instructions will have to be given by the Committees to indicate an interest in that site
as soon as possible.

— Any planning application would require among other things, an environmental impact
assessment, archaeological studies, risk assessments, transport studies and further research on
visitor numbers. Such reports should not be rushed and may take many months.

— The Olympics in 2012 provides a strong impetus to complete any new building. However, any
timetable has to be realistic and in order for this to be achieved procurement ought to begin by the
end of 2006.

— It takes at least two years to organise a temporary exhibition so if a PVIC were to open mid 2011
in time for the Olympics planning for the first exhibition would have to begin in 2009.

1.8 Risks

— A suitable site cannot be identified or agreed upon which would cater for all elements of the PVIC.

— A preferred scheme cannot be identified and approved in time to reach the ideal timescale.

— A suitable site is identified but cannot be obtained, either at all or within the required timescale.

— A suitable site and scheme are identified but would not be given planning permission.

— The only site approved by planning authorities is unsuitable, inadequate or unviable.

— Costs are such that the schemes are prohibitive and not considered good value for money.

27 Information from the PVIC Development Project Education and Outreach Working Group.
28 This bullet point and the subsequent points are informed by the PVICDevelopment Project Information Services, Information

Technology and Content Working Group.
29 The document “The Gun Powder Plot: Parliament & Treason 1605. A review and impact assessment” by the Parliamentary

Archives, March 2006, states that levels of temperature and humidity in Westminster Hall fluctuated so much during the
course of this exhibition that it fell outside of acceptable levels several times.
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1.9 Consultation

OYcials have consulted with many diVerent people during the course of compiling this report. (See
Appendix A).

— Internal stakeholders via:

— a survey to Members and Peers conducted by the Administration Committee and
Information Committee;

— the PVIC Development Project Programme Board;

— the PVIC Development Project Stakeholder Group; and

— five PVIC Development Project working groups (covering the themes of IS/IT and content,
education, operations, planning and communications).

— External professional practitioners in the fields of:

— visitor services and research;

— museum and heritage operations;
— architecture;

— town planning and archaeology;

— property solutions;

— education provision;
— exhibition design and content creation; and

— programme and risk management.

— Other Parliaments around the world.

In addition, oYcials have commissioned the Hansard Society to develop another working group with
young people between the ages of 16–24 to contribute to the development of a brief for a proposed PVIC.

2. Options Appraisal

2.1 Option 1a—Full ideal PVIC—Victoria Tower Gardens (VTG)

Description

— Victoria Tower Gardens is situated immediately to the south of the Palace of Westminster and
Black Rod’s Gardens. They are elongated triangular form gardens, bound to the west by railings
onto Millbank and to the east by the embankment walls of the Thames.

— A full ideal PVIC here would be a new bespoke building on the boundary of the Palace of
Westminster within the gardens. Such a new building could accommodate the full range of
facilities required with a one storey above ground building and the remainder of the PVIC below
ground on one level.

Fit with strategic objectives

— This site is big enough to provide all the space a PVIC would need in order to meet its strategic
objectives.

— Reception areas, full education facilities, exhibition areas and visitor facilities could all be
provided.

— It is located near to the Palace and is visible from it on the same side of the river and same side of
the road.

Land acquisition

— At present VTG is not included in the World Heritage Site boundary but does form an important
part of the setting and is aVected by its Management Plan.

— VTG is the responsibility of the Royal Parks Agency (RPA).

Building considerations and town planning issues

— See Appendix D for a detailed list of how proposals for this option match against current town
planning policies.

— The Westminster Urban Development Plan (UDP) and Revised UDP contain strong policies
against development on or under existing parks and open spaces. There are also significant policy
issues related to protected views of the Palace, river and environs.
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— WCC felt that only a building the size of a park café (such as Inn the Park in St James Park) would
be possible above ground. They have issues with anything bigger above or below ground because
of delivery and services access and traYc congestion.

— Any above ground building would have to be designed not to interfere with the view of the
principal south elevation of the Palace.

— The many London plane trees in the park would need to be protected and their roots could not be
disturbed.

— The location and potential relocation of the Burghers of Calais sculpture by Rodin is a key
consideration, especially for English Heritage (EH) and RPA.

— If Parliament wanted to promote a PVIC which was mostly underground it would be unlikely to
be able to use banners to do this as this is contrary to the World Heritage Site Management Plan.

— An underground tunnel linking this PVIC site to the Palace would be diYcult and costly.30

Archaeology

— A planning application submitted for a scheme on this site will involve ground works within an
area of Special Archaeological Priority (that of Ludenwic and Thorney Island). Further desk top
archaeological assessment, together with on site investigations will be required.

— This site is substantially composed of areas of made up ground (early photographic evidence and
records indicate that the depth of made up ground is approximately 10–15m). It is broadly an area
of quayside economic activity and foreshore archaeology.

— Archaeological strata may lie below the mid-late 19th century dumped in-fill layers. If below
ground development was contained within these layers of mid-19th century dumped in-fill, the
impact on potential archaeological assets is likely to be low. If it wasn’t the impact would be high.

— If any unknown archaeological remains were encountered on the site, these are likely to include:

— evidence of prehistoric deposits, features or finds;

— evidence of medieval/post-medieval period mill;

— evidence of the Tyburn channel and flood deposits of all periods—foreshore archaeology;

— evidence of post-medieval wharves and wharf-side industrial buildings;

— evidence of the 18th–19th century terrace of buildings that fronted on to Millbank/Abingdon
Street—particularly basement archaeology of these buildings; and

— evidence of the builder’s yard and material associated with the construction the New Palace
of Westminster.

Transport

— Given the town planning considerations presented in Appendix D and Appendix G, Victoria
Tower Gardens as a proposed site has advantages over College Green in transportation issues.

— Based on a proposal to construct a 5,660 sq m visitor centre including an exhibition area, education
facilities, café and a shop the recommended transport facilities for this proposal would be:

— a pair of set down and pick up spaces for coaches on the east side of Abingdon Street
(suggested maximum 15 minute waiting time), also used for servicing;

— two oV-site short-stay coach parking spaces at a location to be determined;

— two disabled parking spaces; and

— some widening of footways on Abingdon Street.

— The critical issue, in terms of levels of traYc a PVIC would generate, is how many trips would be
new, and how many would be “diverted” trips, ie visitors that are in the area already. “Diverted”
trips would not aVect transport infrastructure used to arrive in the area, although they would aVect
local movement patterns around St Margaret’s Street.

— 20% of the 1.3 million trips to the visitor centre predicted by Mori (2005) can be modelled as new
trips—a total of 260,000 person trips. (The other 80% will be diverted trips from existing visitors
according to Atkins who have carried out an initial assessment on transport issues).31

30 An inspection on 10 August 2006 by Parliamentary Estates Directorate and architects Buttress Fuller Alsop Williams revealed
that there is a considerable amount of plant under Victoria Tower which would make excavating there costly and
potentially diYcult.

31 The report “Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre Environment & Transport Appraisal”, 2 October 2006, by Atkins
explains that there are roughly eight million visitors per year to the Westminster area at the moment and a quarter of these
are likely to come and see the Palace (not necessarily enter). Comparing Mori’s figure of 1.3 million visitors for the PVIC to
the expected two million visitors already in the area, it appears that many of these trips are “diverted” trips rather than new
trips on the transport network. However, this does not take into account “trend” growth in the popularity of the attraction
or the eVect of raising the profile of an area. Marketing and profile raising in the area could result in new trips of as much as
20% of the 1.3 million visitors.
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— Assuming that new visitors would use the same modes of transport as existing visitors 8% of them
would arrive by coach, 48% by tube and 15% on foot.

— Education visitors can be expected to have diVerent methods of transport with 45% arriving by
coach, 28% by tube and 5% on foot.

— All these visits equate to a total of seven coach trips on a peak hour. Two proposed coach pick up
and set down spaces would cater for both existing maximum demand (of about four coaches an
hour) and new demand (two to three coaches per hour).

— The most suitable location for any coach bays would be on the eastern side of Abingdon Street
close to Dean Stanley Street. This also means pedestrian movements will largely be contained
within Victoria Tower Gardens providing a safe environment for vulnerable adults, primarily
children.
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Photographs of the Victoria Tower Gardens site — past and present
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Accommodation summary

— See Appendix C for a useful table of comparison spaces within the Palace of Westminster.

— The table below summarises the space required for Option 1a, a full ideal PVIC in Victoria Tower
Gardens.

— As this is an ideal option all required staV accommodation has been included. (However, it is worth
noting that if some space needs to be saved staV could be accommodated in 6 and 7 Old Palace
Yard as Lords’ oYces are relocating from there soon).

— Zone A % welcome, reception and orientation area including shop and ticket oYce.

— Zone B % exhibition area.

— Zone C % multi functional learning and meeting area.

— Zone D % service area.

Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D Total
sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft

1,925.00 20,720.70 990.00 10,656.36 1,755.00 18,890.82 991.80 1,065.74 5,661.80 60,943.62

— For a more detailed list of accommodation requirements see Appendix E.

— Target visitor numbers: 1.3 million, including 100,000 learners.

Capital costs

— Capital cost models have been provided for each option by the quantity surveyors, David
Langdon. (They have based their estimates on accommodation lists, descriptions of the diVerent
spaces and total square metres required. These costs include allowances for site clearance, fit out,
archaeological investigation, ICT and professional fees). This does not include the whole life costs
of the building, i.e. the cost to maintain it each year after it is built. Nor does it include a
contingency for inflation or VAT. Costs are at current prices.

— In addition to the construction costs it is usual with programmes of works of this kind to make
adjustments to take account of the optimism bias which inevitably occurs. This is based on advice
in “The Green Book. Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government” published by HM
Treasury.32

Recommended optimism bias from
Capital cost estimates by Davis the Green Book, HM Treasury at Total (estimate plus

Langdon Quantity Surveyors 51% for non standard buildings33 optimism bias)

£57,170,000 £29,156,700 £86,326,700

Advantages

— This location is on the same side of the river and the same side as the Palace. It is also within sight
of the Palace and geographically extremely close.

— This site is large enough to accommodate all the elements of the PVIC within it.

— Building underground here would not displace any existing car parking spaces used by Members
of the House of Lords or members of the public.

— This location would provide space for Members to host receptions and meet constituents.

— If access to the visitor route is reversed then it provides good facilities and retail opportunities at
the end of a tour.

— If the visitor route is not reversed there are facilities for visitors to use at the start of their journey
before they go through the Visitor Reception Building at the other end of the Palace based on
current arrangements.

32 The Green book states on p 29 “There is a demonstrated, systematic tendency for project appraisers to be overly optimistic.
To redress this tendency, appraisers should make explicit adjustments for this bias. These will take the form of increasing
estimates of the costs. Adjustments for optimism can be reduced as more reliable estimates of relevant costs are built up over
time and work on project risks are developed.”

33 “Supplementary Green Book Guidance” published by HM Treasury recommends an optimism bias range of 4–51% for non
standard buildings. This is based on a study carried out by Mott Macdonald into the size and causes of cost and time overruns
in past projects in 2002.
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— It is a discreet location which is perhaps less obvious to overseas visitors and would therefore be
available for use by those who have been guided to this destination attraction, either as part of a
school group, interested party or MPs’ groups. The location aVords slightly more control of
numbers because it does not naturally attract visitors.

— RPA have expressed an interest to the Director of Estates in linking up with Parliament to oVer
some joint services on this site. This could take the pressure oV space which is purely needed by
Parliament. It could also demonstrate to planners that an agency which promotes the retention of
green space is keen to use some of it to benefit the wider public.

— Development of VTG with RPA could attract additional funding for them to carry out works
under their own master plan.

— Using this site does not displace any existing services for Members and Peers.

— A PVIC here would provide facilities for queues during any lying in state in Westminster Hall.

Disadvantages

— WCC and EH might not allow an above ground structure and even if they did it might not be bigger
than the size of a café. An exception to planning policies related to parks and green spaces would
be required.

— TraYc congestion—coach parking and access would be a perceived problem for WCC.34

— It is an archaeologically sensitive site, where the River Tyburn flowed.

— Any relationship which might develop with RPA to oVer joint services is not tested and could mean
a loss of control by Parliament in this aspect of the PVIC.

— Any joint venture with RPA would still be an expense for Parliament as RPA have small start
up funds.

— The location is well situated but might not attract visitors, especially passers by.

— A new building would certainly require re-landscaping work to the existing delivery yard in Black
Rod’s garden.

— Some loss of green space for those who currently use it.

— Unknown issues of building into the river bed. This could aVect the length of required
archaeological investigations and the scale of a final PVIC.

Views from external agencies35

— See Appendix D for how the planning policies of statutory authorities related to proposals on
this site.

— Lambert Smith Hampton, property solutions advisors working on behalf of the PVIC
Development Project, feel that VTG is likely to represent one of the best sites in Westminster for
locating the full requirements of the PVIC.

— RPA have expressed an interest in setting up a joint venture in VTG. They would like to be able
to oVer current visitors to the park some facilities such as toilets, a shop and a café. However, they
have limited funds. They would consider providing the land and their approval to build there in
return for some sort of profit sharing arrangement on the running of the facility. They would not
want to share exhibition or education facilities.

— Since December 2003 RPA has been developing its own master plan for VTG including plans for
replanting, improving the playground, repositioning key statues, creating a riverside boardwalk
and improving its outreach and education programmes with the local community.

— WCC felt that although there could be scope for a small above ground park café, with a few
services below ground, there is a risk that even starting small leads to natural expansion (ie a shop
etc.) which would be unacceptable. Once it becomes a tourist attraction, rather than just a café, it
is not feasible.

— EH do not feel that a below ground structure on VTG is suitable because it would not be clearly
visible. There would then be issues of promoting it with banners and signs near the boundaries of
the World Heritage Site, which is not appropriate.

— Both agencies felt that anything larger than a park café would not be feasible because it would
involve a loss of green space and a potential compromise of views from the other side of the river.

34 The Director of the Cabinet War Rooms and Churchill Museum has advised that coaches are not a significant issue for them
as those arriving by this means of transport do so nearby and then walk to the Museum. The Museum is positioned in an area
which does not allow coaches to stop, even for dropping oV, but this has not been a diYculty for visitors.

34 Based on notes from a meeting held with WCC and EH on 14 September 2006 (Helen Wood (Programme Manager), Robert
Law (PED), Richard Williams (architect BFAW), Mike Grey (WCC) and Rosemary McQueen (WCC) were present).
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— They also felt that anything bigger than a small café would cause traYc congestion and diYculties
for coach and delivery access.

2.2 Option 1b—Full ideal PVIC—College Green (CG)

Description

— College Green/Abingdon Street Gardens are located immediately south of the Palace of
Westminster to the east of Westminster Abbey Gardens. The gardens are the landscaped roof of
the two storey underground car park below, constructed in 1963–64.

— A full ideal PVIC here would be a new bespoke building on the boundary of the Palace of
Westminster using the existing footprint of both floors of the current car park. Such a new building
could accommodate the full range of facilities required with a one storey above ground building
and the remainder of the PVIC below ground.

Fit with strategic objectives

— This site is big enough to provide all the space the PVIC would need in order to meet its strategic
objectives.

— Reception areas, full education facilities, exhibition areas and visitor facilities could all be
provided.

— It is located near to the Palace of Westminster, and visible from it on the same side as the river.

Land acquisition

— Under the parliamentary Corporate Act 1992 the properties on College Green were transferred
from the Minister of Public Buildings to the Corporate OYcer of the House of Commons. The
latter now owns the freeholds of 18–27 Abingdon Street. The Crown Commissioners still own the
freehold of 28 Abingdon Street. WCC Car Parks hold a lease on the Property and trade under the
brand name Master Park and Abingdon Street Car Park is managed on their behalf by Arcade Car
Park Limited.

— The House of Lords currently has 84 season tickets for the Abingdon Street underground car
park.36

— WCC Car Parks pays rent to the Corporate OYcer of the House of Commons plus 50% of WCC’s
net annual profit from operating the car park.

— According to the Head of the Planning Group at WCC the Council would like to divest and reduce
its exposure to car park investments. They have begun to look at individual car parks, the sale of
which could meet other corporate objectives, including their green agenda.

— Legal advice from Parliamentary Counsel confirms that the Lessee (WCC) covenants “Not to
assign this Lease and not without the consent of the Minister (now the Corporate OYcer) to sub-
let or part with possession of the premises”. In other words, WCC would have to ask Parliament
for permission anyway if it wants to sub-lease ie sell on their interest in the car park to another
party.

— Parliament would also have to get agreement on 28 Abingdon Street from the Crown
Commissioners for any change in usage if a PVIC were to be built here.

Building considerations and town planning issues

— See Appendix G for a detailed list of how proposals for this option match against current town
planning policies.

— If this site was recommended and acquired it would not simply be a case of building into the
existing car parking space. The car park would have to be completely reconstructed within the
current footprint, with new floors and ceiling space.

— Given the historical significance of surrounding buildings it is likely that any new structure would
need to minimise the above ground element and maximise the below ground accommodation.

— Any building on this site would require authority for a change of use.

36 Under proposals from the World Squares for All Project the south side of Parliament Square (Abingdon Street) would be
pedestrianised. This means car parking spaces would be lost on the west front of the Palace creating the need to find
replacement spaces somewhere else.
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— There is no scope for going deeper underground to preserve lower levels of car parking.

— An underground tunnel linking this PVIC site to the Palace would be diYcult and costly.37

Archaeology

— A planning application submitted for a scheme on this site will involve ground works within an
area of Special Archaeological Priority (that of Ludenwic and Thorney Island). Further desk top
archaeological assessment, together with on site investigations will be required.

— Abingdon Street Gardens site was substantially excavated to form the reinforced concrete
structure for the underground car park, with associated archaeological investigations down to
approximately 10-15m below current ground levels.

— Much of the archaeological information for the site resulted from excavation carried out there
in 1963.

— This site is known to be made up land, with the potential for soft ground, drainage and
underground structures, and even possible old workings and contamination in addition to its
archaeological potential.

— Where there is any development beyond or below the area of the car park, unknown archaeological
remains would be likely to include:
— evidence of the medieval Abbey wall, defences and drains;
— evidence of the medieval Palace quayside wall, docks and bridges;
— evidence of medieval flood deposits and breakwaters; and
— evidence of the 17th century buildings, and the terrace of buildings that developed on the site

from 18th–20th century, particularly basement archaeology of these buildings.

— If below ground development is contained within the existing underground car park, the impact
on potential archaeological assets here is likely to be low. However, any development beyond or
below the area of the car park may disturb or remove archaeological deposits and features, and in
this case the impact on archaeological assets is likely to be high.

— On the face of it this site appears to involve less impact below ground because of the existing car
park. However, the site itself is more constrained than Victoria Tower Gardens so there is less
room to manoeuvre and to alter design proposals, should remains of national importance be
discovered, which need to be preserved in situ.

Transport

— The loss of some 122 car parking spaces from the Abingdon Street car park will change the pattern
of vehicle movements in the area. There is some spare capacity in local car parks, particularly
Trafalgar Square, which was surveyed to be only half full (WCC, 2004).

— See option 1a.

— Any coach facilities would need to be located oV-highway. The footway fronting College Green
could be used for this purpose if it was re-aligned, set back and widened further.

37 An inspection on 10 August 2006 by Parliamentary Estates Directorate and architects Buttress Fuller Alsop Williams revealed
that there is a considerable amount of plant under Victoria Tower which would make excavating there extremely costly
and diYcult.
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Photographs of College Greet site — past and present
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Accommodation summary

— See 2.1 Option 1a. The accommodation requirements for a full ideal PVIC will be the same whether
built on VTG or CG.

— As this is an ideal option all required staV accommodation has been included. (However, it is worth
noting that if some space needs to be saved staV could be accommodated in 6 and 7 Old Palace
Yard as Lords’ oYces are relocating from there soon).

— See Appendix E for a more detailed list of accommodation requirements.

— Target visitor numbers: 1.3 million, including 100,000 learners.

Capital Costs

— Capital cost models have been provided for each option by the quantity surveyors, David
Langdon. (They have based their estimates on accommodation lists, descriptions of the diVerent
spaces and total square metres required. These costs include allowances for site clearance, fit out,
archaeological investigation, ICT and professional fees). This does not include the whole life costs
of the building, ie the cost to maintain it each year after it is built. Nor does it include a contingency
for inflation or VAT. Costs are at current prices.

— In addition to the construction costs it is usual with programmes of works of this kind to make
adjustments to take account of the optimism bias which inevitably occurs. This is based on advice
in “The Green Book. Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government” published by HM
Treasury.

Recommended optimism bias from
Capital cost estimates by Davis the Green Book, HM Treasury at Total (estimate plus

Langdon Quantity Surveyors 51% for non standard buildings optimism bias)

£56,020,000 £28,570,200 £84,590,200

Advantages

— This location is on the same side of the river as the Palace. It is also within sight of the Palace and
extremely geographically close.

— The site is large enough to accommodate all the elements of a PVIC within it.

— This location provides enough space for Members to host receptions and meet constituents.

— WCC did say that if Parliament could demonstrate how they could manage traYc then it is possible
something could be put in the existing footprint of the car park at CG below ground.

— Despite having to reconstruct the building in the car park footprint at least the principle of
something underground exists and is currently accepted by the authorities.

— It is a prominent location and would attract casual visitors.

— Parliament owns the land.

Disadvantages

— Current car parking would be lost, including 84 season tickets for Members of the House of Lords.

— It might not represent value for money if it has to be totally reconstructed within the footprint of
existing car park.

— It is an archaeologically sensitive site.

— WCC and EH would probably not allow an above ground structure. WCC has strong policies
against development on or under parks and open spaces.

— Some loss of green space for those who currently use it.

— There could be perceived problems for WCC with access for coaches and traYc congestion.

Views from external agencies38

— See Appendix G for how the planning policies of statutory authorities related to proposals on
this site.

— EH feels that anything built above ground on CG and near the Jewel Tower should be ruled out.

38 Based on notes from a meeting held with WCC and EH on 14 September 2006 (Helen Wood (Programme Manager), Robert
Law (PED), Richard Williams (architect BFAW), Mike Grey (WCC) and Rosemary McQueen (WCC) were present).
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— EH does not feel so strongly about something built the other end (by the car park ramp). EH was
reassured that most of the structure would be below ground but it was concerned that any above
ground structure is not too close to the existing historic wall.

— EH were always against the two storey building proposed under the World Squares for All project.
Their concern is more with the physical manifestation rather than the use.

— WCC are against any above ground development on CG, even though historically they recognise
that there have been buildings there.

2.3 Option 2a—Reduced PVIC—Victoria Tower Gardens

Description

— This option is a reduced version of Option 1a. In this example the café, cloakroom and staV area
have been deleted, the exhibition areas have been made smaller, one education room has been
removed and some of the toilet space has been reduced.

Fit with strategic objectives

— This would not provide everything necessary in an ideal PVIC because by the very nature of it
being a reduced option some elements have been cut out.

— This option would only provide about half the space designated for exhibitions in the full ideal
PVIC model.

— A reduced PVIC could be “reduced” from the full ideal version in several diVerent configurations,
depending on whether the focus on exhibitions or education is retained.

Land acquisition

— See option 1a.

Issues

— Building considerations, archaeology and transport issues will be the same as those of options 1a.

— This option will not reduce the numbers of visitors who would want to come to a PVIC. There
would be fewer facilities to cope with the same demand.

— This option will not significantly reduce the concerns of statutory authorities, structural issues
or costs.
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Accommodation summary

— The table below summarises the space required for Option 2a (and 2b), a reduced PVIC on either
on Victoria Tower Gardens or College Green.

— A reduced PVIC would not have full staV accommodation provided for within the building and
would rely on some accommodation being sought elsewhere, such as 6 and 7 Old Palace Yard.

— Zone A % welcome, reception and orientation area including shop and ticket oYce.

— Zone B % exhibition area.

— Zone C % multi functional learning and meeting area.

— Zone D % service area.

Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D Total
sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft

1,543.50 16,517.36 715.00 7,696.26 1,633.75 17,585.69 808.00 8,654.26 4,687.25 50,453.56

— For a more detailed list of accommodation requirements see Appendix H (not printed).

— Target visitor numbers: 1.3 million, including 100,000 learners.

Capital Costs

— Capital cost models have been provided for each option by the quantity surveyors, David
Langdon. They have based their estimates on accommodation lists, descriptions of the diVerent
spaces and total square metres required. These costs include allowances for site clearance, fit out,
archaeological investigation, ICT and professional fees). This does not include the whole life costs
of the building, ie the cost to maintain it each year after it is built. Nor does it include a contingency
for inflation or VAT. Costs are at current prices.

— In addition to the construction costs it is usual with programmes of works of this kind to make
adjustments to take account of the optimism bias which inevitably occurs. This is based on advice
in “The Green Book. Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government” published by HM
Treasury.

Recommended optimism bias from
Capital cost estimates by Davis the Green Book, HM Treasury at Capital (estimate plus

Langdon Quantity Surveyors 51% for non standard buildings optimism bias)

£49,980,000 £25,489,800 £75,469,800

Advantages

— Less overall cost because there is less space to fit out.

— Slightly fewer coaches of children using the PVIC if the education facilities were reduced.

Disadvantages

— The scheme would not provide all the space for an ideal PVIC.

— The scheme would save little money because although there is less to build, accommodate or fit
out a lot of preparatory and structural work is still required. There would not be much economy
of scale because the core structure would still have to be put in place.

— There would still be the same planning issues despite the building being smaller, because it would
not be significantly smaller to cancel out the concerns of the statutory authorities.

— A reduced PVIC could compromise visitor expectations as they will have some facilities but not
others.

— The exhibition area could be halved. However, this leaves an exhibition space which is a token
gesture and would mean the PVIC could not be considered a destination in its own right.

— Less space for Members to host receptions and meet constituents.

Views from external agencies

— This reduced PVIC is not significantly reduced enough to change any opinions of the statutory
authorities.

— See Appendix D for how the planning policies of statutory authorities related to proposals on
this site.
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2.4 Option 2b—Reduced PVIC—College Green

Description

— This option is a reduced version of Option 1b. In this example the café, cloakroom and staV area
have been deleted, the exhibition areas have been made smaller, one education room has been
removed and some of the toilet space has been reduced.

Fit with strategic objectives

— This would not provide everything necessary in an ideal PVIC because by the very nature of it
being a reduced option some elements have been cut out.

— This option would only provide about half the space designated for exhibitions in the full ideal
PVIC model.

— A reduced PVIC could be “reduced” from the full ideal version in several diVerent configurations,
depending on whether the focus on exhibitions or education is retained.

Land acquisition

— See option 1b.

Issues

— Building considerations, archaeology and transport issues will be the same as those of options 1b.

— This option will not reduce the numbers of visitors who would want to come to a PVIC. There
would be fewer facilities to cope with the same demand.

— This option will not significantly reduce the concerns of statutory authorities, structural issues
or costs.
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Accommodation summary

— The accommodation requirements for a reduced PVIC will be the same whether on VTG or CG.

— A reduced PVIC would not have full staV accommodation provided for within the building and
would rely on some accommodation being sought elsewhere, such as 6 and 7 Old Palace Yard.

— See option 2a—reduced PVIC Victoria Tower Gardens.

— Target visitor numbers: 1.3 million, including 100,000 learners.

Capital Costs

— Capital cost models have been provided for each option by the quantity surveyors, David
Langdon. They have based their estimates on accommodation lists, descriptions of the diVerent
spaces and total square metres required. These costs include allowances for site clearance, fit out,
archaeological investigation, ICT and professional fees). This does not include the whole life costs
of the building, ie the cost to maintain it each year after it is built. Nor does it include a contingency
for inflation or VAT. Costs are at current prices.

— In addition to the construction costs it is usual with programmes of works of this kind to make
adjustments to take account of the optimism bias which inevitably occurs. This is based on advice
in “The Green Book. Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government” published by HM
Treasury.

Recommended optimism bias from
Capital cost estimates by Davis the Green Book, HM Treasury at Total (estimate plus

Langdon Quantity Surveyors 51% for non standard buildings optimism bias)

£52,430,000 £26,739,300 £79,169,300

Advantages

— See option 2a.

Disadvantages

— See option 2a.

Views from external agencies

— This reduced PVIC is not significantly reduced enough to change any opinions of the statutory
authorities.

— See Appendix g for how the planning policies of statutory authorities related to proposals on
this site.

2.5 Option 3a—Education Centre only—Victoria Tower Gardens

Description

— A new building which only houses the needs of an education unit for all learners and does NOT
include exhibitions, a reception area or information provision to the general public. This building
would not cater for passers by but would be tailored for group bookings of both formal and
informal learners.

Fit with strategic objectives

— This does not provide everything required in an ideal PVIC.

— This does not make Parliament accessible to all. However, it does make it accessible to many
more learners.

— It would create an area dedicated to education provision, which does not currently exist.

— If only an education centre is built then the concept of a PVIC becomes fragmented.
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Land acquisition

— See option 1a.

Building considerations and town planning issues

— See Appendix D for a detailed list of how proposals for this option match against current town
planning policies.

— Parliament would still have to go through the same planning issues even though this building
would not contain all the elements of a PVIC.
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Accommodation summary

— The table below summarises the space required for Option 3a and 3b—education centre only—
either on Victoria Tower Gardens or College Green.

— Only accommodation for mainly education staV is required.

— Zone A % welcome, reception and orientation area including shop and ticket oYce.

— Zone B % exhibition area.

— Zone C % multi functional learning and meeting area.

— Zone D % service area.

Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D Total
sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft sq m sq ft

33.00 355.2 1,165.00 1,776.06 1,886.25 20,303.60 234.00 2,518.78 2,318.25 24,953.64

— For a more detailed list of accommodation requirements please see Appendix I (not printed).

— Target visitor numbers would be 100,000 learners.

Capital Costs

— Capital cost models have been provided for each option by the quantity surveyors, David
Langdon. They have based their estimates on accommodation lists, descriptions of the diVerent
spaces and total square metres required. These costs include allowances for site clearance, fit out,
archaeological investigation, ICT and professional fees). This does not include the whole life costs
of the building, ie the cost to maintain it each year after it is built. Nor does it include a contingency
for inflation or VAT. Costs are at current prices.

— In addition to the construction costs it is usual with programmes of works of this kind to make
adjustments to take account of the optimism bias which inevitably occurs. This is based on advice
in “The Green Book. Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government” published by HM
Treasury.

Recommended optimism bias from
Capital cost estimates by Davis the Green Book, HM Treasury at Total (estimate plus

Langdon Quantity Surveyors 51% for non standard buildings optimism bias)

£29,700,000 £15,147,000 £44,847,000

Advantages

— There would be a high quality, professional dedicated space for learning appropriate for an
internationally renowned Parliament.

— There would be a huge increase of space and facilities for the Education Unit so that they could
oVer sessions for up to 100,000 people, a ten fold increase on current numbers and a substantial
increase on the 28,000 visits they hope to achieve in coming years regardless of a PVIC building.

— The Education Unit would be able to release the existing space they currently use on the Estate
for education purposes.

— The Education Unit would be able to oVer learning sessions to a much broader range of learners,
such as families and adult learners. These could use the facilities outside of term time.

— The developing outreach programme would have a physical base to use for sessions with other
outreach professionals and community groups.

Disadvantages

— The users of the education facilities do not get the benefit of interacting with the exhibition area.
This means every child would have to go on a tour of the Palace because they could not be oVered
alternative activities, such as those based in the exhibition area. In turn, this would increase
pressure on the tours and numbers coming through the Palace.

— There would be no facilities for Members to oVer receptions linked to an exhibition area.

— Facilities cannot be shared between other members of staV who would be using the PVIC
otherwise, which means there are no economies of scale.

— The same infrastructure would have to be provided as for a full PVIC. This means that the Centre
could become a set of very expensive classrooms.
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— There would be a target of 100,000 people which means any issues surrounding this increase of
existing numbers would remain.

— There would still be the same planning issues are those in 2.1 and 2.2.

— Proposals for an education centre only might make planning authorities less disposed towards the
idea of an additional separate visitor centre at a later date.

Views from external agencies39

— EH and WCC are keen on separating education out from the rest of the PVIC functions as they
feel that it is slightly diVerent in nature. They can see that this could be provided for separately.
However, they envisaged that if separated it would be provided for within an existing building or
somewhere on the Parliamentary Estate.

— See Appendix D for how the planning policies of statutory authorities related to proposals on
this site.

2.6 Option 3b—Education Centre only—College Green

Description

— A new building which only houses the needs of an education unit for all learners and does NOT
include exhibitions, a reception area or information provision to the general public. This building
would not cater for passers by but would be tailored for group bookings of both formal and
informal learners.

Fit with strategic objectives

— This does not provide everything required in an ideal PVIC.

— This does not make Parliament accessible to all. However, it does make it accessible to many more
learners as an area dedicated to education provision.

— If only an education centre is built then the concept of a PVIC becomes fragmented.

Land acquisition

— See option 1b.

Building considerations and town planning issues

— See Appendix G for a detailed list of how proposals for this option match against current town
planning policies.

— Parliament would still have to go through the same planning issues even though this building
would not contain all the elements of a PVIC.

39 Based on notes from a meeting held with WCC and EH on 14 September 2006 (Helen Wood (Programme Manager), Robert
Law (PED), Richard Williams (architect BFAW), Mike Grey (WCC) and Rosemary McQueen (WCC) were present).
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Accommodation summary

— The accommodation requirements for an education centre only will be the same whether built on
VTG or CG.

— Only accommodation for mainly education staV is required.

— See option 3a ı education centre only on Victoria Tower Gardens.

— Target visitor numbers would be 100,000 learners.

Capital Costs

— Capital cost models have been provided for each option by the quantity surveyors, David
Langdon. They have based their estimates on accommodation lists, descriptions of the diVerent
spaces and total square metres required. These costs include allowances for site clearance, fit out,
archaeological investigation, ICT and professional fees). This does not include the whole life costs
of the building, ie the cost to maintain it each year after it is built. Nor does it include a contingency
for inflation or VAT. Costs are at current prices.

— In addition to the construction costs it is usual with programmes of works of this kind to make
adjustments to take account of the optimism bias which inevitably occurs. This is based on advice
in “The Green Book. Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government” published by HM
Treasury.

Recommended optimism bias from
Capital cost estimates by Davis the Green Book, HM Treasury at Total (estimate plus

Langdon Quantity Surveyors 51% for non standard buildings optimism bias)

£38,380,000 £19,573,800 £57,953,800

Advantages

— See option 3a.

Disadvantages

— See option 3a.

Views from external agencies40

— See option 3a.

— See Appendix G for how the planning policies of statutory authorities related to proposals on
this site.

2.7 Option 4—Do nothing

Description

— Do not build a new PVIC, or house it in an existing building and do not create a separate
education centre.

— Continue with current provision of services.

Fit with strategic objectives

— This would not meet any of the objectives. It would not enhance the provision for visitors or
provide good quality, engaging and plentiful information about what Parliament does.

Issues

— If a PVIC was not created, either as a new building or within existing buildings, then improvements
to Parliament’s provision for visitors would still be driven forward within the current context.
Momentum for improvements could be maintained. However, these would be intermittent and
piecemeal.

40 Based on notes from a meeting held with WCC and EH on 14 September 2006 (Helen Wood (Programme Manager), Robert
Law (PED), Richard Williams (architect BFAW), Mike Grey (WCC) and Rosemary McQueen (WCC) were present).
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— Members tours are virtually at capacity so soon no more people will be able to fit into the building.
This means there will be a significant growing number of visitors who want to come but can’t, or
do visit and are disappointed because of crowding and lack of facilities, thereby having a bad
experience at Parliament.

— The Education Unit plans to provide for up to 28,000 school visits with their current rooms.
However, they will not be able to oVer other types of groups the chance to learn. They will also be
at capacity at 28,000 visits with no room for growth, despite the fact that there is strong demand.

— Whatever the capacity for school visits the Education Unit does currently compete with Members
for space on the Parliamentary Estate.

— Lack of accommodation in the Palace means there is very little room for growth and expansion
of the numbers of visitors or their experience.

— Summer ticketing is currently only temporary in 6 and 7 Old Palace Yard and so regardless of the
PVIC this requires a longer term solution.

— The location and permanency of the gift shop needs to be solved regardless of the PVIC.

— Visitors are restricted to limited hours based on the sittings of the two House, not the hours visitors
might want to come.

Advantages

— Little or no additional cost in the short term.

Disadvantages

— This does not provide an improvement in visitor services that the Modernisation Committee, the
Group on Information for the Public and other groups committed to connecting better with the
public recommend.

— Unescorted visitors will only have the Jubilee café and limited number of toilets to use whilst
experiencing Parliament. These are often over crowded during peak times.

— Parliament will not be meeting visitors’ expectations which in turn leads to disappointment and a
blow to the reputation of quality of service, accessibility and openness of Parliament.

— The service currently provided by the Education Unit is bound by space which is too small for the
demand. (There is a waiting list for two terms ahead at the moment).

— The outreach programme run by the Education Unit would not be able to develop to its full
potential because it would lack a strong base to use with fellow professionals and community
groups.

— The Education Unit will have to continue to turn down bookings of groups over 32 people because
they cannot cater for them.

— Over time inevitably there will be more wear and tear on the building as more people try to visit.

— Member tours are virtually at capacity. If diVerent ways to provide information for people
interested in Parliament are not sought many will be disappointed.

— Risk of some disruption to the day to day life of a working institution with more visitors trying to
fit into the building.

— This option does not allow for any growth.

Views from external agencies41

— WCC and EH are favourable to this option because it would involve no immediate planning issues
oV site. However, over time it is inevitable that the impact of 250,000 visitors coming on tours will
mean the internal structure of the building will need maintenance and development.

— They do recognise that more information needs to be provided to visitors.

— WCC questioned whether Parliament should seek to increase visitors and improve services if the
infrastructure is not there to support them.

41 Based on notes from a meeting held with WCC and EH on 14 September 2006 (Helen Wood (Programme Manager), Robert
Law (PED), Richard Williams (architect BFAW), Mike Grey (WCC) and Rosemary McQueen (WCC) were present).
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3. Use of Existing Buildings

Description

— Evidence from WCC and EH stressed the need to examine existing buildings in the area to identify
any possible sites that could be used to house some or all of the elements of a PVIC.

— The accommodation requirements for any existing buildings to house some or all of a PVIC would
be the same as in options 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a or 3b depending on their size.

— Clearly both WCC and EH would be more supportive of an option which made use of existing
buildings, either on the Parliamentary Estate or in Westminster.

— In addition to any cost for purchasing or leasing existing buildings there would be costs for
reconfiguring the space for PVIC purposes and then fitting out the space. This could mean that an
existing building does not represent the value for money it first appears.

— The PVIC Development Project’s property solutions advisors, Lambert Smith Hampton, have
identified four buildings in the local area which meet the space criteria to house some or all the
elements of a PVIC.

— These buildings could house all of (or in the case of one building, some of) the requirements of a
PVIC in terms of the square metres available. However, the diVerent elements might not be
accommodated in the ideal configuration required and could represent a compromise compared
to a purpose built PVIC.

— Four buildings were identified by Lambert Smith Hampton.

Building A

— It is easily accessible on foot for visitors coming in all directions.

— The building provides approximately 12,056 square metres.

— At present the building is arranged in three separate sections around a triangular external light
well.

Advantages

— In general, using existing buildings means that there are fewer planning implications and the
timescale for acquiring the site could be much quicker than a new build.

— Fairly good location.

— Plenty of space.

— Good dimensions and light well.

— Possibility of a separate entrance.

— Once purchased any spare space could be leased out.

Disadvantages

— The location is closer to the Abbey than Parliament, so it is not a building immediately identified
with Parliament.

— In general the problem with using existing buildings is that Parliament would lack control. It also
means working with the building available rather than producing something which could be ideal.
In terms of encouraging visitors it is more likely that a new building will do this because it can be
an attraction in its own right.

— Expensive to buy.

— Parliament would not own the whole building.

— The building would need refurbishing inside to make it fit for use as a PVIC.

Building B

— There have been a number of reports in the past concerning the potential rationalisation of the
accommodation that is held in this building for the owner’s occupation. Although it has never been
marketed the owners would consider selling a long lease to Parliament with conditions that they
could use it themselves at certain times.
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Advantages

— Fairly good location.

— Plenty of space.

— Good existing facilities.

— Each floor plate here is a reasonable size for the needs of a PVIC.

Disadvantages

— In general the problem with using existing buildings is that Parliament would lack control.

— The building is not directly within sight of Parliament.

— Uncertainty about availability. The owners have been discussing selling or part selling this building
for numerous years, although they have now indicated they would open to discussion.

— It is not a building which would immediately be identified with Parliament.

Building C

— This is within sight of the Palace of Westminster with a wide range of existing facilities.

— There are currently no permanent tenants, nor is there a precedent for permanent tenants, so a
leasing arrangement would have to be agreed.

— There is an issue of whether the relatively permanent requirements of the PVIC could be
incorporated alongside existing requirements for the use of this building.

Advantages

— It could be available quickly.

— It is accessible in a fairly good location.

— Little or no planning issues.

— Many facilities already available.

Disadvantages

— Working with the building available rather than producing something which could be ideal is a
particular issue here. Parliament would lack control.

— Perceived traYc issues for WCC.

— The building would be shared with others.

— A PVIC and its objectives do not necessarily fit with how the building is used now.

— It is not a building which would immediately be identified with Parliament.

— There could be problems over security but separate entrances might mitigate this.

Building D

— This building is potentially available in its entirety but as it is small it would only be suitable for
the education facilities and NOT the whole PVIC.

— This property is a mixture of open plan and cellular areas that provide private oYces and meeting
rooms but each floor could be returned to an entirely open plan layout.

— It has good natural light on three elevations with good views on every floor.

— It provides a total of 2,472.5 square metres. However, the floor plate is relatively small at 308.5
square metres.

Advantages

— The location means that a safe route for children to get to and from the Palace could be developed.

— This building is available now.

Disadvantages

— This building is available now but there is a strong market for this sort of property in this location.

— It is split over several smaller floors which does not make it ideal for the Education Unit to present
to a larger group, which they would like the capability to do.
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— The building is not fully compliant with the Disability Discrimination Act. The lifts are too small
and toilets are on landings which require stairs to access them. The building would need internal
remodelling to make it suitable for education groups.

Views from external agencies42

— WCC and EH are very keen on this idea. They felt that the risk of getting children across roads
from any existing building near Parliament would be reduced because of the proposed
pedestrianisation in the World Squares for All project brief.

— If the education facilities are split out from the other PVIC elements this reduces the need for a
PVIC altogether in the view of WCC and EH.

APPENDIX A

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Objectives of the PVIC Development Project

On 28 February 2006, the House of Commons Administration Sub-committee agreed to work with the
House of Lords Information Committee for the purpose of conducting an inquiry into a PVIC. OYcers of
both Houses initiated a PVIC Development Project to examine all possible options. Among its
objectives43 were:

— To investigate on behalf of both Houses all the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
in establishing a Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre as agreed in the terms of reference
of the two Committees.

— To ensure that plans for any such building meet the needs of Parliament, those who use it, work
there and visit. It must also consider the neighbours in Westminster, relevant bodies such as
Westminster City Council and English Heritage and external initiatives such as the World Squares
for All Project and Westminster World Heritage Site Management Plan.

— To develop the idea of a PVIC as fully as possible (including visitor research, costed options,
analysis of potential sites, impact assessments, traYc plans and land searches) so that an informed
decision can be made by Members.

Objectives of a PVIC

The main objective of the PVIC should be to promote public understanding of the work and role of
Parliament by providing an engaging learning experience for people which will enthuse as well as inform
them.44

The secondary objectives should be:

— to enrich a visit to the Houses of Parliament;

— to replace a visit to Parliament;

— to engage and connect with the public;

— to provide facilities for visitors;

— to provide an opportunity to meet Members at pre-planned events or receptions; and

— to demonstrate that Parliament is welcoming and accessible to all.

The Need for a PVIC—The Context

The need for a PVIC has been identified in several reports and agreed upon by diVerent Committees and
groups over recent years.

In July 2002 the Group on Information for the Public commissioned, on behalf of the House of Commons
Commission, a firm of consultants, Haley Sharpe, and a firm of conservation architects, Purcell Miller
Tritton to conduct an initial feasibility study for a visitor centre for Parliament.

The report recommended a scheme which would combine a security and reception area at Cromwell
Green, a visitor centre oV Westminster Hall and the option of additional buildings in Victoria Tower
Gardens. Reaction was mixed. The first part of the scheme was popular but the idea of creating a visitor
centre oV the Hall was opposed because it would displace current occupants (CPA and IPU) and services.

42 Based on notes from a meeting held with WCC and EH on 14 September 2006.
43 The objectives of the PVIC Development Project are set out in its Project Initiation Document, v1.5 4 September 2006.
44 These objectives were agreed by the House of Lords Information Committee and the House ofCommons Administration Sub-

Committee on 16 May 2006.
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The consultants were therefore asked to look at a second study focusing on options for a visitor centre
outside of the Estate and also siting it adjacent to Westminster Hall but displacing fewer services. In May
2003 they produced their second study. They concluded that they could not site a visitor centre on a single
floor in the Hall or extend into Cromwell Green. They could however have space for a reception area with
improved security screening.

The option of building a visitor centre on Victoria Tower Gardens would be attractive but it is a sensitive
site and it was felt that permission from English Heritage, Royal Parks and Westminster City Council would
not be forthcoming. This meant all the plans had to be reassessed. The work done by these consultants would
be used to assist the Commons Administration Committee and Accommodation and Works Committee to
decide on the best course of action. In February 2004 they considered there was a compelling case to go
ahead with a new entrance route including a Visitor Reception Building and a reception area in Westminster
Hall but leave a large scale external visitor centre for a later date.

In February 2004 the Commons Accommodation and Works and Administration Committees published
a joint report of their inquiry called “Visitor Facilities: Access to Parliament”. It stated: “In this Report, we
recommend that there should be a new reception/security building at the north end of Cromwell Green and
the west side of the Jubilee Café. . . . In considering these proposals, we recognise the demands for a large-
scale interpretative visitor centre. We support this concept but believe that this is not feasible within the
Palace of Westminster, and therefore recommend that suitable accommodation outside the building be
sought. In this report we recommend to the House new entry arrangements for visitors. Yet, within the
limitations of the historic building, and without undue disruption of current users, we cannot identify a
space that would oVer other facilities that we judge desirable:

— an exhibition space explaining the work and role of Parliament;

— accommodation for school parties and their reception;

— a bookshop/retail facility;

— a ticket oYce for tours of Parliament; and

— a display area for pictures and artefacts from Parliament’s collection.

These facilities await a fuller study, and a further report.”

This report was approved by both Houses.

The Report “Connecting Parliament with the Public” from the House of Commons Modernisation
Committee, printed 26 May 2004, stated under the heading of a Visitor Centre “We welcome the work of
the Administration and Accommodation and Works Committees and the House’s endorsement of the
proposals for the construction of the reception and security building. We recognise the several unique
diYculties involved in establishing new visitor facilities near the Palace of Westminster, but urge that all
possible options are explored.

Our starting point is that any Visitor Centre project should have four main objectives:

(a) it must provide a welcome to visitors;

(b) it must provide an interesting and friendly environment;

(c) it should make Parliament more accessible, allowing visitors to see at least something of what
Parliament is and does without necessarily having to visit the galleries, committees or take a
tour; and

(d) it must improve public understanding and knowledge of the work and role of Parliament.

. . . in our view the need for a dedicated Visitor Centre remains. Once the overdue improvement to
Parliament’s welcome and access has been addressed, attention can focus on meeting the other three main
objectives of the Visitor Centre Project through planning for a dedicated Visitor Centre (Paragraph 82).

The response from the House of Commons Commission to the Modernisation Committee’s report
supported the concept of an interpretative visitor centre. It stated “The recommendations will be addressed
in the development of plans for a Visitor Centre, in conjunction with the appropriate domestic committees.
A number of options are being explored, and the four specific objectives identified by the Committee will
be borne in mind by all those responsible. Given the pressures on space in the Estate, the best opportunity
to provide dedicated educational facilities for the use of the Education Unit, as recommended by the
Committee, would seem to lie in the proposed Visitor Centre. The proposed Visitor Centre will, as the
Committee recommended, have as one of its primary objectives ‘allowing visitors to see at least something
of what Parliament is and does without necessarily having to visit the galleries, committees or take a tour’.”

In June 2004 The House of Lords First Report of Session 2003–04 from the House Committee stated “The
provision of better facilities for visitors to the Palace of Westminster has been under discussion in the
Committees of both Houses for well over a year. The principle has long received general support, and the
improvement of physical access and facilities for visitors is part of the House Administration’s Strategic
Plan. As is noted in the Joint Report, we recognise that there are other facilities for visitors which might be
desirable in the longer term, but which cannot immediately be implemented within the limitations of the
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historic Palace of Westminster and without undue disruption of current users. We consider, however, that
we should make progress with these current proposals (ie a reception area) as the first step towards
improving facilities for visitors and enhancing security.”

This was noted in the House of Lords Annual Report 2004–05.

The corporate goals listed in the Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the House of Commons Commission
2004–05 states under Objective 6 “Improving public understanding and access” that the goals are “To
develop a clear and coherent message to the public about the role and work of the House of Commons:and
to explore new ways in which citizens of all ages can be involved in the polictical process and be better
informed of the work of Parliament.”

In addition, a report from the Puttnam Commission Members Only? Parliament in the Public Eye was
launched on 24 May 2005. Members Only? is the report of the Hansard Society Commission on the
Communication of Parliamentary Democracy. It stated that “Parliament should be accessible to the public
. . . This means, for example, . . . visits to parliament should oVer significantly more than a heritage tour.”

Hansard Society’s report An Interpretative Visitor Centre at Parliament was presented to the Group on
the Information of the Public in May 2005 as part of their Enhancing Engagement project. They concluded
“ While Parliament can do little to change public perceptions of politicians, it can create a diVerent lens
through which people view the institution, by pro-actively and directly informing members of the public
about its work . . . A visitor centre at Parliament could be an important part of this lens. Visitor centres can
be an eVective way of building public awareness and understansing of issues, persons and the work of
political institutions. They can also be a good way of injecting a welcoming atmosphere into institutions
which, by their nature, require high levels of security.”

“The demand for a visitor centre was also confirmed by a consultation we conducted with young people
in February 2005. The participants believed that having a visitor centre would make visiting Parliament a
more informative and welcoming experience.”

“A visitor centre should complement and not replace exisiting opportunities to visit Parliament”.

“The aim of a visitor centre should be to promote knowledge, understanding and engagement with
Parliament as an institution.”

On 28 February 2006 the House of Commons Administration Sub-Committee agreed to work with the
House of Lords Information Committee for the purpose of conducting an inquiry into a proposed visitor
centre. They have held several concurrent meetings to date (16 May, 13 June and 4 July).

On 16 May they agreed:

(a) that the working title of the centre should be the Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre;

(b) that the main objective of the centre should be to promote public understanding of the work and
role of Parliament by providing an engaging experience for people which will enthuse as well as
inform them;

(c) the secondary objectives should be:

(i) to enrich a visit to the Houses of Parliament by giving people who will visit/have visited the
Chambers/committees/the building an outline of:

— the history of Parliament including famous figures;

— the layout and setting of the Palace;

— how Parliament works; and

— some current political issues;

(ii) to replace a visit to Parliament by providing an opportunity for people to:

— learn something of Parliament as in (i);

— see Parliament in action by videos of major events/typical work;

— see artefacts/pictures from Parliament’s collection;

— enjoy the historic Westminster setting; and

— purchase books/cards/souvenirs;

(iii) to engage and connect with the public:

— within the centre;

— across the UK using the centre as a hub for learning, education and outreach; and

— replicating the experience of the centre as much as possible on-line;

(iv) to provide an opportunity to meet Members at pre-planned events or receptions;

(v) to demonstrate that Parliament is welcoming and accessible to all;

(vi) to provide interview/studio spaces available to the media;
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(d) that the centre should not be a heritage centre or a general information centre for the whole
Westminster area;

(e) that the target audience should be current and future UK electors, particularly hard to reach
groups:

— young people in school groups;

— young people individually or with their families;

— people who wouldn’t otherwise engage with Parliament;

— people interested in the democratic process;

— virtual visitors; and

— tourists, from UK and abroad with either serious cultural and historical interests and/
or wanting a quick overview;

(f) that in addition to educational facilities a café should be considered as a desirable feature (albeit
not at the front of the centre).

On 13 June 2006 they agreed that:

(a) the centre should not be considered a tourist attraction;

(b) Parliament must provide a better service and be able to process the numbers of visitors that existed
already before creating a centre that would attract new visitors; and

(c) all information found in the centre could also be found on the new Parliamentary website.

At the meeting on 4 July 2006 the committees agreed to focus on four options in the feasibility study:

(a) A full 5,500 square metres PVIC with education facilities, displays etc.

(b) A reduced sized PVIC at 4,800 metres squared, less accommodation.

(c) No PVIC, build a Parliamentary Education Centre.

(d) Do nothing and use existing services to provide education, tours and visitors with information
about parliament.

The House of Commons Administration Committee report House of Commons Accommodation printed
26 June 2006 states “There are around 7,500 items in the art collections of both Houses of Parliament. The
Advisory Committee on Works of Art has specifically asked us to consider whether space could be
allocated for:

— a permanent exhibition space for items from the House of Commons collection, perhaps in the new
Visitors Reception building or proposed Visitor Centre; and

— a more modern, on-site storage facility for the House of Commons collection.

Our sub-committee intends to consider the first of these requests as part of its inquiry into a Parliamentary
Visitor Centre.”

The introduction by The Speaker in the Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the House of Commons
Commission 2005–06 states under “Promoting public knowledge and understanding of the work and role of
Parliament”—“A longer term project, being examined in 2006–07 by the Administration Committee
working with the House of Lords Information Committee, is for a Parliamentary Visitor and Information
centre. This would bring together provision for education visits, for which there is currently no purpose-
built accommodation, with information and exhibition facilities to explain the role of Parliament and engage
visitors with its current work and past history.”

Current Provision for Visitors and Numbers

There are several ways in which visitors are currently provided for. For those who want to look around
the building:

— Summer tours—105,000 per summer.

— Sponsored tours—152,360 per year.

— Viewing from the Public Galleries—120–170,000 per year.

— Open House weekend—about 3,000 per year.

— Tours of Big Ben.

For those wanting information online or onsite:

— Website—www.parliament.uk—439,000 unique users in August 2006 for
www.publications.parliament.uk.

— Education—www.exploreparliament.uk.

— Parliamentary Record OYce—about 5,000 researchers per year.
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For educational visits:

— Education unit visits—11,000 per year.

For those wanting to spend money:

— Shop.

— Shops for escorted visitors.

— Bookshop.

— Jubilee café.

For those coming to exhibitions:

— Temporary exhibitions in Westminster Hall or Portcullis House such as the Gun Powder Plot.
70,000 visits.

There are currently 14 Visitor Assistants and two Supervisors employed to ensure visitors have an
informative and welcoming experience.

New Provision for Visitors and Visitor Number Projections

According to the Mori survey of potential visitors to the proposed Parliamentary Visitor Centre in August
2005 “London attracts c10.5 million overseas leisure visitors per annum. If we assume half visit the
Westminster area, this gives a potential of 5.25 million visitors. 13% say they are “certain to” visit the Centre,
which gives us c680,000 overseas visitors.”

“If we only include those who say they are “certain to” visit the Centre (6% of all who are likely to visit
London), this implies that 1.2 million adults would visit the Centre in two years, or c600,000 UK visitors
per annum.”

This provides a total of 1.3 million potential visitors to the PVIC.

The target for the education facilities is to provide for 100,000 learners per year.45

It is estimated that 750,000 visitors could visit the exhibition areas.

Links with Other Projects

This feasibility study and options appraisal has been delivered in tandem and consultation with other
initiatives established by both Houses to enhance the visitor experience and better connect Parliament with
the public. These include projects identified by the Group on Information for the Public in their Business
Plan in March 2006. For example:

— Better and more accessible information via a redesigned website. The PVIC will ensure that online
versions of its content are available. It also intends to follow the content structure of the redesigned
site for its own exhibition themes, thus providing a uniform experience whether a visitor is onsite
or online.

— OVering visitors a pro-active welcome via new Visitor Assistants and a Visitor Reception Building
(VRB). The VRB’s focus is on security and providing the necessary information to orientate a
visitor. It does not include the interpretation of the building, its history and processes. The PVIC
is therefore an addition to the VRB, meeting a need which the VRB does not provide. The Visitor
Assistants’ skills, experience and operations will be essential for the PVIC.

— Investigating the outreach options for education delivery. The PVIC will oVer outreach oYcers a
space to hold community group sessions. It will also enable them to organise and hold conferences
and workshops with organisations with similar aims.

Consultations

During the course of the feasibility study oYcers have sought advice from a number of individuals and
organisations to ensure that this report is as thorough as possible.

Professional advice:

— Mori (visitor research—August 2005); Continental Research (education visitor research—August
2005); Buttress Fuller Allsop Williams (architects developing the floor plans for diVerent
options—April–October 2006); Lambert Smith Hampton (property solutions/land audit of
Westminster—August 2006); Atkins (traYc plans and impact assessments—August 2006); OYce
of Government Commerce (project health check—September 2006); Land Design Studio
(development of sample content for exhibition area—September 2006).

45 This was based on the fact that with the provision of five classrooms each holding 50 people the Education Unit would have
the maximum capacity to deal with 500 (250 in the morning and 250 in the afternoon) per 200 school days in the year %

100,000. However, in reality it is more likely that this target will be spread over the whole year and include all learners, not
just schools.
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Other research and consultation:

— Visitor Experience seminars (many stakeholders invited to formulate ideas on the PVIC and
explore new methods of providing for visitors—February 2005–November 2006); Survey of
Members and Peers conducted by the Administration Committee and Information Committee
(July–September 2006); National Trust (informal meeting about visitor centres—September
2006); English Heritage and Westminster City Council (meeting about planning issues—
September 2006—ongoing); Westminster Abbey (as part of the World Squares for All project and
the Westminster World Heritage Site Management Plan group—ongoing); Supreme Court
(meeting regarding proposed exhibition space—August 2006); World Squares for All project
(Greater London Council, Transport for London, Westminster Abbey and English Heritage are
all represented—ongoing); Westminster World Heritage Site Management Plan Steering Group
(ongoing); submissions of evidence to the Committees from—Parliaments in Austria, Scotland,
Wales, Canada, Australia and America; submissions of thoughts from organizations such as the
Association of Citizenship Teaching and the Hansard Society.

APPENDIX B

CHARGING FOR ENTRY INTO A PVIC

The experience of national museums was that when charging ceased they witnessed an increase in all
visitors but specifically those from the UK. In 2001, free entry was reintroduced at national museums in
England, Scotland and Wales which had previously charged for admission (although they continue to
charge for special exhibitions). Visitor numbers have subsequently risen at those museums and many more
people appear to be taking the opportunity to visit. When the Victoria and Albert Museum introduced a £5
admission charge in 1997 it saw its visitor numbers halved as a result.

According to a Mori study “The Impact of Free Entry to Museums”, March 2003 “Encouragingly for
those attractions charging to special exhibitions only, one in four say that they are no more likely to pay to
go into such an exhibition . . . in fact they will spend more on diVerent aspects of their trip to a museum of
gallery than they would have done when they had to pay for admission”.

The Visit Britain trends report for 2005 states:

— Attractions with over 30% of visits from overseas have a higher average admission charge (£5.74)
than those with fewer than 30% of visits from overseas (£4.80).

— Although not conclusive it does highlight the fact that overseas visitors are prepared to pay (more)
for attractions than British visitors.

Visitor Services staV at the Houses of Parliament have anecdotal evidence that tourists from abroad will
pay without any fuss for summer tours of Parliament but that some British visitors think it is too expensive
and not worth paying.

The majority of respondents in focus groups for the Mori survey conducted in September 2005 on a
proposed PVIC felt strongly that any visitor centre should be free. However, depending on the content of
the Centre, most of those who would go would be willing to pay a £5 entry fee.
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APPENDIX C

MEASUREMENTS OF SPACES WITHIN THE PARLIAMENTARY ESTATE
(FOR PURPOSES OF COMPARISON)

Name of Room Metres squared Feet squared

Committee Room 16 85.93 924
Macmillan Room 104.4 1,123
Princes Chamber 116 1,249
Peers’ Lobby 126.4 1,360
Committee Room 10 140.47 1,512
Grand Committee Room 171.6 1,847
Attlee Room 174.8 1,881
Committee Room 14 182.65 1,966
Members’ Dining Room 182.92 1,969
Robing Room 195.1 2,100
Commons Lobby 207.05 2,229
St Stephen’s Hall 254.48 2,739
Commons Chamber 277.8 2,990
Central Lobby 312.95 3,368
Speaker’s Terrace 346.1 3,725
Lords Chamber 360.7 3,882
Royal Gallery 470.9 5,069
Members’ Terrace 1,061.6 11,427
Westminster Hall 1,494.3 16,084

0.0929 sq m % 1 sq ft
1 sq m % 10.7639104 sq ft

APPENDIX D

TOWN PLANNING POLICIES IN RELATION TO BUILDING A PVIC
ON VICTORIA TOWER GARDENS46

This section provides, in tabular form, an analysis of the planning policy related to the proposed options
for building on Victoria Tower Gardens (whether for the full ideal PVIC or a reduced version).

The tables indicate each planning policy in the London Plan, the adopted City of Westminster Unitary
Development Plan (UDP) and the City of Westminster Revised Unitary Development Plan (RUDP) which
is likely to be considered relevant to the proposal by the City of Westminster and the Greater London
Authority (if appropriate).

The tables provide a brief analysis of how each policy relates to the proposals as identified at time of
writing and an indication of what view the City of Westminster may take of the proposals. A brief forecast
indication of whether the proposal is likely to be acceptable to the City of Westminster under each policy
is included with “!” indicating the proposal is likely to be acceptable under this policy, “"” indicating the
proposal is unlikely to be acceptable under this policy, “?” indicating that it is diYcult to forecast the likely
view of the City of Westminster, and “0” being neutral or not applicable.

London Plan

The London Plan was published in 2002 by the Mayor of London and sets out planning policy at a
London regional level. Its overarching objectives are to make London a better city to live in; to make it a
more prosperous city with a strong and diverse economic growth and to make London a more attractive,
well-designed and green city.

The London Plan is generally supportive of the proposals to improve the tourism oVer in London, in
particular relating it to the city’s heritage. Design policies require high standards of design, sustainability
and accessibility. The design needs, in particular, to take account of the policies related to the protection of
heritage resources and the relationship of the proposal with its surroundings. The proposal site will also be
within the scope of the protected views of the Palace of Westminster from Lambeth Bridge and Albert
Embankment (adjacent to St Thomas’ Hospital).

46 Information from the report “Parliamentary Visitor and Information centre. Environmental & Transport Appraisal/
Feasibility Report”, October 2006, by Atkins.
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Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary Score

Objective 2 To make London a better city to live in Likely to be considered compliant !

Objective 3 To make London a more prosperous Likely to be considered compliant !

city (includes sub objective relating to
enhancing London’s world role through
tourism)

Objective 6 To make London a more attractive, Likely to be considered compliant— !

well-designed, and green city dependent upon design
Policy 3B.10 To improve the tourist environment, Proposal will improve interpretation !

visitor information and management to for Parliament
provide a better visitor experience and
management pressure on key tourist
attractions

Policy 3D.6 Improve the quality, variety and The proposal will improve the quality !

distribution of visitor accommodation of visitor facilities at the Palace of
and facilities Westminster

Policy 4B.1 Development should maximise the Depends on design !?
potential of sites, improve public realm,
accessible development, sustainable,
permeable for all users, attractive,
respect local context and community

Policy 4B.2 Seek to promote world class design Depends on design !?
Policy 4B.5 Development to meet highest standards Depends on design !?

of accessibility and inclusion
Policy 4.10 Protect and enhance London’s historic Project may enhance historic !?

environment and increase benefit of environment if it includes removal of
historic environment to economy of facilities in front of St Stephen’s
London entrance

Policy 4B.13 The Mayor will prepare management Proposals accord with WHS draft !?
plans for world heritage sites management plan

Policy 4B.14 Mayor will support the identification, Compliance depends on "?
protection, interpretation and archaeological potential of site
presentation of archaeological heritage

Policy 4B.16 The Mayor will protect important View of Palace of Westminster from "

views and prospects through a View Lambeth Bridge and Albert
Management Plan Embankment (St Thomas’) indicated

as protected views
Policy 4C.10 Mayor seeks to guide boroughs to give Relationship depends on design !?

careful consideration to relationship
between new development and historic
environment

Policy 5B.2 Boroughs should accommodate Victoria Tower Gardens site within !

commercial development related to CAZ
tourism within the Central Activities
Zone (CAZ)

Westminster Adopted Urban Development Plan (UDP)

The current adopted UDP for Westminster was adopted in 1997. The City Council’s Revised UDP, as
agreed by Full City Council 13 December 2004. WCC indicate that other that the RUDP carries significant
weight as a material consideration.

The Westminster Urban Development Plan and Revised Urban Development Plan support the principle
of development of tourism and limited café uses within the Central Action Zone. However these policies are
caveated and dependent upon design issues and the eVect of the proposed development on neighbours and
the local environment, including the heritage environment. The UDP and RUDP contain strong policies
against development on or (in the case of the RUDP, under) existing parks and open spaces. In the case of
the Victoria Gardens site, there are also significant adverse planning policy issues related to the protected
views of the Palace of Westminster, and the protection of the environs of the River Thames and the
Thames Path.
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Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary

STRA1 Promote CAZ including historic & Likely to be considered compliant !

cultural character, and national and
international uses

STRA8 Maintain major facilities in CAZ, Residents further away than College 0
minimising eVect on residents Green site so potentially less impacted

STRA24 Ensure highest standards of design Design important factor !?
STRA25 Preserve listed buildings and settings, Design important factor !?

character of conservation areas and
archaeological heritage

STRA26 Protect important views View from Victoria Tower Gardens "?
could be seen as important

STRA28 Improve environmental quality, access The Thames Path passes through "?
to and environment of River Thames Victoria Tower Gardens and will be

indirectly aVected by the proposal
THE8 Entertainment use limited to CAZ—not Café and Members and Peers ?

permitted where negative eVects on entertainment use could be considered
services, traYc, residents, character of under this policy
area

SS13 Premises where food and drink served No significant issues at this stage, 0
assessed on amenity, environmental issues to be considered in detail
health (noise etc), traYc issues, eVect during design stage
on amenity of area

DES1 Ensure high standards of design, relate Design important factor !?
to existing materials, character, scale

DES3 Local views of import protected views Design important factor !?
around Royal Parks and Thames
especially important

DES7 Protection of conservation areas—will Design important factor !?
resist proposals that fail to preserve or
enhance character and appearance of
conservation area

DES11 Protection of open spaces and public Victoria Tower Gardens is a "

gardens—applications aVecting these registered park and garden—will
will be refused require exception to policy

DES12 Resist the loss of trees unless dangerous Victoria Tower Gardens contains "

existing shrubs and trees
DES19 Protection of World Heritage Site using Victoria Tower Gardens is adjacent to "

“all of [City Council’s] powers” the boundary of the World Heritage
Site

SC15 Requirement for refuse storage facilities DiYcult with underground building 0
but dependent on detailed design

SC16 Prevention of noise and other pollution Air extract equipment etc will be 0
required to be within the building—
dependent on detailed design

Westminster Emerging Revised Urban Development Plan

Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary

STRA1 Foster key world class city roles, Likely to be compliant, depending on !?
including entertainment and tourism, design
and to allow sustainable developments
promoting this

STRA2 Seek to foster capital city roles and seat Likely to be considered compliant !

of government and national
administration

STRA3 Protect and enhance strategic role, Likely to be considered compliant !

historic character, social and cultural
importance of central Westminster
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Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary

STRA12 Maintain and improve range of tourist Likely to be considered compliant !

facilities and visitor attractions
STRA13 Improve range or arts, culture and Café and Members & Peers !

entertainment uses in City entertainment use could be considered
under this policy

STRA19 Preserve and enhance built heritage in Compliance depends on design !?
City, particular emphasis on historic
character, appearance, cultural
importance and ecological value

STRA20 Preserve and enhance listed buildings Victoria Tower Gardens is adjacent to "

and settings, historic parks and gardens listed buildings and in archaeological
and surroundings and archaeological protection area, and is a registered
heritage historic park and garden

STRA31 Protect Thames and its surroundings, Thames Path passes through Victoria "?
including Thames Path Tower Gardens and could be

indirectly aVected by the proposal
CENT1 Development in CAZ encouraged Likely to be considered compliant !

where appropriate to character and
function of that part of CAZ

TRANS25 Permit loss of oV street parking Not applicable to Victoria Tower 0
depending on alternatives, usage of car Gardens
park and impact on surrounding on
street parking and traYc

TACE4 Permit conference facilities in CAZ Day educational use could be !?
only if no adverse eVect on residential considered under this policy
amenity or character/function of
residential areas

TACE8 Permission for cafés '500 sq m gross Café and Members and Peers "?
granted where no adverse eVect on entertainment use could be considered
local environmental quality—noise, under this policy, depending on the
vibration, smells, increased late night size of the proposals
activity, traYc and parking, function
and character of area

TACE10 Permission for cafés '500 sq m gross Café and Members & Peers "?
granted only in exceptional entertainment use could be considered
circumstances where no adverse eVect under this policy, depending on the
on local environmental quality—noise, size of the proposals
vibration, smells, increased late night
activity, traYc and parking, function
and character of area

ENV5 Reduce air pollution from traYc and Possible increase in traYc from visitor "?
air handling units coaches; air extract equipment etc will

be required to be within the
building—dependent on detailed
design

ENV8 Presumption in favour of development Victoria Tower Gardens unlikely to 0
of contaminated land be considered contaminated

ENV9 Conservation of water and protection Victoria Tower Gardens close to "?
of ground and surface water quality Thames; conservation of water

dependent on detailed design
ENV10 Minimise light pollution Detailed design issue—relevant for !?

outside lighting and for area around
light wells

ENV12 Storage of waste and allowance for DiYcult in underground building— "?
recycling dependent on detailed design

ENV15 Permission will not be granted for Victoria Tower Gardens is a "

development on, or under public or registered historic park and garden—
private open space unless essential and will require exception to policy
ancillary to maintaining of enhancing
that area
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Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary

ENV16 Protection of trees and shrubs from Some trees and shrubs on College "

development Green
DES1 Seeks highest standards of design Depends on design !?

reflecting scale and urban grain of
surroundings

DES9 Seeks to protect the character to Proposal within a Conservation Area; "

Conservation Areas, including recorded view from Victoria Tower Gardens to
familiar local views into, out of, within Palace of Westminster could be
or across the area considered a familiar local view

DES10 Resist building where it would Building will aVect views of "

adversely aVect immediate or wider Parliament from Victoria Tower
setting of listed building, recognised/ Gardens
recorded views of a listed building or
spatial integrity or historic unity of
listed building curtilage

DES11 Permission for proposals aVecting Not applicable to Victoria Tower "

Scheduled Ancient Monuments or Gardens
settings granted provided
archaeological interest and value
preserved

DES11 Seek to retain archaeological remains Disturbance of remains likely "

of national importance in situ and local
important remains in situ where
possible

DES12 Development not permitted on or Victoria Tower Gardens is a "

under parks and open spaces where registered historic park and garden—
they are important in townscape, will require exception to policy
setting of listed building or
characteristic of conservation areas

DES16 Permission will only be granted for Victoria Tower Gardens is adjacent to "

developments that protect and conserve WHS boundary
the character, appearance, setting and
ecological value of the World Heritage
Site

APPENDIX E

ACCOMMODATION LIST FOR FULL IDEAL PVIC ON EITHER VICTORIA TOWER
GARDENS OR COLLEGE GREEN

Zone A (Welcome Area) and Zone B (Exhibition Area)

Zone No Room Name Notes sq m sq ft

A 01 Visitor Arrival and queuing Covered external arrival area prior to main entrance 300.0 3,229.20
A 02 External Ticketing Located within arrival area for purchase/collection 25.0 269.10
A 03 Main Entrance Lobby Multiple access for day Visitors, pre-arranged groups etc 0.0 0.00

(inc Security Search Area) Personnel and bag search area, security vantage point 100.0 1,076.40
A 04 Security StaV Room Equipment store, CCTV screens, etc 15.0 161.46
A 05 Security Interview Room Meeting space/interview of suspect visitors etc 0.0 0.00
A 06 Main Reception Foyer Circulation, information and orientation area 500.0 5,382.00
A 07 Information Kiosk Part of the Foyer, possibly linked to external ticketing 0.0 0.00

(A2)
A 08 Visitor Services OYce PVIC managers oYce, visitor assistants base 25.0 269.10
A 09 Medical Room Located within main foyer 10.0 107.64
A 10 Café 150 covers similar to Jubilee Café 200.0 2,152.80
A 11 Kitchen Prepared food and drinks and finishing area for outside 60.0 645.84

caterers
A 12 Storage freezer and dry food stuVs—exact requirements TBC 20.0 215.28
A 13 Café Managers OYce OYce for manager—potentially linked with shop 10.0 107.64
A 14 Male Public Toilets 5 urinals, 4 WC, 9 Wash basins—to BS 6465 inc vented 40.0 430.56

lobby
A 15 Female Public Toilets 14 WC, 14 Wash basins—to BS 6465 inc vented lobby 55.0 592.02
A 16 Disabled Public Toilets 2 disabled toilets 10.0 107.64
A 17 Cleaners Store Located near toilets 15.0 161.46
A 18 Baby change and feeding unisex baby changing area and private feeding room 10.0 107.64
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Zone No Room Name Notes sq m sq ft

A 19 Retail Three till points 200.0 2,152.80
A 20 Storage 50% of shop area 100.0 1,076.40
A 21 Retail Managers OYce OYce for manager—potentially linked with café 10.0 107.64
A 22 Visitor Cloakroom Coats and bag storage for visitors (exhibition) 30.0 322.92
A 23 Pram/buggy store Buggy storage linked to cloakroom 15.0 161.46
A 00 Zone A total net-area 1,750.0 18,837.0

General Circulation w 10% of the net area 175.0 1,883.7
Gross area Zone A 1,925.0 20,720.7

B 24 Semi-Perm Exhibition Primary exhibition space 600.0 6,458.40
B 25 Temp Exhibition Two spaces of 150 sq m with separating wall 300.0 3,229.20
B 00 Zone B total net-area 900.0 9,687.6

General Circulation w 10% of the net area 90.0 968.8
Gross area Zone B 990.0 10,656.4

Zone C (Education Area), Zone D (Plant and Toilets) and Total Square Metres

Zone No Room Name Notes sq m sq ft

C 27 Education Reception Area Group arrival area 75.0 807.30
C 32 Medical Room Dedicated education first aid 6.0 64.58
C 33 Prayer Room For private prayer and private eating 10.0 107.64
C 34 Multi-functional Space 1 Divisible, 50 pupils and visitors, dual access, sinks, 100.0 1,076.40

AV equipment
C 35 Multi-functional Space 2 Divisible, 50 pupils and visitors, dual access, sinks, 100.0 1,076.40

AV equipment
C 36 Multi-functional Space 3 Divisible, 50 pupils and visitors, dual access, sinks, 100.0 1,076.40

AV equipment
C 37 Multi-functional Space 4 Divisible, 50 pupils and visitors, dual access, sinks, 100.0 1,076.40

AV equipment
C 38 Multi-functional Space 5 Divisible, 50 pupils and visitors, dual access, sinks, 100.0 1,076.40

AV equipment
C 39 Multi-functional Space 6 Divisible, 50 pupils and visitors, dual access, sinks, 100.0 1,076.40

AV equipment
C 40 Meeting Room Small groups of 20—video conferencing 50.0 538.20
C 41 Breakout and lunch space 250 children year group meeting space, lunch etc 300.0 3,229.20
C 42 Locker Space 1 Large group lockers for 84, separate from classrooms 25.0 269.10
C 43 Locker Space 2 Large group lockers for 84, separate from classrooms 25.0 269.10
C 44 Locker Space 3 Large group lockers for 84, separate from classrooms 25.0 269.10
C 45 Locker Space 4 Large group lockers for 84, separate from classrooms 25.0 269.10
C 46 Locker Space 5 Large group lockers for 84, separate from classrooms 25.0 269.10
C 47 Locker Space 6 Large group lockers for 84, separate from classrooms 25.0 269.10
C 48 Furniture Store 1 Storage of stackable furniture 60.0 645.84
C 49 Furniture Store 2 Storage of stackable furniture 60.0 645.84
C 50 Male Public Toilet 250 male pupils—4 WC, 8 Ur, 10 WHB to BS 6465 (inc 40.0 430.56

vent lobby)
C 51 Female Public Toilet 250 female pupils—12 WC, 10 WHB to BS 6465 (inc vent 45.0 484.38

lobby)
C 52 Disabled Public Toilet 1 disabled toilet to BS 6465 4.0 43.06
C 53 Cleaners Store located near toilets 4.0 43.06
C 00 Zone C total net-area 1,404.0 15,112.7

General Circulation w 25% of the net area 351.0 3,778.2
Gross area Zone C 1,755.0 18,890.8

D 54 M&E Plant Room Exact size to be confirmed 600.0 6,458.40
D 55 General Storage 100.0 1,076.40
D 56 Delivery bay and goods lift 25.0 269.10
D 57 Refuse and bin store 25.0 269.10
D 58 PVIC StaV Base Space for staV 50.0 538.20
D 59 Male StaV Toilets 1 Ur, 1 WC, 2 WHB 7.5 80.73
D 60 Female StaV Toilets 2 WC, 2 WHB 7.5 80.73
D 61 Disabled StaV Toilet 1 disabled toilet 4.0 43.06
D 62 StaV Showers 2 Showers 7.5 80.73
D 00 Zone D total net-area 826.5 8,896.4

General Circulation w 20% of the net area 165.3 1,779.3
Gross area Zone D 991.8 10,675.7

total net-area 4,880.50 52,533.70
Total General Circulation 781.30 8,409.91

Gross Building Area 5,661.80 59,164.33
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APPENDIX F—Statistics from other Parliaments and visitor attractions—a summary
Floor space Overall Visitors in total Education visits Costs to build visitor Annual

Organisation Education space Staff total overall Education staff —per year —per year centre running costs Charges

Proposed PVIC, Houses of 5,661 sq m 1765 sq m 1,300,000 100,000 learners
Parliament
Australian Parliament No dedicated Visitor Info not provided 1 Admin Assistant for Guide Info not provided 1,000,000 visitors to 100,000 learners Info not provided Info not provided Info not provided

Centre Services, 36 part time Guides, Parliament House
1 manager, 3 supervisors.

Retail % 5 full time (shop not
in visitor centre)

Austrian Parliament 600 sq m Info not provided 10 staff Info not provided 100,000 visitors Info not provided 30 million euros Info not provided Info not provided
Canadian Parliament 3,460 sq m 660 sq m Info not provided Info not provided 364,750 visitors to Info not provided 50 million Canadian Info not provided Info not provided
(Parliament Hill Welcome Parliament (2005) dollars
Centre : Future Proposals)
Canadian Parliament (Visitor 10 sq m Info not provided Public programming staff % Info not provided 3,100 visitors 65,661learners Info not provided $39,200 Info not provided
Welcome Centre)—Centre 53 full time perhaps spread
Block and current stats over 2 sites; 2 temps; 39

guides: no staff currently
work exclusively at the centre.

On a given day 7 staff work
there.

Capitol Visitor Centre (United 177,000 sq m Info not provided 230 staff (200 to inform , Info not provided 3,000,000 visitors Info not provided $522m Info not provided Info not provided
States)—Currently under welcome and guide—30 for
development curatorial, technical)
Northern Irish Assembly Info not provided Info not provided 2 full time staff, 2 full time staff ( 2 Info not provided 7,012 learners Info not provided Info not provided Education % free

2 part time staff admin part time)
Scottish Parliament 665 m2 (Main Hall) 66 sq m 24.5 full time staff; 4 temps; 2 full time staff 629,000 visitors 7,350 learners in first £178,000 for the £1,442,478 (for shop, Info not provided

80 guides year exhibition area and tours and visitor
information desk services)

Swedish Parliament 80 sq m Info not provided 0.6 full time staff Info not provided 5000—7000 visitors Info not provided Info not provided 27,000 euros plus 1 Free
full time salary

Welsh Assembly Info not provided Info not provided 7 full time staff spread across 7 full time staff Info not provided 250 per year Info not provided Info not provided Info not provided
3 sites spread across 3 sites

Proposed PVIC, Houses of 5,800 sq m 2000 sq m 1,300,000 100,000 learners Free
Parliament
Cabinet War Rooms 3,000 sq m 130 sq m 21 full time, 6 part time plus Info not provided 296,000 ca: 50,000 Info not provided Info not provided Charge

other organisations staff
Imperial War Museum 22,361 sq m 368 sq m 226 full time, plus 160 others Info not provided 690, 529 IWM (London) % Info not provided Info not provided Free
(IWM) 129,649.
National Maritime Museum 20,900 sq m 840 sq m 318 full time (not including Info not provided 1,493,042 238,466 Info not provided Info not provided Free

education)
Roman Baths Info not provided Info not provided 100 full time across a Info not provided 850,000 25,000 Info not provided Info not provided Info not provided

museum, 3 full time in the
historic buildings and a

gallery
St Paul’s Cathedral Info not provided 2000 sq m 33 full time, 2 part time, plus Info not provided 730, 000 Info not provided Info not provided Info not provided Charge

volunteers
Supreme Court (UK)— 160 sq m Info not provided N/A Info not provided N/A Info not provided Info not provided Info not provided
Current Proposals
Tate Britain 10650.50 sq m Info not provided 859 full time Info not provided 1,738,520 185,272 Info not provided Info not provided Free
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APPENDIX G

TOWN PLANNING POLICIES IN RELATION TO BUILDING A PVIC ON COLLEGE GREEN47

This section provides, in tabular form, an analysis of the planning policy related to the proposed options
for building on Victoria Tower Gardens (whether for the full ideal PVIC or a reduced version).

The tables indicate each planning policy in the London Plan, the adopted City of Westminster Unitary
Development Plan (UDP) and the City of Westminster Revised Unitary Development Plan (RUDP) which
is likely to be considered relevant to the proposal by the City of Westminster and the Greater London
Authority (if appropriate).

The tables provide a brief analysis of how each policy relates to the proposals as identified at time of
writing and an indication of what view the City of Westminster may take of the proposals. A brief forecast
indication of whether the proposal is likely to be acceptable to the City of Westminster under each policy
is included with “!” indicating the proposal is likely to be acceptable under this policy, “"” indicating the
proposal is unlikely to be acceptable under this policy, “?” indicating that it is diYcult to forecast the likely
view of the City of Westminster, and “0” being neutral or not applicable.

London Plan

The London Plan was published in 2002 by the Mayor of London and sets out planning policy at a
London regional level. Its overarching objectives are to make London a better city to live in; to make it a
more prosperous city with a strong and diverse economic growth and to make London a more attractive,
well-designed and green city.

The London Plan is generally supportive of the proposals to improve the tourism oVer in London, in
particular relating it to the city’s heritage. Design policies require high standards of design, sustainability
and accessibility. The design needs, in particular, to take account of the policies related to the protection of
heritage resources and the relationship of the proposal with its surroundings. The proposal site will also be
within the scope of the protected views of the Palace of Westminster from Lambeth Bridge and Albert
Embankment (adjacent to St Thomas’ Hospital).

Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary Score

Objective 2 To make London a better city to live in Likely to be considered compliant !

Objective 3 To make London a more prosperous Likely to be considered compliant !

city (includes sub objective relating to
enhancing London’s world role through
tourism)

Objective 6 To make London a more attractive, Likely to be considered compliant— !

well-designed, and green city dependent upon design
Policy 3B.10 To improve the tourist environment, Proposal will improve interpretation !

visitor information and management to for Parliament
provide a better visitor experience and
management pressure on key tourist
attractions

Policy 3D.6 Improve the quality, variety and The proposal will improve the !

distribution of visitor accommodation quality of visitor facilities at the
and facilities Palace of Westminster

Policy 4B.1 Development should maximise the Depends on design !?
potential of sites, improve public realm,
accessible development, sustainable,
permeable for all users, attractive,
respect local context and community

Policy 4B.2 Seek to promote world class design Depends on design !?
Policy 4B.5 Development to meet highest standards Depends on design !?

of accessibility and inclusion
Policy 4.10 Protect and enhance London’s historic Project may enhance historic !?

environment and increase benefit of environment if it includes removal of
historic environment to economy of facilities in front of St Stephen’s
London entrance

Policy 4B.13 The Mayor will prepare management Proposals are in general accorde !?
plans for world heritage sites with WHS draft management plan

however full accorde depends on
final design

47 Information from the report “Parliamentary Visitor and Information centre. Environmental & Transport Appraisal/
Feasibility Report”, Atkins, October 2006.
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Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary Score

Policy 4B.14 Mayor will support the identification, Compliance depends on 0
protection, interpretation and archaeological potential of site
presentation of archaeological heritage

Policy 4B.16 The Mayor will protect important View from College Green not ?
views and prospects through a View indicated as protected
Management Plan

Policy 4C.10 Mayor seeks to guide boroughs to give Relationship depends on design !?
careful consideration to relationship
between new development and historic
environment

Policy 5B.2 Boroughs should accommodate College Green site within CAZ !

commercial development related to
tourism within the Central Activities
Zone (CAZ)

Westminster Adopted Urban Development Plan (UDP)

The current adopted UDP for Westminster was adopted in 1997. The City Council’s Revised UDP, as
agreed by Full City Council 13 December 2004. WCC indicate that other that the RUDP carries significant
weight as a material consideration.

The Westminster Urban Development Plan and Revised Urban Development Plan support the principle
of development of tourism and limited café uses within the Central Action Zone. However these policies are
caveated and dependent upon design issues and the eVect of the proposed development on neighbours and
the local environment, including the heritage environment. The UDP and RUDP contain strong policies
against development on or (in the case of the RUDP, under) existing parks and open spaces. In the case of
the Victoria Gardens site, there are also significant adverse planning policy issues related to the protected
views of the Palace of Westminster, and the protection of the environs of the River Thames and the
Thames Path.

Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary Score

STRA1 Promote CAZ including historic and Likely to be considered compliant !

cultural character, and national and
international uses

STRA8 Maintain major facilities in CAZ, EVects of residents in vicinity need !?
minimising eVect on residents to be considered

STRA24 Ensure highest standards of design Design important factor !?
STRA25 Preserve listed buildings & settings, Design important factor !?

character of conservation areas &
archaeological heritage

STRA26 Protect important views Not defined but view from College "?
Green could be seen as important

STRA28 Improve environmental quality, access Not applicable to College Green 0
to and environment of River Thames

THE8 Entertainment use limited to CAZ—not Café and Members and Peers ?
permitted where negative eVects on entertainment use could be
services, traYc, residents, character of considered under this policy
area

SS13 Premises where food and drink served TraYc issues fundamental, other "?
assessed on amenity, environmental issues to be considered during design
health (noise etc), traYc issues, eVect stage
on amenity of area

DES1 Ensure high standards of design, relate Design important factor !?
to existing materials, character, scale

DES3 Local views of import protected views Design important factor "/!?
around Royal Parks and Thames
especially important

DES7 Protection of conservation areas—will Design important factor "/!?
resist proposals that fail to preserve or
enhance character and appearance of
conservation area

DES11 Protection of open spaces and public College Green is a public open space "

gardens—applications aVecting these will require exception to policy
will be refused
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Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary Score

DES12 Resist the loss of trees unless dangerous College Green contains existing "

shrubs and trees
DES19 Protection of World Heritage Site using College Green is adjacent to the "

“all of [City Council’s] powers” boundary of the World Heritage Site
SC15 Requirement for refuse storage facilities DiYcult with underground building 0

but dependent on detailed design
SC16 Prevention of noise and other pollution Air extract equipment etc will be 0

required to be within the building—
dependent on detailed design

Westminster Emerging Revised Urban Development Plan

Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary Score

STRA1 Foster key world class city roles, Likely to be considered compliant !?
including entertainment and tourism, depending on design
and to allow sustainable developments
promoting this

STRA2 Seek to foster capital city roles & seat Likely to be considered compliant !

of government & national
administration

STRA3 Protect & enhance strategic role, Likely to be considered compliant !

historic character, social & cultural
importance of central Westminster

STRA12 Maintain & improve range of tourist Likely to be considered compliant !

facilities & visitor attractions
STRA13 Improve range or arts, culture & Café and Members & Peers !

entertainment uses in City entertainment use could be
considered under this policy

STRA19 Preserve & enhance built heritage in Compliance depends on design !?
City, particular emphasis on historic
character, appearance, cultural
importance and ecological value

STRA20 Preserve & enhance listed buildings & College Green is adjacent to listed "/!?
settings, historic parks & gardens & buildings and in archaeological
surroundings & archaeological heritage protection area

STRA31 Protect Thames and its surroundings, College Green is within the Thames 0
including Thames Path Policy Area

CENT1 Development in CAZ encouraged Likely to be considered compliant !

where appropriate to character &
function of that part of CAZ

TRANS25 Permit loss of oV street parking Alternative parking to College -?
depending on alternatives, usage of car Green not especially convenient for
park and impact on surrounding on Parliament, possible impact on
street parking and traYc traYc & on street parking

TACE4 Permit conference facilities in CAZ Day educational use could be -?
only if no adverse eVect on residential considered under this policy—
amenity or character/function of proximity to residential area may be
residential areas significant

TACE8 Permission for cafés '500 sq. m gross Café and Members & Peers "?
granted where no adverse eVect on entertainment use could be
local environmental quality—noise, considered under this policy,
vibration, smells, increased late night depending on the size of the
activity, traYc & parking, function & proposals
character of area

TACE10 Permission for cafés '500 sq. m gross Café and Members & Peers "?
granted only in exceptional entertainment use could be
circumstances where no adverse eVect considered under this policy,
on local environmental quality—noise, depending on the size of the
vibration, smells, increased late night proposals
activity, traYc & parking, function &
character of area
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Policy No Policy Purpose Commentary Score

ENV5 Reduce air pollution from traYc and Possible increase in traYc from "?
air handling units visitor coaches; air extract

equipment etc will be required to be
within the building—dependent on
detailed design

ENV8 Presumption in favour of development College Green car park possibly !

of contaminated land deemed contaminated land
ENV9 Conservation of water & protection of College Green away from water 0

ground & surface water quality courses; conservation of water
dependent on detailed design

ENV10 Minimise light pollution Detailed design issue—relevant for !?
outside lighting and for area around
light wells

ENV12 Storage of waste and allowance for DiYcult in underground building— "?
recycling dependent on detailed design

ENV15 Permission will not be granted for College Green is a public garden— "

development on, or under public or will require exception to policy
private open space unless essential &
ancillary to maintaining of enhancing
that area

ENV16 Protection of trees and shrubs from Some trees and shrubs on College "

development Green
DES1 Seeks highest standards of design Depends on design !?

reflecting scale & urban grain of
surroundings

DES9 Seeks to protect the character to Proposal within a Conservation "?
Conservation Areas, including recorded Area; view from College Green to
familiar local views into, out of, within Palace of Westminster Could be
or across the area considered a familiar local view.

DES10 Resist building where it would Building will aVect setting of Jewel "

adversely aVect immediate or wider House, and views of Parliament
setting of listed building, recognised/ from College Green
recorded views of a listed building or
spatial integrity or historic unity of
listed building curtilage

DES11 Permission for proposals aVecting Building will aVect setting of Jewel "

Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAM) House (SAM)
or settings granted provided
archaeological interest and value
preserved

DES11 Seek to retain archaeological remains Car park already disturbed remains "?
of national importance in situ & local but possible further disturbance
important remains in situ where
possible

DES12 Development not permitted on or College Green is a public garden— "

under parks & open spaces where they will require exception to policy
are important in townscape, setting of
listed building or characteristic of
conservation areas.

DES16 Permission will only be granted for College Green is adjacent to WHS "

developments that protect and conserve boundary
the character, appearance, setting and
ecological value of the World Heritage
Site

APPENDIX H

Current provision for education compared with proposed provision in a Parliamentary Visitor and
Information Centre (PVIC).

This paper presents the current constraints experienced by the Education Unit and identifies the
opportunities and benefits a PVIC would bring in conjunction with a redeveloped website and outreach
programme.

All the exhibition and education areas in the proposed PVIC are flexible and will be bookable for
Members’ use.
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Numbers

Current provision and role Potential future provision and role in a PVIC

11,000 school children visited Parliament through A total of 100,000 learners (both formal school
the education programme in 2005–6. This will visits and informal learners) can be provided for.
increase by a further 17,000 over the next two
years, giving a total of 28,000 formal learners.
The Education Unit does not have the capacity to
provide visits for informal learners.

Existing facilities cannot support groups of more Groups of up to 250 (such as large year groups or
than 32 students, although there is strong demand pupil parliament sessions) can be catered for at a
from schools for this. time and potentially two groups of this size per

day.

There is a waiting list of about two terms in With the capability to provide for up to 100,000
advance for school groups wanting to participate learners a year existing demand can be met, along
in the education programme and visits have to be with additional demand generated from the
rationed in order to ensure priority is given to website and outreach activities. More schools will
schools that have not visited previously. be able to visit Parliament and participate in the

educational programme.

Facilities

Current provision and role Potential future provision and role in a PVIC

There is no dedicated space for education All educational visits would be consolidated in
provision. Instead, the Unit is given access to the new, purpose-built facilities. This would provide a
Macmillan Room in Portcullis House and a much better experience for visiting groups while
meeting room in 1 Parliament Street. allowing the release of meeting rooms back to

Members’ use.

The rooms currently used do not have any The new areas would be equipped with computers,
computer facilities for students or education staV/ interactive white boards, access to video-
teachers. conferencing facilities and a dedicated digital TV

channel for educational use.

No provision is made for groups with special Purpose-built facilities, incorporating the latest
needs. best practice and standards, would enable the Unit

to oVer a dedicated programme for students with
special needs.
In addition, a prayer room would be available for
groups that required this facility during the day, as
would a space for those children whose religion
requires them to eat apart from others.

No purpose built space is available which allows The new facilities will be designed to incorporate
for good flow of students and sound proofing. proper acoustics, ergonomics and relevant
Groups of students have to be brought through standards for circulation of large numbers of
busy areas that are in constant use by Members people.
and their staV. School groups that arrive early or Consolidating activities in the PVIC will provide
that are waiting for their transport home have to clear access routes for groups, along with
wait in common areas and security points. dedicated waiting areas, that are separate from the

facilities for Members’ guests in the Palace and
minimize disruption in other parts of the Estate.

Current activities oVered to groups are Six flexible rooms will be provided that can be
constrained by the format of the rooms available turned into larger spaces, when required. Multiple
and how furniture can be moved by staV, while and diVerent sizes of groups can be
returning these rooms to their conventional use by accommodated simultaneously, allowing the Unit
6 pm each day. to tailor sessions to meet the learning needs of each

visiting group.
The rooms can be configured in diVerent seating
plans—classroom style, around tables, cinema
seating, or to simulate the layout of a committee
room or the chamber, etc.
This will also make it easier for Members to talk
to larger school groups from their constituency, or
several groups visiting at the same time.
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Current provision and role Potential future provision and role in a PVIC

Nowhere is provided for schools to eat their own A large lunch area which is capable of hosting up
prepared lunches, which is a significant problem to 250 people. Packed lunches can be eaten here.
for schools traveling a distance to come to
Westminster or for younger pupils.
Students have to keep their bags, coats and other Lockable cupboards will be available adjacent to
belongings with them in the teaching space as these areas. These can be assigned per group or per
there is nowhere to store them. room so that groups can arrive and leave

according to their own timetable without
disturbing others.

Students have to use existing toilets provided for Dedicated toilets will be provided for the
all staV, Members and the public. These facilities education area which include small toilets and
are not always suitable for younger children and hand basins for smaller children.
can become congested when school groups arrive
or depart.
StaV are currently based some distance from the Visiting groups would come directly to the PVIC,
areas where they meet groups and then have to where their sessions would take place. Workspace
escort these groups to the relevant meeting rooms. and facilities for staV would be provided in the
Within the limited time available for a school visit, same area where education sessions are provided.
time is lost getting both staV and groups to the
correct location.
Separate booking systems are currently used for A central electronic booking system would be
the education programme and for other forms of established for all groups, with the option of an
visit to Parliament. online booking system.

Staff

Current provision and role Potential future provision and role in a PVIC

9° people currently work in the unit 19 staV would support the education programme
1 % Head of Unit oVered through the PVIC, the website and
1 % Educational Co-ordinator outreach activities.
2 % Communication and Outreach OYcers 1 % Head of Unit
2 % Visits OYcers 1 % Educational Co-ordinator
2 % Assistant Visits OYcers 4 % Communication and Outreach OYcers
1 % OYce Manager 4 % Visits OYcers
0.5 % OYce clerk 6 % Assistant Visits OYcers

1 % OYce Manager
2 % OYce clerk/bookings administrators

The Education Unit draws on three full time In the PVIC this would be increased to six VAs
equivalent Visitor Assistant posts to assist in the who would be available to assist the Education
delivery of the education programme. Unit.
Visitor Assistants provide a welcome to visitors to In the PVIC the Visitor Assistants would be
Parliament and can answer basic questions about supported by staV from the Information OYces of
the work of Parliament, within the context and both Houses, who would be on-hand to explain
duration of a tour. the work and procedure of Parliament and answer

questions in more depth. Feedback from the
public and learning groups could then be used to
enhance the Frequently Asked Questions and
other areas of the website.

For exhibitions and special events costumed Costumed interpreters would also be used to
interpreters have been employed with great engage and inform visitors.
success to help visitors better understand aspects
of Parliament’s work and history. However this
facility can only be provided very occasionally
within current resource levels.
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Hours and Timetables

Current provision and role Potential future provision and role in a PVIC

Very few educational sessions are provided The education facilities could be used all year
outside of school terms. round by diVerent groups of both formal and

informal learners.
No provision of sessions outside of normal The PVIC will be open seven days a week and
opening hours workshops and activities could be oVered on every

day.
The constraints of the Parliamentary calendar The Education Unit will adopt a “mix and match”
mean access to the Palace, the galleries and set of modules tailored to meet the needs of the
Members is not guaranteed. group and the availability of facilities at the time.

A variety of activities and space to provide them
means not everyone requires a tour of the
building.

As there is no place for groups to have lunch visits Students can spend 3–4 hours on their visit, and
are fitted in the hours before or afterwards. Visits over a lunchtime. This makes it better value in
are therefore shorter. terms of the time and money spent to get to

Parliament. As a result, students have more
opportunity to talk to Members and oYcials
informally, as well as part of the learning
activities.

Audiences

Current provision and role Potential future provision and role in a PVIC

No provision is made to teach other groups about In the new facilities visitor talks could be
Parliament, such as families, adult learners, provided. These could oVer visitors an
community groups etc. explanation of the work of the House after a tour;

explain a particular aspect of the work of the
House; or accompany and contextualise
exhibitions.

The variety of sessions on oVer is currently limited A dedicated purpose built space means that all
due to the nature of the space, facilities and staV types of activity could be catered for, ranging from
levels available. debates, art workshops, drama sessions,

photography etc.
The Unit can also oVer themed events, including
video conferencing (for events linking Members
with schools across their constituency, for
example) and joint eventswith other organisations
on a larger scale.

The Education Unit is not involved in providing Based on a model of many other heritage
text for guides or exhibition panels. The input organisations the Education Unit should be at the
from these education professionals into other centre of all activities which involve learning. The
areas of learning within the Houses is limited. role of learning and engagement is key to

everything in the PVIC and the Education Unit
staV are the specialists and advocates for this.

Although groups can engage with the building on People will be able to learn with the aid of the
a tour with the Education Unit there is limited Parliamentary collection and interpretation in an
opportunity for students to learn from objects in exhibition space. This will also help encourage
the existing Parliamentary collection. Nor is there interaction with various topics and can assist in
an opportunity for self-directed learning in an self-directed learning.
exhibition environment.
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Outreach

Current provision and role Potential future provision and role in a PVIC

There are two recently recruited members of an The PVIC would provide a physical base for the
Outreach Team. They are part of a wider strategy outreach team to hold conferences and workshops
to increase the levels of outreach that the with organizations with similar aims; training
Education Unit develops, particularly for schools sessions for outreach workers; talks for
and groups who are unable to visit Parliament. community groups.
The Outreach Team also supports Members in The Outreach Team would continue to support
their work with schools and young people and Members in their work with schools and young
works with Members’ staV both at Westminster people.
and in the constituency.

Although citizenship is at the core of all that is The facilities could be used to run workshops for
taught by the Education Unit it is not specifically Citizenship Co-Ordinators and trainee teachers,
addressed with those who provide citizenship ongoing professional development and subject-
teaching. based seminars for teachers and lecturers, etc. In

this way the PVIC would fulfill its role as a centre
of political and citizenship education. A
programme of active citizenship classes would be
run for young people.

Letter to the Programme Manager for the Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre
from the Director of Parks and Deputy Chief Executive of the Royal Parks Agency

Further to our meeting at the end of October, I am writing to confirm the views of the Royal Parks
regarding the possible involvement of Victoria Tower Gardens.

The starting point for the Royal Parks was outlined in our letter to the Clerk to the Administration Sub-
Committee, in June 2006. The sensitivity of the Gardens and their visual importance to the West Façade of
the Palace of Westminster is central to our care of the Gardens. Proposals to place an Information and
Visitor Centre beneath the Gardens raise some general issues of concern but it is accepted that, given the
right design and possible enhancements to the Gardens, the feasibility study should continue to a more
detailed proposal.

The Royal Parks has, over the years, undertaken a number of restoration studies aimed at making
sympathetic improvements to the Victoria Tower Gardens. If the proposals for the Information and Visitor
Centre progress making use of space beneath the Gardens, it would seem opportune to consider a Master
Plan approach that would achieve the investment the Gardens need. The Plan would need to respect the
sensitivities of the overall vision for the Gardens and the linkage to the World Square project and its
proposals to improve pedestrian access and linkages.

In conclusion, the Royal Parks wish to be actively involved in the process of taking forward the proposals
for the Information and Visitor Centre. Our concerns will remain the protection of Victoria Tower Gardens
and its landscape connection with the west front of the Palace. We look forward to seeing the concept
drawings for the proposal.

10 November 2006

Summary of Responses from Members of the House of Commons to the House of Commons Administration
Sub-committee survey on a Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre

1. In February 2006, the House of Commons Administration Committee and House of Lords
Information Committee asked Members of both Houses for their responses on proposals to create a
Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre on either College Green or Victoria Tower Gardens. In July
2006, the Chairman of the Administration Committee sent out a survey to all Members of the House of
Commons asking for their advice on whether particular facilities ought to be oVered to visitors. The
Chairman of the Information Committee sent an identical survey to Members of the House of Lords.48

2. We received 157 responses to the survey from Members of the House of Commons. 160 Members of
the Lords also replied. Their responses are found in a separate paper. An analysis of the responses of both
Houses is attached.49 Members were asked to judge how important certain elements would be to a visitor
and information centre: whether an element was “essential”, “desirable”, “unnecessary” or whether they
had “no opinion”. From the responses, it was possible to rank elements in the order Members considered
to be the most essential or desirable, as follows:

48 Copy of survey form attached at Annex 1
49 See Annex 2
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Suggested elements within a visitor and information centre % of Members who responded
who thought that this element

was essential or desirable
Practical facilities—shop, café, toilets, ability to book tours, etc 96%
Exhibition/information area explaining the history and role of
Parliament 94%
Guiding/interpretative support for visitors 91%
Purpose-built facility for educational groups 87%
On-line presence which replicates the experience of the centre for those
unable to visit 82%
Area bookable by Members to receive constituency or interest groups 80%

3. The survey form also invited Members to submit comments in response to the question “are there any
other elements that should be provided”.

General Principle

4. The majority of Members who responded supported the idea of a visitor and information centre in
principle; comments included:

— “we have an opportunity to open a window on parliament as a vibrant, modern and relevant part
of British life.”50

— “I would like us to give people a better impression of our openness and friendliness when they
arrive.”51

5. However, other Members questioned whether a visitor and information centre would be a suitable
addition for a working Parliament:

— “The Palace of Westminster is not an exhibition centre or a museum. There are far too many
people/visitors who make it diYcult on occasions for MPs and staV to go about their business, and
such large numbers of unidentifiable individuals make security a joke!”52

— “More than enough is provided already. This is meant to be a place of work for the Parliament of
the UK, not a tourist attraction.”53

— “Parliament is a living working building, not a museum.”54

— “We shouldn’t turn this place into some kind of theme park or visitor attraction.”55

Focus and Priority of a Visitor and Information Centre

6. There were diVerent opinions on what a centre’s focus and priorities should be:

— “…most people don’t understand the relationship between Parliament, Parties and Government.
Explaining how they inter-relate and are accessible will make the Parliamentary bit come alive and
appear to them as an ally of the public.”56

— “It is very important that a more comprehensive historical review is provided of the development
of Parliament so that the social movements of the English Civil War, eg the Diggers, are properly
recognised as well as, later, the Chartists and the SuVragettes are included.”57

— “The Centre should be a celebration of modern democratic life. It should not be part of the
marketing of London as a vast heritage theme park… The Centre must place today’s Parliament
in the context of the struggle for democracy and the extension of the franchise in Britain… It must
explain that our democracy is evolving, not static. Crucially, the Centre must show how citizens
can get involved in politics, how they can campaign and lobby, how to present a case to their
representatives, and how to influence decisions...It should be a resource centre for the citizen, not
merely another stop on the tourist trail.”58

— “The emphasis must be on the modern relevance of Parliament, not the history: this is important,
but must be subsidiary to what we do today and why it matters.”59

50 Rt. Hon. Hazel Blears MP
51 Rt. Hon John Redwood MP
52 Anon
53 Anon
54 Rt. Hon. John Redwood MP
55 Robert Goodwill MP
56 Anon
57 Hywel Francis MP
58 Rt. Hon. Hazel Blears MP
59 Peter LuV MP
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— “To state the obvious—children and adults have diVerent requirements.”60

— “there are two very distinct groups of people who want to visit Parliament:

(a) Schools and other educational establishments, where the purpose is to teach the work of
Parliament as much as its history, and

(b) Those who are already fully aware of what Parliament does, but for whom the tour is one of
curiosity to see the chambers at first hand, to look at Charles I’s death warrant, to see where
the Queen comes when she opens Parliament, etc.

What is suitable for one may not necessarily be suitable for the other and I really do think we have
to keep the distinction very sharp.”61

— “First and foremost it should be an educational resource for schools it should provide information
packs and where possible these should be geared to the national curriculum. . .”.62

Location

7. Some Members expressed concern at the potential loss of green spaces around Westminster should the
visitor and information centre be built on either College Green (also know as Abingdon Green) or Victoria
Tower Gardens:

— “Please do not build on or clutter Victoria Gardens or Abingdon Green, which are a welcome relief
for visitors to Parliament and a refreshing change from overdevelopment”.63

— “Both bits of green space are very precious. It would be extremely sad to sacrifice any of Victoria
Tower Gardens”.64

— “I would not support the building of a new visitor’s centre on either Abingdon Green or Victoria
Tower Gardens, both of which are valuable green spaces in an area of Central London that is
already heavily developed . . . As you may be aware, there is already a small exhibition on the
history of Parliament in the Jewel Tower which does not seem to attract many visitors. Perhaps
we could do more to advertise that before concreting over any more green space”.65

Existing Services and the Need for a Visitor and Information Centre

8. Members’ comments on whether existing facilities for visitors were adequate, or could be improved by
adjusting current services, were:

— “I’m opposed to any further expenditure on such facilities. When the new public entrance is
complete, plus the re-opening of the Jubilee Café, the facilities will be adequate”.66

— “There is no substitute for being actually in the Palace of Westminster [. . .] A few more ‘comfort’
facilities—places to sit, have refreshments etc, but during the 2-3 hours [schools from the
constituency are] around they’d all rather be in the building itself; not being left outside with a
synthetic substitute. I’m concerned that a lot of money could be wasted on this”.67

— “Parliament needs to be made less stuVy and elitist. I have often wished to let my research assistant
show constituents around when pre-booked tours are unavailable. However, my researcher is then
told this isn’t possible, and so my constituents go away upset and disappointed”.68

— “Tours of some sort should be available at all times of day, regardless of when Parliament is sitting,
and on all days”.69

— “We should allow bigger guided parties when Parliament is not sitting to enjoy the building, and
should allow MPs to take parties of up to 10 around when Parliament is sitting where they are
vouching for their guests and where they have been through entry security.”70

9. Some Members questioned whether there was a need for a new purpose-built visitor and information
centre; and whether services for Members should be the priority rather than services for visitors:

60 Rudi Vis MP
61 Ann Widdecombe MP
62 Clive EVord MP
63 Adam Afriyie MP
64 Steve Webb MP
65 Chris Mullin MP
66 Henry Bellingham MP
67 Andrew George MP
68 Anon.
69 Kitty Ussher MP
70 Rt. Hon John Redwood MP
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— “This is a complete waste of money. It would be much better if the Line of Route was more
accessible on Thursdays and Wednesdays. I urge the Committee to be realistic about
expenditure—the report on accommodation identified major areas of necessary expenditure to
crease decent conditions for our staV both in London and constituencies. That must be the
priority.”71

— “I do not favour large expenditure on a new visitor centre.”72

— “. . . this should not be at the expense of facilities for Members. . . At the present time, many of
the refreshment facilities are overwhelmed by the number of visitors that are brought into
Parliament by Members, with a result that some are often too full for other Members to be
accommodated.”73

— “Re-think ‘mass lobby’ provisions to facilitate Members needing to meet individual
constituents.”74

Facilities that a Visitor and Information Centre Ought to Provide

10. Additional facilities that Members thought the visitor and information centre ought to provide fell
into the following broad categories:

(a) Disabled access

Several Members emphasised the need for disabled access and also suitable information formats within
the centre that were first-rate rather than just adequate,75 in particular:

— “. . . making sure all areas are easily accessible is key”;76

— “This is an opportunity to make sure the centre is totally accessible for people with disabilities eg
wide doorways, wide corridors through exhibitions, disabled toilets. Working loop systems—no
obstacles, ease of opening eg handles—light or automatic doors, no steps. Do not just meet
requirements; make it a centre of excellence, inclusive of all.”77

(b) Childcare facilities

Specifically, Members suggested that baby-changing facilities should be provided.78

(c) Refreshment facilities

Members thought that, in addition to the proposed café within the centre, an area also ought to be
available for visiting groups to eat lunch in, comments included:

— “Important—an area where parties of children can eat packed lunches. They cannot always aVord
to spend money in the visitor’s cafeteria.”79

— “A picnic area (indoor/outdoor) for children’s groups to reduce costs of visits for parents and
schools [. . .] Café should be a ‘model’ café, ie no junk food and should have minimum nutritional
standards that apply to school food. No burgers, no chips, no sweets.”80

— “Covered ‘picnic area’ for school parties with own food.”81

— “The emphasis must be on the practical—especially somewhere to have a coVee/sandwich.”82

— “There needs to be a facilitywhere an MP can take a small party of say 12 visitors and have a simple
low cost lunch either like the terrace canteen or the portcullis restaurant.”83

71 Andrew Turner MP
72 Rt. Hon John Redwood MP
73 Ian Davidson MP
74 Roger Gale MP
75 Dr Nick Palmer MP, Dr Rudi Vis MP, Mark Durkan MP, Mike Gapes MP ,
76 This Member chose to remain anonymous.
77 Jim Dobbin MP
78 Lorely Burt MP, Mark Durkan MP, Barbara Follett MP
79 Anon
80 Mary Creagh MP
81 Roger Gale MP
82 Peter LuV MP
83 Philip Hollobone MP
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(d) Facility for Members to book rooms

Some Members requested that rooms be available for meeting with groups and constituents who came to
visit their Member of Parliament, and in addition be used to eat/serve refreshments to visitors:

— “Somewhere bookable by MPs where light refreshments could be served or where people could
bring their own food.”84

— “There should also be a room where MPs can speak to groups of visitors while they take some
refreshments. There are too few spaces in the House where visitors can have something to eat or
drink. It should also be available for this purpose in the evenings.”85

— “Refreshment facilities and a bookable area are very high priorities.”86

— “Meeting places for Members and Constituents would be very useful—also being able to buy
coVee.”87

(e) Need for improved facilities for schools and educational groups

Many Members had suggestions for how facilities at Parliament for schools could be improved and also
how the visitor and information centre should be used for that purpose:

— “An excellent outreach with schools throughout the UK tracking who comes and from where—
not enough visits from schools in the North for example. Track this and cross refer lottery grants.
Annual prizes for original suggestions, pictures, poems, story about Parliament.”88

— “Leaflets for children to read in advance of the visit to aid understanding. Perhaps a quiz asking
them to look out for particular items and what they represent.”89

— “Education on citizenship ie a mock polling booth to get children to ‘vote’ on certain matters. . ”90

— “Expansion of the Education Unit—more teachers, update and upgrade education pages on the
Parliamentary website.”91

— “There should be a particular focus on the young (12-18) with resources and activities tied into the
school curriculum and citizenship lessons.”92

— “I waste a vast amount of time organising tours for constituents. It would be better if the process
was independent of MPs. Above all, if the visitor centre could coordinate public gallery tickets that
would save many, many hours of work (asking diVerent MPs for their allocation) when large
groups of, for example, school children want commons gallery tickets.”93

(f) Need for greater provision of information for visitors on Parliament

Many MPs considered that not enough material on was made available to visitors to Parliament and that
more could be done to explain the work of Parliament through various media, suggestions included:

— “Information about devolved administrations/Parliaments.”94

— “A ready supply of publications (not always available in Library) for constituency visitors.”95

— “Inexpensive DVD’s for educational use. Line of route and other material for all in a visitors’
‘pack’”96

— “Information about political parties—why they exist, how they operate.”97

— “should be in languages other than English”98

— “Interpretation—UK languages (Eg Bangladeshi) and European/rest of the world.”99

— “portable CD players with commentary”100

84 Lynne Jones MP
85 Clive EVord MP
86 Sir Peter Soulsby MP
87 Anne Milton MP
88 Barry Sheerman MP
89 Anon
90 Mary Creagh MP
91 Robert Key MP
92 Rt. Hon. Hazel Blears MP
93 Steve Webb MP
94 Anon
95 Dr Brian Iddon MP
96 David Taylor MP
97 Hugh Bayley MP
98 Ben Bradshaw MP
99 Sally Keeble MP
100 Jacqui Smith MP
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— “An interactive map to show where the visitors are coming from A replica ‘vote oYce’ where
people can get a copy of the Order Paper for the day’s business on the day of their visit. Simplified
legislation to show how a law goes through Parliament and what impact it has on people’s
lives. . .”101

— “Free leaflets explaining procedures of Parliament, procedures of elections and explaining the
history of Parliament.”102

— “As well as the ordinary Parliamentary tours, there should be a Parliament-in-Action tour
explaining how select/standing committees work, how legislation is passed etc.”103

— “There should be a good bookshop providing a range of books/pamphlets on Parliament and
politics and more exciting than the one on the corner of Parliament Square—essential.”104

— “We can use the Centre to explain: What the Houses of Parliament are, and what they do; recent
changes, for example to the composition of the Lords, devolution, etc; how MPs are elected: the
party system, the role of individual MPs; the mechanics of a local election: parties, manifestos,
leaflets, hustings, the count; what Parliament does; how laws are made; how government is
scrutinised; what legislation means and how it works in simple plain English; the history of
parliament ı including the Reform Acts, the Chartists, the SuVragettes, and modern campaigns
such as the Electoral Reform Society”105

(g) Reaching the whole of the UK

Some Members thought that it would be important to encourage visitors, especially schools, from all over
the United Kingdom to visit the centre through the awarding of subsidy for those furthest away from
London who would otherwise find the cost of travel prohibitive. Others had solutions for outreach by
virtual means:

— “. . . my constituents have as much need and right to visit Parliament as Londoners. Perhaps there
should be a budget to enable every secondary school pupil to visit Parliament once.”106

— “One particular area I believe we should investigate is financing school visits to Westminster. I am
aware that the National Assembly for Wales pays for school visits to the Assembly Building in
CardiV I believe that a visit to the Palace of Westminster is a fundamental aspect of citizenship
education and that there should be a means of guaranteeing funding for visits.”107

— “We should also oVer the opportunity for schools to hold video conferences with their local MPs,
particularly for schools from constituencies that are a long way from London.”108

— “an online facility is essential as a lot of people will be interested without simply wanting to visit,
rather than being ‘unable’ to visit as the questionnaire suggests”109

(h) Other suggestions for facilities within the visitor and information centre

Members also suggested various other facilities that might be included: a permanent exhibition space for
the art collections of both Houses;110 parking facilities for bicycles;111 seating areas for elderly visitors;112

virtual tours;113 an interactive facility to engage people better: “the Isle ofMan has an excellent interpretative
centre”;114 a noticeboard and PA system for the management of large lobby groups;115 An internet facility
for Members’ staV to see which timeslots are available for tours;116 work experience for children arranged
in tandem with their MP’s oYce;117 training room facilities; and forming a group of MPs and Peers interested
in facilities for visitors.118

101 Mary Creagh MP
102 Rob Marris MP
103 Martin Linton MP
104 Keith Simpson MP
105 Rt. Hon. Hazel Blears MP
106 Hugh Bayley MP
107 Ian Lucas MP
108 Clive EVord MP
109 Ann Widdecombe MP
110 Derek Wyatt MP
111 Emily Thornberry MP
112 David T C Davies MP
113 David Drew MP
114 JeV Ennis MP
115 Barbara Follett MP
116 Glenda Jackson MP
117 Richard Ottaway MP
118 Ian Stewart MP
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Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre:

A Questionnaire

The Administration Sub-Committee, meeting concurrently with the Lords Information Committee, is
investigating the viability of a Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre. It seeks the views of Members
on the facilities that it should contain.119

Please take the time to complete this brief questionnaire. The response that you submit may be published by
the Committee, unless you indicate (overleaf) that you wish your comments to remain confidential.

Essential Desirable Unnecessary No opinion

1. How important do you think the following elements are?

(a) An exhibition/information area explaining the
history and role of Parliament

(b) A purpose-built facility for education groups

(c) Guiding/interpretive support for visitors

(d) Practical facilities: shop, café, toilets, and an
ability to book tours of Parliament

(e) An area that is bookable by Members to
receive constituency groups, etc.

(f) An on-line presence which replicates the
experience of the centre for people who are
unable to visit

2. How important do you think it is that the centre is open outside normal hours, eg:

(a) Weekday evenings (eg 5pm to 8pm)

(c) Saturdays

(d) Sundays

3. Are there any other elements that should be provided?

119 The House of Lords Information Committee sent a version of this survey to Members of the House of Lords.
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Summary of Responses from Members of the House of Lords to the House of Lords
Information Committee survey on a Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre

1. In parallel with the Commons Administration Committee, in July 2006, the Chairman of the
Information Committee in the Lords sent out a survey to all Members of the House of Lords asking for their
advice on whether particular facilities ought to be oVered to visitors. The survey was identical to that sent
out to Members of the Commons.120

2. The Information Committee sent out 741 questionnaires and 160 responses were received. The answers
indicate that Members of the Lords rank the most essential or desirable elements of a visitor and information
centre as follows:

Suggested elements within a visitor and information centre % of Members who responded
who thought that this element

was essential or desirable

Exhibition/information area explaining the history and role of Parliament 97%
Guiding/interpretative support for visitors 93%
Practical facilities—shop, café, toilets, ability to book tours, etc 89%
Purpose-built facility for educational groups 85%
On-line presence which replicates the experience for those unable to visit 78%
Area bookable by Members to receive constituency or interest groups 72%

3. The survey form also invited Members to submit comments in response to the question “are there
any other elements that should be provided?” A number of Members answered this question. Some
Members used this part of the questionnaire to indicate their views about the principle of a visitor and
information centre, and others commented on the location.

General Principle

4. Most of those responding did not question the benefits of a visitor and information centre. Some
were explicit in their support:

— “I believe it is vital that we have a visitors centre.”121

— “A proper visitor centre is a terrific idea and needs to be open as many hours as possible so that
visitors have a good time and we have an easier time receiving them.”122

5. A small number of other Members expressed reservations, some taking the view that resources should
be concentrated on enabling Parliament to be a more eVective legislature and others suggesting that present
facilities did not need improvement:

— “Wherever this facility might be sited, it is vital that it does not pre-empt the requisition/
construction of a proper car park for the House of Lords which incorporates a simple/rapid private
access for Members into the House. A new car park is far more important than this idea, for which
I have only limited enthusiasm.”123

— “The purpose of the Palace of Westminster is to facilitate the work of MPs and Peers have to do.
Space in, and around, the buildings is extremely scarce and much needed. It would be far better
to ensure—for instance—that each MP and Peer has his or her own individual oYce than to turn
ourselves into lecture halls, exhibition stands and support units for visits.”124

— “We must remember Parliament is a legislature and not an historical museum.”125

— “. . . This is a legislature not a tourist facility. Improvements should be geared to improving its
legislative role rather than improve its magnetism for tourists.”126

— “It is extremely good already. Should not become institutionalised.”127

— “Present facilities are adequate.”128

120 See Annex 1 to the Summary of Responses from Members of the House of Commons
121 Anon
122 Baroness Cohen of Pimlico
123 Lord Jopling
124 Baroness Knight of Collingtree
125 Anon
126 Lord Tomlinson
127 Baroness Rawlings
128 Viscount Allenby of Megiddo
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Members’ Comments on the Potential Location of the Visitor and Information Centre

6. A few Members expressed views on where a visitor and information centre should or should not be
located:

— “. . . I would not like to see new buildings on Abingdon Green or the Tower Gardens.”129

— “The new centre should have direct access into the Palace of Westminster without the need to cross
a road with traYc.”130

— “It would be desirable if a new visitor centre were built in Abingdon Green for there to be an
underground tunnel connecting it with the main building, for use by visitors and members of the
House of Lords.”131

— “Westminster Hall is a magnificent, unique example of English medieval architecture. If it is
cluttered up with stalls it detracts from its magnificence of scale. Any other site is to be preferred
for a visitor centre.”132

— “Any building on Abingdon Green or Victoria Tower Gardens should not obtrude much on these
v. pleasant open spaces. I hope the Committee will consider fitting a visitor centre into an existing
building outside the Palace.”133

Facilities that a Visitor Centre Ought to Provide

7. Facilities that Members thought that the visitor and information centre ought to provide fell into the
following broad categories:

a. Disabled access

As in the Commons, several Members in the Lords emphasised the need to make provision for the
disabled:

— “I presume all facilities will take account of the needs of people with physical impairments.”134

— “Accommodate visitors to the Chamber during the debate. Availability of wheelchairs (if
possible).”135

— “Disabled access.”136

— “Facilities for disabled people (wheelchairs, guide dogs, deaf loops)”137

— “I must stress the need for communication facilities for disabled people—especially those with a
learning disability.”138

— “. . .Disabled facilities including loop essential.”139

b. Need for improved facilities for schools and educational groups

A number of Members, including the Schools Minister, commented on the need to provide appropriate
facilities and materials for schools:

— “Anything we could do to improve our—somewhat sparse—facilities for schools visits would be
warmly welcomed in the educational world, not least by those seeking to promote more eVective
citizenship education.”140

— “If possible the opportunity to purchase materials which could be used for further information
after the visit—particularly for schools, colleges etc.”141

— “An information pack for school children outlining what Parliament is for and how they can
influence decisions through their MPs.”142

129 Anon
130 Lord Brooke of Alverthorpe
131 Lord Faulkner of Worcester
132 Lord Maclennan of Rogart
133 Lord Hylton
134 Baroness Darcy de Knayth
135 Baroness Howells of St Davids
136 Lord Low of Dalston
137 Baroness Masham of Ilton
138 Lord Rix
139 Lord Walpole
140 Lord Adonis, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Schools
141 Anon
142 Baroness D’Souza
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— “The facilities provided by the Scottish Parliament and especially by the Welsh Assembly are
admirable—the latter caters well for school groups and I was impressed by eg interactive facilities
to identify AMs, and the website to which visitors could contribute (“what is a debate” —answers
included: “When one person stands up and talks and then another person stands up and talks” —
sadly probably true). Have the devolved institutions been visited?”143

— “We should provide worksheets/interactive materials for school children (as in museums, at
galleries etc). I do my own if I take a group round, particularly primary school children.” And “I
have had a lot of experience in taking round Parliament groups of children from ages 7 to 18. We
really don’t have appropriate material particularly for younger children. I am thinking of
interactive materials, worksheets, models etc etc.”144

— “I suggest school groups are allowed to debate in Chambers of Commons and Lords during our
vacations.”145

— “Material to enable educational groups to be prepared in advance.”146

c. Need for greater provision of information for visitors on Parliament

A significant number of comments were made about the need for more information about Parliament and
for this information to be conveyed through a variety of media:

— “TV link showing proceedings in real time.”147

— “Information on role of Parliament versus Executive. Information on the role of opposition parties
ie scrutiny of legislation. Parliamentary Questions. Demanding Ministerial Statements. The work
of Select Committees, opposition Supply Days etc . . . Role of House of Lords in a bicameral
system.”148

— “A glossy souvenir guidebook should be available but so should an inexpensive one be available
at the start of a tour to use on the tour. Our experience at Leeds Castle in Kent, shews that many
people cannot aVord a glossy one to keep but would like to have a manageable (ie handy one) easy
to absorb.”149

— “We also need to make use of modern communication techniques—video’s, DVD’s etc.”150

— “Information to be available by telephone and by internet.”151

— “Guide for parliamentarians who take their own visitors round.”152

— “A DVD on the House at work, for sale.”153

— “Leaflets/handouts. Ability to take notes if sit in public gallery”154

— “TV of debates in action.”155

— “The information should be interactive where possible. Perhaps there could be some discussion
with people involved in the citizenship element of the national curriculum so that the exhibition/
information and on-line presence can be used as a resource for citizenship lessons.”156

— “MPs and Peers should be encouraged and helped to talk to visiting groups . . .”157

d. Focus of the visitor and information centre

Some Members were particularly concerned that information about Parliament should focus on what
Parliament does today:

— “There should be some real time explanation of what is going on in the Chamber at that moment
(assuming the House is sitting) using the TV screen feed and assign some “Test Match Special”
type comments.”158

143 Baroness Hamwee
144 Baroness Massey of Darwen
145 Lord Renton of Mount Harry
146 Lord Smith of Leigh
147 Lord Best
148 Baroness Boothroyd
149 Lord Boston of Faversham
150 Lord Clark of Windermere
151 Lord Colwyn
152 Baroness Gould of Potternewton
153 Lord Grenfell
154 Baroness Ludford
155 Lord Montagu of Beaulieu
156 Baroness Royall of Blaisdon
157 Lord Stone of Blackheath
158 Lord Hodgson of Astley Abbotts
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— “More role/less history. A virtual experience of [Parliament] which will make scarce “in-House”
time more useful.”

— “By far the most important aspect for the proposed centre is to be able to describe the present role
of the House of Lords and how we operate. A visit to Parliament would not simply be another
museum visit—it must give a proper insight to what we all actually do.” And “for visitors who
need to know more about how the House of Lords actually works, this needs to be very much more
the focus of any educational activities than simply to regard a visit to the Palace of Westminster
as a visit to yet another museum. I fear that the Guides are quite good on history but have
absolutely nothing to say about what we are doing at present. If we are going to continue to
perform our vital role of revising legislation and holding Ministers to account, there has to be far
greater public understanding of what we do and how we do it.”160

— “In the exhibition/information area emphasis should be on the role of Parliament. Where we are
now. Separately, a simplified/schematic account of the history—how we got where we are. (At
present, children tend to be overwhelmed by the history.)”161

e. Reaching visitors from other parts of the country and outside of the UK

Some Members commented on outreach and, in particular, the need to ensure that languages other than
English are catered for:

— “More printed material in foreign languages.”162

— “Good provision in a number of languages other than English.”163

— “In view of the number of foreign visitors visiting the Palace of Westminster, it would be useful to
have guides to guide in French, German and other languages.”164

— “For UK citizens—especially students of all ages—from areas of the country more remote from
London, a very high on-line tour (emphasising democratic role and process of Parliament is far
more useful than any tourist facility).”165

— “Information about visitor and info centre should be publicised in ethnic media. Some of us can
contribute towards this.”166

f. Facility for Members to book rooms

A few comments were made about the provision of bookable facilities:
— “. . .guiding/interpretive support for visitors if bookable in advance.”167

— “Peers must have access to at least one large committee room where members of public can take
photographs.”168

— “The area should be available and be booked for private functions by firms, clubs, charities etc.”169

— “. . .especially where members can take visitors for a snack—bookable.”170

g. Other suggestions for facilities within the visitor and information centre

Members also suggested various other facilities that might be included: storage for visitors’ belongings;171

explanation of how to get tickets to attend debates and questions;172 coVee/tea facilities;173 a shop and cafe;174

“quality architecture”;175 separate queues for Parliamentarians” visitors;176 adequate queuing
arrangements, especially in bad weather;177 additional toilets for men178 and virtual tours.179

159 Lord Holme of Cheltenham
160 Lord Jenkin of Roding
161 Baroness Warnock
162 Anon
163 Bishop of Winchester
164 Lord Macaulay of Bragar
165 Lord Tyler
166 Lord Dholakia
167 Lord Campbell of Alloway
168 Lord Ahmed
169 Lord Haskel
170 Baroness Howarth of Breckland
171 Lord Bassam of Brighton
172 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale
173 Baroness Nicol
174 Lord Rodgers of Quarry Bank
175 Lord Walpole
176 Lord Patel of Blackburn
177 Lord Vincent of Coleshill
178 Lord Evans of Watford
179 Baroness Walmsley
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Annex 2

RESULTS OF THE PVIC QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO MEMBERS OF BOTH HOUSES IN JULY
2006

Summary of Results for Both Houses

House of House of Combined
Lords Commons Totals

Number of questionnaires sent: 741 646 1,387
Number of responses received: 160 157 317
Response rate: 21.6% 24.3% 22.9%

Responses—Summary

Essential or Unnecessary or
Desirable No Opinion Rank

Q1 How important are the following elements:

a Exhibition/information area explaining
history & role of Parliament 96% 4% 1

b Purpose-built facility for educational
groups 86% 14% 4

c Guiding/interpretive support for visitors 92% 8% 3

d Practical facilities—shop, cafe, toilets,
ability to book tours, etc 92% 8% 2

e Area bookable by members to receive
constituency or interest groups 76% 24% 6

f On-line presence which replicates the
experience of the centre for those unable
to visit 80% 20% 5

Q2 How important is it that the centre is open outside normal hours, eg:

a Weekday evenings 80% 20%

b Saturdays 81% 19%

c Sundays 60% 40%

Responses (excluding null returns)

Essential Desirable Unnecessary No Opinion

Q1 How important are the following elements:

a Exhibition/information area explaining
history & role of Parliament 60% 36% 4% 1%

b Purpose-built facility for educational
groups 34% 52% 11% 3%

c Guiding/interpretive support for visitors 42% 50% 6% 2%

d Practical facilities—shop, cafe, toilets,
ability to book tours, etc 62% 30% 6% 2%

e Area bookable by members to receive
constituency or interest groups 30% 46% 18% 6%

f On-line presence which replicates the
experience of the centre for those unable
to visit 23% 57% 13% 7%

Q2 How important is it that the centre is open outside normal hours, eg:

a Weekday evenings 29% 51% 19% 1%

b Saturdays 32% 50% 16% 3%

c Sundays 15% 44% 36% 5%

Q3 Number of suggestions received for other
facilities or further comments 174 55%
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Responses (including null returns)

Essential Desirable Unnecessary No Opinion

Q1 How important are the following elements:

a Exhibition/information area explaining
history & role of Parliament 59% 36% 4% 1%

b Purpose-built facility for educational
groups 33% 51% 11% 3%

c Guiding/interpretive support for visitors 40% 48% 5% 2%

d Practical facilities—shop, cafe, toilets,
ability to book tours, etc 60% 30% 5% 2%

e Area bookable by members to receive
constituency or interest groups 29% 44% 18% 6%

f On-line presence which replicates the
experience of the centre for those unable
to visit 23% 55% 13% 6%

Q2 How important is it that the centre is open outside normal hours, eg:

a Weekday evenings 25% 53% 17% 1%

b Saturdays 25% 52% 15% 4%

c Sundays 13% 40% 35% 6%

Education provision at the Houses of Parliament—summary of options prepared by the
Programme Manager

Option Description Capacity Space

Keep the * The Macmillan Room and 1 Parliament Maximum About 150m2

status quo Street are available for use by the Education capacity of 28,000 (Macmillan Room
Unit. children is 104.4m2)

* These spaces are shared with both Houses
and are not dedicated for education use
only.

* These rooms have no computer facilities and
no ancillary spaces for lunch areas or
cloakrooms.

* These rooms are not used to provide
learning sessions outside of the school year
or to groups other than schools.

Current scale * Space provided which is similar in Maximum About 200m2

of provision proportion to the current rooms used by the capacity of 28,000
for the Education Service but dedicated for children
Education education use only.
Service BUT * The provision of space is well thought out
in a dedicated with good access, toilets close by and
space storage.

More space * A dedicated space either on or oV the 100,000 learners 1,000m2

for the existing Estate consisting of five classroom
Education spaces and ancillary spaces for a lunch area,
Service cloakroom, storage etc.

* Enough space to accommodate a whole year
group.

* A space which can be used by others outside
of school term times (eg for teacher training,
adult learners and families). It can also be
used as a physical base for the outreach
team.
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Option Description Capacity Space

Education * A dedicated space which includes a 100,000 learners 2,300m2

Centre reception area, 6 multi-functional learning
spaces, a small exhibition area, staV areas,
toilets, lunch areas, locker spaces, storage
and plant room.

* Enough space to cater for a whole year
group.

* A space which can be used by others outside
of school term times (eg for teacher training,
adult learners and families). It can also be
used as a physical base for the outreach
team.

Parliamentary * A dedicated space for the benefit of all 100,000 learners 5,660m2

Visitor and visitors which includes significant exhibition
Information areas, a welcome area, shop and café,
Centre educational facilities—six multi-functional

learning spaces, staV areas, toilets, lunch
areas, locker spaces, storage and plant
room.

* Enough space to cater for a whole year
group.

* A space which can be used by all visitors
and all learners (eg for teacher training,
adult learners and families). It can also be
used as a physical base for the outreach
team.

29 January 2007

A paper on current education provision in the Houses of Parliament prepared by the Programme Manager

Key Facts and Figures

* 11,170 students visited Parliament on programmes by the Education Service in 2005–06.

* This figure is planned to rise to 28,000 by end of March 2008.

* 15 school visits currently take place per week.

* Each school visit has a maximum limit of 32 pupils per school due to space capacity.

* An average of 61% of schools which visit in a year are from the South East region.

Issue Current education provision Desired education provision Constraints

1. Space No dedicated space for Dedicated, sound proofed Lack of purpose built space
education sessions, either facilities with clear access so Education Service has to
during term time or outside routes, providing storage, use spaces designed for
of these times. flexible areas, furniture and Members’ use which are

ICT equipment. Cater for not appropriate for
more groups at same time. education purposes.
Meeting rooms released
back to Members’ use.
Rooms available to
Members outside of
teaching hours.

2. Capacity 11,170 school children in 100,000 learners a year School parties can only
2005–06 via organised (formal and informal attend during term time.
education sessions, rising to learners). Numbers could There is a lack of space to
28,000 by 31 March 2008 be more if Members wish to cater for more than three
with current resources. find a way to subsidise visits per day.

travel to Westminster (see
item 17)
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Issue Current education provision Desired education provision Constraints

3. Demand Waiting list of two terms in Capability to provide for Lack of space to house
advance for school groups 100,000 learners meeting more school visits during
to visit. demand (including demand term time and meet

generated by outreach) demand.
without big waiting lists.

4. Peak use of A full day visit in the Make better use of Lack of a dedicated space
current Macmillan Room is education facilities for non- means Education Service
education 10.30—2.30. Half day visits school groups outside of cannot provide sessions
facilities in 1 Parliament Street are peak times for schools outside core school hours

10.30—1.00 and (ie later in the day). as rooms are booked by
1.30—3.30. others. StaV resources.

5. Tours Only one in six children More education-specific Lack of capacity in Tours
have come on a tour of tours which are curriculum- OYce to take “tailored
Parliament tailored for focused and shorter than tours”. Lack of capacity in
children by the Education the normal adult tour. A Education Service to cater
Service. more varied programme to for more children or oVered

cater for diVerent needs— varied programme.
oVering mix and match
modules.

6. Length of No place for groups to have Most students spend 3—4 Lack of a lunch area. Lack
visits (see item lunch. Visits are fitted in hours per visit, and over of dedicated spaces to allow
11) the hours before or lunchtime. Provides better groups to come and go

afterwards and are short. value in terms of the time freely. Lack of holding area
and money spent to get to for groups to be active and
Parliament. circulate while learning—

such as exhibition space.

7. Coverage An average of 61% of Bring schools to Parliament Geographical location.
beyond schools which visit each which might not normally Limited outreach service.
London (see year are from London and come via targeted Limited manual booking
item 18) the South East. marketing, and demand system.

created from outreach
work. More dedicated
spaces to cater for more
schools increasing
opportunity for all. A lunch
space and more to do so
that schools from a distance
can stay longer and have
better value.

8. A base for 2 members of an Outreach A physical base/hub for the Lack of dedicated space.
outreach staV Team working with those outreach team to hold

unable to visit Parliament. conferences and
They support Members in workshops; training
their work with schools and sessions for outreach
young people here and in workers and teachers; talks
constituencies. for community groups.

9. Format of Activities for groups are Flexible rooms which could Lack of dedicated spaces
educational constrained by the format accommodate diVerent sizes where children can be
activities of the rooms. Programmes of groups and be configured actively engaged without

are also ad hoc and not in diVerent seating plans. disturbing daily business of
always in line with what is Purpose built space to cater Parliament. Lack of staV
on the website or in for all activities—art, resources. Lack of storage
resource packs. Pre and debates etc. Consistent for resources for diVerent
post session support is not approach for activities activities.
provided for schools. rather than ad hoc.

10. Computer Current rooms have no Rooms equipped with Lack of equipment and
facilities computer facilities for computers, interactive proper space to use it.

students to use. white boards and
videoconferencing facilities.
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Issue Current education provision Desired education provision Constraints

11. Lunch (see item 6) No dedicated area for A large lunch area for
facilities schools to eat their own packed lunches which is

prepared lunches. Those capable of hosting a whole
here all day do eat in the year group. Lack of
Macmillan Room but this dedicated space.
is only ever one group at a
time. It also means children
are inactive, sitting down
for most of their time here.
No lunch facilities is a
significant problem for
schools from a distance or
for younger pupils.

12. Facilities Nowhere for students to Lockable cupboards Lack of dedicated space.
for coats/bags store coats and bags adjacent to the dedicated

teaching spaces.

13. Toilets Students use existing toilets. Dedicated toilets near the Lack of dedicated space.
These are not suitable for education area which
younger children and include small toilets and
become congested with hand basins for smaller
school groups. children.

14. Special Only limited provision is Dedicated facilities to Lack of dedicated spaces
needs groups made for groups with enable Education Service to which meet standards and

special needs. oVer a programme for allow small group work.
students with special needs.

15. Sessions Very few sessions are Education facilities used all Lack of working hours for
outside of provided outside of school year round at flexible times evening and weekend
school terms terms for non-school by diVerent groups—formal opening. Lack of staV
(see item 19) learners. The focus is solely and informal learners. resources to ensure sessions

on school groups who only More flexible use of and hard copy materials
visit on a school day in resources. can be developed for new
term time. audiences.

16. Facilities Limited training is oVered Teachers, especially of Lack of dedicated space.
to train for teachers either on site or citizenship, should be Lack of staV to provide
teachers, remotely by the Education oVered the opportunity to sessions outside of core
especially Service using their learn how to deliver and school times and
citizenship resources. tailor their own sessions supporting materials. Lack
teachers relating to Parliament and of flexible working hours to

democracy in their own provide sessions in the
class rooms. Cascading evening or at weekends.
knowledge this way has the
potential to reach a large
number of students over a
wider geographical area.

17. StaV 9.5 posts currently in Extra education visits staV Lack of staV resources
numbers Education Service and extra VAs would be

providing for up to 28,000 required to support an
school children. education programme for

100,000 learners.

18. Subsidies None oVered Ensure schools visiting via Lack of space to house
(see item 7) the Education Service are increased demand. Funding

representative of all areas for subsidies.
of UK.
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Issue Current education provision Desired education provision Constraints

19. Types of Groups such as families, Education facilities which Lack of working hours for
group (see adult learners and could be used by other evening and weekend
item 15) community groups are not learners outside of school opening. Lack of staV

provided for. hours and term times. If resources. Cost of
hours are extended more increasing services and
groups could be catered for. security (opening at

weekends).

20. The Groups want some form of Other ways should be Current limited capacity of
“Westminster experience of Parliament found for an increased the Palace to cater for tours
Experience” itself. Currently this takes number of groups to of increased numbers of

the form of a tour. experience Parliament and schools.
minimise pressure on the
Palace. On site this could
involve exhibition areas (to
display existing work and
students’ own work) and
using the Parliamentary
Collection of art and
artefacts.

January 2007

Letter from the Chairman of the House of Lords Information Committee to the Chairman of the House of
Commons Administration Committee

May I thank you on behalf of the House of Lords Information Committee for sharing with us your papers
relating to the visitor and education facilities inquiry.

On Wednesday 21 February, we had the opportunity to consider your very helpful paper on visitor
facilities prepared by the Second Clerk to your Committee. We were aware that at your meeting on Tuesday
6 February your Committee had decided in favour of a dedicated space for school visitors along the lines
of option (c) of paper CL44 (not printed). An extract of the minutes of your meeting were before us. A
number of us have also had the benefit of having recently toured the Parliamentary Education Service.

After discussion, we agreed that we should also support your option (c). I enclose a copy of an extract of
the minutes of our meeting (not printed).

I understand that you will be considering a draft report shortly. I hope that you will feel able to reflect
our Committee’s support for an improved educational facility in the text of your report.

March 2007
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